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[THE GOSPEL OF MATTHEW] 

PARALLEL I 

I Chronicles 1 Matthew 1 
34. Thus Abraham begot Isaac; 2. Abraham begot Isaac, and 

and the sons of Isaac were Esau Isaac begot Jacob, 
and Israel. 

I Chronicles 2 
1. The sons of Israel were 

Reuben, Simeon, Levi, and 
Judah, Issachar, and Zebulun, 

2. Dan, Joseph, and Benja- 
min, Naphtali, Gad, and Asher. 

4. But Judah's daughter-in- 
law Tamar bore him Perez 
and Zerah. 

5. The sons of Perez: 
Hezron and Hamul. 

6. The sons of Hezron, that 
were born to him: Jerahmeel, 
and Ram, and Chelubai. 1 

10. And Ram begot Ammina- 
dab, and Amminadab begot 
Nahshon, prince of the sons 
of Judah. 

11. And Nahshon begot Salma, 
Salma begot Boaz, 

12. And Boaz begot Obed, and 
Obed begot Jesse. 

13. And Jesse begot his first- 
born Eliab, and second Abinadab, 
and Shimea the third, 

14. Nethanel the fourth, Raddai 
the fifth, 

15. Ozem the sixth, David the 
seventh. 

and Jacob begot Judah and his 
brothers. 

3. And Judah begot Perez and 
Zerah by Tamar, and Perez begot 
Hezron, 

and Hezron begot Aram. 

4. And Aram begot Amminadab, 
and Amminadab begot Nahshon. 

And Nahshon begot Salmon. 
5. And Salmon begot Boaz by 

Rahab, and Boaz begot Obed by Ruth, 
and Obed begot Jesse. 

6. And Jesse begot David the 
king. 

In his enumeration of this holy line of descent Matthew sets up 

three chronological divisions, each of fourteen individuals or persons. 

The first division extends from Abraham to David and comprises fourteen 
1 
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fathers who, by faith in Christ, embraced the promises of the prophets, 

cherished their earthly inheritance and the ceremonies and universal 

law of God before the promised reign of the tribe of Judah was mani- 

fested in the house of David. The second division reaches from David 

the king (as Matthew purposely calls him) to Jechoniah, and he sets forth 

fourteen of those to whom the kingship also--in addition to the prophecy 

and the legitimate priesthood given to their ancestors--was manifested 

through the grace of God in the house of David, as a sure pledge, a 

visible type, and a small part of the spiritual kingship of Christ. The 

third division, finally, covers in order the ancestors of Joseph from 

Jechoniah to Christ. Relying upon the superabundant records of the pro- 

phets, they, through faith, found repose in the shreds of the holy priest- 

hood and the scanty remnants of the preceding kingship. Sustained by 

faith, then, they persisted in the expectation of Christ until that fulness 

of time when Christ came. We also have followed this division in the 

arrangement of three parallels. We couple together, moreover, those 

words which were written in the first and second chapters of I Chronicles 

with the words of Matthew. For, on the one hand, they are in each case a 

genealogical compendium drawn together from the history of the Old 

Testament and, on the other hand, they look to the same goal. For, in 

the first case, Ezra desired to consign to the returning church the fullest 

description of that family to whom belonged the promises, the tables of 

the covenant, the law, the prophecy, the kingdom, and all the pledges of 
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the promises, so that she might look forward to Jesus Christ as if to 

their embodiment. The evangelist, in the same way, following 

the same genealogy as far as Zerubbabel, calls the godly to the 

knowledge and perception of the Christ who has arrived by point. 

ing out in him the truth of all the things previously done and said by 

that line--one by one, ' indeed, --to which the promises had been made. 

The rationale will be explained more fully in the following parallel. In 

this comparison of passages, furthermore, and in the whole diagram- 

matic arrangement the individual phrases agree very well with one 

another, unless perhaps it provokes uncertainty in someone that in the 

one place Israel2 and Rama are mentioned, in the other Jacob4 and 

Aram. 5 Both were, in actuality, people with two names. The name, or 

rather the extra name, of "Israel" was also assigned to Jacob by God, 

just as Moses relates in Genesis 32: 28 and 35: 10. "Ram" and "Aram" 

are really a single name, if you bear the same thing in mind; but the 

former is characteristic of the Hebrews, the latter of the Egyptians 

and Syrians. The remaining names are obviously the same; we shall, 

therefore, hasten on to other points. 

PARALLEL II 

I Chronicles 3 Matthew 1 
5. And these were born to 6. And David the king begot 

David in Jerusalem: Shimea and Solomon by her who had been the wife 
Shobab, and Nathan, and Solomon, of Uriah. 
four by Bathshua, the daughter of 
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Ammiel. 
10. And the son of Solomon was 

Rehoboam, Abijah his son, Asa 
his son, Jehoshaphat his son, 

11. Joram his son, Ahaziah 
his son, Joash his son, 

12. Amaziah his son, Azariah 
his son, Jotham his son, 

13. Ahaz his son, Hezekiah 
his son, Manasseh his son, 

14. Amon his son, Josiah his 
son. 

15. The sons of Josiah:, the 
first-born Johanan, the second 
Jehoiakim, the third Zedekiah, 
the fourth Shallum. 

16. And the sons of J. ehoiakim: 
Jechoniah his son, Zedekiah his 

son. 

7. And Solomon begot Rehoboam, 
and Rehoboam begot Abijah, and 
Abijah begot Asa, 

8. And Asa begot Jehoshaphat, 

and Jehoshaphat begot Joram, and 
Joram begot Uzziah, 

9. And Uzziah begot Jotham, and 
Jotham begot Ahaz, and Ahaz begot 
Hezekiah, 

10. And Hezekiah begot Manasseh, 

and Manasseh begot Amon, and 
Amon begot Josiah, 

11. And Josiah begot Jechoniah 
and his brothers, who were at the 
time of the deportation to Babylon. 

In both these narratives the proximate goal is that the unbroken 

continuation of the Davidic kingship might be set forth in the church of 

God; the ultimate goal is that it might be shown, from this continuation, 

that the succession to the kingship has at last reached the Christ in whom 

the fulfilment of all the promises of God has been placed. Ezra concerns 

himself particularly with the former of these goals, while Matthew in 

this enumeration hastens on to the latter. Thus, there is a common 

posture and main point to both passages: although the kingship which 

previously was assigned purely to David was transferred from the family 

of Solomon to the posterity of Nathan (as Luke öP3oYPäuuc0S1 shows), 

it still remained in the house of David. It follows from these facts that 

Christ, who, according to the flesh, was born of the virgin Mary, a 
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daughter of David, is by virtue of birth a son of David and Abraham, 

by virtue of the temporal law their heir as well, and by virtue of the 

truth and the fulfilment [of all God's promises] an everlasting king. 

These things are proven not only by the design of both narratives, but 

also by a comparison with other passages of scripture. For, although 

in both places the sequence of that line is set forth from which Christ 

was born according to the flesh, nevertheless both places point this 

out most clearly, that the interest here was certainly more in the legit- 

imate succession to the. kingship than in natural descent. 'For this reason, 

therefore, in Ezra Zedekiah is called the son of Jechoniah in verse 16, 

because he succeeded the latter to the kingship, even though he was, ac- 

cording to the natural order, the paternal uncle of this man. In Matthew, 

on the other hand, the names of certain kings are omitted from verse 8 

and also the following two verses, names which can easily be supplied 

from the ävrLazoLXos2 
passage from Ezra. 3 We judge that these names 

were omitted for the following reasons: first, because Matthew was 

hastening on (as we have previously said) to that ultimate aim relating to 

the pointing out of Christ; secondly, because he was aware that this gene- 

alogy was known by everyone, even the ignorant, or, at least, that it 

was displayed to everyone's view by passages of scripture which are as 

numerous as can be and easily seen; finally, however, because he thought 

that a fixed number of people ought to be referred to the individual 

classes equally, so as to be an aid to the memory of the pious. He him--- 
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self mentions this plan, saying, "So all the generations from Abraham 

to David were fourteen generation's, 11 etc. , verse 17. The alterations 

which happen to this passage, however, are not of such a kind as to be 

able to excite serious misgiving. For, in the first place, if we consider 

the personal names, Uzziah4 and Azariah5 are the same person; for he 

was a man with two names, and hence is rather frequently called by both 

names in one and the same chapter (II Kings 15). The remaining names 

agree with each other, if only you bear in mind this, that the personal 

names of the Hebrews, when they pass over into foreign languages, are 

generally corrupted by the change of one letter or syllable. 

Certain grounds for doubt remain which it is necessary to banish 

from this passage with a few words. The first is the question as to what 

it might mean that Zedekiah is called the son of Jechoniah. 6 Answer: 

That Jechoniah had no son who obtained the kingship from him is shown 

by these words of Jeremiah 22: 30: "Thus says Jehovah: Write this man 

down as childless, a man who shall not prosper in his days, 11 etc. Conse- 

quently, neither Zedekiah nor anyone else can correctly be called a nat- 

ural son of this man, as Ambrose very aptly concludes in his comments 

on Luke. 7 Zedekiah, therefore, must have been spoken of as a son either 

by virtue of adoption or by virtue of succession to the place of a son. 

He could not be a son by adoption, since he was the paternal uncle of 

Jechoniah and older than he. It follows, therefore, that Zedekiah is 

called the son of Jechoniah in Chronicles because of succession to the 
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prerogative of kingship. The second question is how it could be said 

by Matthew that Josiah begot Jechoniah and his brothers when this Jecho- 

niah had no brothers, either full or half. 8 Answer: Josiah is said to 

beget Jechoniah in the sense that a grandfather begets a grandson through 

the father who comes between them. 9 For Josiah begot Jehoiakim and 

Jehoiakim Jechoniah; his brothers are not, in fact, viewed as having 

been children of the same parents, but rather they are understood as 

paternal uncles and as relatives who are descended from Josiah the king. 

For all relations and people linked by blood were customarily designated 

in this way by the term "brothers, 11 as at Genesis 13: 8 and 20: 1210 and 

29: 15; and Zedekiah himself is called the brother of Jechoniah in II Chron- 

icles 36: 10, even though he was'Jechoniah's 'uncle. The third question 

is why the aforementioned men should be said to have been begotten by 

Josiah at the time of the Babylonian deportation. Answer: This ques- 

tion is solved by means of a suitable interpretation of this passage in 

Matthew, if you posit an 
eXXeUýLsll 

of the Greek article in this man- 
/\i\ 31 \'n 

ner: 'IwaLac öe cyyevnae toy IexovLav xai. zous" a6eXcpous auiou, 

roüS enL tfls uezol. xccLas Ba. 6uXwvoc, that is, Josiah begot Jecho- 

niah and his brothers, who were at the time of the Babylonian deporta- 

tion. For if this ellipsis is accepted (and it is very frequent in all good 

authors and in the New Testament), neither is Josiah, who had already 

died long ago, said to have begotten someone at this time, nor are the 

brothers of Jechoniah said to have lived on during the deportation when 
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all his relations had died. Rather, the descendants of Josiah are 

merely said to have existed at that time in which that miserable depor- 

tation to Babylon began- -something which is made clear by the faithful- 

ness of the history in the books of Kings" and Chronicles. 

PARALLEL III 

I Chronicles 3 
17. And the sons of Jechoniah, 

the captive: Salathiel his son, 
18. And his, Malchiram, and 

Pedaiah, etc. 
19. And the sons of Pedaiah: 

Zerubbabel and Shimei. 

Matthew 1 
12. And after the Babylonian de- 

portation: Jechoniah begot Salathiel, 
and Salathiel begot Zerubbabel. 

That which was said in the preceding parallel about the goal and 

main point of both passages in Ezra in relation to Matthew pertains, by 

equal rights, to this passage as well. These two authors, indeed, seem 

to agree clearly with each other in a harmonious way, if you make this 

exception, that Ezra states that Zerubbabel was the son of Pedaiah, but 

Matthew that he was begotten by Salathiel. Both things, however, are 

true for the reason which we have previously shown. For Zerubbabel 

was the son of Pedaiah and the grandson of Salathiel; consequently, he 

was begotten by both--by his father, to be sure, in the nearest genealo- 

gical degree, but also mediately, at the first remove, 
' by his grand- 

father Salathiel. It is, nevertheless, quite certain that the sacred auth. 

ors nowhere, except for this passage in Chronicles, call Zerubbabel 

the son of Pedaiah, but call him everywhere the son of Salathiel. We 
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judge that this was done by Ezra2 and Haggai3 the prophet, because the 

following motive was very close at hand during that time: that by this 

means they might assert vuvtiöuWg4 the rightful succession of Zerub- 

babel to the kingship through his grandfather Salathiel and that the prime 

dignity might remain in the possession of his family by reason of the 

acknowledgement of all the people. Matthew complied with this design all 

the more carefully because it agreed with the number of generations on 

which he had decided for the sake of aiding the memory. And so in these 

two passages there seems, in fact, to be no alteration which might 

arouse uncertainty in the reader. 

But there is one question which arises from a comparison with 

chapter three of Luke, where Salathiel is called the son, not of Jecho- 

niah, but of Neri, who descended from Nathan. 5 The answer is that 

both statements are true, but the one is made literally, the other figura- 

tively. We are terming "literal" here a statement in which one is called 

a "father" or a'"son" who is a father or son by nature, according to the 

mode of procreation which people call "natural. " We are terming "fig- 

urative, 11 on the other hand, a statement in which someone is called a 

"father" or a "son" who is not a father or son according to nature, but 

who assumes the place of a father or son, according to the law, by 

means of adoption in childhood or adulthood or legal nomination as the 

successor. It is in accordance with the aforesaid literal sense that 

Salathiel is called by Luke "the son of Neri, who was the son of Melchi, 
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the son of Addi, 11 etc. , from the posterity of Nathan, the son of David, 

as Luke recounts in this passage. It is, on the other hand, in accord- 

ance with the aforesaid figurative manner of statement that Zerubbabel 

is said to have been the son of Salathiel, or Salathiel to have begotten 

Zerubbabel; because he was not born the son of Salathiel, but was (so 

to speak) made his son, not by natural procreation, but by a legal 

fiction and substitution. We are not concerned in the least, however, 

as to whether this fiction or substitution was effected by Jechoniah 

through the adoption of a child or an adult, or whether, contrariwise, 

it was effected by*the force--the strength (as they say)--of an eternal 

law pertaining to the kingship. For we do not recall, for one thing, 

that this point is distinctly explained by the sacred scriptures; it is suf- 

ficient, for another thing, that the nomination of Salathiel to the succes- 

sion be approved as legitimate on the ground that the whole progeny of 

Solomon became extinct'at that time and that, consequently, the succes- 

sion to the kingship and the sonship, as it were, were transferred to the 

posterity of Nathan, as Zechariah 12: 12 indicates in no obscure fashion. 

Moreover, the position of first place in the posterity of Nathan belonged 

to Salathiel, from whom it had devolved upon Zerubbabel, when the 

Jews, by virtue of the edict of Cyrus, returned to their homeland. 
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PARALLEL IV 

Isaiah 7 Matthew 1 
14. Behold, a certain virgin 23. Behold, the virgin shall conceive 

shall conceive and bear a son, and bear a son, and they shall call 
and you shall call his name his name Immanuel, which, if you 
Immanuel. 1 translate it, is God with us. 

Admittedly, at first sight the goal of the one passage is different 

from that of the other, but yet, in actuality, they maintain the closest 

conformity to one another; or, rather, they are at one in goal and theme. 

. For both have the commön goal that the pious should possess a very reli- 

able sign by which they might be able to distinguish the son of God, our 

Immanuel, from other men from the time of his conception and birth 

according to the flesh. Moreover, one must not deny that this goal itself 

was revealed to the whole human race--to some, so as to effect stumbling 

and downfall, to others, so as to effect salvation and resurrection, Luke 

2: 34--and that the proclamation of that goal is for some "a fragrance 

leading from death to death, 11 but for others "a fragrance leading from 

life to life, I' II Corinthians 2: 16. It is for this reason, indeed, that 

the particular goal in either passage seems almost opposed to that in 

the other. For in Isaiah this sign seems to be cast, as it were, into the 

face of King Ahaz and his family so that the enormity of their perfidy 

and infidelity might be increased, because they did not rely upon such 

definite and unique promises of God; and that, consequently, the condem- 

nation of that family might be sealed. In Matthew, on the other hand, 

the proximate goal differs as widely as can be from that of Isaiah. For 
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in Matthew it had to do with the reassurance either of Joseph or of the 

whole church concerning the truthfulness of the promises of God and 

their imminent fulfilment at that very time. The main point or theme, 

therefore (as the angel had proclaimed two verses before), is that the 

virgin Mary, daughter of David, had conceived because of the Holy Spirit 

and would give birth to a son, our Immanuel, who would set his people 

free from their sins--something which the truth of God had formerly 

predicted. And so, in actuality, there is no difficulty in regard to the 

subject of the passages and in fitting them together, since they conform 

to each other in words and, equally so, in contents. 

There does seem to be one difference in the words, namely, that 

the Hebrew word is translated in most copies by the plural number, 

"And they shall call, 11 for what is, in effect, "And he shall be called. " 

It must be explained as an idiom of the Hebrews, and the Arabic trans- 

lator explains it very well. 2 Moreover] most of the ancients seem to 

have read it in this way: Justin Martyr in Trypho, 3 Chrysostom in his 

twelfth homily on John, 4 Epiphanius in Anchoratus, 5 Augustine in the 

first book of De Consensu Evangelistarum, 6 and others. Isaiah, indeed, 

uses an ambiguous form--of the feminine gender, to be sure, but which 

still can be used for the second person as well as for the third--7 just as 

Jerome took it when writing to Pammachius; 8 and as many words of this 

form as there are can be cited to support this view. And so it does not 

greatly matter whether one resolves to read, "And you shall call his 
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name, 11 as if the discourse had turned in the direction of the virgin, or 

"And she shall call, " as if the progress of the narrative were continuous 

without any change of person. Likewise we leave undecided as well 

whether you would rather read xaXeoe LC9 or xaXeoooat, 10 or 

xaXEacL, 11 on the basis of the ancient copies. For however you 

choose, the basic idea is always the same. 

Here, however, two questions can be raised. One is whose words 

these are meant to be--whether the evangelist's or, on the other hand, 

the angel's. The other question is whether or not someone is literally 

and necessarily designated as a "virgin" by the ascription of the Hebrew 

word ralmäh]. As far as the former question is concerned, almost 

everyone has considered the utterance in verses 22 and 23 to be Mat- 

thews. In this utterance [according to this view] he wanted to show 

the church that the angel's revelation is the same as the prophet's reve- 

lation which was already made long ago, and that ancient prediction is 

joined together, as it were, with the present fulfilment by the evangelist. 

But yet (I say this by everyone's good leave) these two verses seem to 

me to belong to the utterance of the angel. In order to understand this 

matter better, one must take note of the whole of the angel's utterance 

and the occasion for it. The occasion was that the husband Joseph would 

have decided to send Mary away, since she was pregnant. The angel op- 

poses this plan in his utterance, the whole of which is concerned with 

dissuading Joseph. Two parts are set down in this utterance: a propo- 
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sition and its corroboration, in_two verses each. The ßovXrlj xctt, 

aLTLov12--the advice and the reason-for it--belong to the prpposi- 

tion in verses 20 and 21. In the corroboration in verses 22 and 23, on 

the other hand, the authority of the divine word is adduced. The angel 

fortifies this whole utterance beforehand with a charming way of addres- 

sing Joseph, "Joseph, son of David" ; by this introduction his mind is 

prepared for docility and faith. This is the sense of the advice which 

the angel declares to Joseph: "You act justly, to be sure, as well as 

kindly in that you do not wishy Joseph, to touch another man's wife, in 

that you do not wish to make a public display of a virtuous girl made 

pregnant by the fault perhaps (as you suppose) of someone else. But do 

not fear; this wife of yours is not another, 's, has not been made pregnant 

by her own fault or that of another, but by the blessing of God. Here 

your aforesaid justice must be blended with faith and the promises of 

God already made long ago to the house of David, since you are the son 

and she the daughter of David. " To this advice reasons are subjoined. 

The first stems from the law of matrimony, for "she is your wife" by 

virtue, bf the fact and law of engagement. The second reason stems from 

the author of the pregnancy: "For that which is conceived in her is of 

the Holy Spirit. 11 The third reason stems from the status of the child 

to be born: "She will bear a son, 11 etc. , verse 21. At this point the 

pious Joseph certainly needed a corroboration, if anyone ever has. 

Even though the appearance of the angel would seem to achieve not a 
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little towards a corroboration, that doubt could still attack Joseph's 

mind as to how God would transmit the promised seed. We read in 

Luke 1: 34 that this doubt was also expressed by the virgin Mary herself. 

The angel, therefore, washes this uncertainty away in the second part 

of the utterance, proving that this thing is not something new or alien 

to pious minds, but that, rather, everything which he had previously 

said had been prophesied--both concerning the person, office, and bene- 

fits of the Messiah and also concerning this divine mode of conception 

and generation itself. These reasons impel me to think that this author- 

ization of the prophet was adduced by the angel. 

The Jews have stirred up the second question, affirming that the 

Hebrew noun [-almäh] does not literally signify "virgin, 11 but that rather 

it ought to be taken in this passage as referring to the prophet's wife. 

We reply to both things in a few words: That the Hebrew word literally 

denotes a virgin girl, not only its etymon shows but also a comparison 

of all occurrences in scripture. For the noun Calmw. h13 is derived from 

the verbCälam, 14 which is "to conceal, " because by it is signified a girl 

who hides herself away under the authority and custody of another and 

is not in the habit of coming out readily into the sight of men. Like- 

wise, it is well-known that, in those ancient and very chaste times, vir- 

gins were dressed accordingly and that not even on the wedding day it- 

self did they venture forth in public unveiled. It is from this custom 

that it comes about that the day which followed the wedding was called 
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even among the Greeks- -scarcely good guardians of chastity--the day 

of the ävauaXurctirjpt, a15 or eTtaüXLa. 16 And Tzetzes in his com- 

ments on Hesind is evidence that, in the opinion of the Greeks, rtap8evoc17 

was spoken of in the same way. 18 A comparison of the occurrences 

[of calmäh], moreover, is completely on our side. For there is no occur- 

rence in the sacred scriptures which, even at first sight, can be ex- 

plained otherwise than referring to a virgin, if you make the one ex- 

ception in which the impiety of the Jews glories; Proverbs 30: 9.19. A 

shameless harlot, ' they say, is termed Calmäh by Solomon; therefore 

aalmäh is- not (as you think) "a virgin. I reply: A worthless man is 

also occasionally called "good, 11 but c Lpc. ývi. xc . 
20 For everything in 

scripture, due to the practice of people in general, is customarily des- 

ignated in two ways: Some things, to be sure, are designated äXtýßc3 

Tj xazä trjv trýs oüaCas äý, gMav, 21 that is, in accordance with 

the things themselves as they are in reality--whether the terms for 

these things be literal or figurative. Other things, however, are des- 

ignated e'v66Eo c22 or 8oEaaiLxWc. 23 that is, in accordance with 

opinion, whether because they are so regarded, although they are not 

so, or ouyyWPTITLXC, 24 because they wish to be so regarded--even 

as the idols of the Gentiles, magicians, and gastrologists obtain the ap- 

pellation of "gods" or "wise men, " since they are nothing less than that 

which they are said to be. The description of the girl in the passage 

mentioned above in Proverbs ought to be taken in the same manner. No 
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Jew nor any most hostile adversary of the truth of the gospel would 

deny this, if he would direct his attention to the words of the Wise Man. 

For after he has said, "Three things are hidden from me, nay rather 

four I do not know: the way of an eagle in the sky, the way of a serpent 

on a rock, the way of a ship on the high seas, and the way of a man in 

a virgin"--25if you ask, "'In what virgin? "--let us listen, I implore, to 

Solomon himself explaining this class of virgins in the following verse: 

"Such is, 11 he says, "the way of a harlot; she eats up, next she wipes 

her mouth; then she says, 'I have wrought no iniquity, "'26 that is, "I 

am a virgin girl, untouched by a man. 11 With these words Solomon as- 

suredly shows in the most obvious manner that the woman who is 'speci- 

fically censured by him is the one who shamelessly affirms that she is 

a virgin and, consequently, is regarded as a virgin by human opinion. 

One acts unfairly, therefore, when he adduces a figurative way of speak- 

ing in order to overthrow the literal meaning of this noun. 

The other argument which the Jews bring forward is that this verse 

of Isaiah must be taken as referring to his own wife. They think that 

they prove this idea by two considerations: One is that it seems strange 

that a sign should be used which is so remote and at so long an interval 

of events for the corroboration of something which is to take place soon 

afterward. The second consideration is that the prophet speaks about 

his son Shearjashub in this chapter27 and that, consequently, these words 

must be taken as referring to the latter's mother, the prophetess or wife 
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of the prophet, especially since there is a mention of her in chapter 8.28 

We, however, deny that this verse must be taken as referring to the 

prophet's wife; and we shall, therefore, shatter their fanciful consider- 

ations with reliable considerations and the authority of scripture. They 

say, then, that it is strange if a distant sign is used to confirm a thing 

which is near at hand. We deny that such a thing is absurd when it is 

done and also that such a thing has been done in this passage. As many 

passages of scripture as there could be point out that it is not absurd if 

a distant sign be applied to a thing near at hand. A sign of a calamity al- 

ready commencing is foretold for the future to the priest Eli, I Samuel 

2: 34. A sign for Zedekiah and a sign for King Ahab are decreed for the 

future, I Kings 22: 25 and 28--similarly the messenger whom Jehoram 

had sent to Elisha, II Kings 6: 35.29 The prophet Jeremiah also fore- 

tells a future sign for the Jews sojourning in Egypt, Jeremiah 44: 30. 

As a final point, lest we become too verbose, God himself decrees that 

the effects °of prophecies are signs, Deuteronomy 18 (verse 21 and the 

following one), a principle which the prophet Jeremiah as well stated 

in his own circumstances in his twenty-eighth chapter. 30 We prove con- 

elusively, therefore, that it is not strange if a sign of a thing which is 

near at hand or already occurring is drawn into the future. To come 

to the second point, the whole context of the prophet shows in the most 

obvious fashion that such a thing has not been done in this passage. For 

the conception and birth of Christ are not adduced as a sign peculiar to 
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that deliverance which Isaiah was predicting, but rather Shearjashub, 

the son of the prophet Isaiah, was the sign unique and peculiar to that 

deliverance. It was for this reason that God had commanded that the 

prophet should take this boy with him to the king. 31 Thus, to state the 

matter clearly and in plain words, Isaiah brings forward two signs in 

the chapter under discussion, one pertaining to the demonstration of 

the disloyalty of Ahaz and the Jews, the other to the corroboration of the 

promise of deliverance. It is to the suppression and rebuke of disloyalty 

that the aforenamed uniyersal sign and promise concerning our Christ 

and Saviour pertains. It is to the corroboration of deliverance that the 

use of the little boy Shearjashub as a pledge pertains. In verse 14 Isaiah 

has announced the former sign to this purpose: "With what sort of con- 

science, 0 king, can you doubt the promises of God, refuse the signs 

which he has offered, and weary God more and more? Did not God from 

the beginning give to the church the sign concerning the seed of the wom- 

an and the son of the virgin in whom his good-will and our faith might 

rest and in whom all the promises of God might be yes and amen from 

eternity? 
32 Nay, rather, was not that promise made to you specifically, 

0 house of David, so that you might depend upon it in matters general 

and particular? If, however, the promise does not excite your faith, at 

least it will set the seal upon your disloyalty. And God will provide this 

deliverance on account of his truthfulness, but with the condition that 

your disloyalty will cost you dearly, 11 even as it is set forth up to the 
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end of the chapter. Isaiah immediately appends the fifteenth verse: 

"Nevertheless, that you may know how untroubled my mind is concern- 

ing the imminent deliverance previously declared, look you, my dearly 

beloved pledge, my little boy Shearjashub--I put him forward as a pledge, 

and I yield and award him to your judgement, if all these things do not 

shortly come to pass which we have predicted concerning the salvation 

of our people and the rout of the Syrians and Israelites. 11 Anyone who 

takes note of this sequence of the prophecy will see that the aforemen- 

tioned objection thrown up by the Jews is fallacious and that a sign in 

the distant future of a thing near at hand such as they desire is not ef- 

fected. 

As a result of these points their second consideration also seems 

to collapse of its own accord, as it were. The chapter, they say, deals 

with Shearjashub, the prophet's son; therefore, it also deals with the 

latter's mother. Answer: The universal proposition in no way follows 

from the particular. If one verse or a second verse or many verses 

deal with the boy concerned, it does not necessarily follow that he is the 

one theme of the whole chapter. It is well-known, moreover, that there 

are many themes in the aforementioned discourse which Isaiah delivered. 

As the next point, to continue in this same argument, surely it would 

have been shameful for the prophet to call his wife a virgin, or (if you 

like) a girl, even though she had already given birth to children by him. 

But certainly the most shameful thing of all is this, that Isaiah is said 
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to have assigned his son the name "Immanuel, it who afterwards in the 

eighth chapter is called in verse 8 the lord of the promised land and is 

said in verse 10 to be arrayed with such power and wisdom that it is 

foretold that his counsel and word will be accomplished over all other 

counsels and words. Finally, to come to an end, it is absurd that the 

Jews should argue that the prophet's wife is referred to here on the 

grounds that there is a mention of her in the following chapter. For the 

prophecy of the following chapters is different from this one, and God 

would use different instruments for the purpose of such prophecy, as 

he enunciates in explicit words, verses 1 and 2. Consequently, it is as 

ridiculous if you say that those instruments pertain to this chapter as if 

you apply the circumstances of this chapter to the other. They are very 

different in almost every way. Since this is the way things are, we con- 

clude that this verse cannot, in good faith or by reliable reasoning, be 

taken as referring to Isaiah's wife or to his son, but that it pertains 

literally and exclusively to Jesus Christ, our Immanuel, and that it re- 

veals his birth, which Matthew relates in his first chapter. 

PARALLEL V 

Micah 5 
1. But you, 0 Bethlehem 

Ephrathah, being least among 
the rulers of Judah, from you 
shall come forth to me one who 
should be lord in Israel. 1 

Matthew 2 
6. And you, 0 Bethlehem, in the 

land of Judah, are by no means least 
among the rulers of Judah; for from 
you shall come forth a ruler who will 
tend my people Israel. 
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Since here, for the first time, we are presented with a passage 

where there is a conspicuous change, we must, before we speak about 

the matter itself, say something in general terms about the reasons for 

changes [in quotations of the Old Testament] which have taken place in 

the New Testament. Some of the changes have been made by people as 

they are conversing, others by the writers themselves. Now, all those 

changes which people have made while conversing arise either from the 

carelessness of the speakers or from a definite design. They arise 

from carelessness, for, instance, if something slips the mind; if some- 

thing relates only slightly, or perhaps not at all, to the subject which is 

being discussed; or if something is related on the strength of someone 

else's word. They arise from a definite design, on the other hand, if 

the imitation of someone is undertaken; if those who are speaking adapt 

their language (as frequently happens) to the people, the circumstances, 

the times for the sake of instruction, expressing more, less, the same 

thing in more numerous, fewer, the same, or different words; or if, 

finally, someone else's language is maliciously twisted. Now, all good 

authors and faithful historians, on account of a fitting faithfulness, very 

carefully preserve these changes made by people as they converse; there 

are as many examples as there could be of this sort of faithfulness in the 

Old Testament and the New. In this category of changes, however, it is 

necessary for pious people to remember two rules. One is that some of 

the changes in proof-passages which are adduced in this manner from the 
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Old Testament are sound and free from any defect, as are those which 

are quoted by angels and holy people; others are faulty and corrupt, as 

are those adduced as proof by Satan and the Pharisees, Matthew 4 and 

5.2 The second rule is that careful judgement must be applied before 

faith, so that such citations may be scrupulously investigated; because 

any man is completely stupid if he rashly and indiscriminately delights 

in proof-passages and citations offered by anyone at all and does not 

search whether the matter be so, as Luke shows by means of the exam- 

ple of the Beroeans. 3 Those changes, however, which are made by the 

Biblical writers, even if they be made for the same reasons, still arise 

with the Spirit of God as a guide, who, according as he is completely free 

to do, always and everywhere exercises the same truthfulness 

ävaVTt, ppntio)C, 4 but is not bound to the same words. It follows from 

this that, in the first place, none of these proof-passages are faulty and 

that, secondly, one ought to put his faith in those passages completely, 

and we must set aside our judgement so as to rely upon the divine word 

and the testimony of the Holy Spirit. 

Having established these things as true, let us come now to this 

present parallel of ours. The goal to which Micah was looking, when 

he delivered this prophecy to the people of God, was (I think) this, that, 

with the gospel promise about the coming of Christ, he might console the 

pious minds of the faithful, which were terrified by the reproof of sins 

and the threat of God's severest judgements; and, since very grievous 
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and singular judgements had been predicted, that he might similarly 

encourage them with a singular and very definite testimony concerning 

Christ. It was to this end that a clear description and designation of 

that place in which Christ was to be born seemed to the Holy Spirit to 

be eminently suitable. Accordingly, the main point of this prophecy is 

that the providence of God had appointed this birthplace for Christ and 

that the insignificance and obscurity of the place vs no impediment to 

Christ arising in this place, since he was to ennoble5 the place and his 

church. The Pharisees did not look back to this goal when they replied 

in this manner to Herod when he was consulting them; rather, they 

tempered part of their response in such a way as to satisfy Herod's 

question, and part they added or changed according to their judgement 

as much as they thought that it suited that occasion. In my opinion, ac- 

cordingly, one must observe two things: One is that this change did not 

originate from the evangelist, but from the scribes while they were con- 

versing. The other is that this utterance is set forth here by our good 

Matthew with historical credibility in order to demonstrate more fully 

that, even in that deepest darkness of theirs, the race of the Jews did 

not lack the light by which they would have been about to recognize Christ 

as their Lord and king if malicious blindness had not taken possession of 

their minds. 

It is now time, however, that we should weigh each of the changes 

carefully. First, instead of 'Bethlehem Ephrathah, 11 the men previously 
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mentioned called it "Bethlehem in the land of Judah. 11 Both are, of 

course, the same thing and are stated 8 axpLtt, xws, 6 because there 

was another Bethlehem in the allotted territory of the Zebulunites, 

Joshua 19: 15. But this was rather obvious in the period concerned, and 

perhaps [the scribes used this formula because the mention of Bethle- 

hem] was even more efficacious in upsetting the tyrant's mind when they 

thundered in his ears the name "Judah. 11 Secondly, instead of the "being 

least among the rulers of Judah, 11 which Micah said, the men previously 

mentioned have said, "you are by no means least among the rulers of 

Judah, 11 looking back (I believe) to that happiest of times when they saw 

that Herod was afflicted by the mention of the Messiah. 7 It is as if they 

had said, "Bethlehem was, to be sure, least among the rulers of Judah 

in former times, but in this, its appointed time, when almost the whole 

tribe of Judah has been destroyed, Bethlehem is no longer least, but 

ought to be compared in 'size and glory with the others on account of 

Christ, its foster-son. 11 1 think, moreover, that this change was made by 

the men concerned on the basis of the theme of that well-known passage, 

Isaiah 60: 22, The very small one shall become thousands, and the 

smallest one a numerous nation, 11 etc. The last change is that, in the 

place of the formerly cited words, "from you shall come forth to me one 

who should be lord in Israel, 11 the scribes have substituted these, "for 

from you shall come forth a ruler who will tend my people Israel. 11 All 

these, however, amount to the same thing. For "lords" and "rulers" 
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are accepted as being identical things, and both, in accordance with 

the usage of scripture, are called shepherds of the people in a great 

many places, 
8 just as they are called noLuevcS Xaciv9 by the Greeks. 

If anyone is of the opinion, nevertheless, that this expression has been 

taken not only from common usage but also from some specific passage 

of scripture, he is at liberty, as far as I am concerned, to refer these 

words to the passage Ezekiel 34: 23 or another like it. Under these cir- 

cumstances, therefore, there is the closest agreement of all the phrases 

with each other. 
10 

PARALLEL VI 

Hosea 11 Matthew 2 
1. Because he is the son of 15. Jesus was in Egypt until the 

Israel, and I love him, there- death of Herod, that what the Lord 
fore out of Egypt have I called says by the prophet might be fulfilled, 

my son. 
1 "Out of Egypt have I called my son. 11 

According as the commonly accepted interpretation for this pas- 

sage of the prophet Hosea obtains, the goal seems to be far different 

from that which is set forth by Matthew in chapter 2. However, since 

the words of Matthew in a measure lay hands upon us to think somewhat 

differently concerning the goal, main point, and agreement of both pas- 

sages, it is necessary, with the kind indulgence of all pious men, that 

something be said by way of a preface to this passage with respect to the 

understanding of both this passage and many similar ones--before we 

undertake a separate exposition of this parallel. Now, the subject of the 
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whole of our prefatory discourse is going to be the allegories in scrip- 

ture and their anagogical2 exposition; when these things have been ex- 

plained, we shall speak about this passage in particular. The orthodox 

fathers taught that there whre four methods of expounding scripture: 3 

history, aLTLoXoyLct, ävaXoy(a, s 
and 

aXXrjyopýai6--'history, 
when 

a thing done by God or man and. a thing which occurred in nature at one 

time or another is described; aetiology, when the causes of statements 

or actions are reported; analogy, when the congruence of the Old Testa- 

ment and the New is pointed out; allegory, finally, when statements are 

understood figuratively. And, to be sure, this classification is correct 

and not without use for the interpretation of sacred scripture. But be- 

cause it can be transmitted in a manner too brief for perspicuity and is 

turned by many to the greatest of abuses, we shall briefly repeat the mat- 

ter more thoroughly so that some more useful way to' the understanding 

of sacred scripture may be opened up. Therefore, whatever can be ex= 

pressed by one person to another is expressed by means of either things 

or words. If ever some things are used to signify others, they are 

called "types, " which (if God wills) we shall discuss later in their proper 

place. But if words, on the other hand, are used to signify things, their 

nature is' twofold. - For, one kind of word is the natural, which, with Augus- 

tine, we call "speech"7or "the language of common conversation"; 
8. the 

second is the literary, which is for the most part present in writing. 

These two are the usual signs of all those things which man can signify 
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to man. There are, however, two forms of these things: for sdme are 

simple--that is, literal--signs of those things which they signify; others 

are figurative, that is, signs of simple signs which have been ornament- 

ed or made more colourful in some way. All those signs are simple 

which set forth the actions and statements of the creator or things creat- 

ed and their causes in plain, literal, unadorned language. In this class 

are historical expressions pertaining to actions and statements--true 

ones as much as false ones-- and aetiologies pertaining to causes and the 

nature of right and wrong. The figurative signs are allegories. Analogy 

is the common tool for dealing with all these things (whether they be 

literal, as history and aetiology are, or figurative, as allegories are). 

For this reason we shall speak first about analogy as common to all 

things and the necessary tool for expounding things and signs of things, 

while later we shall speak about the signs pertaining to sacred scripture. 

It is well-known that any analogy is derived from things, actions, 

statements, what is right, what is wrong, and the signs of 'such things. 

For even God himself--whatever he does--acts, speaks, ' approves, dis- 

approves, and also signifies things in a manner which corresponds to 

himself. 
, 
And the angels too and men as well do things according to their 

measure. Every creature, in short, does the same things ävaX6Yws9 

or in a manner which corresponds to itself, that is, (as it is usually said) 

in due proportion. Now analogy or comparative relation' 0 is the com- 

parison or correspondence of one thing which has been related to some- 
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thing else, in whole or only in part. There are three classes ofrthis 

comparative relation; for there is the analogy of one thing to itself, of 

one thing to another, or of a thing to a sign. It is an analogy of one 

thing to itself if you establish a comparison of any person, thing, action, 

statement, right act, wrong act, or sign--either of the whole with the 

whole by virtue of the alterability of circumstances or of the whole with 

some part of it--if, for example, you would show that-the whole is 

changed or that a part of it, compared with the whole, is larger, smaller, 

equal, unequal, like, unlike, similar, dissimilar, consistent with, or 

different from it. Thus, we say that Christ, when in the form of a ser- 

vant, was emptied; 11 that Christ corresponds to the church in the same 

way as the head to the body; 12 that the deeds and statements of the same 

person correspond completely with respect to their origins, midpoints, 

and results; 
13 that excision or circumcision is connected very well with 

the foreskin of the Jews; '4 slaughter in sacrifices, with blood. 15 Thus 

(to come to matters which are more commonplace and more generally 

known), we observe that a cicada is something with rather large wings 

and a. rather small body, an ostrich something with rather few feathers 

and a rather heavy body, a lion something with different hair and rather 

short eye-lids, and six hundred other things. It is an analogy of one thing 

to another if, for example, we shall compare Moses with Christ; the Old 

Testament with the New; the actions, statements, and writings of the 

prophets with the actions, statements, and writings of the evangelists 
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and apostles; the lawfulness of one matter with the equal lawfulness of 

a second; circumcision with baptism; the-passover with the Lords Sup- 

per; the sacrifices of the old covenant with the sacrifice of the new; 

former ceremonies with later ones; a former passage of scripture with 

a later one. The analogy of a thing and a sign, however, is the most 

evident of all. For whether signs be perceived with the eyes, as are the 

manifold ceremonies in the ancient church (very few in our own church); 

or whether they be taken in with the ears, as is the preached word; or 

whether they be observed in both ways at the same time, as the thunder- 

bolt is perceived by reason of thunder and the flashing of light; or whether 

it be in any other way; 
gone 

will deny that an analogy of signs to their 

objects is present. Moreover, all the circumstances are pertinent to 

the grasping of the nature of the analogy, but especially the points in time 

[at which the things or signs occur]; the observation of these is very use- 

ful for understanding the scriptures. For it seemed right to God to 

dispense his covenant and promises by stages, as it were, and little 

by little to make their advance public with the advance of time--just as 

if you were to see light approaching little by little from the distance. 

Accordingly, at first that very essence of'the covenant and promises 

which pertains to all the elect was revealed in a very dark way in the 

period from Adam to Abraham; more plainly in the period from the latter 

to Moses; more fully in the period from Moses to David; more clearly 

in the period from David to the Babylonian deportation; more brightly 
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in the period from the time of the deportation to Christ; but mostt bril- 

liantly in the period from Christ to his second coming. It is for this 

reason that those former times have been invested with the name "child- 

hood" and "adolescence,,, 16 while to these times of ours are assigned 

the name "youth" and "the fulness of times, "17 in which the signs are 

going'to endure continuously until we shall have grown up to full and 

adult age and have fully attained to Christ. 18 And so these, at any rate, 

are our remarks about analogy in general. 

Now let us come to signs, some of which we have shown to be 

simple, others figurative. Simple signs--not only spoken but also writ- 
s 

ten--are (as we have said before) either historical expressions or aeti- 

ologies. Historical expressions are concerned with the question of what 

is true and what is false. However, although in history one usually asks 

first what is true and false with regard. to nature and then with regard to 

the activities of such things as are in nature, sacred scripture has left 

natural history for the most part. to the physicists and philosophers. But 

such history as is concerned with words and actions--as far as it is of 

import to the church--it has set forth in the truest and most faithful way. 

19 And history of this sort is twofold: One kind is öL. nYfU cXI Lxrj, con- 

taining a narrative of things previously done and said; the books of Gene- 

sis, Joshua, Judges, Samuel, Kings, Chronicles, Ezra, Nehemiah, 

Esther, Matthew, Mark, Luke (both of them), and John consist of such 

contents. The other kind of history is npopntLxri, 20 containing a nar- 
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i 
rative of things to be done and said, proclaiming the promises and 

threats of God and, in short, future things and results; a great many of 

the books of the prophets are of this kind. The nature of aetiology, on 

the other hand, --that is, the question of what is right and what is wrong 

--demands that a simple method of expounding it always be consistent 

and remain one and the same. For that which is right at one time can 

never be wrong, or vice versa, since righteousness (as Augustine says 

very well) is everywhere and always the same, not different in another 

place nor otherwise at another time? 1 Now this aetiology, to be sure, 

is occasionally set forth separately in'simple and unadorned words, as 

in Exodus 20 and following and again in the whole book of Proverbs and 

the epistles of the holy apostles. But generally it opens the way for the 

preaching of the promises and threats of God, while it is intermixed with 

other historical matters as well; and so, for this reason, it is frequently 

joined together with the history of the prophets and evangelists. 

As to the next point, figurative signs have been constructed from 

things or from words; Now all those which are concerned with things 

are "types, 11 while all those concerned with spoken or written expressions 

are "allegories. 11 For we call certain likenesses of things expressed by 

means of things "types, " in the same way that we call likenesses of 

things expressed by means of words "allegories. 11 Now types and allegor- 

ies alike can occur in historical accounts and aetiologies. With respect 

to historical accounts, on the one hand, occasionally, to be sure, they 

occur in the 5Lnynuazt. xaL, 22 but especially in the nPO<PfTLxa(.. 23 
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The following, by way of example, are found in the narrative clabs of 

historical accounts: the passover was a type of that journey in which 

the angel passed by the homes of the Israelites which had been marked 

with blood; the bread which is broken, received, and eaten is a type of 

the body of Christ, which was broken for us and is taken by us and eaten 

for the sake of eternal life; the wine too is a type of the blood which was 

poured out; and many similar things. With regard, moreover, to the 

other class, most of the pages of Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers, and 

each of the prophets are full of types and allegories. Likewise, types 

and allegories occur also in aetiologies; as, for example, the winged 

cherubim in the tabernacle represented the obedience to God of each of 

the members of the church; -the participation in one and the same loaf of 

bread is a figure of the communion of saints with each other; and like- 

wise the immersion in baptism is a figure of the death and burial of the 

old man and the raising up of the new. And, indeed, these types and alle- 

gories were formerly very frequent and close together, as if to serve as 

the first rudiments in the ancient custodianship of the law. 24 The gospel, 

on the other band, employs fewer types and allegories; because it gener- 

ally sets 'forth and relates, not adumbrated matters, but the very sub- 

stance and truth of the types and allegories, in a very simple way, so 

that we may embrace it with a simple faith. It is on this account that I 

can never marvel enough at the audacity of those who know nothing at 

all unless it is enveloped in the types and allegories of the law. The light 
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of the gospel is not only deflected by this way of thinking, but it Is even 

obscured and impaired and, in a most shameful way, changed into dark- 

ness. Nor, indeed, can I approve of the method in interpreting [scrip- 

ture] of those who, to reconcile with the Old Testament the passages 

adduced in the New Testament from the law and prophets, think that the 

Old Testament itself is not discussed, but that it is only alluded to, or 

that some things are changed allegorically--as if the evangelists and 

apostles, disregarding the intention of the law and prophets, had play- 

fully dressed themselves in the meanders of types or immersed them- 

selves in the unfathomable waters of allegories and had converted to 

" tropes the words of their elder SeörcvCOGtOL, 25 
which had been ex- 

pressed in simple fashion. For I am sure of this, that, while almost the 

whole of that old dispensation was constructed from types and allegories, 

this dispensation of ours consists, on the contrary, in a simple style of 

teaching and the unadorned truth itself of the matters which are taught. 

I am sure that those ancient patriarchs and prophets performed and pro- 

claimed typically and allegorically--that is, dimly--the things which per- 

tain to the kingdom of Christ and the teaching of the gospel, but that now 

these things are expressed and displayed to us apart from the shadows 

of types and allegories. To explain this matter more clearly, we shall 

bring forward certain axioms pertaining to this matter. 

First; the types of the ancients consisted either of persons, for 

example, paiarchs, judges, kings, priests, and prophets; or of things, 
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such as -the tabernacle, the temple, the ark, the altar, the ornaments, 

and the other things; or, finally, of actions, such as the oblations, 

sacrifices, first-fruits, the deluge, the crossing of the sea and of the 

River Jordan, etc. 

Second, the types of the church are all from God, whether they 

were established by his word, as, for example, the shadows or cere- 

monies; or whether provided by his action, as, for example, the call 

and liberation from Egypt, the sending [of Israel] to take possession of 

the land [of Canaan], etc. 

Third, the prophets, moreover, used the types given by God in 

setting forth the kingship of Christ for this reason, that all the. things 

which tlley proclaimed concerning that kingship were either 'spiritual. 

or going to come about only after a long interval. Accordingly, it was 

necessary that carnal people should be taught spiritual and future things 

analogically by means of carnal lessons, that is,. things which were better 

known and nearer to them. 

Fourth, yes, even the prophets themselves, although divinely in- 

spired, proclaimed that mystery of Christ which had been hidden for all 

the ages from eternity in such a way that they themselves made inquiry 

concerning it (as Peter says). 
26 Thus, God dealt with all the prophets 

in types and figures. 

And so, since God formerly performed all things in Christ but, 

through his servants, expressed most things in types or allegories, one 
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ought not to marvel if the prophets cherished that Sparta27 of thdirs 

which they received--God being its author--and if they, have used types 

of public events or commonly known matters to set- forth the kingship 

of Christ. Moreover, some allegorical passages are the words of a 

type; accordingly, Moses was, to be sure, a type of Christ, but Moses 

spoke about Christ allegorically and was a figure of him typically. The 

apostles applied this fact to Christ, not allegorically, but anagogically 

in accordance with the truth. Likewise, David was a type of him, as 

everyone admits, but the same man spoke those things allegorically and 

did some things typically which his apostles, in as simple a fashion as 

possible, preached concerning the sufferings, death, burial, resürrec- 

tion, and glory of Christ. Solomon also, while he was a type of him, 

sang about him allegorically. Finally, all the prophets predicted many 

things concerning Christ allegorically of which we read in the gospel that 

they have at length been fulfilled CLO tc ropLav. 28 Indeed, the laws 

themselves which were set forth by God foreshadowed 

3 llegorically, not a few typically-things which we shall 

point out (if God wills) in their proper place. For allegories and their 

kindred, the types, are properly elements of the Old Testament; anagoges 

and analyses of them both, on the other hand, are properly elements of 

the New Testament. 

Admittedly, the pseudo-Jews grumble and carp at such things. 

They object that we drag the passages of the prophets too freely and boldly 

i 
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into allegories, that we who assert that their writings were 
I 

aLvLYUatUbn29 do an injustice to them and to the whole church. Yet, 

although we recognize that the prophets occasionally used figurative 

representations30`and, types and allegories, nevertheless we do not im- 

mediately conclude either that all prophecies are figurative or that their 

figurative representations are faulty. In the first place, we do not, in 

fact, say that they are all figurative, for most--whether they be exam- 

pies of events or the most holy rules concerning what is right and wrong 

--are set forth in clear words. Almost the only figurative ones are 

those which are declared concerning matters which either are spiritual 

or which at one time were in the future. Moreover, we do not suppose 

that even all declarations about matters which were in the future or which 

are spiritual ought to be taken figuratively, but only those which disagree 

either with the true nature of the matter in a question of fact or with what 

is morally obligatory in a question of what is right and wrong. State- 

ments ought to be taken figuratively when they disagree with the true 

nature of the things which occur in the natural order or of actions and 

events, such as when the prophet says, "The' wolf shall dwell with the 

lamb, and the panther shall lie down with the kid; also, the calf and 

the young lion and the fatted animal shall be together and a little child 

shall lead them, 11 etc'. 31 Likewise, "No lion shall be there, nor shall 

any violent beast climb up on it; it shall not be present there.. "32 Like- 

wise, "From the root of a serpent shall come forth a viper, yes, his 
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fruit as a flying serpent, 11 33 and whatever things there are of this kind. 

And certainly statements ought to be taken figuratively when they disa- 

gree with the obligations of the divine law and good morals, or with 

those of our holy faith--as when (in- a question of law) the Lord com- 

manded the prophet, "Go,. and take to yourself an adulterous wife, 11 

etc. -, 
34 

and as when (in a question of faith) the prophet says, "There shall 

come forth a little twig from the stump of Jesse, and a shoot shall blos- 

som forth from his roots, upon which the Spirit of Jehovah shall rest, " 

etc. 
35 For he who denies that these things are said allegorically, denies 

Christ. Finally, so far from it being the case that these same types and 

allegories ought to be numbered among faulty statements, quite to the 

contrary, when they are applied soberly, they are pleasing to all pious 

men--for us, useful to know about; for the ancients, necessary for use 

as the rudiments of their times. To render further words unnecessary, 

the famous Abraham son of Ezra (whom the Jews unanimously call 

wisest) writes the following about allegorists in an eloquent fashion in 

the preface to his commentary on the Old Testament: "Their way is dark 

and misty--nay, rather, those are very much mistaken who, out of their 

own minds, devise mysteries in every single matter--who hold the belief, 

in short, that the laws themselves and the judgements are figurative 

representations. Nor shall I employ a lengthy discourse to respond to 

them, because their minds are deceived and their words have nothing in 

common with what is reasonable and good. Their opinion is good in only 
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one matter: that every statement or precept to anyone, however' small 

or great, ought to be weighed on the scales and balance of the mind. 

For there is in our minds some power of discernment which has been 

implanted by the. wisdom of the everlasting God. But if the power of dis- 

cernment in man cannot tolerate the matter in question, or that matter 

would cancel out something which is confirmed in a very evident fashion 

in the natural order by our powers of perception, only then let one look 

to himself for mysteries, " etc. 
36 The noted Abraham son of Ezra 

writes these things in a pious and' learned manner concerning both the 

light imparted by nature to everyone and the light implanted by faith in 

the minds of those who believe in the word of God. 

On'the basis of these things it is sufficiently well established 

(I think) that, in the first place, types and allegories are frequent in the . 

Old Testament and also that, on the other hand, Christ and his disciples 

were not allegorists in this matter, but trve ävayc yct 37 'or 

ävaXüiaL38 of allegories, and that this is why an injustice is done to 

them if they are said to cover over the types and allegories of the an- 

cients with new allegories and to twist the words of the law and prophets 

to such a use, whereas they are most reasonable interpreters of them. 

"What then, 11 someone will, say, "do you actually contend that the New 

Testament is without types and allegories? 11 Plainly it is not, to be 

sure, but all in all it still contains rather few. For on the basis of. those 

considerations which were previously mentioned, there is agreement 
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among good men, I think, that there were two very important sutjects 

of types and allegories: one, the. subject of spiritual matters; the other, 

of matters in the future. Types and allegories were aptly employed to 

enter into these matters in times past--in the case of the former, by 

reason of their sublimity; in the case of the latter, by reason of the 

length of the periods of time involved. Now the spiritual matters (to 

speak about them first) are the same for us [as they were for the Old 

Testament church]: one God, one mediator of the covenant, one cove- 

nant, one faith, one hope, one communion of saints, and whatever else 

of this sort there is. The future matters, ' on the other hand, were 

partly consummated when Christ was manifested and the gospel was pro- 

mulgated; part of them remain to be consummated. Consequently, al- 

though a good part of them, which looked forward to the person of Christ, 

were already fulfilled and, therefore, did not need shadows in the same 

way as in earlier times, yet it is still necessary now that spiritual mat- 

ters and all those concerning the future which were still to take place 

should have been expressed by means of some definite types (as happens 

in baptism and the sacred Lord's Supper) and adumbrated by allegories 

composed of words. Thus, that part of the rudiments. have passed away 

which foreshadowed the Christ who was to come, and his offices must 

be publicly displayed in these last days of ours; part of the rudiments, 

however, have been exchanged for something better. For we have not 

yet reached full adulthood, we know in part and prophesy in part, and 
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we see (as the apostle says) as if by a mirror or by a figurative repre- 
I 

39 
sentation until the arrival of Christ, so deeply longed for, has dawned. 

For example, the glory, power, and activity of Christ are spiritual; no 

good man does not long--in this poverty of our understanding- -for these 

matters, although they are very much with us, to be set forth to him in 

[at least] a shadowy manner by means of`some way of thinking congenial 

to human nature; and this has been done most brilliantly in the Apoca- 

lypse of John. Our communion with Christ is likewise spiritual, and 

spiritual is our renewal. We understand that communion rightly by 

means of the similitude of head and body, or, the comparison of the vine 

and the branch; and similarly, our renewal by means of the application ' 

of the names "regeneration" and "new man. 11 The communion between 

us who believe is also spiritual; this is assuredly set forth by means of 

the sharing of the one loaf and one cup and is made suitably clear to the 

understanding of men. And, moreover, the well-known words of Christ 

in John 3: 12 point out that this method is very apt for teaching believers 

and for overcoming , 
infidels: "If I have told you earthly things and you 

do not believe, how will you believe if I tell you heavenly things? " 

As to matters in the future innumerable examples stand out from 

which it definitely follows that you are ungrateful if you esteem types 

and allegories of matters in the future of little value, insane if you throw 

them away; as when the judgements of God about to come upon this rebel- 

lious world and upon the antichrist himself are proclaimed by the scrip- 
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I 
tures, when the second coming of Christ and his glory is represented in 

figures, when his last judgement is foreshadowed, when the dignity of 

the catholic church and the majesty of the heavenly Jerusalem are ex- 

tolled, and other things of this sort which cannot impress human minds 

in a way less than signal. Rather (to speak concisely) these same mat- 

ters which have been handed down in this form and displayed to our minds 

and, as it were, to our eyes truly delight, teach, and deeply move men 

very greatly. "For if these figurative representations, " says Augustine, 

"are drawn not only from heaven and from the stars but also from the 

lower creation for the impartation of mysteries, this certain form of 

eloquence is useful for teaching, adapted to moving the disposition of the 

minds of pupils from the visible to the invisible, from the bodily to the 

spiritual, from the temporal to the eternal. They excite and kindle love 

more than if they were set forth unadorned and without any comparisons 

of the mysteries [with humbler things]. It is difficult to state the rea- 

son for this circumstance; but it is still the case that something which 

has been intimated by means of an allegorical symbol is more moving, 

more attractive, is given more respect than if it is stated in the plainest 

way in literal language. 11 "I believe, 11 says Augustine later, "that the 

passion itself of the soul which hitherto is entangled for a long while in 

earthly matters, is set aflame with considerable reluctance; if, however, 

it is led to comparisons with bodily things and thence referred to the 

spiritual things which are figuratively represented by those comparisons, 
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it is roused to life by this transition, as it were, and when, in effect, 

it has been excited . in a little torch of fire, it is kindled and is swept 

along to repose by a more ardent love. x, 40 Accordingly, since these 

things have been established, let us come to the passage currently before 

us. 

Some interpret the passage of Hosea the prophet historically and 

harmonize it analogically to the story which Matthew employs; others in- 

terpret it historically in a similar way, to be sure, but think that it per. - 

tains allegorically or typically to Matthew's design. -For everything com- 

pletely prevents an aetiological interpretation from being brought to bear 

upon either passage. Nevertheless, I propose (I should be very desirous 

that this be received by the good leave of all) that both passages ought to 

be understood historically and that they pertain, in fact, to one and the 

same historical episode apart from any type, allegory, or analogy. For 

there is one and only one goal and the same main point in both passages; 

but in order that everyone may see both of these things the more easily 

some brief delineation of the whole prophecy which Hosea announced must 

be made: In the first place, Hosea had laid down and expounded two types 

having almost the same theme, so that the Israelites might realize the 

gravity of their sins, the indignation of God, and the judgements about to 

come upon them, 'and that, consequently, they might think seriously about 

, repentance. 41 The prophet describes these types and this twofold theme 

of his prophecy in detail in a most splendid fashion from chapter five to 
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the end--disclosing, on the one hand, the [Israelites'] sins and the very 

severe judgements of God as far as this' passage where the words occur: 

"Out of Egypt have I called my son"; expounding, on the other hand, re- 

pentance (and the reasons for it, its effects, and the fruits resulting 

from it) from this passage to the end of the prophecy, that is, from 

chapter eleven, just where the prophet begins to turn his discourse in the 

direction of the true Israel. His purpose is that partly by the recollection 

of the kindnesses of God, partly by the asperity of the judgements, and 

partly by proofs of divine mercy, he may excite the pious to the expecta- 

tion of the advent of the Christ in whom and through whom God was going 

to complete the truth of his prophecies. Accordingly, after he has ex- 

pounded in the tenth chapter the teaching of repentance uctaßazt. x«s42 

to everyone in general, the just and the unjust, and has given out the ver- 

diet concerning the destruction of the Israelites who shrink from the pre- 

scribed repentance, at length God creates in the rest the hope of salva- 

tion in Christ Jesus; and at the beginning of the eleventh chapter, as if 

to modify himself, he resolves to snatch the chosen remnant out of the 

general conflagration for the sake of his son. 
43 The purpose of Hosea, 

therefore, has been shown to be the following: to confirm the remnant 

in the expectation of eternal salvation, The main point, on the other 

hand, is that the remnant will be saved altogether for the sake of Christ 

and in him; because, on the one hand, he is the head and first-born 

among many brethren, from whom eternal life and salvation is conveyed 
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to all his members, and because, on the other hand, he is the son of 

compassion, 
44 in whom the infinite love of God finds repose, so that we 

may all draw from his fulness and in him attain to grace and truth (with 

which he is completely filled). Now, the beginnings of this salvation 

will be pointed out in no dim way at the time when the Son of God, con- 

temned by the people of the Jews and attacked by Herod, will be called 

back from Egypt that he may perform the promised work of salvation 

for the church in Judaea. Thus, in the first place, the prophet has, in- 

deed, designated the fountainhead of salvation and the motives overflowing 

in it when he said, "Because he is a child of Israel and I love him. 11 On 

the other hand, he has set forth the sign of the grace which is coming into 

view, arriving, and bursting forth, as it were, in the aforementioned 

words, "Out of Egypt have I called my son. 11 For it is just as if God had 

said, "What, then, was I about to destroy all Israel? I shall not do so 

for the sake of my son. For "since he is the son of Israel, 11 that is, the 

first-born, discharging an eternal priesthood (for the children of Israel 

are spoken of thus in Exodus 24: 5); 45 since, moreover, he is my only- 

begotten son in whom my soul finds repose--although the Israelites, in 

their perversity, will drive him from their midst and are clearly un- 

worthy of the grace which is offered to them--yet for the sake of the elect 

and. for their salvation, I shall call my son, the head of the elect, out of 

Egypt that he may bring salvation to the sheep of Israel who would have 

perished. 
* Clearly, therefore, this is the same assertion which Christ 
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makes in John 3: 16, when he says, "God so loved the world that he gave 

his only-begotten son, " etc. ; so that this assertion, "God so loved Israel 

that he called his son out of Egypt, 11 etc. , corresponds equally to the 

other one. The facts speak for themselves, moreover, that this goal 

was intended by Matthew as well, that he might point out that those things 

which God had predicted as coming in the future had taken place. All 

pious men who, without prejudice, consider both passages with an honest 

mind will judge (I hope), when they have pondered these things which we 

have just said, that the main point is completely the same. It remains 

for us, in the first place, to bring out such things as seem capable of 

being used to overturn this interpretation and, after that, to confute other 

interpretations. 

Two things can be used against this interpretation in general: one 

is the consideration of novelty, in that, admittedly, no interpreter, old 

or new, would seem to have thought about this way of interpreting the pas- 

sage; while the other thing is the consideration of the words connected 

with the passage, preceding and following it. With regard to novelty, 

we shall reply in a few words: first, that what the prophet said and Mat- 

thew interpreted is not new; secondly, that however new it may seem, 

yet everything which is old was new- [at one time] but is not therefore 

faulty on account of novelty--unless perhaps you take "new" as meaning 

"revived" and "restored. 11 In that sense we acknowledge that this inter- 

pretation is new, just as the religion is called "new" which, by the sin- 

1 
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gular beneficence of God, has in these times been purged from the old 

leaven.. We reply, finally, that new matters, when they are useful, 

actually impress our, minds more by reason of their novelty and that, ac- 

cordingly, nothing should be condemned on account of novelty per se. 

We are unable to see, furthermore, that the words connected with the 

passage oppose this interpretation; quite to the contrary, they are, in 

fact, in the closest conformity with our interpretation. The most just 

judgement of God concerning the destruction of the Israelites has pre- 

ceded in the tenth chapter. A certain qualification, as it were, is sub- 

joined to this judgement for the consolation of the holy remnant, of which 

the foundation is Christ, as we said previously. There is, therefore, the 

closest conformity with the matters preceding the passage. What arises, 

however, in the case of the matters which follow it? Those also agree 

very, well with such an idea. For in the words which follow there is a 

plea for mercy in spite of guilt and a certain forensic disputation and 

judicial inquiry, by which God vehemently accentuates the perversity of 

the Israelites, so that he may then make his mercy the more manifest. 

"How could I do othcrwise than call back my son out of Egypt? 11 says the 

Lord. "For otherwise it would have been all over for this whole people 

of the Israelites, who, in whatever ways she has been called back by the 

prophets, has gone over to idols; who has blinded herself of her own ac- 

cord whenever I have pointed myself out by means of my works; who 

thus far, in short, could be tamed neither by my leading or healing, 
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nor by the most loving attentions, acts of deliverance, nutriments, 

assistance, and finally scourges; and who has not yet lifted up her eyes 

to God 'Most High. What else could I do at this point, therefore, than to 

bring back my son who was residing abroad? For how am I to give you 

up, 0 Ephraim? 11 etc. 46 In this way the decision concerning the salva- 

tion of the pious is at last handed down as if the Lord were suddenly 

emerging from the very severe vehemence of these disputations,. "I 

will not execute, 11 etc. , he says, just as if he were saying, "And yet, 

you are my child, dear to me--damnable, to be sure, on account of your 

sins--but you must be saved on account of my nature, truthfulness, holi- 

ness, and mercy in the son of my compassion, whom I have called out of 

Egypt. A7 That this is the natural understanding of the passage the very 

sequence of the discourse will point out to those who direct their attention 

to it. I say nothing about the words themselves of the prophet, of which 

both the arrangement and the metre demand that the passage be explained 

in such a way as we did at first; nor can they be rendered properly in 

any other way. For with regard to the fact that some Hebrews have at- 

tempted to expound those words, "I have called my son, 11 in another sense, 

because they noticed that. a particle had been prefixed to the word for 

"son, 11 this is proof more of malice than of inexperience;, since this con- 

struction of the -aforementioned Hebrew word is the most frequent of all 

constructions and one, at that, with the most unvarying meaning. 48 , At 

this point, however, two other methods of harmonization are thrown up, 
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and especially with this idea, that it does not seem to hurt if you apply 

this same passage of the prophet in a literal sense to, the deliverance 

performed through Moses in earlier times. The fountainhead of these 

methods is the interpretation which the Aramaic paraphrast offered that 

the prophet speaks of the deliverance of the Israelites from Egypt. 49 

Two kinds of harmonization have, indeed, originated from this source: 

one typical or allegorical, the. other analogical. We call the method 

typical or allegorical when the departure of the Israelites from Egypt is 

said to have been a figurative representation of this departure of Christ. 

We call the method analogical, on the other hand, when it is proposed' 

that one ought to understand the leading forth of Christ--of the head, as 

it were--from the deliverance of the people--of the body, as it were, 

That the former method of harmonization is feeble , even its promoters 

themselves have sufficiently shown for the reason that each little while 

they lay hold of analogy in order to prop up their harmonization, 

Although, therefore, when the second kind of harmonization has 

been overturned, this one also collapses by virtue of its feebleness, we 

are still going to offer a few words here which are necessary for explain- 

ing this passage and others, in order to establish that this idea cannot be 

obtained by any valid reasoning. For, in the first place, it is beyond 

controversy that types or allegories are sure instruction only when they 

are engaged in a question of what is morally obligatory, that is, if ever 

inquiry is made as to whether something should be called right or wrong. 
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But if they pertain to a question of fact, that is, if inquiry should be 

made as to whether or not something is going to come about, then one 

must distinguish between types; because some of the types have been 

given or commanded, while others are performed. Those which have 

been given or commanded by God--since they look forward in a literal 

sense to the matter foreshadowed and have a perpetual and necessary 

relation to it- -conclusively demonstrate that the thing which they have 

been given to foreshadow is going to come about, because these types 

are nothing else than signs of divine truth, in which divine truth there 

is a certain inescapable and absolute necessity. All. those types, on 

the other hand, which have been performed--and not assigned specifi- 

cally and exclusively to any definite meaning- -conform to the nature of 

object lessons. On this account the proofs offered by these types are 

not proofs of necessity but rather (as they say at school) of contingency. 

Accordingly, they can give pleasure and make things clear in teaching 

but can scarcely prove anything. Now this type (to grant that it can be 

called a type) is not one of moral obligation but of fact; has not been 

given or commanded, but provided by an action; is not specific, but 

general. All object-lessons are of such a kind. This type, therefore, 

if'it is taken in this way, can prove nothing. Matthew, however, dc- 

sired to prove almost every detail which happened in the story of Christ 

by undertaking a comparison of the predictions of the Old Testament with 

the events, in order that he might show from the fulfillment of all the 

details that Jesus was the Christ, even as he demonstrated, from the 
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words of the prophets, the family and conception and nativity [of Christ] 

in the first chapter [of the gospel] and the place of his origin in the sec- 

ond. Since this is the way things are, and this method of harmonization 

corresponds neither to the correct laws of types nor to Matthew's inten- 

tion, let us now think over the other one mentioned above. 

Almost everyone has thought that the way in which the passages fit 
l 

together is analogical, taking the analogy of such an interpretation (so it 

seems) from the similitude of head and body. 50 But--for myself, at 

any rate, --this idea, for many reasons, cannot be proven: in the first 

place, because Matthew refers in this passage, not to an analogy, but to 

a historical episode in a manner as historical as that in which he had 

referred to those which precede it; secondly, because that which we have 

previously pointed out is more probable, that Hosea prophesied both con- 

cerning this historical episode and in a historical manner. Thi. rdly', if 

it is an analogy, it is either an analogy of the whole toý the part, or of 

the part to the whole, or of one part to the other; for there is no question 

here of an analogy of similar or equal things which are taken from out- 

side. 'No sane person would say that an analogy of the whole to the part 

is employed here, for it would be necessary, with equal justice, that all 

the members of the church should have been called out of Egypt in a 

historical and not a figurative manner. Nor will it agree the more with 

reason if you would say that an analogy from the part to the whole is em- 

ployed here, since it has been agreed by all who have propounded this 

e 
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method of harmonization that an analogical comparison of the people and 

Christ has been undertaken. It remains, consequently, that we should 

conclude that an analogy of one part to another is being undertaken. 

When this is proposed, however, the whole method of harmonization 

falls apart. For, in the first place, one cannot argue from one part to 

the other, and an analogy cannot be established, except in the case of 

such parts as are declared similar. The head and the body, however, 

cannot be said to be similar to 
. each other. Secondly, even though it 

seems that an analogical method of harmonization could be employed be- 

tween parts of this kind, it still is not strictly an analogy of parts, in so 

far as they are parts, but one of relationships, in so far as some parts 

act in regard to others; and, consequently, the analogy is not with respect 

to parts, but with respect to the causes and effects proceeding from some 

and entering, as it were, into others. 

Thirdly, not all the activities and relationships of some parts in 

regard to others should be said, in fact, to be in any way common to each 

other, but only those. which--by virtue of necessary, unrestricted, and 

unimpeded connections--carry out a sharing with one another of offices . 

both active and passive. There are activities and relationships of this 

kind in nature, to be sure, in consequence of the essential properties of 

each part. But in that most holy mystery of our spiritual communion 

with Christ, there are those functions which God. has instituted for our 

salvation which are above nature; and, consequently, no analogy with 
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events which take place can be constructed, except in so far as they 

have been announced beforehand by the word of God through the prophets, 

'These events, moreover, are not brought to realization on this account, 

that they were predicted; nor were they predicted on this account, that 

God had seen them coming in the future; but they were predicted and 

accomplished for the reason that God determined so to do. Finally, to 

grant even that which the truth of the matter demands, namely, that 

common activities and effects penetrate not only the whole body, but even 

to each member, it is still common knowledge that one cannot proceed 

from a particular to a particular in an argument. For the deliverance of 

the Israelites from Egypt must be considered a particular in this sort of 

argument, even as we have pointed out above that it is necessary that an 

analogy of one part to another shotild be constructed in this passage. Ac- 

cordingly, this comparison is constructed not of similar but of dissimilar 

parts, and not of natural effects and relationships but of contingent ones, 

and, at that, from a particular, an argument from which nothing can be 

proven. 
51 To be sure, we calmly allow it to be said that a certain simi- 

litude exists in both passages as to the fact that both Israel, in earlier 

times, and Christ, in the fulness of times, were called out of Egypt; but 

we are not about to arrive, therefore, at the opinion of those who accept 

this method of harmonization in an analogical way--because for one' thing, 

we judge the mind of the prophet to have been different; because, for an- 

other thing, Matthew, a very scrupulous witness and very zealous to point 
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out those details by which Christ had been designated in earlier times, 

has opened up to us this mode of interpretation which, without ill will 

toward anyone, I courteously and lovingly ask that good men should 

calmly allow me to urge with a zeal for religion and not for contention. 

PARALLEL VII 

Jeremiah 31 
15. A voice was heard in 

Ramah, lamentation and much 
very bitter weeping. Rachel is 

weeping for her sons; she re- 
fused tobe comforted for her 

sons, because none remain. 1 

Matthew 2 
18. A voice was heard in Ramah, 

lamentation and weeping and much 
wailing, Rachel weeping for her sons; 
and she refused to be comforted, 
because they are not. 

The goal in both passages is one and the same--namely, that it 

might be publicly declared and demonstrated by means of some definite 

mark and clear sign that the one had arrived in whom it was necessary 

that the kingdom of God should be disclosed and receive fulfilment, when 

the proclamation of the gospel had been undertaken. And, in fact, both 

passages describe this sign in agreement--Jeremiah, to be sure, show- 

ing it as coming in the future; Matthew, on the other hand, pointing it 

out as having taken place. The main point, consequently, is that the king- 

dom of 'our Lord Jesus Christ has been attacked by as many calamities as 

there are in. this world-and that the sons of the kingdom are going to enter 

into it through many afflictions; but that the aforementioned singular sign. 

of that kingdom which was arriving and, for the first time, appearing in 

the person of Christ, the king and Saviour most high, was betokened by 
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God at an earlier time and was fulfilled in its proper time, of which 

sign there was going to be undoubted evidence. For although many and 

shameful massacres have been committed since the beginning of history, 

yet (unless my mind deceives me) one never reads of an example of a 

crime such as this, in which, contrary to what is morally right and 

divine law, only children--not excepting even the son of the king himself 

(if we believe Macrobius)2--were slaughtered throughout a whole region 

without any inquiry, at the wish of one tyrant among the people of God-- 

and, indeed, of one acting under another's authority. On this account 

the harmonization of these two passages with one another is easy. It is 

only in the words that there seems to be something of a difference, be- 

cause Matthew does not translate the Hebrew prophet word for word; or 

else he followed that version which today is commonly called the Septua- 

gint, but more likely (I think) Matthew followed that genuine version of 

those seventy translators3 which prevailed at that time. All these things, 

however, differ from one another only in wording; since it is for the sake 

of clarity alone that some change seems to have been made in the Greek 

translation, For, in the first place, that which the prophet calls, "Lam- 

entation and weeping of bitternesses, 11 is expressed more clearly in 

Matthew, and the Hebraism is explained in these words, "Lamentation 

and weeping and much wailing, 11 by changing, it is plain to see, that hypal- 

lage of the rhetoricians (as they call it) which is very frequent among the 

Hebrews. As to the next case, the fact that those words, "for her sons, 11 
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are omitted is so far from imparting a flaw to the words of the prophet 

that, contrariwise, this interpretation contributes a great deal to their 

dignity. For the prophet has, in fact, asserted in a way the consum- 

mate liberty of the Holy Spirit, who for the purpose of emphasis and 

vehemence inculcated these very words in the prophet, in order to im- 

press the picture of future matters more firmly upon the minds of his 

countrymen. At this point in Matthew, on the other hand, he has forgone 

the same words for the purpose of simplifying the exposition which had 

been undertaken, because it was sufficient that the matter should be 

stated by means of a simple narrative, but it was not necessary that it 

should be accentuated in a manner full of pathos. (to which the words under 

discussion are appropriate). For the vehement nature of the matter de- 

manded in the prophet those words which in Matthew would have been more 

detrimental than beneficial to clarity. Finally, that which the prophet . 

states sylleptically, 
4 "because none of them remains, " is expressed by 

the gospel-writer in the plural number; because the form of speaking is 

änaaeaTcpa5 and clearer, although with the same sense. But, in fact, 

all these things (as we have said previously in the fifth parallel) assert 

perspicuously the liberty of the Holy Spirit, who exercises, to be sure, 

the same. truthfulness at all times, but not in the same words by virtue 

of some perpetual necessity. A great many, however, who have been 

beguiled by the interpretations of the Jews take this passage in some way 

other than in a manner consistent with the fact that Matthew is our 
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teacher. Some twist this passage to refer to the sending away of 

Jeremiah to Gedaliah, concerning which Jeremiah 40 speaks. 
6" This, 

however, the Jews themselves have confuted. Others twist it to refer 

to the disasters-which the Assyrians inflicted (II Kings 16ff. 7 and I Chron. 

5); 8 
others, to the deportation'of the Israelites into Assyria; others, to 

some signal episode of history, but of which there remains no mention 

in the Old Testament (no mention, at any rate, which could definitely 

be applied to this prophecy). For they have seen that, if the prophet had 

wished to discuss the aforementioned calamity of the whole kingdom of 

the Israelites, there would neither have been any need for so many indi- 

vidual details, nor would each of the details have corresponded, at a 

later time, to history itself and the truth of actual events. For, in the 

first place, Ramah belongs to Benjamin. 9 For another thing, it belongs 

to the kingdom of Judah and not to that of Israel, 10 contrary to what the 

Jews teach, who confuse Ramathajim (that is, the two Ramahs), 11 
which 

was situated in Ephraim, with Ramah of Benjamin. Moreover, lest they 

object perchance that there was another Raurah in the tribe of Naphtali, 12 

Rachel is deliberately mentioned, who was the mother of Joseph and 

Benjamin alone. In addition, only mothers are said to have mourned 

for their sons in this calamity; in the aforementioned [Assyrian deporta- 

tion] every class of Israelite was in mourning for everyone. Also, these 

mothers are not asserted to have wailed for the reason that their sons 

were being deported, but for the reason that they were not alive. 
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Finally, the prophet is announcing matters in the future in the whole of 

the chapter under discussion and does not relate things of the past. But 

those things which the Jews say about their deportation had already 

passed away at least ninety years previously. 

Moreover, there is no reason why we should say much about the 

interpretation of those who think that some particular episode of history 

is noted at this point by Jeremiah but one of which no information is 

available. For Matthew reports to us an episode of history which can be 

fixed with certainty and of which information is available. It is better 

for us to accept this episode and application with a sure faith than to 

ramble among episodes which cannot be fixed with certainty; In the next 

place, to what end would such an episode which could not be fixed with 

certainty have been crammed in amongst the choicest predictions about 

the kingdom of Christ? For, on account of this fact, one is dashed 

against yet another rock, when one replies that the prophecies of Jere- 

miah were collected indiscriminately and without order and judgemcnt; 

no one is going to approve this statement without some difficulty who will 

remember that the book was first written by Jeremiah, and then, when 

it had been consigned to the flames by the command of King Jehoiakim, 

was written down in full afresh by Baruch (Jer. 36). 13 It remains, con- 

sequently, but to state that this prophecy is suitable for designating the 

beginnings of the kingdom of Christ and pointing them out with a finger, 

as it were; all the words preceding and following the passage in Jeremiah 
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are, of course, suitable to this end. It is confirmed sufficiently' well, 

moreover, by three arguments: first, the argument from the whole 

context, about which we were just speaking; secondly, the argument 

from the nature of the passage (for what sort of strange thing would the 

prophet have been going to say, and to what end would he have drawn such 

things in amongst gospel promises? ); finally, the argument from all the 

details, which can be recognized nowhere else (as we have said pre- 

viously) than in this same episode of Matthew, as Matthew most faith- 

fully expounds it. 

PARALLEL VIII' 

Isaiah 11 Matthew 2 
1. A shoot shall blossom 23. He dwelt in a city called 

forth from the roots of Jesse. Nazareth, that what was spoken by 
the prophets might be fulfilled: "He 

Isaiah 60 shall be called a Nazoraeus. " 
21. So that the shoot of my 

grafts may glory in the work of 
my hands. 2 

Although the analysis of the goal and main point of these passages 

which we have decided ought to be matched to one another will be easy; 

yet interpretations and methods of harmonization (both of the names in- 

volved and of the words of Matthew) have been offered in various ways 

up to the present time. Therefore, one ought to make sure, of this first, 

that we may determine something definite concerning these two matters, 

before we speak about the specific interpretation of this passage. We 
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are going to speak first, therefore, about the ambiguity of the terms, 

then about the manifold analysis of them. We are going to expound Mat- 

thew's words when we have set forth these things. The name Nazaraci 

is as ambiguous in the Latin authors as it could possibly be; in Greek 

authors, less so; in Hebrew and Syriac authors, least so. For we no- 

tice that there are four categories of Nazaraei in our books, since the 

Latin authors, at any rate, denote them by this general term. The first 

category is that of those who were bound by the well-known laws written 

down by Moses in Numbers 6; the second, those who were named from 

Nazareth, the town of Galilee; the third, those who tear asunder and 

abolish the Old Testament as an authority; the fourth, those, who, con- 

fusing the first two categories with each other, taught that Christians 

were bound by the ceremonial laws of the Old Testament. Of these the 

first category belongs to the Old Testament; the second, to the New; the 

third and fourth, however, to ecclesiastical history. 

As far as the first category is concerned, it is called, with regard 

to the Hebrew writers, Näzir in a great many passages of scripture. 
3 

The Greek interpreters generally rendered this term with a common 

noun, but occasionally as a proper noun. Rendering it by a common 

C/ c 
noun, the seventy translators said aYLoC, ayL& ü)V, rjYLaOuevos, t1 

60EaaseLs, that is, "holy one, " "one who consecrates, " "one who has 

been consecrated, 11 or "one who has been glorified, 11 according to the 

thought, it is plain to see, of those passages in which [Näzzr] occurs. 4 
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Aquila rendered it Lqx pLouevoc, that is, "one who has been separated; " 5 

while Symmachus rendered it a8i. wros, that is, "one undefiled" or "in- 

violate. , '6 Eusebius, 7 Gregory Nazianzenus, 8 and Epiphanius9 provide 

evidence that, wherever the Greek interpreters translated it as a proper 

noun (butthey did so, if we observe carefully, in just four passages of 

the Old Testament), it was written NaC LpaL'os, although three of these 

passages today have Net npcti, og and the final one Nct ctpcti. os. 10 

On this account I should have very little doubt that these men were 

[originally] called Naziraei in Latin authors as well, but that an error 

passed into common use at a later stage by virtue of the affinity of the 

terms, and it came about that they were called Nazaraci instead of 

Naziraei. And yet one should observe this, that this term occurs no- 

where in the New Testament, in whatever manner you read it, but it is 

only said periphrastically by Luke, " zouS cux v exovTnc CC4 ecWt v,. till 

lest anyone might perhaps ignorantly confuse this kind of Nazaraci with 

the aforementioned 'second category of Nazaraei. 12 Consequently, for 

the sake of differentiation in these Parallels we are going to restore this 

first category of Nazaraei to'its original form and ancient spelling and 

call them Naziraei in conformity with the Hebrew term. 

The second category of Nazaraei derives its name not from a 

religious usage (as the preceding one does), but from the proper name 

of a place which is in Galilee, as is confirmed both by the evangelist at 

this point and by several other'passages in the New Testament. We do 

not recall, however, that this name is found anywhere in the Old Testa- 
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ment; because a definite mention of the little town itself" from which the 

Nazaraci possessed the name does not even occur. But if the name of 

that little town is not explicitly, found in the Hebrew text, yet one must 

not immediately reject the spelling and, indeed, the authority of the 

ancients--both Christian and Jewish. For all the most ancient Jewish 

authors termed the Nazaraei as Notzerim or Notzeriim, a term which 

they retain to our own times; while the Christians called them [by names 

derived] from the same source--the Syrians calling them NotzeraiaU, 

the Arabians NotzaraiL un--surely from the town which, in Syriac, is 

commonly called Notzerath, that'is, Nazareth. The Greek evangelists, 

therefore, always, wrote NaCwpai. os, 13 or even NaCapqvös, 14 and, 

according to the custom, expressed the letter Y, because it is stridu- 

lant (says Jerome), by means of the simple C; 15 but Na[ipai. oc 

or NaCqpai, os are not found to have been written anywhere. The Latin 

authors, on the other hand, sometimes spoke of Nazaraei without any 

differentiation, sometimes of Nazareni, making some distinction. All 

these, however, are from notzera or notzerath or even natzerath, a Syriac 

common noun; while the Syriac noun is derived from the Hebrew netzer, 16 

by which is meant, if it seems appropriate to render it with a common 

noun, a branch sprouting forth again from a dead stump--growing up, as 

it were, from the sap which has been preserved within the stump. If it 

seems appropriate to render it, on the other hand, with a proper noun, 

it is the name of the aforementioned little town, the location of which in 
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Galilee Luke describes in chapter four. 17 And from this place, 'more- 

over, Christ was designated a Na[(opaLoc and NaCapTn)ös, 18 and like- 

wise he is spoken of by a circumlocution as ö änö NaCapes; 9 lest 

anyone should be able to- explain the preceding terms in another way. 

And Christians as well, by virtue of the profession of their faith in Jesus 

Christ of Nazareth, were once called Nazoraei. 20 Therefore, Jerome, 

writing in Latin, although he did not distinguish Naziraci from Nazoraei 

by any differing letter, yet at the same time he declared in clear words 

in his. comments on. Isaiah that the experts of the Hebrews take the word 

ixt the way which we have just stated. 21 And not only in writing to Mar- 

cella, but also here and there in other places, he interprets the Syriac 

name Notzerath as "blossom of Galilee, 11 so that lie removes every oc- 

Gasion for uncertainty by means of this interpretation of his (in fact, lie 

everywhere renders the Hebrew Netzer in this way, taking "blossom" 

as a shoot blossoming forth and sprouting out). 
22 

The third category of Nazaraei differs from the preceding ones 

both in origin and in spelling. For while the first category ought to be 

written with aC and the second,, on the other hand, with a `i (since they 

lack this letter, the Greeks see to it, at least, that a distinction is made 

in the vowels), it is necessary that this third category should be written 

with a simple Is, 1' even as Epiphanius wrote vaoapaLot, with aQ (that 

is, as he himself interprets it, ä<pavL(Jzatu. ) 
23 from the Syriac word 

nesar, which is "to-rescind" and, indeed, "to abolish. x, 24 For the name 
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was attached to these men for the reason that they asserted that the 

books of Moses and the rest of the scripture of the Old Testament had 

been annulled. 

The final category is that of those whom Eusebius reckons amongst 

the Ebionaei or Ebionites. 25 Others, however, count them among the 

number of the heretics, but separately from the Ebionites. 26 Now these 

people believed in Jesus Christ in the sense that they preached that both 

the observance of the ceremonial laws27 and the gospel were obligatory 

for Christians. And' pertinaciously defending that act and error of 

Peter, into which he fell at Antioch (although he was publicly rebuked 

by Paul), they attacked the liberty of the churches' of Christ. This 28 

impious dogma, when it first asserted itself at Antioch, possibly provided 

the occasion for the Antiochene church that good men called themselves 

no longer Nazoraei or Nazareni, but rather Christians. 29 And, at any 

rate, this last category of Nazaraei (who were the first promoters, 

whether from ignorance or from malice, of the idea that the name of the 

Nazaraei or Nazareni should be confused with the Naziraci, even as they 

confused their rites and offices) had Symmachus, that celebrated inter- 

preter of the Old Testament, as the greatest champion30 and defender 

of its opinion. From this very passage of Matthew he haarassed the 

fathers and confirmed his own people in this error to such an extent 

that the latter were afterwards called Symmachians, a fact to which Aug- 

ustine is a witness. 31 Eusebius himself also hinted at this fact in these 
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words: xaL 
% ünouvnuaTCL öE TOU EuuuäXou ELS EZL vuv pCpCTaL, CV 

oLS bou6L npoS To xazä Mat3aLov änozcLvoicvoc cuaYYcXLov znv 

be8nXo vnv ctpcoLv xpazüvetv. 32 

This is enough with regard to the aforementioned four categories 

of Nazaraei. Since the last two of these in no way pertain to this pas- 

sage, but belong to ecclesiastical history (as we, have said previously), 

it now seems good to discuss the former two described'above and con- 

sider which suits this passage best. A threefold interpretation springs 

from the first form of Nazaraei, which we have taught should properly 

be called Naziraei. The. first interpretation has its origin from the afore- 

mentioned Nazirites consecrated-in fulfilment of a vow and regulated by 

the law, concerning which Numbers 5 speaks. The second has its 33 

origin from the Nazirites born or made by divine mandate; such were 

Samson and John the Baptist. The third has been sought from both cate- 

gories in conjunction. The first interpretation i's this sort of thing: 

those things which were said in the, law about the Naziriten who were 

consecrated in fulfilment of a vow ought to be referred anagogically to 

Christ as well. If I. thought that this interpretation was as sure and re- 

liable as it is ready and facile, I should accept it with equanimity. But 

many things act as an impediment: the spelling, the form of this ob- 

servance, the application, and other things of this sort. For in the case 

of the manner of writing the word, whether you examine the letters of 

the Hebrew and other Oriental authors or those of the evangelists and 
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all the Greek authors, the spelling [of the two kinds of Nazaraeij is 

everywhere quite different, as we pointed out previously. Whoever does 

not direct his attention to this matter is mistaken, and lie who esteems 

it as of little importance does not, in my opinion, direct sufficient at- 

tention to the true character of the matter. As far as the form of the 

observance in question is concerned, although Christ was made under 

the law (as the apostle says), 
34 he surely could not have been lawfully 

released, if he was a Nazirite, from those religious usages of the 

Nazirite state which the law commanded, except after the act of redemp- 

tion had been completed. And, consequently, Christ Jesus was not sup- 

posed to touch anything derived from the vine, shave his hair, go near 

to a dead man.. Those last Nazaraei, about which we were speaking pre- 

viously, or (if it seems desirable) the Symmachians, desired to prove 

each of these matters from this passage of Matthew. Now with regard 

to the hair, indeed, I 

ee to that t' although, from the words of Paul and common 

practice of the Jews, it seems more probable that Christ did not let it 

grow long, 35 With regard to the vine, however, he both drank wine 

himself and served it to others to drink and commanded Christians to 

drink it in the sacred meal, which without any doubt he would have done 

least of all if he had been a Nazirite of this kind. With regard to the ap- 

proach to and contact with the dead, indeed, what need is there for fur- 

36 ther words? The sacred pages of the gospels are full of examples. 
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And, finally, if you look at the application, good God, how manyithings 

are wanting which would be needed in order that the aforementioned 

form of observance of the Naziritos" could be applied to Christ the 

Nazarene and the aforementioned name to the proper name of a little 

town! Although all these should be explained in the most painstaking 

fashion, they will still neither teach the pious in a solid manner nor 

refute the impious. And, as a matter of fact, no sort of proof would be 

forthcoming at this point from matters which are disparate and cohere 

very little. 
, 

Nor, indeed, can any similar example be brought forward 

from Matthew, even though he is the evangelist who, in' particular, is 

most zealous in coupling together the Old Testament with the New. 

Accordingly, since that concept leads neither to proof nor to illustration, 

we conclude that these words were not brought forward by Matthew with 

this idea. Let us see now, therefore, whether the second interpretation 

can be more consistent. 

The second interpretation is this sort of thing: those things which 

were already said in earlier times concerning Samson--as one who was 

appointed and born a Nazirite of God- -prefigured, in the sight of the 

holy fathers, the truth fulfilled in Christ and anagogically pertain to 

Christ, a fact which Matthew is believed to have indicated in this pas- 

sage. And, in fact, if it were necessary, by virtue of the interpretation 

of this passage, that any single variety of the religious usages in question 

should be applied to'Christ, it would seem more probable to me, at least, 
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that this sort of Naziriteship which is appointed and possessed by birth 

should be assigned to Christ as a type rather than that sort which is 

regulated by the law and undertaken in fulfilment of a vow--and this for 

a 
. 
great many reasons, but especially because this type is more distinct 

than the former one and is nearer to the true nature of Christ. But 

there are still many considerations which overturn this interpretation 

and completely deter me from this analysis as much as from the former 

one. For, in the first place., the spelling of the words involved is di£- 

ferent. Then too, the religious usages were never observed by Christ. 

Next, the application is difficult. Furthermore, the type is complicated; 

yet unless a type is specific and specially designed'for the matter about 

which it speaks, ' it neither proves anything as being necessarily true nor 

accomplishes even the least for the clarification of this passage, as we 

have just shown in-the preceding parallel. 
37 Add to these a fifth reason 

as. well, -which Jerome wisely observed in regard to this very passage: 

"If Matthew, " he says, "had set down a fixed example from the scriptures, 

he would never say, -'that which was written by the prophets, ' but simply, 

, that which was said by the prophet. ' But by calling upon the prophets 

in the plural at this time, he shows that he has taken from the scriptures, 

not the words., but the sense. "38 None of the prophets, moreover, make 

any mention of Samson except the author of the book of Judges. 

It follows, therefore, that not even the type of Samson is applied 

by Matthew to Christ in these words (although we stated previously that 
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Samson had a type in common with John the Baptist). 1 

And, therefore, someone will perhaps say, the third interpreta- 

tion, it seems, must be employed, namely, that the ascription of this 

name to Christ is seen as constructed from both varieties of Nazirite. 

I am told this, to be sure, but yet (I hope that I speak by everyone's 

good leave) how it is to be referred successfully to both classes in con- 

junction, I have thus far been able neither to observe for myself nor to 

learn from the writings of those who think in this way. For there are, 

I admit, some things common to both sorts of Naziriteship, as are the 

hair, abstinence from the things of the vine (there is certainly no men- 

tion at all of the law pertaining to the dead in the account of Samson), 

and any other such things. But the former variety of-the Nazirite state 

is undertaken in fulfilment of. a vow; the latter, appointed or commanded. 

The former is temporary; the latter, perpetual. Finally, the former 

is common to all who are willing; but the latter, unique. On this account, 

although there is something in common between these two things, yet 

they differ from one -another in their practices, nor are they joined to- 

gether closely enough to be applied to the one Christ, our Saviour. For 

the next point, who does not see that each of the preceding reasons [ad- 

pranced against the . first two interpretations] pertains to this category 

of interpretation as well and refutes it at the same time? For once both 

of these species have been -destroyed, the genus must fall to the ground 

also. Since this is the case, I unreservedly conclude that no conformity 
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between the Nazirites characterized by special religious usages and 

Jesus Christ, in so far as he is a Nazarene, is discussed in this pas- 

sage, even though the aforementioned Nazaraci or Symrnachians were, 

in times past, shamefully deceived by the appearance of such a con- 

formity. Jerome saw long ago that these things were to be construed 

in such a way as he pointed out in those words which we previously ad- 

duced. 39 Chrysostom, too, saw these things; noticing that there was a 

difficulty in this interpretation, he preferred to rush imprudently into 

another, by saying: "Which of the prophets asserted this, then? Do 

not probe into such things at all, nor be curious about matters of this 

kind. For many things have been lost from the prophetic records, " 

etc. 
40 And Theophylact agrees with this same opinion that either books 

have been lost through the negligence of the Hebrews and the continuous 

succession of deportations, ý or else that it had been said orally by the 

Jews in earlier times without being written down. 41 

From those things which have been said by us up to this point, 

it seems to be unquestionably certain that the evangelist did not look back 

to the ancient Nazirites of the law nor to the type of Samson nor to both 

at the same time, but that, rather, some alternate interpretation must 

be sought from somewhere else. which can be applied more aptly to 

Matthew Is. words. On this account the most illustrious men of times 

past and the most expert in the Hebrew language (Jerome is a witness to 

this fact), 42 applying themselves more closely to the words of St. Mat- 
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thew, discarded that interpretation concerned with Nazirites and em- 

braced the other one. They decided that it was being asserted that Christ 

was called a Nazarene after the town of Nazareth--not only because of 

the event which Matthew narrates, but also because of the prophecies 

which had preceded it a long time beforehand. And, in fact, we are now 

about to raise this interpretation of that[name] from the dust, as it 

were; and, with God as our teacher, we shall expound it as simply as 

it can be done. Consequently, the goal of this passage is that--just as 

Christ has been pointed out in the church by means of his family, con- 

ception, birth, and the place. of both his nativity and exile, and all the 

connected circumstances--in just the same way he might be pointed out 

with a finger, as it were, and be recognized in the church of God by 

means of the 'place of his upbringing, where he lived until he was dis- 

patched by the Father to take up his calling. 

The main point is that, even by means of the place of his upbring- 

ing, where Christ passed part of his life, it can be proven that Jesus is 

the Christ since he was brought up in the town of Nazareth, the place 

which the prophets had assigned to this same Christ a long time before. 

I am confident that every good man will readily grant all these things, 

if you make only one exception, namely, that we have said that this place 

was assigned to Christ by the prophets in respect to his upbringing. If 

we should prove this, all will be accomplished. But in order to be able 

to demonstrate this properly, we must take for granted the well-known 

fact which seems to be . beyond controversy: that some things are ex- 
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pressed clearly by the prophets, some things intimated covertly 
or 

enigmatically. For the fact that enigmas are set forth in the law or 

prophets ought not to be marvelled at more than the fact that types and 

allegories are employed, concerning which we were speaking above in the 

seventh parallel, 
43 

since an enigma is nothing other than an obscure 

parable or allegory, which is understood with more difficulty (as Augus- 

tine says). 44 From this it comes about that not every parable or alle- 

gory is considered an enigma, but every enigma is an allegory. More- 

over, this kind of instruction is used in two ways. For either such ob- 

scurity exists in matters which could be neither conveyed nor understood 

without tropes; or else tropes and, indeed, enigmas are employed, in 

accord with the design of those who are speaking, even in those matters 

which, when they have later been made clear, have the greatest perspi- 

cuity--just as we were saying about types and allegories before. And 

so there were, in fact, prophecies about Christ and his kingdom which 

were enigmatic, partly on account of the obscurity of the matters, partly 

on account of the length of the periods of time [which were to precede 

their fulfilment]. But as often as God, with a definite design, expounded 

obscure matters enigmatically through his prophets, this truly possesses 

both grace in speaking and teaching and the greatest worthiness. This 

same thing, moreover, has been observed in almost every prophecy in 

which the person of Christ was foreshadowed. For example, the following 

are taken note of in regard to people: descent, birth, nationality, sex, 
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upbringing, character, disposition of the mind, station, good quAlities, 

conversation, desires, accomplishments, name, death, and anything 

else of this kind. 

Now the prophets announced each of these things in regard to Christ 

enigmatically, allegorically, or typically. Isaiah set forth his descent 

and also the time [of his appearance] for the fathers enigmatically xas' 

04OLov45 by saying, "There shall come forth a little twig from the 

stump of Jesse. "46 These words, to be sure, do not seem enigmatic to 

us now, but they are and were in their own time. Likewise, how enig- 

matic the birth [of Christ] is in the words of that good patriarch Jacob: 

"The sceptre shall not depart from Judah, nor the law-giver from be- 

tween his, feet, until his after-birth comes. "47 The "his, " of course, 

means "Judah's, 11 as the masculine gender of the pronoun in the Hebrew 

language shows. Now, the after-birth48 derives from the constitution 

not of men, but of women. He, however, whom one after-birth has pro- 

duced, and that without a man, that one is Christ, the promised seed of 

the woman. It was this enigma that Isaiah made clear in a later age by 

saying, "Behold, a virgin shall conceive, " etc. 49 Yes, even in our own 

day this same thing is truly an enigma, if someone calls Jesus Christ, our 

Saviour, the after-birth of a man. And, indeed, one ought not to think 

that, if we possess the interpretation of some obscure statement, there 

is, as a necessary consequence, no enigma in it. Similarly, moreover, 

there are many enigmas, throughout the whole of Isaiah's fifty-third 
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chapter and-elsewhere, pertaining to the person of Christ in regard to 

these and other matters. We must refrain from mentioning these at 

this point for the sake'of brevity. Consequently, we judge that, by the 

same rights and in the same way, the place of 'upbringing was touched 

upon by the prophet at this point in like manner, as we shall later demon- 

strate. 

Now there are two classes of enigmas: One is larger [in scope], 

so to speak, because it embraces the whole sentence and obscures it with 

a great many words, The other is smaller or narrower [in, scope] be- 

cause it does, to be sure, obscure an entire sentence, but by means of 

the obscure rendition of only one or two terms. Some grammarians call 

the former simply enigma and the latter &tcL V . YUa or ünaLVLELr-. 50 

Neither of these, however, can be considered allegory in the strict sense, 

because allegory possesses an obscurity either in a term alone or in the 

sense; enigma, on the -other hand, in both at the same time. And, more- 

over, I recall that, among good authors, six modes are observed of the 

latter class, which in Hermogenes51 lacks a name of its own (for we have 

to do chiefly with that class at this point), namely, xatä. TO öut. Ovuuov, 52 

1 53 %/ 54 ` 
xaza TO ouvwvuuov, xaza TO auCuyov p rcap(, )vUUOu, xatia zo 

napnxouv, 5-1 xata zfl v LQZOpLav, 56 and xatiä Ti yXcooav. 57 

Now, although there are examples of all these modes in the scriptures, 

yet this ought to be made use of especially in expounding the'upbringing 

of Christ for that reason which we are 'going to state later. We are con- 
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vinced, therefore, that Isaiah refined 5i. ä tins ünaLVLEC( 58 the 

other aforementioned enigma which he had previously set forth in the 

same verse, 59 For he had said that Christ would come forth from the 

forsaken family of Jesse and David, just as a young twig from a stump 

which is almost dead. What is more, however, we are convinced that 

he embellishes this same enigma ößä ins ün. aL VLECWQ when he says 

that this twig would be a Netzer, 60 that is, "a shoot"--or a Nazoracus 

or Nazorenus, that is, "one like a shoot"--who should blossom forth 

from the roots of Jesse. Zechariah interpreted this enigmatic derivative 

ex ioü öuwvuuov61 by saying that, he would blossom forth in his own 

place--which place or abode of the shoot the Hebrew authors called 

Netzer, the Syriac Natzerah or Notzerath. 62 

Certainly, someone will say, but in which passages did the prophets 

use enigmas and dark intimations? 63 1 respond: they definitely used 

them in such subjects as are obscure either per se and by the nature of 

the matter--on account of its loftiness and the paucity of -our understand- 

ing--or by virtue of the circumstances, as we have previously advised. 

For God does not nuOL'Cciv CV zoi. s cpwzeLvoI , 
64 but tunL'CCL It 

GROTE t, vä. 65 So what? I should truly prefer to expound this in the words 

of Hermogenes rather than in my own. For after he begins to discuss 

IIepi. öpLuüzrjzos, 66 he use's these words: 
67 "But you call, besides 

this, another thing acuteness or pungency of speech, a class of acuteness, 

concerning which it is difficult to determine whether it resides in the 
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mode of expression or in the thought; because one cannot establish con- 

cerning the whole that the evvot, a68 Js or is not in it. For that acute- 

ness or pungency, to be sure, is observed in the mode of expression, but 

that very mode of expression which possesses pungency possesses by 

itself nothing in the way of pungency if one removes it from that thought 

in which it is found or from such matters as were previously stated. This 

does not happen, however, to other forms of discourse. Rather, a plain 

mode of expression is everywhere plain, in whatever manner it may ex- 

press a grave thought by means of itself, even if nothing precedes it. 

And a grave mode of expression as well is grave, even if someone has 

neither expressed a grave thought nor placed any word before it. And, 

in short, the nature of other forms of discourse is likewise invariable. 

But in truth this mode of expression, which expresses by itself nothing of 

the sort, still conveys some meaning which it cannot possess in'the strict 

sense, except by consequence of the words connected with it. And, there- 

fore, it is the same mode of expression with a certain pointed wit, as it 

were, and produces a pleasing acuteness, 11 etc. 
69 The man then con- 

firms these things' with brilliant examples taken from Xenophon, Sophocles, 

Euripides, and Euphorio. 70 And, indeed, the ancients themselves--at 

one moment, serious in respect to grave matters, at another, sportive 

by means of irony--made use of this variety of expression. For example, 

it is ironic when Homer calls. an indigent person eE AL-r XLac71 (to 

which fact Eustathius is a witness)72 and when the comedian says zap uev 
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XELP ev toL's. ALTWXoLS, 0 fie you eu KýwnLöwv. 73 
Plautus äbounds 

in this variety of expression. 
74 However, the mode of expression in 

question is grave and has the appearance of reverence when, in the 

Odyssey, Pallas is called uevtnS iacpLwv nyntWp, that is, "powcr- 75 

ful ruler of matters astonishing. 11 The simplicity of the ancients was 

exceedingly delighted by this kind of speech. 

But if this kind of expression can be employed at all, it is best 

suited, in my opinion, to predictions of things in the future. If, there- 

rnaLVLELC76 which is ironical from the scriptures, fore, we seek for a uC 

" behold the most grave prophet Isaiah. He calls Edom, who is clamoring 

and jeering at the word and people of God, Dumah77--the same as if you 

were to say "silent one"--by use of an artful üttaLvtEt. c xazä tö napnxoüv78 

and at the same time announces beforehand uazä ztjv LazopLav79 

that, by virtue of the judgement of God rushing upon Edom, there would 

be silence because she had been insolently clamorous. And Isaiah e. p(A)vi. - 

xws ünaLvLzzc180 her sad state of affairs by means of one little 

word, 81 Behold that most holy Jeremiah, who, although he nowhere 

hesitated to name Babylon explicitly, still pointedly uses a different word 

as a substitute in two places in order to make clear the rec 
ýý 

-3ta 

of Babylon at the time when she was bending her attention to celebrating 

feast days.. "Finally, 11 he says, "the king of Sheshach shall drink after 

them, 1182 and in another place, "How is Sheshach taken and the praise 

of the whole earth seized, " etc. 83 For the vocable "Sheshach"84 is 
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Babylonian in origin; by it Jeremiah intimated beforehand %a-rä jt v 

YXWooav85 that feast day. of the Babylonians which was suddenly made 

by God a day of mourning for all the Babylonians, even as Daniel do- 

scribes. 
8 If, however, we want serious and grave examples of uc" E rtaLvt, L 

Jacob uaiä iö oC .4 lzovuuov87 assigns the territory of Shechem to Joseph. 88 

Isaiah xaiä trIv 'LozopLav calls Babylonia a wilderness of the sea, 90 89 

Judaea a valley of vision. 
91 Micah xatä 11 iö nupnxoüv92 gives Egypt the 

name "Matzor. "93 But truly, to pass over other examples, there is 

nothing which the prophets more gravely, more pointedly, or more ele- 

gantly expressed by their mode of speech and embellished with figures 

of this kind than the kingdom of Christ and the teaching of the gospel. 

With regard to this subject, for instance, there are two 'passages in 

which Christ is specifically given the name Nötzer by a mode of naming 

things which is common to both the Hebrew authors and those of other 

tongues. The first passage has it thins, "There shall come forth a little 

twig from the stump of Jesse, and a Netzer, ". that is, a shoot, "shall 

blossom forth from his roots. "94 Even the Aramaic paraphrast and all 

the Jews have seen that this passage ought to be taken of the Messiah. 95 

Although, however, Netzer denotes a shoot, yet since Isaiah would have 

wanted to say something more by this thing than what he said in the first 

part of the verse, we have no doubt that, by means of this word which 

he had taken up, he set forth öL LMLvi EE( i-96 the name of that place 
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where Christ was brought up. Among the Hebrews, moreover, 
'personal 

names used t-o be made into patronymics or gentilitial names, and those 

things. which were simply first of their kind were interpreted as the 

things derived from them. In this way, consequently, both Jacob him- 

self and the Israelites, his descendants, are designated by the name 

"Israel. 11 In this way, "Heber" is spoken at one time with reference to 

Heber, at another with reference to the Hebrews, the descendants of 

Heber; also "Canaan, " with reference to the notorious son of Ham and 

to his posterity; and "Sidon, 11 with reference to the famous city of Phoeni- 

cia- and to its inhabitants. Thus Netzer is at one time Nazareth, at anoth- 

er a Nazarene. It is in accordance with this line of reasoning that Isaiah 

says Netzer, that is, that he who had come forth from the stump of Jesse 

would be'brought up as a Nazoraeus or Nazarenus in the town of Naza- 

reth. Thus, he taught the one thing in a clear way, the other in an ob- 

scure way--expressing the family and generation [of Christ], to be sure, 

in plain words, but his upbringing in hidden and more obscure words 

xatä To 011wvu4ov. 97 The idea of the second passage is the same. 

For although on the surface it seems to be more obscure because of 

various and manifold interpretations, yet, in actuality, it is clear and 

plain if we shall take a look at the mind of the prophet. For after God 

has expressed the most glorious promises in a'great many types and 

allegories, he at length concludes his discourse with these words: "As 

many of your countrymen as are righteous shall possess the land by 
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hereditary right forever, so that the Netzer, " that is, the shoot, "of 

my grafts may glory in the work of my hands. 1198 This shoot is Christ 

the Nazarene, whose epithet, taken from his upbringing, Isaiah again 

ünaLVLTTEL. 99 Into this shoot, however, have been ingrafted the souls 

of Christians, as if they were the grafts of God, which--by the hands of 

God, as it were, that is, 'by the omnipotent power of the Spirit--have 

been implanted, inoculated, ingrafted into, Christ through faith. In this 

way they are perfected in him. For the success of these grafts is the 

glory of the shoot which bears them but is not borne by them. It is con- 

cerning this work of God's hands that Christ the Nazarene, the shoot of 

God's grafts, glories. 

The third passage, which we have adduced from the prophet 

Zechariah, contains no difficulty at All. 100 For every sprig which blos- 

soms forth must blossom forth from its own shoot, and such is the dwel- 

ling-place of the sprig. Refining this, similitude, the prophet announced 

beforehand that Christ would break forth from his own place, that is, 

from Nazareth, and lie would thrust-himself forward from the place of 

his upbringing in order to build the house of Jehovah. That this matter 

was attended to by Christ all the evangelists confirm, so that' he at last 

went forth into public from Galilee and the town of Nazareth at that time 

when he was going to enter upon his calling. 
101 It is from this, there- 

fore, that Christ and Christians were called Nazoraci--that Christ (from 

whom the Christians [received the name ]) dwelt in the town of Netzer 
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or Nazareth, a fact which Isaiah öuwvüuws102 and Zechariah 4 

avvwvvuWS103 announced beforehand. The following objections, how- 

ever, are raised against this interpretation: that this is a new interpre. - 

tation; that the one discussed earlier has been accepted by everyone; 

finally, that it seems hardly likely that this was said by Isaiah. Two. of 

these objections are questions of authority; the last has the appearance 

of reasonableness. All sane men will judge that one ought not to oppose 

the authority of any man to the authority of the Holy Spirit speaking" 

through Matthew. But yet, to speak in good order, the idea that novelty 

serves as a reproach to this interpretation is refuted by the same argu- 

" ments which we set forth in the seventh parallel, 104 to which place we 

desire, for the sake'of brevity, that the reader be referred. That the 

interpretation formerly discussed was not accepted by everyone we have 

already stated and proven by citations from the ancients. On the contrary, 

indeed, we have brought forward apt witnesses for this interpretation of 

ours. 

It remains only that we should, in a few words, overthrow the cap- 

stone and foundation of the arguments [against our interpretation]. It 

does not seem, they say, that the one thing was said by Isaiah or Zecha- 

riah, nor the other by Matthew. I respond: We know well that Isaiah 

says nothing at all concerfzing the Nazirites regulated by the law in those 

passages which we have previously brought forward. Indeed, we com- 

pletely deny, on the basis of his words and interpretation, that Matthew 

r 
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deals with those people in this passage. Consequently, since neither 

of the two proposed to deal with the Nazirites in, at least, this passage, 

we esteem it completely just that some other interpretation should be 

investigated. Now Matthew says that Christ came to dwell in the city 

of Nazareth, that what was spoken by the prophets might be fulfilled, 

"He shall be called a Nazoraeus. 11 Therefore, this must have been 

spoken by the prophets. But if it was 'spoken, it must have been spoken 

either literally or figuratively, in plain words or obscure. I do not re- 

call finding literal and plain words in the prophets concerning this name. , 

Nor, indeed, do I think that they- are found there, since no one up to now 

--either in orthodox antiquity or in our own time--has traced out and 

handed down anything of this sort. Therefore, it remains that we should 

judge that it was in a figurative and obscure manner that Christ was 

called a Nazoraeus by'the prophets. But now, as to what in the prophets 

comes near to a use of the name of the place Nazareth and a Nazarene 

man, nothing has yet been uncovered other than the very thing which we 

have brought together from Isaiah and Zechariah. And, moreover, it 

especially seems to work in the direction of this opinion (to pass over all' 

such things as have previously been said) that the aforementioned term 

Netzer is never found in the prophets when they are speaking in Hebrew, 

except in these two passages, and it is predicted, moreover, of no one 

who is discussed in Hebrew, except Christ, our Saviour. For even if, 

in addition, ' Isaiah once uses this term in discussing the king of Baby- 

v 
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Ionia, in that case he is speaking uLILTITt, uws105in a Syriac or Aramaic 

manner, even as he intersperses Aramaic terms with almost every verse 

in the same chapter. 106 Nor does the fact stand in the way of our inter- 

pretation that people object that it was said by Matthew that Christ would 

be c-ailed a'Nazoraeus but not a Netzer. For, in the first place, in ac- 

cord with the usage of the Hebrew authors, the second term almost en- 

compasses the connected one. Secondly, it is very common for personal 

names to be used by the Hebrews in place of patronymics and gentilitial 

names, as we were saying previously. Finally, the prophets gracefully 

ürnDjvLEav107 the name of the place--the former, on the one hand, with 

a synonym and periphrasis, the latter, on the other, with a derivative, -- 

just as if they had said that the place of Christ was called Netzer, that is, 

"shoot, and that he was, on that account, a Notzri, that is, a Nazoracus 

or Nazarenus.. Thus, Matthew does not, in any manner, ö fyopLCetv, 108 

but explains the uTtaLvLFt, s109 of the holy prophets in clear words.. 

The Jews will retort perhaps that Netzer is a substantive and corn- 

mon noun and is not, therefore, stated concerning the place Nazareth. 

But, to grant them that this is a common noun, yet it is not unusual for 

proper nouns to be constructed from common ones, or adjectives and 

gentilitial names from substantives. Then too, it is shameful for them 

to snatch away from the prophets the figures and shadows of words by 

which the speech of the Holy Spirit was especially illuminated in former 

times. Lastly, since Netzer is a rare term in the Old Testament (it was 
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taken up more by Syriac and Aramaic than by Hebrew authors) and it 

was predicated in the Hebrew only of the Messiah, it ought to occur to 

the minds of these people that by this unique usage, something unique 

is certainly signified- -beyond what is common to the interpretation of 

an appellative term. Now what is that unique something? That in the 

church of the Jews in ancient times Christ was given the name Netzer, 

that is, Nazarene--with the -same faithfulness by which he was called 

David or the Servant of Jehovah, or sprig, or salvation, oiy light. For 

these names as well occur in the New Testament. Therefore, this 

name Netzer was., by the providence of God, attributed to Christ not 

only to point out the truthfulness of God in preserving the family of David, 

but also to indicate the aforementioned place of his upbringing, which 

Isaiah and Zechariah, had prophesied in an obscure way would come about, 

just as the holy Matthew most correctly interpreted them. 

PARALLEL IX 

Isaiah 40 Matthew 3 
3. The voice of one crying, etc. 3. The voice of one crying, etc. 

This whole passage is fuller. at Luke 3: 4. Therefore, we defer 
a complete interpretation of this passage to that point. 1 

PARALLEL X 

Deuteronomy 8 Matthew 4 
3. Man shall not live by bread 4. Man shall not live by bread 
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alone, but man shall live by alone, but by every word prbceed- 
everything which proceeds out ing from the mouth of God. 

of the mouth of Jehovah. 

The goal common to both passages is that a general plan for 

sustaining. our life acceptable to the will of God should be brought for- 

ward. The main point, on the other hand, is that the means suited to 

the maintenance of life and the efficient cause--that is, his word and 

blessing--are both from God. Everything in either place agrees as 

closely as it possibly could. Jerome, indeed, 'stated eloquently about 

this passage: "Christ conquered his adversary by the testimonies of the 

law, not by the power of strength, " so that, in this way, he might both 

honor man the more and punish the adversary the more, since the enemy 

of the human race was conquered, not as if by God, but as if by man. I, 1 

PARALLEL XI 
f 

Psalm 91 
12. He will give his angels 

charge of you, to guard you in all 
your ways. 

13. On their hands they will 
bear you up, lest. you dash your 
foot against a stone. 1 

Matthew 4 
6. He will give his angels charge 

of you, and on their hands they will 
bear you up, lest you dash your foot 
at any time against a stone. 

The goal in the words, of the prophet is that the pious who cling 

to God in holy faith and obedience should be strengthened against every- 

thing evil. The main point is that no evil befalls the pious which is so 

severe that by it they can be overthrown and destroyed. For everything 
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--not only on earth but also in heaven--ministers to their welfare by 

reason of a fixed management and superintendence by the providence 

of God. The devil twists this passage against Christ by using the fallacy 

of divisionZ (as they call it). For the prophet had very carefully pointed 

out the ways of the saints at the beginning of the aforementioned psalm. by 

saying, "He who will confide in the refuge of the Most High, who continu- 

ally spends the night in the shadow of the Almighty, " etc. 3 And the proph- 

et, by definite design, had connected the ways of the saints with the 

promises of God in this very verse by 
, saying, "to guard you in all your 

ways. 11 After he has torn all these things apart, Satan throws the promise 

in front of. Christ, but throws away its condition. On account of this, the 

application of this passage was wicked and so was the alteration connected 

with this application. The devil was the author of this alteration. But 

Matthew reports this alteration in good faith, in order to show more fully 

the impiety and audacity of Satan as he attacks both the person of the Son 

of God and the truth of the word at one blow. But we talked enough for 

our purpose about this sort of alteration above in the fifth parallel. 

PARALLEL XII 

Deuteronomy 6 
16. Do not tempt Jehovah your' 

God. 

Matthew 4 
7. You shall not tempt the Lord 

your2 God. 

The common goal is that the pious, even though pressed down by 

the heaviest ordeals and difficulties, should, with an unwavering faith, 
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avoid all courses of action which are contrary to God's will and persist 

in obedience to him. The main point is that the pious ought to cling to 

the Lord and not place their own selves before him and so embrace such 

means as God has. not approved. Everything is the same in either pas- 

sage, if you make this exception, that Christ states in the singular a 

prohibition which was expressed in the plural number; that is, he ap- 

plies the general statement3 in the law to the special case4 before him 

by a mode of application and, indeed, oLueüLULs5 necessary for 

every believer. 

PARALLEL XIII. 

Deuteronomy 6 Matthew 4 
13. You shall revere Jehovah 10. You shall worship the Lord your 

your God; and him shall you God and him only shall you serve. 
serve. 

The goal is that God should be ascribed the glory which is his. 

The main point is that the pious ought to take care that they most con- 

stantly tender these two duties--reverence and worship--whole and unde- 

filed to the Lord. Everything in the words of Moses and Christ agrees 

if you except two changes which were made by Christ with a most holy 

design. The first change is in the first part, when Christ substituted, 

"You shall worship your. God, " for that which Moses had said, "You shall 

fear your God, " or "revere" him. The second change is in the second 

part, to which Christ added the part "only. 11 The former change was 
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made by Christ with respect to the ünöseaic, 1 or the case at hand. 

For he restricted the word for a genus to that species which Satan had 

wanted to obtain from Christ. The genus is fearing or revering God. 

Within this genus are contained all the duties of the pious, internal and 

external, which are owed to the majesty of God. Now when Satan de- 

manded that one of the number of these duties--even though the least 

consequential in appearance--should be rendered to himself by Christ, 

in a most holy fashion Christ referred the adversary to the general law 

which occurs in Moses. And because Satan was demanding that one species 

of worship should be ascribed to himself, Christ restricted the more 

general word to this very species in order to confute the other's sophism2 

with an argument drawn from the genus. Moreover, it is for the purposes 

of explanation3 that the term "only" is added. For Satan displays all the 

kingdoms of the world and promises their glory to Christ, if lie will fall 

prostrate on the ground and worship him. Christ shows that this cannot 

for any reason be granted or, rendered to Satan in even the least degree 

without depriving God of that highest power of God's over the world and 

its kingdoms. And, consequently, it would be a twofold and, indeed, a 

most grievous impiety, if anyone paid respects to Satan with this title 

or worshipped him with the least indication of worship. For, in the first 

place, that act is impious because God is deprived of his power. And, 

secondly, that act is no less void of piety, if one for such a reason shows 

to the devil even so small an amount of the honor. which is owed wholly 
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to God, according as he is the only ruler and, indeed, grantor of 

kingdoms. 

PARALLEL XIV 

Isaiah 9 
1. But she will not be covered 

with darkness who will have been 

afflicted with an ordeal, when the 
first time has afflicted the land 

of Zebulun and the land of Naph- 
tali more lightly and the second 
time has afflicted them more 
severely. Populous Galilee, by the 

way of the sea, next to the 
Jordan, 

2. her people, who walk in 
darkness, will see a great light; 
the light will shine brightly on 
those who sit in a land of deadly 

shadow. 

4. 

Matthew 4 
15. The land of Zebulun and the 

land of' Naphtali, toward the way of 
the sea, next to the Jordan, Galilee 
of the nations-- 

16. the people which sat in darkness 
has seen a great light, and the light 
has arisen upon those who sat in the 
region and shadow of death. 

The interpretation which the Jews have brought to bear on this 

passage has evinced best of all the thoroughly shameless audacity of the 

Jews in distorting the testimonies of sacred scripture, having twisted 

the terms, the accentuation, the construction, the thought--in short, 

everything--in a most wanton fashion. 1 That Jonathan the' Aramaic para- 

phrast connects reasonable statements with the first verse (so that, in 

one way or another, he tears some meaning out of it) would, to be sure, 

be marvellous to us, if we did not consider him to have been a man both 

excessively devoted to allegories and ignorant of Christ. 2 But what am 

I, 0 to say about the interpretation of the Greek translators? 3 Although it 
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is adduced to a considerable extent by -Jerome, 
4 Cyril, 5 and oth. r 

fathers; surely either this interpretation has in no way sprung from the 

famous seventy translators (which is what I, at least, think) or else they 

all fell asleep at the same time as they were writing such things. 6 

Therefore, lest we be too tedious, lei us come to the matter itself. 

Isaiah speaks word for word as follows: "It will not have been darkened 

for that land of Zebulun and Naphtali for whom there will have been an 

ordeal" (for the Hebrew authors usually so employ passive verbs 

änpoawnwS, 7 
or in the manner of impersonals, for what is, in effect, 

"She will not be covered with darkness who will have been afflicted with 

an ordeal") "when this former time will have afflicted the land of Zebulun 

and the land of Naphtali more lightly, 11 etc. , as we have laid it out in the 

summary or diagrammatic arrangement of our parallel. However, in 

omitting at this point matters which pertained to the history of former 

times, Matthew plucked off only such things as serve the narrative which 

he had undertaken, just as above in the fifth parallel we said was done 

with regard to this kind of alteration. Now the goal or target of Isaiah 

was that the pious should not be cast down by the severity of the judge- 

ments which he had announced would come upon the rebellious nation 

of the Jews by Immanuel's command, but that rather they should take 

comfort from the gospel promises concerning the nature, strength, func- 

tion, and benefits of Christ. The main point is that, although the impend- 

ing evils and the calamities shortly to follow were very severe (so that 
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even the most steadfast of men's minds could be discouraged bythem), 

yet those same calamities shortly to come would be a sign for posterity 

and an argument for proving the salvation of the pious and the glory 

which one day would come through Christ to the same place which calam- 

ities so severe had darkened. For the inhabitants of that same place 

would have this honor above all, that that sun of righteousness would, 

as it were, arise among them. "In our time, to be sure, 11 he says, 

"Galilee of the nations (that is, crowded with nations and populous) will 

be a partner of Zebulun and Naphtali, and the whole 'district of the Israel- 

ites lying next to ' the' Jordan will be oppressed with two very severe de- 

vastations by Assyria--first, on the one hand, by Tiglath-pileser, 2 Kings 

15: 29; then, on the other, by Shalmaneser, 2 Kings 17.8 But just as the 

darkness of ordeal will severely oppress this people more than others, 

so also in the fullness of time that greatest light of our salvation will 

beam among them more than others. But what light is that? The 

"child" who ''is born to ixs, " etc. 9 The Jews, to be sure, have referred 

these words, "the way of the sea, " to the Syrian Sea, that is, the Mediter- 

ranean.. But they have acted from ignorance, if not, perhaps, from 

malice. Since the following part contains a very clear delimitation; it 

is "the way of the sea which is next to the Jordan" which is being discussed. 

They have violently torn this part away from the preceding one, even 

though they are connected by the subject-matter, the sequence, and the 

position of the accents. 
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Therefore, that the agreement of these passages with one another 

may be better seen, let the following serve as an analysis of Isaiah's 

words. "Two periods of tribulation, " he says, "are going to afflict the 

land of Zebulun and the land of Naphtali severely in this age of ours. 

Now the first, to be sure, will afflict Galilee with a lighter ordeal when 

Tiglath-pileser, summoned by King Ahaz, will lay her waste and plunder 

her riches. But the later period will experience a far more severe or- 

deal, when Shalmaneser will devastate everything and carry vanquished 

Israel to Assyria"--thus far the paraphrase1° of that ttapevDetoc 

EEnYTIQLg which Isaiah in the first verse stated concerning his own 

times and which Matthew, for that reason, deliberately omitted. The 

other part follows. This land, after it has been afflicted with two such 

severe ordeals,. will lie neglected and frightful in appearance up to the 

coming of Christ--"the land, 11 1 say, "of Zebulun and the land of Naph- 

tali ... Galilee of the nations, " or crowded with nations, "by the way 

of the sea, 11 that is, lying on the sea, bordering on the Sea or Lake of 

Gennesaret, and lying "next to the Jordan. 11 Nevertheless, this same 

land will not remain covered with darkness, but rather that "people 

which walks in darkness will see a great light, " etc. All these plain and 

clear things were quite obviously uttered concerning the kingdom of Christ 

and, consequently, are applied quite suitably by Matthew to the afore- 

mentioned sojourn of Christ, who adorned Galilee above all with his 

presence, words, and deeds while he was here in the form of a servant. 
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It remains that, passing over the dreams of the Jews, we should 

take up such impediments as are able to produce uncertainty. Now, the 

manifold alteration which seems to have been made in the words of Mat- 

thew raises such uncertainty. The first subject of doubt is that a great 

many people have taken "the way of the sea" of the Syrian Sea (as we said 

previously). But they ineptly mutilate both history and the prophet's 

words. They mutilate history, because one nowhere reads that these 

kings of the Assyrians reached as far as the Syrian Sea, even though the 

Israelites, when they had been crushed, surrendered themselves to their 

sovereignty. They mutilate the prophet's words, on the other hand, be- 

cause the delirimitationl2 (as it is called) or explanatory13 phrase of the 

preceding expression, "next to the Jordan, 11 is appended. This phrase 

shows that these words pertain to the Sea of Chinnereth, as it is called 

in scripture from the town of that name which they later called Gennes- 

Nor does the 1 
aret. 

4 Matthew, indeed, calls it the Sea of Galilee. 15 

fact that we have translated rtspavi6 as "next to" stand against us. 

For, in the first place, let us explain that whether it be across [the Jor- 

dan] or on this side, neither of the two supports the thinking of the Jews. 

Next, there are no grounds for doubting that the term rtepav corresponds 

to the Hebrew Ceber. 17 But this term signifies in the Hebrew authors 

every region near which a river flows or which is divided by a water- 

course flowing through the middle, whether the region be that on the 

nearer side or that on the farther. And so the Greek term rtepav pos- 
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sesses a broad range of meaning, denoting now the region on thee nearer 

side, now that on the farther, now both banks with the bordering district, 

On account of this, indeed, Luke used the compound ävrLnepav, 18 

lest the ambiguity of the uncompounded term deceive someone. 19 1 

say nothing about the etymology, in the strict sense, of the Hebrew and 

Greek terms; this I leave to the grammarians to expound. At any rate, 

examples in a, great many passages of the New Testament show that 

nEpav denotes the region on the same side and not the one across the 

river, especially where the banks are full of curves, as in Matthew 14: 22 

and 16: 5, Mark 6: 45 and 8: 13, John 1: 28 and 10: 40. Everyone, moreover, 

testifies that the Jordan is that sort of river; Pliny, indeed, specifically 

calling it a pleasant river and, as far as the lie of the region allows, 

full of windings. 
20 The second subject of doubt occurs in the second 

verse. There, due to regard for the times [in which he wrote], Matthew 

has somewhat changed Isaiah's words, doubtless for that reason which 

we pointed out above in the fifth parallel. For the prophet declared in 

his own time that the Israelites 'walk in darkness. " In place of this, 

Matthew writes that they "sat in darkness, " namely, on account of its 

long duration. It is eucpar t. xc rcpov . 
21 Next, that which the one calls 

the "land of the shadow of death, " or "deadly shadow, "22 the other calls 

the "region of death and shadow of death, "23 likewise for emphasis, 
ev 

bßä 560. Finally, Isaiah was looking to the magnificence and most 

majestic illuminating power of the gospel of the glory of Christ. And 

8 
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so, while the one predicted 3Lcl Xou25 that the light would "shine 

brightly,. "26 the other says that it 'has arisen. 1,27 Matthew says' 

"ÖLVE'LELJI. EV, "28 not "äveXautýEV, "29, surely because he takes into 

consideration his own times, in which the splendbur of the gospel was, 

for the first time, breaking forth, in a way, and arising through the 

coming of Christ. Therefore, we do not see that this passage can be 

a4 ewejeQýYV 4z U ce7kcý 
expounded well in any other way th n ac wo by virtue of its fulfilment 

by Christ and on Matthew's authority. have explaiwad it at h-. 

PARALLEL XV 

Exodus 20 
13. You shall not kill. 

14. You shall not commit 
adultery. 

Matthew 5 
21. You shall not kill, and who- 

ever kills shall be liable to judgement. 
27. You shall not commit adultery. 

Deuteronomy 24 
1. When someone takes a 

wife and becomes her husband, 

and if she finds no favor in his 

eyes (because he has found 

some base matter in her) and 
so, writing her a certificate of 
divorce and putting it in her 
hand, he sends her away from 
his house, etc. 

Exodus 20 
7. You shall not take 

" the name of Jehovah your God 
in vain. 

Exodus 21 
24. Eye for eye, tooth for 

tooth. 

31. Whoever sends his wife away, 
let him give her a certificate of 
divorce. 

33. You shall not swear falsely, but 

shall perform to the Lord what you 
swear. 

38. An eye for an eye and a 
tooth for a tooth. 
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Leviticus 19 1 

18. You shall love your 43. You shall love your neighbor 
neighbor as yourself, and hate your enemy. 

Although all these passages differ from one another, yet because 

they possess the closest agreement in both goal and character and, con- 

sequently, can be circumscribed by certain common rules, we have de- 

cided that they ought to be grouped together. The goal is that the laws 

of nature pertaining to piety toward God and to love and humane conduct 

should, by the authority of God, be decreed among his people in a more 

unalterable form and that, having been corrupted, they should be restored 

to a pure form by the testimony of Christ Jesus. The unalterable decree 

God published through Moses; the restoration to purity Christ declared 

and effected personally. Accordingly, the main point is that all those 

things which were impressed by nature upon our minds concerning our 

duty toward God and men, even though the sin of man has weakened them 

in a most shameful manner--nevertheless, all these same. things are, in 

these last times, repeated, vindicated, and receive perpetixal authority 

by the testimony of the law and gospel. And, consequently, all those 

who either interpret them differently than natural law has taught from 

the beginning or comply with them as little as possible--they resist not 

only nature, but also the law and gospel. Our Lord and Saviour Christ 

pointed these things out in the four preceding verses, in which he set 

forth this goal and main point very carefully. 
1 For Christ argued as 

follows: "Whatever sovereigns are like, so are the subjects. Or what- 
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r 
ever the king is like, so are the sons of the kingdom. Now I, who am 

Lord of the kingdom bf heaven, have not come to abolish the law or the 

prophets, but to fulfill'them, " verse 17. "Therefore, the sons of the 

kingdom must be like this in words and deeds, 11 or (if it seems prefer- 

able to anyone) in teaching and works,, verse 19. The proofs and ex- 

planations belonging to both propositions, in 'accordance with the custom- 

ary manner of speaking, are set down in order. For the proof for the 

minor proposition that Chrisf came to fulfill the 'law is added immedi- 

ately after it by means I of a very weighty vehement assertion, or (as 

others interpret it) oath, in these words: "For truly, I say to you, till 

heaven and earth pass away, I not a-n iota, not a single point of aI letter, 

will by any means pass from the law until all is accomplished. 113 More- 

over, the exposition of the conclusion is appended to it in verse 20, by 

means of a comparison, in these words, "For I tell you that unless your 

righteousness exceeds the righteousness of the scribes and Pharisees, 

you will by no means enter the kingdom of heaven. 11 Now the 

L of this comparison follows throughout the whole remainder 

of the chapter, from verse 2.1 on, by means of an enumeration of'ex- 

arnples pertaining to this comparison. In this presentation, to be sure, 

Christ could have run through every precept of the law with very little 

difficulty.. He considered it sufficient, however, to protect the right- 

eousness of the law--that is, the righteousness which the natural law 

commands man to show--from the righteousness of the scribes and 
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Pharisees by means of six clear examples. 4 

Having said this, we must now lay down certain laws or rules 

common to the passages, before we undertake an individual exposition 

of them. Let the first rule be as follows: each of these passages con- 

tains a comparison of that righteousness which has been commanded by 

the law with such Jewish or Pharisaic righteousness as obtained during 

that period in teaching and practices and, indeed, modes of life. It is 

for this reason that, in each passage, Christ distinguishes the parts of 

the comparison. When he is attacking that Pharisaic righteousness, he 

uses these words, "You have heard that it was said by men of old,,, etc. 

But when he is dealing with that true righteousness which God and nature 

demand, he uses these words, "But I say to you. 11 And it was also for 

this reason that Christ very carefully guarded against conceding in the 

first part that something had been written; and everywhere he said, 

"You have heard that it was said by men of old. 11 And this, in truth, 

seems to me to be as far removed as could be from what many have 

thought for a long time now, that the law of God is amended in this chap- 

ter. If Christ had intended that undertaking, he would not have been 

likely to say, "You have heard that it was said by men of old, " or (if 

anyone prefers) "to men of old. 11 But rather he would have used these 

words, "You have read what was written in the law of God. 11 The second 

rule is that, consequently, alterations, additions, and deletions which 

have been made beyond the law and contrary to the law in these words 
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were produced, not by Christ, but by the Pharisees and scribes, " who 

O&W)40 Awtv 
were quite shamelessly trying 4 ne 'mend themselves eafiier 

than these whieh aeeer-d wit1h the f4mF and unco. . upted &H. 4-retittion 

of the law. Accordingly, these evils broke into the law of God in the 

same ways which we already described above in the fifth parallel. Third, 

it is not simply distortions of words which ar. e rebuked by Christ, but 

pernicious dogmas; impious opinions of the Pliarisees, and unclean and 

corrupt interpretations; and the true understanding of the law is restored 

1- 5 EE CLV-rL3eTou even as these words in every placc show: "You have heard 

that it was said by men of old" and "But I say to you. 11 Christ by no 

means. desired by these words to oppose his own authority to the iuthor- 

ity of the law--that is, of God, his Father--but only'to, the empty mask , 

of the Pharisees, who were misusing the most holy law of God for the 

purposes of their buying and selling. However, that these things may 

be better understood, what we have said will have to be demonstrated 

in each of these cases. 

1. "You'shall not kill. ,6 This first point of comparison vindicates 

the truth of the law against the leaven of the Pharisecs in two. ways: in 

the first place, by refuting the fa: lse understanding of the precept; but, 

secondly, by tearing away their additions. The false interpretation was 

, that they took the word for killing only of active murder; and, accordingly, 

they imagined that no one trespassed against this commandment, unless 

he had killed another by an act. Therefore, Christ declares that anger, 
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abusive. outcries, and insults against another are also embraced1by the 

. word for killing. Accordingly, all who have erred even this far, are 

guilty of violating this precept,. verse 22. For God is a spiritual law- 

giver, as James says. 7 The addition occurred when they said, , who- 

ever kills shall be liable to judgement. 11 That is, no one can law- 

fully be brought to justice on account of wrongdoing concerning an act 

committed against another, unless he kills someone. Butas to seme- 

the private spher , whoever does a wrong can make satis- 

faction to God through the priests, and he who suffers the wrong-can 

avenge it without any examination by the judges, Moreover, it is not the 

case, they said, that murder is a capital offence, as is commonly believed; 

but rather one can make restitution in some way and compensate for the 
I 

injury by means of the judge's inquiry. Thus, the Pharisces erre'd from 

the truth both in regard to the crime and in regard to the punishment for 

the crime. Christ points out both in verse 22: in the first place, that 

to have recourse to anger, to insult, to hurl abuse are species of homi;. 

cide; next, that there is no s'pecies of homicide so trifling that onc is 

not liable to come under judicial examination and ptinishment on the basis 

of the law. For thoughtless anger ought to be punished by the exami- 

nation of the judge and, indeed, the praetor, as it were; abusive out- 

cries bý a sentence of stronger condemnation; insults, by a sentence of 

the most extreme and deadly condemnation. Moreover, as to the fact 

that men bestowed greater care on reconciling. God by means of sacri- 
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fices and votive offeýings, Christ asserts that this is pure, unmitigated 

hypocrisy and (X'LGXPORE-'P8E: LCL; 8 
when love commands that one should 

be reconciled to the brother offended against and that restitution should 

be made to him for the injury before pardon is sought from God by means 

of an offering. 

2. "You shall not commit adultery. 119 This second point of com- 

parison defends the truth of the law from the false interpretation which 

the Pharisees employed. For these people concluded that this prohibi- 

tion guarded against only actual fornication (as they call it). Christ 

asserted that God, the author of the law, had intended something far dif- 

ferent. For he who even looks [at a woman in such a way] as to lust, 

but much more he who lusts,. is guilty of violating the law. 10 For not 

only the evil deed, the evil desire, intention, or thought is at fault; but 

also the very opportunities and instruments which are in us are evil. . 

Now since the instrument and opportunity of that way of looking is the 

eye, one must. let the same instrument and opportunity go (as if it had 

been condemned by this deed of its) rather than act in such a way that, 

through its fault, the whole man goes away to condemnation. 

3. "Whoever repudiates his wife, 11 etc. 1Z This third point of 

comparison is an appendix to the previous one. Now Christ protects the 

truth of the law from the false interpretation of the Jews in this way: 

The Jews held that a man was entitled to repudiate his wife on this one 

condition, that he give her a certificate of divorce. They ignorantly 
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twisted the words of Moses towards this end, Deuteronomy 24: 1. Moses 

had entered these words in the law of God XCLd UTEO RCLTCL C CY LVX CLI 

CUYXCOPTIC: YLV, 13 doubtless due to the hardness of heart of that people, as 

.. 
Christ declares in Matthew 19: 8. Consequently, Christ responds that 

I this interpretation is false. For so far from a man being entitled, on 

the basis of the law, to repudiate his wife, the law, on the contrary, de- 

clares in this very place that whoever repudiates his wife, not only ýins 

himself, but is also the author and instrument of a twofold sin besides. 

The aforementioned act is one sin because such a man causes his wife to 

commit adultery, since s-he is* not free from the law concerning her hus-, 

band while he lives, even by the will of the husband himself. This is be- 

cause the law of marriage possesses not only the force of some civil 

contract, but also a heavenly obligation and authority by virtue of its 

institution by God. The second sin is that he likewise commits adultery 

who takes the wife of anot)-ier man, even though she has been repudiated 

by the latter. Moses expressed this point in clear words in this very 

place in verse 4.14 

4. "You shall not swear falsely, 11 etc. 15 This fourth point of 

comparison defends the truth of the law from the false interpretation and 

additions which the Pharisees employed to deceive the common people. 

The false interpretation is as follows and is onc which restricts the pre- 

cept of God within'very narrow limits. - What God said was, ',, You shall not 

take, 11 or mention, "the name of Jehovah your God in vain. , 16 This the 
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Pharisees interpreted as, "You shall not swear falsely. It It was' just as 

if they had said, "You may utter the name of Jehovah your God in what- 

ever way you wish as long as you do not swear falsely. 11 The addition 

was, "but you shall render to the Lord what you swear, 11 that is, "But 

if perhaps you cannot perform those things which you swear, make good 

this impr4dent act of yours and wash it away by means of gifts offered 

to the Lord. 11 Christ censures both; but the former, on the one hand, 

in explicit language, and ihe latter, on the other hand, tacitly17 (as they 

say), by consequence. As far as the interpretation is concerned, the 

following things are censured by Christ: In the first place, the Phari- 

sees and scribes, by this teaching of theirs, not only allowed, but also 

impiously sanctioned, abuse of the divine name. Secondly, they excused 

the indirect abuse of God's name by those who held that they could swear 

by the name of God if they disguised it under the form of things which 

he had created. Thirdly, they allowed both these abuses to be, practised 

in familiar speech in addition to [their practice when demanded by] 

necessity and a good and lawful reason for an oath. For it. is this practice 

in particular that is signified by the term Xoyo(;, 18 which Matthew 

uses in verse 37. And, 'indeed, Christ stated the first and second points 

of his censure in these words, "Do not swear at all, 11 that is, either 

directly, by taking up God's name, or indirectly, by using the name of 

things which he has created in place of God's name. 19 Since the latter 

act is more fully and easily excused by people, Christ wisely brought 
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s 

forward several examples of it--in order to show that all things I 
of this 

sort were forbidden as well, even if they were not mentioned by him in 

, this passage. Next, indeed, he came to the third point of his censure 

in these words, "But let what you say be, 'Yes, yes, I 'No, no'11,7-0 in 
14 

order to protect the most holy name of God from every inconsequential, 

unconsidered, and idle statement, so that it could not be used by anyone 

without a proper summons or need.. The addition, on the other hand, 

falls to the ground through its own weakness, once these. matters have 

M 
been settl9d. - For its unreasonableness, and falsity *. oclcarly proven as 

a necessary consequence of that rule which Christ conveys in the final 

words here, "but anything which is more than this, is from evil. 11 For 

from this the following line of argument arises: What is from evil, can- 

not be acceptable to God. But swearing falsely is from evil. Therefore, 

it cannot be acceptable. To this a second line of argument with Christ 

as its author must be added: The wages of a harlot, the price of a dog, 

the sacrifice of a wicked man, and other'things of this sort are an abomi- 

nation to Jehovah. But the price or gift of one who swears falsely is the 

gift of a wicked man. Therefore, it is an abomination to the Lord--con- 

trary to what seemed proper to the Phairisees, who allowed the greatest 

licence to everybody to swear falsely to the benefit of his XcLTt/XCuIIcL-21 11 

5. "Eye for eye, tooth for tooth. 112Z The fifth point of comparison 

defends the truth of the law from the false interpretation of the scribes 

and Pharisees. The words are in agreement. The purpose of the law 
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was this, that whatever kind of injury one pers-on had inflicted on an- 

other, he who had inflicted the injury should suffer the same sort--but 

yet on the basis of a legal examination and trial. For this law was one 

of judicial and not of private administration. The Pharisces, however, 

abused this law in two ways: For, in the first- place, they completely 

destroyed every just form of trial which answered to the will of God and 

the laws of nature. And they destroyed the authority of the judges, since 

they dispersed it to private citizens-. Secondly, moreover, they opened 

a very wide door to private revenge and evil deeds, into wliich people 

eager for private vengeance easily proceed. And so Christ, in restoring 

the correct understanding of the law, first restrains all private citizens 

to such a degree that they may not resist evil--that is, an unjust and evil- 

doing person--by means of evil. Secondly, lie asserts that we must make 

sure to submit to every evil, to offer the jaw, the cloak, etc. , rather 

than avenge evil with evil. Finally, he asserts what the apostle says to 

the Romans, that evil must be conquered with goodZ3 God had com- 

manded, each of these matters long before in the law. 

I 6. "You shall love your neighbor, 11 etc; 24 The sixth point of com- 

parison defends the law of God from both the false interpretations and the 

impious additions of the JeWs. The false interpretation was that, by tliq 

term "neighbor" in these words, "You shall love your neighbor, " either 

they understood "friend, 11 or, at least (if they appeared to have some- 

what more sense), they understood. "hirn who is not an enemy. 11 The 

addition occurred when they said, contrary to the authority of the law, 
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C/ I 

"you shall hate your enemy. 11 Christ overturns both UOTEPOV 

25 TTPOTEPOV with a*most proper interpretation of the law- For first- 

he affirms that the latter (that it is said, "You shall bate yo I ur onemy") 

is opposed to the law, because it is opposed both to the righteousness of 

ihe law and natural law, verse 44; and to the nature and example of God 

himself, verse 45. Next, moreover, fie explicitly teaches xoLTI - 

ý'; ýCyXO'V26 that, by the term 'heighbor, 11 all people are to be'tuide r stood 

and. that, accordingly, all ought to be loved. 2.7 God has pointed this out 

, by means of his example in every period of time, and Christ taught it by 

means of a very clear story in Luke 10.28 Therefore, by means of all 

these examples, Christ protected the purity of the divine law from the 

impure leaven of the scribes and Pharisees. 

PARALLEL XVI 

I Kings 3 
13.1 give to you what you 

have not asked, riches and 
glory, to such an extent that no 
other king may be equal to you 
throughout all your days. 

Matthew 6 
29. But I tell you that not even 

Solomon in all his glory was so 
clothed as one of these lilies. 

It does not seem reasonable, to be sure, to undertake to match 

these passages together in the strict sense. Yet, since there is some- 

thing in common to both passages and there appears to be some discrep- 

ancy, it seemed good to enter them among the number of the Parallels. 

The common element is that the glory of Solomon is praised in both 
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places; but what is -stated in a general way in the first book of Ki6gs is 

applied to a special casel conýerning clothing in the discourse of Christ. 

Now to pause. at this same special case which Christ has undertaken, the 
I 

following seem to be in disagreement: that Christ denies that Solomon 

in all his glory was so clothed as the lily is, and that it is asserted in 

the Old Testament that there was no king equal to Solomon in glory. 

These things are brought into agreement, by the words of Chrysostom 

who says, "There is as much difference between clothing and flowers a's 

between truth and falsehood, 11 etc. ?- Therefore, (to finish up in a few 

words) Solomon surpa'ssed all kings in glory according to the same thing, 

while the lilies surpass the s'artorial glory of Solomon in diverse ways-; - 

in the first place, according to the quality. For (as Chrysostom likewise 

says), "When can you excel the beauty of flowers with clothing? 1,3 Or 

, as Jerome says, "What silk, what purple of kings, what embroidered 

cloth can be compared with the flowers? What is so red as the rose? 

What is so white as the lily? Indeed, that the purple of the violet is sur- 

passed by no purple dye is information provided more by the eyes than by 

anything said. A Secondly, the one surpasses the other xcL-rc"L -ro' C"XCL. V. 5 

For the sartorial glory of Solomon is lent to him and adventitious, while 

the glory of the lilies is inherent and intrinsic. As a third point, finally, 

the one surpasses the. other by reason of duration and term of life. For 
I 

Solomon (as Chrysostom likewise says) was "surpassed by the beauty of 

the flowers, not only once, nor twice, but throughout the whole period of 
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his reign--nor in one case only, but in all those pertaining to clý)thing 

and the necessaries of life. ,6 Consequently, there is no discrepancy 

between these passages. 

PARALLEL XVII 

Leviticus 19 
18. You shall love your neigh- 

bor as yburself. 

ýMattliew 7 
12. Whatever you wish that nien 

would do to-you, do so to them also, 

It is stated that the main point of the law and prophets is contained 

in the above words of Jesus Christ, but they do not, occur in the Old 

Testament (if we e--- in an explicit fashion. It seemed 

good to join these two passages together ex TtapcLAAn/Xou1 as agreeing 

in theme. For the authority and force of divine mandates *-SA such that, if 

they command causes, they embrace the effects proceeding from those 

2 
causes, by means of that synecdo6he which Donatus calls "meta- 

lepsis. ,3 And, conversely, the causes are comprehended in the effects. 

Therefore, when the law decrees in this way, "You shall love your neigh- 

, bor as yourself, 11 it commands by synecdoche that the services entailed 

by love be tendered to the neighbor with the same faithfulness. with 

which we should wish them to be bestowed uPon us, if we were in the 

4 same situation. It is in this way that the passages Matthew 19: 18 and 

Romans 13: 1.0 are to be taken. Now, 'coriversely, the assertion of Christ 

quoted above, "Whatever. you wish that men would do to you, 11 etc. , is 

21 / C5 LOOPPOTEO to the other. For the earlier passage in Leviticus I when 
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it commands love, contains, by metalepsis, the services entaileh by 

love, just as if they were streams flowing forth from love. In just the 

same way, the later passage tacitly6 summons us back to tfie. fountain- 

head of love by way of the streams flowing from it, because it is from 

this fountainhead that the services must pour forth. Now, add to this 

the famous sentence stated in an antithetical fashion, "What you do not 

wish for yourself, do not do. to another. 11 Lampridius is a witness that 

this sentence was held in very high esteem by Alexander Severus, 7 

PARALLEL XVIII 

Matthew 8: 4 
Go, show yourself to the priest, etc, 

This passage is clearer in the first chapter of Mark. On accoupt 

of this, we are going to defer its exposition to the fifty-first parallel. 

PARALLEL XIX 

Isaiah 53 
4. He bore our sicknesses 

himself and carried our pains. 

Matthew 8. 
17. He took our infirmities him-' 

self and bore our sicknesses. 

The goal common to both passages is that Clirist--even though lie 

should seem, in appearance, to be very lowly and contemptible- -should 

still be shown to be, in actuality, very Powerful in both words and deeds. 

The main point is that the Lord Jesus Christ, true God and true man in 

the unity of a person, exercised divine power for the sake of our salvation, 
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while lie was walking about in the form of a ser'vant, by graciously re- 

moving from men the diseases and infirmities of mankind as well as 

their causes, and by taking these upon himself and making them his own 

in order to show that the fulfilment of the law and the prophets had been 

displayed in him. There are no other alterations than those made Ex 

GUVCOVUJIOU. For Matthew expresses "sickness" by the term 

2 CLO36-VE: LOL, "pains" by the term V. QCYOL ; 3. these all pertain to the s am e 

thing. Now the fact that the Jews hold that the prophet had someone else 

in mind, is impious and inept at the same time. Both the Aramaic para- 

phrast Jonathan and allithb most learned men of the Jewish race have 

perceived this. 4 They cannot produce any episode of history in which 

there exists even the least appearance of a fulfilment of those things 

whi-ch the prophet had predicted. Nor can they adduce any authority or, 

indeed, any rationale which is probable, on account of which they should 

transfer the words of Isaiah to someone else. Therefore, wc shall *pass 

over their nonsense and go on to other things. 

PARALLEL XX 

Hosea 6 Matthew 9 
6.1 delight in kindness and 13.1 desire mercy and not 

not sacrifice. sacrifice. 

The goal of this passage is that God should make clear his glory 

by an exposition of his mercy. The main point is that God is the Father 

of mercies and, accordingly, visits the wretched, on whom he has mercy, 
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rather than those who, ignorant of their wretchedness, imagine that 

they will perform enough of the righteousness discussed earlier. Christ 

takes this theme which was stated long before by the prophet and applies 

it to a special case, 1 since the Pharisees were objecting to, his familiar 

association with sinners. Therefore, Christ responds very appropriately, 

"cL, 2 by, means of CL'L-CLOXOYL with an argument drawn f-rom the genus to 

the species, or the individual case and situation at hand, as was done in 

Matthew. 12: 7 as well. 

PARALLEL XXI 

Isaiah 35 
5. The 

,n 
the eyes of the 

blind shall open. 

Matthew 11 
5. The blind receive sight, etc. 

Malachi 3 
23. Behold, I will send you 

Elijah the prophet, etc. 2 

. Matthew 11 
14. John is that Elijah who was to 

come. 

As far as these passages are concerned, because they are explained 

more fully and more clearly elsewhere-, -the former, on the one hand, at 

Matthew 15: 30,3 and the latter, on the other, at Matthew 17: 10-11,4__ 

we are going to speak about their interpretation later at those places. 

PARALLEL XXII 

1 Samuel 21 Matthew 12 
6. Then David, answering 3. Have you not read what David 

the priest, said to him, etc. did, when he was hungry, and those 
who were with him: 
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7. And so the priest gave 
him the holy'bread, because 
there was no bread there but the 
bread of the presence, which was 
removed from before Jehovah in 
order to serve up hot bread on the 
day that it was taken away. 1 

I 4i how lie entered the very 
house of God and ate the bread of 
the presence, which it was not law- 
ful for him to eat nbr for those who 
were with him, but only for those 
who were priests? 

Numbers 28 
9. But on the day of the 

sabbath two unblemished lambs 
a year old, and two tenths of 
the finest wheat flour'as an 
offering mixed with oil, with 
its drink-offering: 

10. Let this be the whole 
burnt-offering of the sabbath on 
its individual sabbath, besides 
the continual burnt-offering it- 
self, etc. 

5. Or have you not read in the 
law that on the sabbath the priests 
in the temple profane the sablýath 
itself and are without fault? 

6. But I tell you, someone 
greater than the temple is here. 

Hosea 6 
7.1 delight in kindness and 7. And if you had known what 

not sacrifice. 2 this is, "I desire mercy and not 
sacrifice, 11 you would not have con- 
demned these men, who are guiltless. 

The goal of these passages is that the mercy of God should be 

made clear and set up as an example for men, that they might learn to 

imitate it and to make judgements in accord with it. The main point is 

that the authority of the sacred usages which God instituted in his church 

is, to be sure, very great, and one ought not act rashly and forsake 

them for the will of men; but, nevertheless, these sacred usages were 

laid down and commanded by God in such a way as not to conflict with 

love for one's neighbor. For the external sacred usages ought to be 

observed by the faithful for the sake of the other thing, but love for one's 

neighbor for its own sake. That reason for which Christ was drawn into 
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this discussion proves' this interpretation- -namely, that the discliples of 

Christ began to pluck ears of grain on. the day of the sabbath and, for this 

reason, incurred censure among týe 'Pliarisees as violators of the sab- 

bath. Christ puts this censure to silence* in two ways-. %-by cases of precc- 

dentland by authority. Let this, then, be the argument of the Pharisees: 

"Thb seventh day is a holy day, a sabbath of rest to Jehovah, Exodus 35: 2. 

These men of yours do not observe a state of rest; and, therefore, they 

do not treat the seventh day as holy. 0 Christ responds: "In the first 

place, as to the matters which God has sanctified by his institution--if 

either another institution of God or love for the neighbor demands that 

they be turned to other uses, they can be turned to such uses without of- 

fense. For God did not wish to restrict4 either love or his other ordi- 

nances and to stand in the way of human need with any ceremonial institu- 

tion. But this is a matter of love, lest the opportunity for obtaining food 

and relieving their hunger be snatched away from the hungry. Therefore, 

these men are innocent of that accusation of yours. 

He proves the two parts of the major proposition by means of 

individual cases of precedent, namely, that either by reason of an insti- 

tution or by reason of need and the law of love, it is lawful to do what, 

aside from this cause, would not be lawful. The first Precedent is 6ne 

of need: "David, who was a man after the mind of God, 11 says Christ, 

"did not hesitate, when he was hungr'y, to turn to his own use holy things , 

which were supposed to be eaten by the priests alone and in the holy 
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place. Or if anyone pleads as an excuse (which is quitc commonly said) 

that a sturdy weapon was the need by reason of which David came to that 

place, the priest Ahimelech, having consulted the Lord, did not- hesitate 

to give him ihe holy loaves of bread which were supposed to be eaten in 

the holy place by the priests. Therefore, in accord with the authority 

of God and the pre cedent of the priest and David, even holy usages must 

yield to the need of one's neighbor. That usage of the bread of the 

presence was this' sort of thing, Leviticus 24: 9.5 The second precedent 
t 

was offered for the reason that the Pharisees could immediately have 

loudly protested that the case was one of a kind and atypical and, conse- 

quently, achieved nothing in the current argumentation. Furthermore, 

one must live in accord with laws, not cases. Christ attends to both ob- 

jections with the clearest foresight, citing a precedent of legal right and 

not one of fact (as the former one was). And lie argues in this way: One 

I ceremonial institution yields to another according to a precept of the law. 

But mercy, love, and the need of one's neighbor are more important in 

I the sight of GoO than sacrifice or sacred usage. Therefore, much more 

ought sacrifice and every ceremonial inýtitution yield to mercy, need, 

and love toward one's neighbor. That one institution yields to another ac- 

cording to the law, he proves with these words, "Have you not read in 

the law that on the sabbath the priests in the temple profane the sabbath? " 

etc. 
6 It is just as if he were saying, "The rest on the sabbath was, to 

be sure, commanded by the law, but *ork was prescribed for the priests 
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on the sabbath. Therefore, rest was not commanded without any quali- 

fication, but in a certain definite manner, But if one gives up that rest 

for the sake of sorýhe other prescribed sacred usage, how much more 

proper is it to give it up for the sake of love and mercy? 11 Thus, Christ 

likewise adduces in another place the law concerning circumcision, which 

must be performed on the day of the sabbath. 7 And in this very chapter, 

in the immediately ensuing account, he resolves this whole question and 

checks the shameless mouths of the Pharisees by means of a comparison 

with something of Iess importance. For they permitted one to lay hold 

of and lift up a sheep which had fallen into a pit, to water an ass on the 

day of the sabbath, but they took it exceeding ill that a man was healed. '8 

The second method of confutation [which Christ uses herc] is an argu- 

ment from authority. This authority is twofold: the first deriving from 

the person of Christ, the second from the testimony of the prophet Hosea. 

Christ sets up a comparison from his own person in this way: The fact 

that on the sabbath the priests profane the sabbath is sanctified by the 

teýnple. But someone greater than the temple is here. Therefore, this 

one more than the temple will sanctify the deed of his disciples. We 

have already spoken a)ýout the passage from Hosea in the immediately 

preceding parallel. 
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PARALLEL XXIII 

Isaiah 42 
1. Behold my servant whom I 

hold up, my chosen, whom my 
soul accepts with favor; I shall 
put my Spirit upon him; he will 
bring forth justice to the nations. 

2. He will not cry out or lift 
up a voice or make his voice 
heard out of doors. 

3. A shaken reed he will not 
break, and even the smoldering 
wick he will not quench; lie will 
bring jus tice to reality. 

4. He will not cause it to 
smolder or shake, until he 
dispenses justice in the earth; 
and the lands will long for his 
teaching. 

Matthew 12 
18. Behold my servant whom I* 

have taken up, my beloved in whom 
my soul finds pleasure; I shall put 
my Spirit upon him, and he will 
proclaim justice to the nations. 

19. He will not wrangle or cry 
aloud, nor will anyone hear his 
voice in the streets. 

20. A shaken reed he will not 
break, and the smoldering wick lie 
will not quench, until he brings 
justice to victory. 

21. And in his name will the 
nations hope. 

These two passages (as they say) are from one diagram, or rather 

are completely one in goal and also in theme. The goal is that Christ-- 

the chosen servant of God, 
'the son of his compassion, in whom the soul 

of the Father finds pleasure--may be able to be definitely irecognized in 

the church, not only from the substance of his gifts and 'ministry, but 

also -from the latter's form and mode. The main. point is that Jesus Christ 

our Lord so displayed before the eyeý of the whole world that ministry 

of his and fulness of the Spirit which lie had received from the Father, 

that lie exhibited the utmost public humility in the utmost majesty. And 

he was concerned about all men, even the weakest, so that, having de- 

spoiled the powers, he might exult concerning the restored salvatiorl of 

his people, whom he has gathered from the Jews and Gentiles. There- 
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fore, this whole passage can be comprised under three ma n points, the 

first of which, concerns the person, calling, gifts, and ministry of Christ, 

verse 1; the second, the mode of the ministry, verses 2-3; the last, 

finally, the goal or result of that ministry, ver. se 4.1 Moreover, this 

passage is applied quite appropriately by Matthew to that prohibition of 

Christ which it is said in verse 16 that he employed. Says Matthew, "He 
t 

healed them all and forbade them to. make him known. 11 But why? "So 

that what had been spoken by Isaiah might be fulfilled, 11 etc. The sense 

is that what Isaiah. predicted concerning the mode of Christ's ministry 

as a sign, -Christ actually did. Now Isaiah had predicted that this would 

be the mode of his ministry: He would not act in a contentious manner 
I 

with anyone, but with the greatest humility, verse 2. Nor would he give 

reason for offense to the weak who were about to come to the kingdom of 

God. But rather he would remedy the present weakness of his pcople and 

guard against future weaknesý with the greatest gentleness and sagacity, 

verse 3. Christ, then, actually did this and did it, indeed, so conscien- 

tiously that he preferred to instil gently into the minds of weak men the 

dignity of his person, the majesty, of his calling, the wide extent of his 

kindnesses, and the truth of the salvation which lie tenders to all. He 

preferred to do this rather than let an occasion be given to the weak for 

drawing back from his following--or to the adversaries for mýking an 

attack on him--by virtue of untimely clamoring and praising of his name. 

Or (to speak more concisely), having felt pity for human weakness, he 
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preferred to teach men gently from effects--that is, from his woýrks- 

and to draw them to himself by the boundlessness of his kindne6ses, 

rather than let those who were about to arrive at his kingdom be offended 

and upset by the persecution of some and the praise of others in an un- 

timely manner. And, indeed, this passage of Isaiah seems to me to 

pertain to a great many other passages which are found in the evangel- 

ists where Christ forbade either the devil or men to proclaim his name, 

speech, or act of kindness. ?- But Matthew thought that it would be suffi- 

cient if he adduced the words of Isaiah at this passage alone, so that they 

might be applied by pious people to similar accounts. 

At this point, however, two questions can be advanced--one con- 

cer. ning the alterations which arc numerous here, the other concerning 

the inteýpretation of the matter itself. First, therefore, to speak about 

the alterations in order, no alteration is present in the first verse. For 

Matthew acts most suitably in translating the word for "holding up" with 

CLLPETL For this word does not signify "choose" (as almostevery *'CE: LV .3 

one has interpreted itý, but rather 
. 
(as Varinus explains) TtpoCTXCLjLýCLVCVV 

\ '> r, XCLL E: LrQ ECLUTO\V (A'PE: LV, that is, to take and, indeed, 'to take up to one's 

self. 
4 The Hebrew authors called this same thing "to hold up" in count- 

less passages, as, for example, Genesis 48: 17, Exodus 17: 12, Psalm 

41: 135 and 63: 9,6 and elsewhere passim. 'In the second verse those words* 

of the prophet, "He willhot cry out, 11 have been rendered by Matthew by 

use of metalepsis, 7 "He will not wrangle, 11 namely, by crying out, where- 
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4 
as quarrelsome and importunate men are accustomed to strain the voice 

in the midst of wrangling. In the same way the effect is understood and 

expressed by the efficient cause when Mattliew substituted, "no one will 

hear his voice, 11 for that which the prophet had said, "He will not make 

his voice heard. 11 Similarly, there is nothing in the way of an alteration 

in the third verse, if you make this exception, that Matthew joins together 

and shortens to fewer words the result or goal of the ministry of Christ, 

0. 
which the prophet took up at the end of this verse and explained in the 

following one. In at least this passa: ge, a detailed exposition of the result 

was not very relevant, of course, to Matthew's intention and to the case 
I 

which is being discussed. Since this is the way things are, no alteration 

occurs here which could justly, or with any appearance of justice, be 

censured. Moreover, as for-having to confirm the interpretation, there 

is no reason why we should be'anxious over this passage, since all the 

ancient interpreters among the Hebrews and other peoples saw that all 

these things had to be taken of Christ. For some vile men, to be sure, 

have interpreted it as concerning Jacob and others as concerning the 

church of the Je*s. Nevertheless, the words of the prophet cry out, the 

ancient histories teach, and the result confirms quite obviously that no 

. man has ever existed to whom these things could correctly be attributed 

other than Christ. But if they cannot ýe predicated of any other man, 
I 

much less ought-they be stated concerning the whole body of the church 

8 (the head of which is Christ). For these are acts, efficient c-auses, 
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and attributes characteristic of the head, but not of the body or Qf any 

particular member of the whole body. 

PARALLEL XXIV 

Jonah 1 
17. But Jehovah had prepared a 

great fish to swallow up Jonah; 
and- Jonah was in the belly of that 
fish three days and three nights. 

Matthew 12 
39. An evil and adulterous nation' 

seeks for a sign; but no sign shall be 

given to it except the vexy sign of the 

prophet Jonah. 
40. For as Jonah was three days 

and three nights in the belly of the 

sea-monster, so will the Son of Man 
be, etc. 

Before we bring forwards our- opinion concerning the right way, of 

coupling these two passages together, we consider it necessary that cer- 

tain definite points concerning types be dispatched in advance. When 

these things have been settled, we shall pass on to the individual exposi- 

tion of this passage. No sane man is likely to doubt that there are types 

in the church of God and in sacred scripture. Now what types are, we 

have already described in the sixth parallel. For types are reprcscnt4- 

tions of things expressed in things, as allegories are representations 

expressed, as it were, 'in words. Now, there are two. species of typesý- 

the'general and the specific or exclusive. A general type is one which 

pertains to various things in common and can be applied to them. The 

Greeks called this, not only -Iunoc, být also EEV664YUCL, 1 
TtCLOa/ý&: LY tLCL ,2 

Cc UTE05CLyUCL, 3 and Unoy pCLUjjO Q. 4 Thus, Paulsays, forinstance, "Now 

these things were types for us, that we might not desire evil things, 
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5 
etc. Again, "Now all these things happened to them as types--ýs types, 

I say--but they were written down for our instruction, upon whom the 

end of-the ages has come. ,6 And he likewise commands Timothy to 'be 

7 
a type for the believers in speech, in, conduct, in love, in spirit, 11 etc, 

And he orders Titus to show himself "in all respects a type of good 

,, 8 f deeds. In this sense Christ said'that he had given us "a unoft LYj1CL. "9 

And Peter said that Christ had "left us a UnOYPaUllor.. "10 A specific or 

exclusive type, on the other hand, is one which has been constructed and 

designed to designate and express specifically and exclusively one definite 

person or action or something. For instance, the paschal lamb is a spe- 

cific type of Christ and was designed as such. The bread and wine in the 

sacrament of the Lord's Supper is a specific type of his body and blood 

broýen. and shed for us and, indeed, truly shared with us, unto eternal 

life. And there are similar things. But, at any rate, the aforementioned 

c TL , Mtribute is common to all types--that they are TEPOC an. d have to do 

with something else. For. all types are composed of persons, things, or 

actions which are portraying something. But they have to do with the 

persons, things, or actions which are TUTtW3E': V-rCL, that is, portrayed by 

the types. 

It is characteristic, however, of the general type, which we 

described first, that it clearly shows that a line of argument is logically 

binding in a question of right and wrong. But in a question of an individual 

action, it does not prove an argument binding, but only contingent. For 
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I 
in this sort of question, nothing is proven from a particular, but'a 

principle of moral obligation is always and everywherý universally ap- 

plicable to every special case. I? - For example, this statement, "Be a 

type of good deeds, 11 establishes a logical conclusion13 which is equally 

binding on all mortals, because the type is aetiological, that is, one 

dealing with right and wrong. But from the proposition, "The fathers 

lusted, were idolaters, committed fornication, tempted Christ, it etc, 

this does not necessarily follow: ' Therefore, our, people will lust, will 

be idolaters, etc. This conclusion, to the contrary, is only contingent. 

For if that were to be concluded, not according to contingency, but ac- 

cording to logical necessity, the apostle would not likely have said, 

"these things are types that we might not desire evil things,, ' etc. There- 

fore, in the case of this class of type, what is aetiblogical proves some- 

thing in a binding way; what is historical, only-in a contingent way. It 

is characteristic of a specific and -exclusive type, however, that it estab- 

lishes a logically binding conclusion concerning the thing which, it adum- 

brates in respect to history, and aetiology alike-that is, just as much in 

a question of an action 4S in a question of moral obligation. For example, 

the statement, "not a bone of'him shall be broken,,, 14 
which-is adduced 

-by John in the history of the sufferings of Christ, was, to be sure, stated 

by Moses and ordained by God concerning the type, which was, of course, 

the paschal lamb. 15 But the latter is a specific and exclusive type of 

Christ; and this ordinance of God, among other things which were signi- 
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I fied, indicated beforehand the history of Christ's sufferings. Conse- 

quently, this type in the law demonstrated conclusively and by logical 

necessity that the same thing that was done [to the lamb) was going to 

happen to Christ as well, And, accordingly, John does not interpret the 

law allegorically, but unfolds a type in the law and teaches that it was 

accomplished in Christ, who is its fulfilment. Similarly, what is predi- 

cated of Christ in. Matthew 27: 9, that his price was set at thirty pieces 

of money16 and these pieces were laid out to purchase the potter's field-- 

Zechariah, to be sure, had done this typically by the command of God, 

but, by logical necessity, it had to be fulfilled in Christ. For it was a 

specific type of Christ and, accordingly, that which the Lord had adum- 

brated through Zechariah with a'type was specifically brought to pass in 

Christ. Nor does it matter whether this type (whether. you call it specific 

or specially designed) was commanýded or given, had to be done, or was 

done. For, in either case, it is enough if the Lord used the thing which 

w. e say was commanded or donp to prefigure some definite thing. 17 

Now in the case of all types one must consider sagaclously and 

conscientiously what'is characteristic of the type which is portraying 

I 
something, what charaderistic of the thing which is being portrayed. 

For any and every similitude agrees only in part, and not xcL8'OXou, 
18 

with that thing with which agreement exists. If this is so, it surely is 

not-necessary that types correspond XOLaOXOU to the things- portrayed 

I 

by them, but only in part. For types are a class of similitude. T-here- 
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fore, whatever is characteristic of the thing which is portraying Isome- 

thing else, must be set apart, in a way, so that only that respect in which. 

it agrees with the thing portrayed may be connected,, when good judge- 

ment has been exercised, with that thing. And similarly with whatever 

is characteristic of the thing portrayed--this must be removed in such a 

wa y that it may not be confused in the least with the type. In this way, 

tlýat paschal lamb of the ancients was a lamb; ours is Christ, true God, 

true man--the former a type but the latter reality. And the fathers ate 

the former paschal lamb with the mouth (for it was the type) as we eat 

bread with the mouth, but both they and we have eaten Christ (for lie is 

the CLVTLTUTEOC) 19 by means of faith. The same good judgement must 

be e*xercised in the remaining cases. That exalted comparison of Mel- 

chizedek with Christ, which the 4postle constructs in the Letter to the 

Hebrews, very clearly proves w. hat we have just said. 20 In that corn- 

parison, unless you nicely distinguish what is characteristic of Melchize- 

dek from that which is characteristic of Christ, you will fall into the 

most grave and dangerous errors. For if the. properties of a figurative 

representation are confused with the properties of reality, what else is 

it than to make reality out of a figure and exchange reality for a figure 

in an ignorant manner--in short, to do away with both at the same time 

through their confusion? 

Having put these things in this way, now let us sce about this pas- 

sage be, fore us. The goal common to both passages, then, is that the 
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I 
unbelief of faithless riien should be cast in their teeth and scaled to them-, 

and, because such men wantonly endeavor 7ealously to extinguish the 

shining light of the divine word, that their condemnation should be set 

before their eyes by means of a signal miracle of God. For it seemed 

good to God to do this, when God resolved to keep Jonah in the belly of 

a sea-monster for three days when he was fleeing in secret from the 

ýuty which had been commanded him. And it likewise seemed good to 

Christ to do this when he threw, down to the scribes and Pharisees the 

future miracle of the resurrection. There was, to be sure, another goal 

relating to good men in, the deliverance of Jonah and the resurrection of 

Christ, namely, that they might be for the good of believers. But this 

other goal in opposition to unbelievers was no less determined by the 

judgement of God, according as the wisdom of God knows how best to 

join together the several goals of the same matter. The main point, on 

the other hand, is that those for whom neither the word of God nor the 

signs added to the word can be useful for salvation due to their unbelief, 

but who, on the con, tr-ary, are further provoked by their own corruption 

to put God to the test and make sport of his ministry-such. men will not, 

on account of this, be deprived of every sign. For it will come to pass 

that God will reproach them with signs of this kind, by which their ob- 

stinacy will be provoked further, convicted, and most justly condemned. 

It happened thus to the Israelites long ago, when Jonah was taken below out 

of their sight and buried, as it were, in the belly of the sea-monster for 
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three days and afterwards at last restored. Thus will, Clirist li%-ewise 

deal with the Jews, when Christ will vex the. m with his resurrection and 

be a stone of offense. 

At- . this point, however, the question is asked,, to which class, of 

type does the way in which these passages fit together pertain-the gen- 

eral type or the specific and specially designed type? If you propose 

that it pertains to the general type, the interpretation of Christ's words 

is going to be as follows: - "No sign shall be given to it, except that sign 

of the prophet Jonah, 11 that is,. a sign will be given similar to that which 

was put forth in the prophet Jonah. And, indeed, the sacred script]Ares, 

secular authors, and the speech of the people have always made frequent 

use of this mode of expression. For thus we read that King Jehoiakim. 

was destroyed by God on account of the sins of Manas s'eh- -for what is, in 

effect, on. account of such sins. as Manasseh had done. ZI Thus, the Jews 

are said to be the people of Sodom and their rulers the rulers of Gomor- 

rah, and many similar things. 22 Thus (to come to common and popular 

matters), we likewise use Tolosan goldZ3 or Dodonaean bronze? -4 for things 

which are similar in result to the Tolosan gold and Dodonaean bronzc. 

Again, the' power of-Sylos, on, 25 laws. of Draco, 26 a Thessalian meadow 

or coin, 
27 

a Tuscan dispute28_-we use them all for things which are sim- 

ilar. The following verse, indeed, seems to confirm this interpretation, 

when it is said there, "For, as Jonah was three days and three nights in 

I 

the belly of the sea-monster, so will the Son of Man be, 11 etc. 29 The 
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second interpretation is that here there is no simple comparisori with a 

similar case or connection with a general type, but that a specific (as 

we have termed it) and exclusive type connected with the fate of Christ 

is being cited. I should not wish, to be sure, to repudiate as clearly 

foreign to this statement of Christ this interpretation which has been 

esteemed by most of the ancients and our people. But, in my opinion, 

the other is still to be preferred- -first, because it is simpler and re- 

quires less labor to develop; secondly, because it seems to agree better 

with the words of Christ which occur in Matthew and Luke; 30 lastly, bd- 

cause it seems to correspond more closely to his whole line of argument 

and goal. For Christ does not argue that he will rise again because Jonah, 

after a certain manner, rose again. Nor did lie have as his purpose this 

goal, that he might demonstrate that he would rise again in order to fulfill 

the type which had preceded in Jonah. But rather the line of argument is 

as follows: God long ago cast the unbelief of the Israelites in their teeth 

and sealed it to them by means of the very important sign of Jonah. Now, 

indeed, God declares the same thing to the Jews'in person as well--the 

message, of course, that those who put him to the test will, due to their 

faithlessness, be vanquished by a supernatural miracle and the severity 

of the judgement about to come from God and that they will all be con- 

demned publicly unless they shortly come back to their senses. It was 

for this reason also that Christ followed up this whole statement by adý- 

ducing thereafter, not exclusive types, but general examples of, conduct, 
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namely, those of the Ninevites and the queen of Sheba. 31 This type, 

therefore, is not specific, in my opinion, but serves purely as an example, 

. as Ambrose perceived before us. 3? - Everything which Christ declar . ed in 

the connected discourse to the Pharisees who are testing him, seems to 

show this. It would bip superfluous, however, to undertake bringing to- 

gether here in a parallel arrangement the ensuing passages about the 

Ninevites33 and queen of Sheba, 34 
since the passages are clear in words 

and thought, and plainly accord with the Old Testament history. 

PARALLEL XXV 

Isaiah 6 
9. Hear by hearing, but do 

not understand; and see by 
seeing,. and do not perceive. 

Matthew 13 
14. You shall hear with the sense 

of hearing and not understand; and 
seeing, you shall see and not perceive. 

The goal common to both passages is that the righteousness of God 

in hardening and punishing those who have wantonly cast off all piety 

should be clearly disclosed. The main point, on the other hand, is that 

it has not been given to the faithless to know the mysteries of the kingdom 

of heaven, but that very remnant of light which they possess is so unsuit- 

able for perceiving those mysteries that they cannot understand the things 

even when heard or perceive them even when laid open before their eyes, 

because of their dulness and. blindness. The way, then, in which these 

passages fit together has been regarded as aetiological, or centering in 

a question of right and wrong, to this effect: It is within the realm of 
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God's righteousness to afflict the hearts, ears, and eyes so as to seal 

up, not to correct, the corruption of those whose hearts are fatteried, 

whose ears are heavy, and whose eyes are shrouded in darkne' ss. "But, " 

says Christ, "those with whom we are speaking at present are this sort 

of people. Therefore, it is necessary for them to be afflicted'in this 

way. 11 Christ confirms the first proposition in verse 14 on the basis of 

divine authori7ation in a similar caýc. "For God, 11 lie says, "dealt thus 

with the Jews through Isaiah long ago, and it is certainly altogether proper 

. 
for us to imitate his righteousness in our own time also. " The second 

proposition, or minor premise, on the offier hand, Christ confirms in 

tbe fifteefith verse when he says, "For this people's heart has grown fat, 11 

etc. Thus, everything in this passage is quite obvious, if you make this 

exception, that Christ seems to have made some alterations and to have 

departed from Isaiah's words. 

Nevertheless, there is only one kind of alteration, namely, that 

Isaiah stated these things in the imperative mood, because lie was re- 

proachfully addressing the people themselves with the words of the Lord 

God. Christ, on the other hand, is stating the same thought in the simple 

indicative mood, because lie was speaking, not with the people, but with 

his apostles who were questioning him about this matter. And so, there 

is no alteration of the subject-matter but only of the mood, due to a re- 

gard for those persons with whom the conversation. was being conducted. 

This alteration does not detract from the truthfulness of the word, but 
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exhibits the mode of application, as we explained in the fifth parAllel. 

An'd the concern of the ensuing verse seems to be the same as well, 

where the Lord, in fact, appropriates 
"Isaiah's words2 and uses them 

when lie is conversing with his apostles about the condition of the people 

of the Jews who were around at that time. But no one ought to imagine, 

for this reason, that the passage from Isaiah is expressly adduced in 

this verse, because Christ is speaking about the people who were in 

existence at that time and not about the people who had been in existence 

in the times of Isaiah long before. And so, verse 15 is not (so to speak) 

the adducing of an authority leading by logical necessity to a conclusion 

concerning an action or event. It is, contrariwise, only the skilful struc- 

turing of speech which had to be employed for this reason-that the truth 

of this whole line of argument might be more manifest. We deduce that 

this truth has been unfolded enough for our purposes in the above words. 

PARALLEL XXVI 

Psalm 78 Matthew 13 
2.1 will open my mouth in 35.1 will open my mouth in par- 

a parable; I will utter things ables; I will utter things which have 
which have been hidden from been hidden since the foundations of 
ancient times. the world were laid. 

The goal is that the awesome wisdom of God should be exposed to 

the church iýi a style of teaching by which it instructs the good and for- 

sakes more and more the evil and impious. The main point is that God 

not only uses literal and simple speech, but also most wisely employs 
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I figurative and parabolic speech in his church, by which lie fitly affects 

some in one way and others in another according to the purpose of his will 

--affecting those who are good and tremble at his word, on the one. hand, 

by informing them, concerning their salvation; affecting the evil, on the 

other hand, by evincing from their blindness proof concerning their future 

ýestruction. the way in which the two occurrences of this sentence fit 

together does not seem the same to. everyone. For, because there are 
0 

two classes of types (as ýwe said previously in the twenty-fourth parallel), 

a twofold interpretation of this passage has likewise sprung up. The first 

is that which sets up the author of Psalm 78 -as a specific and exclusive 

type of Christ in singing this psalm. And, accordingly, it takes this pas- 

sage historically, just as if you had said that the author of that psalm had 

uttered these words typically in. so far as they concern himself, while I 

Matthew now pointed out anagogically the historical reality of that type. 

Th, e second way of fitting these passages together is not historical, but 

aetiological. It sets up a type, not in the person, but in the style of teach- 

ing; that is, it proposes that there is a similar and common compaiison 

in the earlier utterance of the prophet and also in the later one of Christ, 

and that there is one and the same analogy of both teaching and mode of 

teaching in both places. The latter interpretation convinces us more-- 

to this effect: , It is necessary, 11 says Christ, ', that I, who am the Word 

- of God, should use the same method by which God the Father through his 

prophets has declared to the people in every age the mysteries of the 
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kingdom of heaven. But he' used the parabolic methodt 11 etc. N6w this 

latter proposition is Corroborated by the, authority. of scripture. So then, 

we conclude that the figure of speech ought to be fixed not in the term 

TLXTI PWOD but in the other term there, To . 
ýnDev, 2 just as if you were 

to say that something was being fulfilled by Christ which the prophet had 

long before fulfilled in a similar case. That this figure or mode of speech 

is very frequent we have previously shown in the twenty-fourth parallel. 

There is only one alteration- -that Christ has substituted "since the foun- 

dations of the world were laid" for the earlier words, "from ancient times. 

But no difficulty arises from this, since the one is an explanation of the 

othe r. 

More serious is the fact that someone could levy the objection 

against this passage, "But the nature of the parables is not the same in 

both passages. For the prophet relates actual events in this psalm and 
.1% 

Christ, fictional events, which are commonly termed VIU8(X)I5E: LG ROLL 

CLUTI Y0 10 LX CL L' I respond: But, on the contrary, they do, in the first 

place, have a common generic nature, or a common nature in so far as 

they are subordinate to the same gcnus. For both true and fictional cx- 

amples, that is, historical and fictional narratives are comprehended by 

the genus of parables; just as theses, or general propositions, and contin- 

gent matters can also be referred to the same genus. Secondly, even its 

goal shows quite clearly that the seventy-eighth psalm was not devoid of 

even this class of parable, which has been stated in theses. 4 Finally, 
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no one denies (if the man is at all sane) that even these very things which 

Christ here relates occur among mortals; since all these parabolic nar- 

ratives--whýtlier you call them historical accounts or fictional one. s-- 

have been drawn, not from concealed and unknown matters, but from 

especially public, well-known, and popular matters. 

PARALLEL XXVII 

Exodus 20 
1Z. Honor your father and 

your mother. 
Exodus 21 

17. Whoever speaks evil of 
his fither or mother, shall be 
punished by death. 

Matthew 15 
4. God commanded, saying, 

1111onor your father and mother. 
Also, "Whoever speaks evil of 
father or mother, let him surely 
die. ", 

These two passages agree completely in words and thought with the 

precept of the law. But Christ is setting up a comparison of the teaching 

of the law with that of the Pharisees, as we stated above at the fifth chap- 

ter. Accordingly, we shall bring forward only that which seems to be 

necessary to the proof of this line of argument. The goal of this argu- 

ment is that the consciences of the Pharisees should be evinced as per- 

verted, in that they were solicitous for their own traditions and neglected 

the precepts of God, verse 3. The main point, on the other hand, is that 

Christ, by setting up a comparison, establishes both these parts of the 

one argument; he wanted other things to be understood from his example 

as well. It is a comparison of that divine precept concerning the showing 

of honor to parents (verse 4) with the Pharisaic dispensation (as they 
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commonly call it), that is, deliverance from the lawful duty of Children 

toward their parents (verse 5). The commandment of God is adduced by 

Christ in two stepsZ--one by which the duty toward parents is enjoined; 

a second by which the punishment for those who contravene this com-, 

mandment is. established. Christ declares that both these commandments 

. ýre being overthrown by a single dogma of the Pharisees --first, because 

they taught that children had enough honor for their parents if they pre- 

sented some gift to dod in the church for the sake of their parents; sec- 

ondly, because they said that the aforementioned gift was so meritorious 

that the parents recýived the benefit of it and the children, at the same time, 

were exempt and completely free in the future from bestowing further aid 

or honor on their parentp. 

I 
To'show, more clearly that these things are so, we shall produce a 

3 grammatical Pxposition*of the words. And so, in the first place, those 

2A 4 words, bcopov co E: av 
'cE 

eliou', are, in fact, a very frequent tractatio 

(as Varro calls it), 5 or substitution, in the sacred scriptures for what, 

in effect, is, "whatever gift there would have been from me. 11 Next, in 

the term co(pe; ýTIDT 
, jr-, 

there is an ellipsis of the [preposition and] pro- 

noun E:, v rOUTW. 6 It is as if you were to s-ay, "You will be benefited by 

this gift, 11 or "This gift will be beneficial to you. 11 Finally, however, 

'17 those words, xcLL Ou Tin TLILTICYTI, seem to have been spoken by use 

of a change in form8 to this effect: He who offers his gift to God and 

says that the reward for it is being turned over by him to his parents- 
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I there is no reason'why lie should trouble himself any longer about showing 

other honor beyond-this to his parents. And, accordingly, even if he 

honors them no longer, he is free both from the aforementioned precept, 

of the law about honoring parents and also from the punishment which the 

law establishes for those who contravene this commandment. Mark con- 

firms this -interpretation in a: very clear way when he relates that 6hrist 

used these words, "and then you no 
-longer 

permit him to do anything for 

his father or mother. 119 The rest seems to be so clear that it has no need 

for any exposition by us. 

PARALLEL XXVIII 

Isaiah 29 - 
13. This people draw near with 

their mouths and honor me with 
their lips; but they ýemove their 
hearts far from me, and their 
reverence toward me has been 
taught by the precept of.. men. 

Matthew 15 
S. When this people draw near 

to me, they honor me with their 
mouths and lips; but they remove their 
hearts far from me. 

9. But in vain do they worship me, 
teaching as doctrines the command- 
ments of men. 

The goal of both passages is that the impiety and faithlessness of the 

Jews 'should be convicted. The main point is that they have, indeed, the 

appearance of piety but altogether deny the reality of it, both internally 

in their minds and also externally in their teaching and practices, since 

they substitute the commandments of men for divine teaching. The way 

in which the two passages fit together is (as it seems to me, at least) 

historicali because Christ confirms his preceding statement, not only by 
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-one example of teaching (about which we spoke in the preceding ýarallel), 

but also by the authority of the prophet--to this effect: "God, through 

his prophet, foretold this impiety and faithlessness concerning the whole 

people of the Jews. But you, hypocrites, are of the number of this people. 

Therefore, this prophecy was- delivered concerning you. 11 Thus, the line 

of argument is quite cogent, drawn from the whole with respect to the 

proper time (as. they call it) to a part of it. But if any prefer that it be 

an argument. from example, they are at liberty to do so as far as I am 

concerned. Nevertheless, the former interpretation. seems to carry more 

weight and to suit Christ's intention better. There appear, to be sure, to 

be some alterdtions--as there will be, for example, in the first, verse in 

Matthew if you tal,, e the verb C'LTtE: XCLV in an intransitive sense. It scems 

that this verb can also be4nterpreted no less properly in a transitive 

sense, 1 so as to correspond to the words of the prophet in the way that 

we have rendered them in the parallel diagrammatic arrangement. Fur- 

thermore, any words which appear to differ in the second verse arc all 

C/2 
synonyms, or 01100ii-licL, and Isaiah's words have been expressed ffiore 

clearly in Matthew. On account of this, no one can justifiably be. detained 

by these alterations, since some terms are explained by others which 

signify the same thing. The one addition is that of the little note, "in. 

vain, 11 whidh'is not unreasonable or redundant, 
3 but an excgetica, 4 and 

exceedingly appropriate addition provided as an explanation of the matter 

which is being discussed. This is true whether you say that Christ added 
I 
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it on his own authority because it is a reasonable additionand pe'rtinent 

to the matter, concerned, or whether you say that lie summoncd, it from 

the similitude which precedes this passage in Isaiah. 5- 

PARALLEL XXIX, 

Isaiah 35 
5. Then. the eyes. of the blind 

shall open, and the ears of the 
deaf shall be unstopped. 

6. Then shall the lame man 
leap like a deer, and the tongue 
of the durnb* shall sing. 

I 

Matthew 15 
3Q Then a great crowd came to him, 

having with them the lame, the blind,, 
the -dumb, the- maimed, and many 
others; they put them at the feet of 
Jesus and lie healed them, 

31. so much so that the crowd 
wondered, etc. 

The goal of both passages is that the kingdom of God should be recog- 

nized in Christ and extolled. The main point is that the said kingdom was 

recognized and richly extolled by all men, even the most unlearned, on 

the basis of its very obvious results and effects (these divine works fore- 

told by Isaiah and fulfilled by Christ were of this nature). Therefore, this 

and other passages of Isaiah fit together very well with this account and 

similar ones. Only one thing. could perhaps detain the pious. This is 

the fact that in such'passages Isaiah seems to have spoken typically rather 

than historically; and, accordingly, these passages could not be coupled 

together in the strict sense if Isaiah intended something else. I rcspond 

that this consequent would, to be sure, be. true if the antecedent were 

assumed as true and regarded as manifest and certain., However, pas- 

sages of this kind ought not be taken typically rather than historically 
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where their historical fulfilment is pointed out. But now, this is 

pointed out here and ih a great many other passages. Therefore, they 

must be taken in this sense. Indeed, a reasonable mode of interpretation 

demonstrates that a historical rather than a typical interpretation must 

be employed wherever the reasonableness of either -has "been set forth. 

For a literal and simple interpretation is always preforablc;. nor ought 

one thoughtlessly fly over to a figurative interpretation, where there is 

room for the literal. Secondly, the design of the prophets in passages of 

this kind confirms the same thing. For although they use hyperboles, 

types, and allegories without distinction, yet they interpose simple his- 

torical accounts between them with a definite design--th4t the latter may 

serve as proofs of the former, because all the prophecies would be dubious, 

if they contained nothing except hyperboles, types, and allegories. 

Thirdly, the very manner in which typical prophecies operate evinces'the 

fact that the prophecies in question are not typical. For those are, in 

fact, typical which are predicated either of God after the manner of men 

or of created things in some way other than in accord with their nature 

or the dispensation of grace or a rule of right and wrong. But those things 

which are predicated of the activity of God and Christ in created things 

according to this dispensation of grace--namely, those things which 

either have been fulfilled already or must be fulfilled continuously in 

Christ and through Christ--these things surely ought not to be'taken 

typically. This is because they cannot be taken at all in this sense with- 
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out the most horrible insult-to God and his Christ. But the presbnt pas- 

sage is one of this kind. Therefore, this and similar ones must be taken 

literally. 

PARALLEL XXX 

Matthew 16 
4. An evil and adulterous nation seeks for a sign; but no sign shall be 

given to it except that sign of the prophet Jonah. 
This passage has already been treated in the twenty-fourth parallel. 

PARALLtL XXXI 

Malachi 3 
23. Behold, I will send you 

Elijah the prophet, 'etc. 1 

Matthew 17 
11. Elijah surely will come first 

and restore all things; 
12. But I tell you that Elijah has 

already come, etc. 

Both passages have one goal, that the kingdom of Christ should be 

recognized from its. forerunner2 or harbinger. 3 The main point is that 

John the Baptist is the forerunner of Christ; by his ministry the pious 

among the people of God were prepared to perceive the renewal which 

was accomplished through Christ. There is a divergence only in that 

what Malachi was pointing out beforehand, Christ points out as having ar- 

rived. Nor does the fact that Elijah is mentioned in both passages stand 

against our analysis. For, to be sure, the name Elijah is not ascribed 

(to John] in these passages on account of an identity of*person (as they 

say at school), that is, for the reason either that Elijah was living again 
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during that p6riod or that the spirit of Elijah, in accord with thetwell- 

known Pythagorean jjE: TcjlLýUXWCYLr4 (which most of the Jcws be 
. 
lieve), 5 

passed into another human body, namely, that of John the Baptist. The 

name is ascribed, on the contrary, on account of the identity of spirit 

and strength of which the angel spoke in Luke 1: 17. That is to say, John 

is called Elijah for the reason that lie was equipped with equal gifts, cal- 

ling, ministry, and labors, in order to recall to virtue times in an equa .1 

con. dition with equal power. It is on account of this that Christ uses these 

words in this passage, "Elijah surely was going to come first and restore 

all things; but I say to you, etc. And so, in this way, Christ shows that 

it was not [John's] fault that he had not performed those things which lie 

had received in the way of commissions. It was, on the contrary, the 

unbelief of the Jews which stood in the way of his ministry, verse 12, 

just as long before the obstinacy of the Israelites hindered the ministry 

of Elijah from being as fruitful among them as it ought to have been. 

PARALLEL XXXII 

Deuteronomy 19 Matthew 18 
15. From the word of two 16. Let every word stand sure in" 

witnesses or from the word of the mouth of two or three witnesses. 
three witnesseý the matter shall 
be sustained. 

The passage is aetiological and, accordingly, describes a rule of 

moral obligation which is quite unchanging and always binding, a rule 

which ought always to occupy a place in private, public, civil, ecclesias- 
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tical--in short, all matters. For the nature of aetiology is always the 

same and consistent, as we stated in the sixth parallel. 

PARALLEL XXXIII 

Genesis 2 
22. That rib which Jehovah 

God had taken from Adam he 
made into a woman and brought 
her to Adam. 

24. Therefor6 a man will 
leave his father and his mother 
and cleave to his wife, and they 
shall become one flesh. 

Matthew 19 
4. Have you not read that in the 

beginning the Maker made male and 
female, 

5. , and said, "Therefore a man 
shall leave father and mother and be 
joined to his wife, and they who. had 
been two will become one flesh. " 

The goal of both passages is that the natural order of holy matri- 

mony should be preserved uncorrupted and inviolate in the human race. 

The main point is that the law of human matrimony must not be sought 

from the decision of one spouse or of both; but that it is indisputable that 

the one -and universal law of matrimony derives from the act of creation 

itself, from the precedent of our first parents, and, finally, from the 

holy institution Of God. The result is that as long as they live, the one 

is and remains to the end flesh of the other. Consequently, fitting the two 

occurrences of this passage together is easy. For, in the first place, 

Christ adduces the act of creation in these words, "Ile who made from 

the beginning male and female, 11 not, I'lle made males and females, 

that is, he made one man to be married to one woman. Next, indeed, he 

hints at the precedent of our first parents with this term, "therefore, 11 

just as if the author [of Genesis] had said, "because the woman came 
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into the hands of the man by virtue of God's institution and act, qnd was 

brought to the man by God himself. 11 It is reasonable for this deed of 

God to possess the force of law among men, because its reasonableness 

did not stop with Adam and his wife, but laid their whole posterity and , 

species under an equal obligation. As the last and, indeed, most power- 

ful point, there is the institution of God, who not only established'this law 

by mean s of the act of creation or of that singular marriage betwecn Adam 

and his wife, but who also announced his universal institution for all pos- 

terity. - He did this, of course, both so that marriages might be entered 

upon and so that the force of marriages might be perservcd and respected 

even as the force of consanguinity and the binding power of things above 

[human control]. Nor does that question which is commonly urged stand 

in the way of this analysis: "Are these the words of God, or, rather, of 

Adam or, indeed, of Moses, who is writing down the account? " For 
I 

whether you decide that they are from Adam or from Moses, they still 

are altogether from God, whose Spirit uttcred these and othcr things 

throvgh Addm and Moses. Or if you think that these are the words of God 

in an, immediate sense (which cannot be deduced from the account of Mo- 

ses), it is still certain that it was through Moses, with the Spirit of God 

as his guide, that these same words were recorded in the annals of his- 

tory. On account of this, in this passage Christ relates simply that God 

the Maker said these words, in order to show the more fully their author- 

ity, regardless of the means which he was pleased, in the end, to use in 
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producing them. 

PARALLEL XXYaV 

Matthew 19 
7. Why, then, did Moses command one to give a certificate of divorce 

and to send her away? etc. 
This passage has already been expounded at the fifteenth parallel, 

in the third section. 

PARALLEL XXXV 

Matthew 19 
18. You shall not kill, you shall not commit adultery, you shall not 

steal, you shall not bear false witness, 
19. honor your father and mother, and you shall love your neighbor as 

yourself. 
All these things were spoken by Christ by use of OUVCL8POLOLLOC-j, 1 

or the accumtUatior-ý of diverse points, as if speaking in the presence 

of a man who was not uneducated. And if you pay attention to the sub- 

stance of the matter, not to the mixed order of the accumulated points, 

they are in the closest agreement with the law. On account of this, we, 

are going to pass over these things and go on to others. 

PARALLEL XXXVI 

Zechariah 9 
9. Rejoice greatly, 0 daughter 

of Zion! Shout aloud, 0 daughter 
of Jerusalem! Behold, your king 
comes to you, just and endowed 
with salvation, poor, and sitting 

Matthew 21 
8. Tell the daughter of Zion, Be- 

hold, your king comes to you, gentle, 
and sitting upon an ass and 'a colt, the 
offspring of an ass accustomed to the 
yoke. 2 
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upon an ass and a colt, the 
offspring of asses. 1 

I 

The goal in both places is to point out definite indications and 

distinguishing marks of Christ which were, manifest in him close to that 

time when he was girding hims . elf up to accomplish the redemption of 

mankind in the. very, near future. Now the main point is that at this time 

when Christ, our Saviour, was 'going to enter Jerusalem (to bring to com- 

pletion the awesome task of our deliverance and to enter upon his kingdom 

when he had accomplished this deliverance), he was not going to come to 

his own with the greatest pomp and with the splcndour displayed by men, 

but was going to offer himself with all his accoutrements as an example 

of gentleness before the eyes of all. That Zechariah Prcdicted tlicsc things 

when they were in the future, Matthew relates and shows that they came 

about when the time was right for them. And, indeed, the words them- 

selves which occur in this verse and also the whole context, preceding 

and ensuing, as well as the theme of that prophetic discourse (in which 

this verse appears] demonstrate very clearly that this was the intention 

of Zechariah and the'design of God. For (to say a few words about the 

context) everything which occurs in that prophetic discourse in the ninth 

chapter and the two following, defines the coming of Christ to that most 

'glorious 
kingdom which the Father'gave to him. And it does this in such 

a way that it could not have been pictured more clearly at that time. 

Whether it was on account of the effects upon the adversaries in the first 

0 

six verses of the ninth chapter, or whether it was on account of the do- 
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fence -of the pious in verses 7 and 8 (no one may imagine that thepe two 

ought to. be taken in a human fashion and fleshly manner), the prophet 

used the same literary device on which we commented in the seventh 

parallel on the passage from Jeremiah. 3 For suddenly, by means of an 

apostrophe to the church of God, Zechariah explains to the pious that 

there is no reason to think that those most powerful effects"of Christ 

will be splendid in the eyes of the world and magnificent after the manner 

of the flesh', when Christ is about to come to his own and to exhibit the 

light of the gospel and the fulfilment of the gospel promises in himself. 

But, rather, they mUstiform their judgement concerning the nature of 

the kingdom as a whole in this world and concerning its effects from 

the nature of'the king when lie is taking possession of the kingdom. 

Surely, the nature of a king cannot be learned better from any other 

time than *from that, time when lie is about to go to battle for the first 

time and to set, his kingdom in, order by means of a distinguislicd 

victory (which he accomplished for us through his own blood by means 

of the cross). But Zechariah says that Christ will do this in such 

a way that at this inauguration of his reign, although it is very 

powerful, lie will exhibit the most lowly and abject humility. For, in 

fact, the proof of his- kingship and dominion would be in the fact that 

lie. would be riding upon an ass when entering the city of the great king, 

as Jerusalem is called in the scriptures. 4 This was a practice which 

those judges of ancient times observed in those holy and unspoilt times, 
5 

But this proof from humility would be present in every respect, 
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I because neither in himself, nor in his retinue, nor in his actions or 

words would he display any of the pride of kingly majesty and the glory 

of this world. Contrariwise, he would perform everything in as humble 

a way as possible. When the prophet has said these things by way of anti- 

:1 10,6 cipation, there follows an CLVCLDaCFLC, or return to the discourse which 

was undertaken concerning the effects of Christ on his church, verse 10 

and following. In this OLVO'LDCLCFLr. the prophet, by mcans'of exceedingly 

graceful types, proclaims this one thing, that the church, when her ene- 

mies have been vanquished and her defence assured by Christ, will, by 

the kindness of Christ, possess and abide in perfect peace. But what 

need is there to sPeak about the theme? After all, ever since the time 

that they were uttered, those three chapterS7 always tendered the most 

excellent consolation and the hope of the kingdom of Christ to the ancient 

church of the Jews and, on the other hand, have -always tendered to our 

church the most definite and manifold proof concerning the fulfilment of 

the promises of God in Christ, 

Since this is the way things are, it only remains that we should 

conclude with Matthew what the authority of the Holy Spirit decrees and 

the truth of the mattgr teaches, that these words have been adduced quite 

appropriately by Matthew and could not be referred to anyone else with- 

out the gravest blasphemy against God and his Christ. Moreover, the 

fact that certain alterations occur can detain no one with good intentions, 

because it was not. Matthew's design to set forth the individual words of 
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Zechariah as if they were of equal weight. 
I 

On the contrary, it was only 

to point out the matter with his finger and to lead the pious from these 

streams, as it were, to the fountainhead of the Old Testament; Never- 

theless, let us see what, pray, these alterations may be. In the first 

place, those words of Zechariah, "Rejoice greatly, 0 daughter of Zion, 11 

are omitted, because these were particularly relevant to the consolation 

of the ancient church, but not to Matthew's present purpose. It was, how- 

ever, by use of synecdoche that, in place of those words, "Shout aloud, 

0 daughter of Jerusalem, " Matthew substitutes, "Tell the daughter of 

Zion, 11 that is, the inhabitants of Jerusalem. Both modes of expression 

lead to the same thing. For when people shout or cry out in speaking, 

some tell others and noise their words abroad-which is just what Matthew 

understood by those words of his. For it is the daughter of Zion that lie 

orders to tell the daughter of Zion, that is, some to cry out the news to 

others. As to the fact , that Matthew does not mention the adjectival phrase, 

"just and endowed with salvation, " it is not done for the reason that that 

phrase ought to be expunged from the word's of Zechariah, but because it 

does not pertain to the present theme. Here it was enough to describe 

the signs of the coming king and (as we said previously) point with a finger, 

as it -were, to the more complete place. It is not unusual that the substan- 

tive "poor man" is translated by the noun TEr)()LOrTIC8 and the same man 

said to be "gentle, 11 because "gentle" and "poor" in the Hebrew authors 

are derivatives9 which are branches from t-he same trunk, 10 or cognate 
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te'rms. Then too, it is nothing unusual because that poverty of opr king 

is nothing other than the voluntary gentleness and humility of him who 

made hims-elf poor to make us rich. Finally, as to the fact that Matthew 

. 
translates those words of the prophet, "sitting upon an ass and a colt, 

the offspring of asses" (in which the latter phrase is explanatory of the 

former), with "upon an ass and a colt, the offspring of an ass accustomed 

to the ypke"--this explanation of this Hebraism is the most appropriate 

one possible. For the Hebrew writers call a suckling young bullock or 

bull-calf, the offspring of a herd; a little kid, tlic offspring of goats; a, 

lamb, the offspring cýf a flock. The reason is that, even though a calf, 

kid, lamb are. the issue of only one cow, goat, orý sheep, they live in the 

herd or flock although they suck milk from one only. Now this ass which 

is clinging to its mother's side and sucking milk from her is called the 

offspring of asses because two yoked asses were used in the field and the 

ass-colt was following one of these two, namely, the one giving milk. 

Therefore, the gospel-writi-, r expressed that phrase, "the offspring of 

asses, 11 very well, since he was saying that it was the offspring of an ass 

accustomed to the yoke, that is, joined together with another by a yoke. 

PARALLEL XXXVII 

Psalm 118 
25.1 beseech you, 0 Jehovah, 

save now; I beseech you, 0 Je- 
hovah, be propitious now. 

26. Blessed is he who comes 

Matthew 21 
9. And the crowd shouted, saying, 

"Hosanna to the Son of David! Blessed 
is he who comes in the name of the 
Lord! Hosanna to you who are in the 
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in the name of Jehovah. .. highest. 11 1 

In view of the shadows which were so numerous in the ancient 

church and in view of the blindness which was so great in those ti, mes 

in which Christ came, it is credible, to be sure, that there were not 

very many about who properly understood thdt most exquisite psalm 

from which these words have ýeen taken, Nevertheless,. we have very 

little doubt that the Spirit of God directed this remarkable action very 

wisely. He incited the minds of the more learned of the pious to lead 

the less educated in repeating the words of this auspicious accl4mation. 

/ 
'He also inflamed the ardent zeal of the uneducated to follow those who 

were 16ading-the way in this holy acclamation, even though they plainly 

did not understand the mystery of it. So then, the one and the same 

Spixit was the author of that ancient song and of this acclamation. There- 

fore, we conclude as certain that what had been uttered long before-the 

same thing was fulfilled on this very occasion, when Christ was entering 

Jerusalem and was recognized, received, and extolled by the minds, 

hearts, and speech of that pious crowd. - And, for this reason, we con- 

clude that there is a goal common to both passages and that there is a 

common theme; if you makeýthis exception, that the former prophecy 

spoke about-an event which was to come, the latter pointed out one which 

was contemporaneous. Consequently, the goal is that the rightful king of 

the church should be received and extolled with pious acclamations and 

expressions of joy when he was coming to his own and about to enter upon 
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the administration of his kingdom through death on the cross. The main 

point is that Jesus Christ, the Son of David and the rightful king among 

the people of God, comes to his church according to his promise and in 

the -name of Jehovah, or (to explain the matter more clearly) furnished 

with his authority, commission, and power. And, for this reason, all 

the pious members of the church stand in the presence of the God and 

Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, who is in heaven, with prayers that lie, 

may. accomplish the salvation of his church and deliver it, according to 

the promise, into the hands of Jesus Christ, so that lie may share it with 

each of the chosen members of the church in accord with the eternal good 

pleasure of his will. 

Let us demonstrate in a few words that all-these things are embraced* 

in this way by the sta tement in question: The person of Christ is designated 

by these words, "the Son of. David"; his coming in accord with the design 

of God the Father, by these, "who comes in the name of the Lord"; the 

goal of this coming, by that refrain, "Hosanna, " that is, "Save now"; the 

author of this salvation, God, by this addition, 110, you who are in the 

highest. heavens"', the acclamation of the whole church, finally, when it is 

said, "Blessed,,, etc. And, indeed, all these things are also clearly ex- 

pressed in the psalm from which these things were taken; and, for this 

reason, they cannot be rightly applied to any other event. But, neverthe- 

less, because the interpretation of that passage varies, we shall declare 

our view after we have first compared others which admittedly seem to be 
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more probable. There are, then, three interpiretations of this passage 

which appears in the one hundred and eighteenth psalm. The first is 

that of the Jews, who contend without qualification that thes. e words of 

the prophet ought to be taken of David. But the very nature of the pas- 

sage, which we shall develop by means of a paraphrase a little later, 

overturns this interpretation. The second is that of our own -people, who 

think that this whole passage ought to be interpreted according to the re- 

lation of a type and the real object adumbrated by the type. Far be it-from 

us to condemn or repudiate this interpretation, pious, as it is, and unani- 

mously accepted by pious people. For it can, indeed, abide in its place 

and be employed for the edification of the church, but always providing 

that the peculiar qualities of the type and its object are preserved in both 

parts of the relation. But yet'I am inclined to think that the third inter- 

pretation ought to be rec. ommended even more and held up against the ad- 

versaries of the truth of the gospel, so that their obstinacy might be con- 

victed. Now this is the third interpretation: Those words of David are 

not predicated anagogically of Christ in this passage, but are merely 

ascribed to him historically and directly, according as they were pre- 

dicted about Christ by David directly and without any manner of type. 

That is (to state it in few words), in the psalm a prophetic account was I 

set down by David (for I esteem him the author), but here in Matthew. a 

L Tj YTI UOLT L xrl or narrative, account of the fulfilment of those events 

I which David had predicted. 
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However, to come to'understand this better, it must be borne in 

mind that there are four parts to the psalm in question. The first is a 

proposition which takes the form of praise in the first four verses. The 

second is the narration of'a particular argument leading to the protgaiged 

praise from the prophet's continual experience (up to the fourteenth 

verse), and -not from his only, but also from that of the whole church, 

and company of the pious (thereafter up to the nineteenth verse). The 

third part is a description, thereafter up to the twenty-eighth verse, 
2 

of the cause due to which that most praiseworthy salvation reaches the 

-individual members and whole body of the church. The fourth part, fi- 

nally, is a conclusion in the last two verses which takes 
k 
the form of 

praise, corresponding to the beginning. Now when the prophet hastens 

from the second part to the third, lie very eloquently combines the prayer 

of the members of the church and of the church as a whole, so as to come 

to a discussio-n of causes. ' Says the pious man, "Open to me th6 gates 

of righteousness; I shall enter through them and praise Jah.,, 3 To this 

petition is appended the response to it, just as if the church as a mother 

were instructing each of her sons about the causes of his salvation. Do 

you ask, says the church, about gates? "This is that gate of Jehovah 

through which the righteous shall enter,, 4--Clirist, of course, who is the 

way, the truth, and the life. When this entrance-way has been exposed, 

the pious -give thanks by saying, "I praise you, 11 etc. -5 It is just as if 

they were saying, "When we behold this entrance-way which God has laid 
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open to us, by which he testifies to us that he will henceforth heArkcn 

to us and present us with salvation; we cannot but extoll his marvellous 

beneficen'ce. 11 This is especially true since we observe'that everything 

has been given and offered by God to mankind, even though none of that 

race was thinýing even in his slecp. For what sort I of gate is this, I be- 

se'ech you? "It is the stone which the builders rejected; it has become 

the C"LxpOywvLCL, 'CL, ti6 L. forming the door-post of the building and the door- 

way as well. 
7 It is, in short, the stone and support of the building and, 

at'the same time, the entrance into the building. It is altogether'neces- 

sary that we sbould confess that this was something done by Jehovah and 

not something which proceeds'from any mere man, since it surpasses the 

power of thý mind ts comprehension8 - -how much more the skill of man? 

How long, then, did he take to do this? Jehovah did this in a day, not 

I by prolonged labor and skill. 9 Therefore, it is reasonable for us to set. 

forth our joy and gladness in him alone and, glorying with an unwaver- 

ing faith in our deliverance, to cry out at this entrance, III beseech you, 

0 Jehovah, save now, 11 etc. , 
10 that is, give full salvation to the members 

of your church and prosper the way of your Christ. Him we all receive 

with thi's auspicious acclamation, "Blessed is lie who comes in the name 

of the Lord, ill 1 and not blessed only in himself or (as they say) in his 

person, but pouring out divine blessing through the voice of the gospel 

into those who believe his word. It is he who says, "We bless you from 

the house of Jehovah, 1112 that is, from heaven or from the highest places, 
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as the house of Jehovah is defined everywhere in scripture. I 
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So then, David rises from the individual and collective effects on 

the church to praise of their efficient cause in this third part of this 

psalm and describes it in all aspects and with such precision that not 

only the apostles, but others as well discerned this description, due to 

its reliable fidelity, in the contemporaneous coming of Christ and, by 

virtue of a holy obligation, proclaimed it. Therefore, we conclude with- 

out reservation that this interpretation ought to be upheld by us. This is-, 

true whether we turn our attention to the psalm itself in which everything 

flows very easily if this interpretation is maintained; or whether we turn 

r our attention to this application of the apostles and disciples of Christ 

and also of the Jews themselves, which the Spirit of God prescribed to 

the faithful when Christ was entering Jerusalem. We realize, to be, sure, 

as we said p: teviously, that the Jews take the psalm as treating of David, 

but there is scarcely any verse in the whole of that third part to which 

they do not do, viole, nce,,, mutilating the words and twisting the thought in 

a most shameful fashion. We likewise realize that a typical interpreta- 

tion is brought forwards. But, having carefully weighed such things as 

we have previously stated, we conclude, with everyone's good leave, that 

a historical narrative which is simpler and seems to savor more of some- 

thing prophetic must be preferred to a typical and obscure narrative. Yet 

I should certainly by no means deny that', when the ark of God was being 

carried into Jerusalem, an opportunity presented itself to David to trans- 
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c, end in faith-, by the power of the Spirit of God, from the type to a de- 

scription of the real object itself--and this psalm was given to the church 

in this manner already at that tim. e; so that each man might be recalled 

to the contemplation of the real object. But as to that which was ha pen- &p 

ing in the form of a shadow, I think that David publicly spoke concerning 

its real object and directed his attention in a literal sense to this day of 

our Lord and Saviour, and so he makes known this prophetic account con- 

cerning it in the church of God. We have a reliable exposition of this ac- 

count in the gospel. There is, strict. ly speaking, no change, if you make 

this exception, that the Hebrew and original form of the word ["Hosan- 

nail] was recited by the people in a corrupted form. 13 Nor are all the 

words of the ps'alm set out in the auspicious acclamation, but only those 

which were in use with the people, and those of which the pious had al- 

ready made frequent mention for a long time, so that they imbued even 

their children with set formulas from the prophets which were understood 

of: the Messiah's coming by the common agreement of all. 

PARALLEL XXXVIII, 

Isaiah 56 
7. My house shall be called 

a house of prayer for all peo- 
PI es. 

Jeremiah 7 
11. Or does this house appear 

to be a den of house-breakers, 
etc. ? 

Matthew 21 
13. It is written, "My house shall 

be called a house of prayer, 11 but you 
have made it a den of robbers. 
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The goal of these passages is that the sanctity of the LordOs house 

should be protected and defended from every human stain. The main 

point is that God, as far back as human memory extends, had declared 

his church to be holy and has desired that all those who have a hand in 

it should devote themselves to its sanctification with word and prayers; 

and, consequently, all those who misuse the house of God for other pur- 

poses are robbers, house-breakers, and perpetrators of sacrilege, de- 

spisers of divine law. Now there are two passages which Christ com- 

bines. The former is aetiological; the latter historical, but still having 

aetiology or a questioný of moral obligation interwoven with it. Now the 

norm of aetiology is unchanging and uniVersal, as we said previously in 

the sixth parallel. Accordingly, the application of the former passage 

is correct and effects a conclusion which is logically binding. The latter 

passage is, as it were, the assumpt3. o, 1 or minor premise, in this man, - 

ner: "He who' does not use the house of God for a house of prayer comes 

to this, that he makes it a den of robbers. Now you are not using. it 

in this way, but are indiscriminately allowing and employing iii, it' venders, 

purchasers,, Money-'changers--pcdlars, in short, of every variety. 

Therefore, you make it a den of robbers and overthrow the command- 

ment of God with your tradition. 11 So then, this passage contains a part 

which is of the nature of aetiology and a part Of the nature of history. 

That minor premise is of the nature of a question of history, or concerning 

an action: the Jews are not using the house of'God as God has com- 

manded. And so Christ reproached and set this part right through 
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an action, when lie threw those pedlars out of the temple, in the Imme- 

diately preceding verse in Matthew. 2 For in this way he brought his 

proof, forward, from the matter at hand. But the proof for the other part 

of -the question was summoned from the authority of Jeremiah and the case 

of the Jews who had lived in his era. For Christ speaks in this way. "Jere- 

miah reproached the Jews thus when they were misusing thus the house 

of God. Therefore, you incur the same reproach. For it is just as pro- 

per for these times to be reproached by me now for their abuse as for 

those times long ago to be reproached by the aforesaid prophet. 

PARALLEL XXYJX 

Psalm 8 Matthew 21 
3. Out of the mouths of infants 16. Out of the mouths of infants 

and sucklings, you have set down and sucklings, you have perfected 
well-founded praise. I praise. 

The goal of both passages is that we should be taught by what in- 

struments it is that God makes his glory manifest. The main point is 

that the name of God is so wonderful that even by means of the mouths 

of infants. and sucklings - -that is, through the least important things and 

those which seem least fitted to this purpose--he displays proofs of his 

glory from the time of their birth. Or, indeed, there is nothing so small 

and humble among things created that it does not relate the glory of God 

and serve as an instrument of that declaration of praisc. So then, there 

is a two-fold line of argument present here. The first is one from the 
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universal whole (as the logicians say): "All things, even the most in- 

significant, -declare the praise Of God and, therefore, these people must 

be instruments of this declaration of praise. 11 The second line of argu- 

Ment is one from a comparison with something less important: "If infants 

and suckling's praise, what is the right thing for these to do? 11 There do 

seem to be some changes in the words in two ways. For, first, that 

Hebrew word which signifieg "to found" is expounded as ROLTCLPT L CC, LV. 2 

Then, too, the noun for "strength, 11 as it is commonly rendered by Ltiter- 

preters, is said in this passage' to be CXLVO9. The former alt, eration 

is exegetical. For the word, "to found, 11 is explained by metalepsiS4 as 

that which is, in effect, to establish very firmly something very wcll- 

grounded and. well- constituted (just as foundations are made). And, in 

fact, this is what is denoted by the Greek term XCLTOLp-CL*'[E: L'V in the strict 

sedse. For everything which has a'perfect and complete nature, without 

I J/ 5 
any defect, was called CLPTLOr., in the strict sense, by the Greek 

authors. From this practice Herodotus, in regard to speech, likewise 

uses the terfn CLTtoLpT L XOy 'CL6 for c E: " CLPIL L OQ L0U0q qP110011SIVOC 

Q- Now as to the fact that the other term is rendered in a dif- XOyOr 7 

ferent way than commonly, it was done with the best justification. For 

although the Hebrew noun which the psalmist uses literally signifies 

"strength,,, there is still no doubt that, according to the nature of the 

passages (a fact which the multitude of grammarians seek to avoid in 

some other wayý the same term signifies, by metonymy, "strong, that 
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is, very forceful, praise. 118 That this exegesis ought to be assiýgned to 

this passage, not only-does Christ show, but also other additional pas- 

sages altogether demand it in which a noun for "glory" or "praise" is 

connected- -for, example, in Exodus 15: 2, "Jah is my strength and my - 

song"; also in Psalm 29: 1, ". Ascribe to Jehovah glory and strength,,; and 

also in Psalms 96: 7 and 118: 14. and other places. Since this is the way 

things are, -these alterations ought not to be troublesome to anyone with 

good intentions, since they lead more to a right understanding of this 

and other similar passages.. 
0 

PARALLEL XL 

Psalm 118 
22. The stone which the builders 

rejected has become the head of 
the corner. 

23. Thisl was made by Jehovah; 
it is marvellous in our eyes. 

Matthew 21 
42. That stone which the builders 

rejected has become the head of the 
corner, Thisl was made by Jehovah, 

and it is marvellous in our eyes. 

The goal of both passages is that the pious should learn to take 

counsel from God about the building of*the church and not depend upon 

the author#y of men; but that, since the building up of the church is 

marvellous, and, indeed, marvellous in the highest degree, they should 

esteem and revere in this subject the authority, work, and effects of God 

alone. -! Fhe main point is that Jesus Christ, who was made wisdom,. right- 

eousness, sanctification, and redemption for us by God the Father, is the 

foundation of his church. And, indeed,, this foundation was rejectecl by 
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those to whom the building up of his church had been committed 
Ly God. 

But, for that reason, God's work is more rnarvellous, since, with saving 

grace, lie applied his healing hand, as it were, to everyQne--even the 

overseers of the building, who were either resisting or sleeping--that 

this foundation might be laid. The church built upon this foundation has 

been so firmly founded that not even the gates of hell can prevail against 

I her. It is, consequently, a very go. od and correct application of this pas- 

sage when Christ teaches that this -stone, this corner, this marvellous 

object of divine work pertains to himself alone, as the Son of God and 

the heir of everything. We showed above iri the thirty-seVenth parallel 

that the relevant part of Psalm 118. must be taken in this sense. And the 

ancient church of the Jews as well recognized this so definitely and com- 

monly that even the chiefs of the priests and the elders did not dare to 

mutter against the production of this evidence in order to overthrow this 

interpretation and application. 
?- Now this passage (to speak cursorily) 

is an argument from authority, which Christ adduced for this reason, that 

the assumptio, 3 or minor premise (as they call it), of this whole argu- 

ment had to be corroborated, so as to scourge severely the stiff-necked 

Jews. For the major premise to this argument was laid down in the pre- 

ceding parable: "The laborers who afflict the servants and the son and 

heir of everything himself with every injury and even with death will, by 

your own admission, 0 priests, perish miserably, and God will. let out 

his vineyard to others. 1,4 On this proposition, which is freely admitted, 
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the second follows in this way: "But you are thos e labourers, mI urder- 

ers, and traitors. 11 The previously stated pronouncement of the Holy 

Spirit corroborates this proposition. 5 And so at this point the conclu- 

sion arises in the following verse: "Therefore, I tell you, the kingdom 

of God will be taken away from you, 11 etc. 6 There plainly is no altera- 

tion if one considers the matter more closely, 

There is one thing which covild perhaps detain the reader, namely, 

that -those words of the prophet which are contained in verse 23 are com- 

monly set forth in the neuter gender. This, however (may I be permitted 

to say this by everyone's'good leave), does not sufficiently agree with the 

words of the prophet and of Christ. For in both places the demonstrative 

pronoun is of the feminine gender. 7 Now since the noun for "stone" is 

feminine in the Hebrew writers, 8 the demonstrative could, to be sure, 

be applied to that, if the most holy interpretation of Christ or, certainly, 

of Matthew did not stand in the way when lie utters XL"Oog, in the mascu- 

/9 line gender. Next, since XC(P(X TI is feminine in the Greek authors, 

the d6monstrative would also appear to refer to this, if it had not been 

stated in-the masculine gender in the Hebrew authors. It only remains 

for us to conclude, therefore, that this demonstrative has reference to 

the most closely preceding noun, "corner" (which is feminine in Hqbrew 

and Greek). 10 For 
.I 

do not recall observing that the demonstrative cLu"vill 

has been descried in the Greek writers in the neuter gander. It is surely 

the most proper thing of all and the most consistent with this allegory to 

refer the pronoun to "corner. 11 For God the Father is compared with a 
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builder; the priests of the Jews with the labourers who are building; 

Christ with the O"LXPOY'WVLCL'L'OQ12 rock; the 
-beginning 

of the church with 

the corner (fcr its beginning was already being built in Christ at that 

time). And Christ-is said to unite two peoples in this' corner, as the 

apostle very correctly interprets it in Eýpfiesians 2: 20 and following. 13 

PARALLEL XLI 

Deiiteronomy 25 
5. If brothers dwell together 

and one of them dies who has no 
son, the wifj of the dead shall 
not be m4rried outside -the fam- 
ily to. a stranger. Her husband's 
brother shall come together with 
her and, taking her as his. wife, 
perform- the duty of a husband's 
brother to her. 

6. Now the first son whom 
she bears shall succeed to the 
name of the dead man, etc. 

Matthew 22 
24. Moses said, "If a man dies, 

having no children, his brother 
shall marry his wife according to 
the law of relationship by marriage, 
and he shall raise up children for 
his brother. 11 

The Sadducees did rýot excite any controversy concerning the under- 

standing of this law, nor doe's Christ retort in any way to this part of 

t heir special case. 1 Now Christ, without doubt, would not have kept it 

a secret if they had been assailing the theme and truth of the law. Conse- 

quently, we do not think that we need to exert ourselves in this passage to 

demonstrate the agreement of parts which agree in contents. The Saddu- 

cees, to be sure, had a different goal. They wove from this special case 

a new question which they might thrust upon Christ, but a convenient 
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point for speaking about this question will come in the following parallel, 

One thing must be said in passing, that even this single. passage itself 

suffices to confirm, among all men with, good intentions, those things 

which we taught above in the fifth parallel about the laws of alterations. 

F7or hereAhe content is the same, but is recounted in different and a- 

bridged language. We are given full assurance by the silence. of Christ 

that there is no offence in this alteration of language when it is not sep- 

arated in the least. way from the design of the Holy Spirit. 

P, ARALLEL, XJ-II 

Exodus 3 Matthew 22 
6.1 am the God of Abraham, 32.1 am the God of A braham and 

the God of Isaac, and the God the God of Isaac and the God of 
of Jacob. Jacob. 

The goal of both passAges is, that we should be taught the faithful- 

ness of God, that is, his constancy and perpetual truthfulness in regard 

to his covenant and the promises-of his covenant. The main point is that 

I 
God, in accord with the covenant by which he has bound-the church and 

each of her members to himself, never acts in such a way that that most 

holy covenant falls into disuse in respect to the church or any of her mcm- 

bers. On the contrary, by his almighty power, he preserves the covenant 

in respect to those to whom he is bound by it; and those to whom lie is 

bound by it he preserves because of his covenant. At this point, however, 

(to say something about the argument itself) one must first consider what 

N 
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the Sadducees were teaching and what they were seeking to obtaiA. 

Next, one must consider what was Christ's line of argument in confuting 

them. There were three errors which the Sadducces were teaching in 

this matter. The first was that there are no spirits, that is, no spiritual 

substances. And, cons'equentiy, they concluded that human souls are 

(to speak in company with the scholastics) descriptive, 2 or just powers 

and faculties inhering in the body as 
Judw ; M&-subjeGt 

to titem. The I 
second 

error was that a dead man no longer exists, because they thought that, 

since his body has been destroyed, his substance is reduced to the ele- 

ments which compose it* and comes together no more. ' The third error, 

as Luke testifies in Acts 23: 8, was that it definitely follows from these 

facts that there is going to be no resurrection. And so it is in this sense 

that the word fo*r dying which they used in their statement must be under- 

stood--as what is, in'effect, "to cease being at all. 0 From these princi- 

pies these men were seeking to ridicule publicly the doctrine of the resur- 

rection by means of the ridiculous special case4 which they threw up a- 

gainst Christ by saying, "In the resurrection to which of the seven will 

she be wife? 14, etc. 5 But Christ confutes their ridiculous special case 

very wisely when he says, "You are wrong, etc. 6 And he shows that 

their special case sins in two ways--first, on the one hand, against the 

authority of scripture; next, on the other, against the omnipotence of God. 

These two things are demonstrated U(JTCPOV nPOTCpOV7 by 

Christ in the following verses. For he demonstrates in the thirtieth 
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verse that the omnipotence of God is assailed by their dogma, axid in 

the following ones that the authority of scripture is likewise assailed. '8 

Now Christ overturns those three errors which we previously 

enumerated with this single passage of scripture. 
9 And-lie proves that 

I 
spirits exist; that men, even though they are dead, still exist; and that 

they will rise again. He does this with an argument drawn from the ef- 

ficient cause, on the authority of scripture--and, indeed, of that very 

scripture, the authority of which not even the Sadducees called into doubt. 

For they ýpproved the books of Moses; the others they impiously struck 

out of the Old T-estament. This is the true and only reason why Christ 

summoned his authority for confuting these men from Moses rather than 

from otlýer prophets. The line of argument, therefore, is as follows: 

Goa is not the God of the dead, but of the living. But he is the God of Abra- 
I 

ham, Isaac, and Jacob. Therefore, they exist. But the resurrection does 

not appear to have been proved aýs yet by these words. Howevcr, the re- 

futation of the two errors which we enumerated first-is proved. Yet it 

definitely folloivs, after those two errors have been refuted, that there 

will be a resurrection, namely, by an argument drawn from the whole to 

its principal parts. For (to please the multitude of dialecticians) when the 

whole has been laid down as true, its principal parts must also be laid 

down as true. Therefore, when this has been laid down as true, that God 

is the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, it necessarily follows that God 

is their God according to the soul and according to the body, since these 
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are the two principal parts of these, as of all other, men. But if a 

Sadducee should object, "Yet the body has al. ready ceased to exist, 11 

Christ furnishes a rebuttal when he says, "You do not know the power of 

God., " 10 That is, the body of the pious man exists by the power of God 

by virtue of his covenant, promise, and truthfulness, even if it does not 

ey,. ist-in human: 'appearance. To prove this fact, proof need be drawn from 

I 
no other source than from, that same line. of argument from the whole tq 

the principal parts which we were just stating. in regard to the man as a 

whole. For not only the principal parts, but, indeed, each and every 

part, even the most minute, is so exposed to the Lord's view that lie u- 

nites them with one another and unites them all to the living spirit, so 

that the whole man, restored in accord with God's covenant, may live 

forever in Christ. 

PARALLEL XIIII 

Deuteronomy 6 Matthew 22 
5. You shall love Jehovah 37. You shall love the Lord youý 

your God with all your heart, God with all your heart, and with all 
and with all your mind, and your soul, and with all your thinking. 

7-with all your might. 

Leviticus 19 
18. You shall love your 38. You shall love your neighbor 

neighbor as yourself. as yourself. 1 

Everythihg agrees if you rhake one exception, that Matthew has 

substituted these words, "with all your thinking, 11 for the earlier ones, 

"with all your might. It But here I take "thinking" in the general sense 
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I 
as all internal action taking place in either of those subjects o skich 

action, that is, in our hearts and in our souls. The source of this ac- 

LU which is added in the other tion or energy is that 8UVOLIILC2 or 'Cyy"C3 

evangelists. 4 Thus the antecedent is understood from its consequent, 

and, indeed, the same service to be rendered is stated more fully by 

means of the nature of that might which God has commandedito be em- 

ployed in both kinds of love. 

PARALLEL XLIV 

Psalm 110 
1. Jehovah said to my Lord, 

"Sit at my right hand, tillI make 
your enemies a, footstool for 
your feet. 11 

Matthew 22 
44.. The Lord said to my Lord, 

"Sit at my right hand, till I make- 
your enemies a footstool for your 
feet. it 

David's goal was the design to foretell the kingdom of Christ and 

to describe his person and functions. Not only does the authority of 

Christ prove this, but also the [conduct] --partly an acknowledgement 

and partly silence--to which the Pharisees resorted in response to this 

question which Christ had brought up. 1 Everyone is agreed about the 

agreement of these passages, and there is no dispute about the interpre- 

tation. We shall, therefore, hasten on to other passages. 

PARALLEL XLV 

Daniel 9 Matthew 24 
27.. Through a, desolating wing 15. So when you see that devasta- 
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of abominations, and one which 
desolates, indeed, all the way 
to the finish--and that, an abrupt 
finish--it will be poured out to 
desolation. 

ting aboMination which was 
I'spoken 

of by the prophet Daniel standing 
in the holy place, etc. 

'The goal intended by the prophet Daniel in that rQrxýarkable narrative 

was this, that the church might be informed concerning the severity Of the 

judgements of God which, because of the utmost impiety of the Jews, after 

Christ's death, were going to come upon them and their chief city parti- 

cularly. And the goal was further that, with confidence in them, they 

should, patiently endure the calamities and recognize in their occurrence 

the'tiuth of God. The'main point, on the other hand, was that not so long 

after the Jews crucified Christ, God would inflict the severest punish- 

ments upon them. And, for this reason, he would cause a powerfularmy 

(which he calls a wing, in accord with the usage of the Hebrew writers and 

the military term)' to invade Judaea. The nature of this army would be 

such'that it would be abominable and would be enslaved to abomination 

and idolatry, also -that it would truly -desolate and destroy those regions 

on which it would rush. Finally, 'he would engender in this army s uch 

resolution of mind and such determination that it would by no means take 

a step from its place until, as if by a torrential inundation and flood, it 

turned everything upside down and brought about an abrupt finiS'h. Now 

from all these things Christ singles out only that little part which pertains 

to the description of the judgements, according as it is set forth in the six 

following verses. ?- 'But he concisely applies to these judgements that sign 
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which the prophet Daniel had long before expressed in those worhs which 

we laid out in the diagram for the present parallel. Christ does this in 

order to announce to all the Jews that they would possess the sign of the 

overthrow and downfall of Jerusalem when a complete army first pre- 

pared itself for the, siege of the city. For the whole army of faithless 

men which-was prepared for the destruction and desolation of the people 

of God'is called by that name which our supreme prophet Christ has here 

retained, TO ý5eXuyjm TT-jr- F_>pTlýx'i'veug, that is, literally, "the abomination 

of desolation. I" It is called, on the one hand, an abomination on account 

of its nature and constitution, because the whole army was raised from 

abominable and faithless men. It is called a thing, on the other hand, of 

desolation from its effect, because it was going to bring terrible desola- 

tion to the place into which it forced its way. For the prophet explains 

the same thing in this way in regard to a different episode of history too, 

namely, concerning the kings of Syria, chapter 11: 31 and 12: 11. And 

Luke expressly interprets it thus in these words, "But when you see Jeru- 

3 
salem surrounded by armies, it etc. Christ definitely sets it forth in this 

way: The first army which will "stand" (that is, come to, a halt for the 

sake of a siege) in the holy place, that is, in a circle around Jerusalem, 

or at Jerusalem (for God had long before chosen and sanctified this place 

by his promise, ordinance, and presence)--that army will be a*sure sign 

concerning the overthrow of Jerusalem, the demolition of the temple (of 

which Christ had spoken previously in the second verse of this chapter), 
4 
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and- the crushing of the Jewish people. 'So then, fitting the one pAssage 

together with the other is very easy. For Christ prophesied shortly be- 

forehand the fulfilment of the same event of which Daniel had set forth 

a prophetic narrative. And Christ pointed out its appointed time with I 

his finger, as it were, so that the good might be previously warned and 

the evil vanquished. 

We are not unaware that this passage is commonly explained dif- 

ferently. Some want it to be referred to certain images which were erect- 

ed in the temple in the times of Nero and Caligula; others, to the pervcr- 

sion of sacred do'ctrine in the church of the Jews. But those who prefer 

the former interpretat'lon are prompted especially by the fact that Christ 

announces that this abomination wouid be in the holy place. But these 

people are deceived in no small measure who imagine that 11the holy- place" 

must be taken in this sense. For, truly, whenever a place is called holy 

in scripture, it is called so by way of reference to, or in comparison with, 

a second place. 
5 And so the sanctuary, or innermost part, of the taber 

.- 

nacle, where the ark of the covenant was, is called the holy place, in 

comparison with all the remaining parts. 
6 And similarly the foremost 

part of the tabernacle- -compared with the entrance-rooms, porches, and 

vestibules of the structure--was the holy place, that is, holier than all 

those mentioned. 7 On the other hand, the whole enclo sure and periphery 

of the temple was. the holy place iný compari-son with the city; 8 and the' 

city was holy in comparison with the whole of Judaea-Pand, finally, Judaea 
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itself wa. s holy if A was being compared with the other regions $ 10 Now 

here it is understood as the surrounding region, which, because it was 

mountainous, is called by the name "mountains of holiness, 11 Psalm 87 

11 
and elsewhere. Finally, for us Luke's authority takes the place of all 

12 interpreters. For another thing, what, I pray, would that- sign be 

which Christ is announcing [with the words], "When you see that abomi- 

nation, 11 etc., 13 and "Then let those who are in Judaea flee to the. moun- 

tains, 11 etc. ? 14 For the time of Caligula followed very closely after the 

death of Christ, and Nero held sway not very long afterwards; and some 

years intervened between the erection of the eagle and other standards in 

the temple and the-siege of the-city. Yet Christ commands the Jews to 

look to themselves by fleeing when this abomination is first seen. This 

sign, consequently, cannot be taken of those statues and images, since 

this is far from the intent of Daniel, from the express words of Christ, 

from the use of signs, and from historical reality. Now those who think 

that the sign ought to be taken of the impious perversion of doctrine have, 

in my opinion, attained to at least this much of something worthwhile, that 

they have realized that that other interpretation concerning images brought 

into the temple cannot stand. But yet these men have (unless my mind de- 

ceives me) produced a much more dubious interpretation. For who would 

deny that the doctrine was already very perverted a long time before? 

Or who does not see that the discussion--by Christ at the one place and 
I 

by Daniel at the other--is about some sign which is visible and meets 
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everyone's sight? Since this is the way things arc, or to put it better, 

following in the footsteps of Christ and the words of Luke, we esteem it 

simplest and fittest that this whole passage be understood in reference 

to the troops of Vespasian which were to invade Judaea and throw down 

Jerusalem, according as it was accomplished through Titus, Vespasian's 

s on. 

PARALLEL XLVI 

Matthew 26 
24. The Son of Man, indeed, goes as it is written of him. 
54. How then should the, scriptures be fulfilled, which teach that it 

must be done thus. 
56, But all this has taken place, that the scriptures of the prophets 

might be fulfilled. 

These three passages appeal to the authority of the prophets in 

common. But they are adduced in a more distinct way in this whole argu- 

ment (which is concerned with the death of Christ) in the Gospel of John. 1 

And they have all been taken principally from Isaiah, Daniel, and Zccha- 

riah. Therefore, we are going to speak about these in the Gospel of John. 

PARALLEL XLV. 11 

Zechariah 13 
7. "Awake, 0 sword, 'against 

my shepherd, and against-the 
man next to melf--a statement 
of Jehovah of hosts. "Strike the 
shepherd and the sheep will be 
scattered. 11 

Matthew 26 
31. For it is written; 1% will strike 

the shepherd and the sheep will be 
scattered. 11 
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The goal of this pas. sage in the prophet was clearly the saýne one 

which we showed was likewise intended by Jeremiah in the seventh paral- 

lel, namely, that it might be'demonstrated publicly by means of some 
.1 

definite mark and clear sign that Jesus Christ is that shepherd who in the 

very strife of his sufferings tended his scattered sheep, whom lie was 

later to lead back with his hand into one fold. Jesus Christ shows that 

this goal relates to himself. Accordingly, the main point is that, when 

the time was near for Christ to suffer, he was struck by God the Father 

and given into the hands of his enemies. , 
Furthermore, his disciples 

and companions, tripped up by the severity of this rod, turned aside hither 

and thither, each of them, just as straying little sheep. But they were. not 

only preserved by Christ our Saviour at the time of his'suffering, but were 

also, after he rose again, tended and led back by his hand, just as the 

prophet had predicted. Consequently, the application of this passage is 

quite w ithout difficulty, For the prophet laid out in this chapter a most 

exquisite type and manifest lessons concerning tile wonderful serviccs of 

Christ to the church. Therefore, his incredible sufferings would have 

seemed to oppose this wonderful beneficence, if the all-wis-e God had 

not, by Way of anticipation, 
' added a passage concerning the cross and 

the scandal of tile cross.? - The purpose was that, warned beforehand and 

armed-against this's tumbling -block, the minds of the pious might rccog- 

nize Christ from the very thing from which the flesh is wont to seize an 

argument for stumbling. We have set forth this whole matter more fully 
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at the aforementioned passage from the prophet Jeremiah. 3 Thdre seems 

I 
to be some alteration in the words, yet the content-is orie and the same, 

For Zechariah, in words ascribed to God, addresses a sword w-hen lie 

says, "Awake, 0 sword, ... strike, 11 etc. In place of this, Christ omits 

tha t figurative mode of speech and states the matter in literal and straight- 

forward language, "I will strike the shepherd, 11 etc. , doubtless with the 

sword which had this function in relation to commands by God, as it is 

represented figuratively by Zpchariah. Since this is the way things areý, 

it is altogether necessary that the former passage be taken of Christ, 

just as Christ in a most holy fashion interpreted it as referring to him- 
I 

self, - not by means of an analogical application, but by means, of a histori- 

cal and logically necessary interpretation. 

PARALLEL XLVIII 

Zechariah 11 

. 12. And they weighed out as my 
wages thirty shekels of silver. 

13. And Jehovah said to me, 
"Cast it out to the potter"--the 
magnificent price at which my. 
worth was reckoned by them. 
So I took those thirty pieces of 
silver and cast this money out 
of the house of Jehovah to the 
potter. 

Matthew 27 
9. Then was fulfilled what had 

been spoken by the prophet Jeremiah, 
"And they took the thirty shekels of 
silver, the price of him whose worth 
was reckoned, whose worth was 
reckoned by the'sons of Israel, 

10. and they gave them for the pot- 
ter's field, as the 4ord appointed 
to me. it 

One of these passages relates an act which had to be performed 

long beforehand, the other an act which was performed; the reference of 

both passages is clearly the same. The goal is that, through this pro- 
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phetic narrative., a very definite sign might be predicted and that, through 

this goSpel, narrative of Matthew's, it might also be demonstrated as 

having been exhibited--a sign by which it might become completely clear 

to e%; eryone that Jesus Christ was precisely that individual who, altliough 

he had been given by God to his people as a shepherd, was reckoned as 

of very- little worth. God willed that a perpetual sign and proof of this' 

fact should stand forth, when he willed that the money from that estima- 

tion of worth should be laid out for a potter's little field. Accordingly, 

the main point is that in the time before us everything was done in order 

in just the way that God had long before predicted thr6ugh the prophet'that 

the Jews, would; in place of wages, pay a niggardly price for treachery 

and that, casting that price out of Jehovah's house under pretence of vir- 

tuousness, th; y would convey it to a' potter. For in place of wages they 

weighe'd otit a price -for treachery to Judas, namely, thirty shekels of 

silver, Matthew 26: 15. But even on the testimony of the priests them- 

selves, God did not wish this money to be put in his house, Matthew 27: 6. 

On account of this, on his authority, although unconsciously so, they pur- 

chased a little field from a potter for the burial offorcigners. A sign of 

this fact was the continuing custom that ever since that time that field 

was called the Field of Blood, verses 7 and 8. In this way, therefore, 

a. 4. 
each of these things are in the. closest agreement with one another. 

At this point, however, two questions suggest themselves. The 

. first is this: What passage from a prophet ought. to be coupled with this 
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one from Matthew? The second is this: If it is a passage from techariall, 

how is it that the name ', Jeremiah" is found in the context? With regard 

to the former, we see it, in a few words, in this way. Three responses 

have been brought forward by our people. The first is that the p4ssages, 

not of one prophet only, but rather of two, have been combined here-by 

Matthiew, namely, Jeremiah 18 and Zechariah 11. But it does not fol- 

low, if the noun "potter" is lound in Jeremiah in this passage, that, for 

this reason, that noun refers to the passage before us. Nor does it ap- 

pear that the theme of the former passage has been combined with the 

latter. The second response is that it is, in fact, a passage from Jere- 

miah, but that this one does not occur in the authentic books, but in those 

apocryphal ones which the Nazoraei possessed long ago. Chrysostom re- 

ports that he had seen a Hebrew copy of these books in which these words 

3 
were-found in an explicit form. 

. 
But it is no more acceptable in this 

argument than'in any others to place one's confidence in the books of the 
I 

Nazoraei. For it would be shameful for Matthew to derive confirmation 

for his gospel narrative from these books or for us to rest our confidencc 

on the authority of such books. The third response, finally, is the one 

which we follow completely, that the passage is not from Jeremiah, but 

from the prophet Zechariah, just as we have laid it out in our parallel 

diagrammatic arrangement aýd as we have just explained, 

From this the second question proceeds: How, then, did it happen 

that Jeremiah was designated instead of Zechariah? We have noticed 
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I that, up to this time, seven varieties of response have been brought fore- 

wards to resolve this question. 
4 Two of these have been taken from the 

preceding remarks: the first, that one passage from Jeremiah and a- 

nother from Zechariah are combined; the second, that it is a passage of 

Jeremiah's from apocryphal books. But we have found neither of these 

satisfa. ctory; nor, indeed, can either be proved from the testimony of 
I. 

any. authentic part of scripture. The third response is that it is a 

CLPTTIIICL li'VTIIIOVLXOV CLU/ 5 
of the author (as they call it), that c 

our good 

Matthew inadvertently wrote "Jeremiah" instead of "Zechariah. 
I 

Augustine excuses tl-ds error (as it appears to be) with many words in 

6 the third book of De Consensu, Evangelistarum, chapter 7. But I, at 

least, have scruples about ascribing this error or any other like Win 

this sort'of writing to any evangelist, that is, -to the public amanuensis 

of Christ and his church. The fourth response is that it is a YPa(PLXOV 

C/ cL4apTTj4a, 7 that is, an error of the' pen and of copyists as they were 

either reading or writing out the manuscripts laid out before them in a 

careless or negligent fashion. It occurred as they were reading if, for 

examýle, someone read 'Iou here for ZOU, that is, ICPCILLOU for 

ZcLxapL,, OU. It occurred while they were writing out, if, for example, 

someone caielessly let the former name slip out in place of the latter 

(which happens not infrequently) or, through an error, added a name 

when none was present in Matthew's autograph. Th6 Syriac8 and Arabic9 

- versions seem to confirm this last view. But the very antiquity and 
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consensus of all the manuscripts which long ago were already inithe hands 

of the orthodox fathers justly seem to wrest this variety of defence away 

from us. Jerome recognized this in his time too. 10 The fifth r_esponse 

is that the name of Jeremiah was set down in place of Zechariah's 

11 "' E)OECLC3TLR /V, 12 
namely, because one of C7UYXG)PT)T LXWQ i or HOLTCL TO 0 

the following beliefs had already taken hold and possession of the minds 

of the Jews a long time before: The prophet Jeremiah was himself Zech- 

ariah, who, returning from Egypt, showed to the people that he was re-, 

stored anew by assuming the name it Zechariah. 11 (people wish to confirm 

this idea by the case of Daniel, on the grounds that one and the same man 

saw both the beginning and the termination of the deportation, as did many 

others. ) Or, at least, those prophets who prophesied after the return-- 

Zechariah especially, indeed-had been taught by Jeremiah. Or, 

-finally, J eremiah was living again by means of that crazy Pythagorean 

UCTCjjq)U)(WaLC.. 13 For this. reason we see that a remarkable mention 

of Jeremiah the prophet is made in II Maccabees 214 and 15.15 And in 

Matthew 16 the disciples were asked with respect to Christ, "Who do men 

say that I the Son of Man am?,, 16 They replied, "Some say John the Baptist, 

others Elijah, and others Jeremiah or some certain prophet. 1117 For 

those people imagined that these prophets would regain life and return 

in their time to provide for the instruction of the people of God. The 

sixth and last response is that the prophet Zechariah liýd two names. 

Many examples of this phenomenon occur in the scriptures, as, for ex- 
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ample, Ahimelech and Abiathar, 18 Johanan and Joaliaz, 19 Penuel and 

Hareph, 20 Johanan and Joiada, 21 Jo'ah and Ethan, 22 
and innumerablc 

others. 

Of all these responses, two commend themselves to me in-prefer- 

ence to the'others. One is. for us to say that Zechariah passed his life 

in the midst of Jeremiah's teaching, which has been transmitted through 

his hands, as it, were, from the forefathers; and, cons equently, this 

prophetic, discourse has come to us from Jeremiah through his disciple 

'Zechariah. The prophetic discourse to, which we refer, one truly gospel- 

oriented in theme, is the one which we already said in the thirf-y-sixth 

parallel is contained in the three chapters 9,10, and 11. The second 

response is for us to decide that there were two names for this prophet. 

This phenomenon was not unusual among the Hebrews, especially when 

the two names were in agreement with each other in respect to either 

the etymology of the terms or the meaning of the things. There are, for 

exampl e, Jonathan, 23'Elnathan, 24 and Nathanael; 25 Uzziah26 and Aza- 

riah; 
27 and a great many similar thirIgs. But now. both of the names 

Zekaie 29 have a single significance. It is just as if Yirmeyah28 and )Lah 

you said, ', the man who exalts God or recalls him to mind and praises 

him by-his declaration. For a consideration of the periods of time in- 

volved prevents us from thinking that Jere. miali was still surviving after 

the return of the people, since lie began to prophesy in the thirteenth 

year of ýosiah. 30 Granting that lie was twenty-five years of age at that 
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time, lie woul .d have had to go twenty-five years beyond his hundredth 

birthday. How much less likely, therefore, was . he, to live to the times 

of Darius? 31 So then, this, with everyone's good leave, is our opinion 

concerning the application of this passage. 

PARALLEL XLIX 

Psalm 22 
19. They divide my garments 

among them, and for my rai- 
ment they, throw lots. I 

Matthew 27 
35. Now after they had crucified 

him, they divided his garments by 
casting lots, that it might be ful- 
filled what was spoken by the prophet, 
"They divided my garments among 
them and over my vesture they cas-t 
lots. 11 

The goal of this passage--as likewise of the psalm as a whole-- 

was this, that the church of God might possess long beforehand a pro- 

phe'tic narrative, and contempl4t6 every day the clear pattern of all those 

events which befell Jesus Christ, our Lord and Saviour, while lie lived 

in the form of a servant and suffered for us on the cross. Even for the 

latter time a remarkable pattern is contained in this verse. Matthew 

states its main point in words so perspicuous that, if we were to add any- 

- thing besides, we should be seen as lending light to the sun. The applica- 

tion-is, obvious and logically necessary. There is no alteration. There is 

only one question here--whether the theme of that psalm is simple, that' 

is, it contains a simple and prophetic narrative and story of Christ; or 

whether, on the other hand, it is composite, from the type David and the 
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foreshadowed story of Christ. Now we realize that most, to be sure, 

have been of the opinion that it appears with a composite theme, We 

hold that this interpretation is, of course, tolerable. But a great many 

things occur in this psalm which cannot rightly be attributed to David. 

Moreover,. many things besides have been predicated of Christ, not figur- 

atively or typically, but so literally that only by some violence can they 

be applied to David and entangle with complications a simple interpreta- 

tion concerning Christ. Above all, the special title of the psalm itself 

shows that the psalm was given to the church so that it might also be sung 

'e" one. dawn when the continual morning sacrifice was set in the presence 

of the Lord, 2 according as we are going to develop the same thing more 

3 fully in the second chapter of the Epistle to the Hebrews. From all these 

considerations we completely conclude that this psalm and each of its 

statements are talking about Christ and that this psalm was understood as 

gospel-oriented in the ancient church of the Jews. It is for this reason 

that Christ sanctified, as it were, its first words and applied them to him- 

self in the moment of his suffering, below in verse 46.4 And it is for this 

reason that the evangelists have taught that not a few of the verses of this 

psalm refer, to Christ. All the apostles, finally, have very frequently 

selected statements from this psalm, from which they have taught that, 

in accord with the predictions of the Old Testament, the fullness of grace 

was exhibited in Christ. 



THE GOSPEL OF MARK 

PARALLEL L 

Malachi 3 
1. Behold, I am going to send 

my messenger to make ready 
the way before me. 

Isaiah 40 
3. The voice of one crying: 

In the wilderness prepare the 
way of Jehovah, level off a path 
in the desert for our God. 

Mark 1 
2. As it is written in the prophets, 

"Behold, I send my courier before 

your face, who shall prepare your way 
in front of you. 

3. The voice of one crying in the 
wilderness: Prepare the way of the 
Lord, make his paths level. 11 

The goal due to which these two passages have been adduced by 

Mark is set forth very clearly in verse 1, when he says, "The beginning 

of the gospel proclamation concerning Jesus Christ, the Son of God"-- 

plainly, that it was of such a nature that it had been announced before- 

hand through the prophets in these passages. Therefore, the Holy Spirit 

wished to teach, as much in this argument as in others, that (as Augus- 

tine says) the Old Testament was the foretelling of the Now and the New 

the fulfilMent of the Old. 1 The main point is that God had already indi- 

cated long before through the prophets that, in the most corrupt times of 

the church of the Jews and times of which anyone would despair, lie would 

cause his messenger or courier to appear, who, in such a great desert, 

would prepare the ways of the Lord Jesus Christ with a very loud'voice 

and a clear proclamation (so to speak) ýf the gospel. The poin. t is fur 

ther that it hap 
. pened in exactly this way through John the Baptist, the 

messenger of God and forerunner2 of Christ, d fact which is set forth 

182 
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3 ''onsequently, fitting these two more fully in the following five verses. C 

passages togetjier is easy. Nevertheless, as far as the latter passage 

is concerned, because it appears in more extended form in Luke 3, we 

are going to postpone 'it to that point. 
4 Let us see about the former I pas- 

sage. Two -interpretations of that one can, to be sure, be brought fdr- 

wards. One is that which takes the title "messenger, 11 or "courier, 11 

as a syllepsis for all the couriers or prophets whom God has raised up 

in his church since that time. The other interpretation is that which 

explains it as literally and exclusively referring to one certain prophet. 

Certain Jews have brought the former forward (although others, seeing 

that it is rather ýveak, have been forced to refer the title to one certain 

prophet, nam'ely, to him'who'is afterwards honored with the 'name Elijah 

at the conclusion of this same prophetic discourse'). 5 But it does'not 

require many words at all to shatter this interpretation. For although 

the title "messenger, " or "courier, 11 is, in itself, general, this interpre- 

tation is still the fallacy of division 6 (as they call it) and such a shame- 

ful one that it has no need of a refutation. For, in the firbt place, a 

certain single period of time is designated when God says, "Behold, 1,11 

etc. -Secondly,. a single action and not one common to all the p: ýophett; 

is designated when he says, "lie will make ready the way before me. 11 

Thirdly, a description of the person of Christ coming to his church is 

designated when God says, . "The Lord whom you seek will suddenly come 

1 ,7 to his temple. Nor is this said with respect to the person of the Father 

b 
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or of the Holy Spirit, but with respect to the person of the Son, cif whom 

the words which follow this contain a depiction: "the ri? cssengcr of the 

8 
covenant in whom you delight, 11 etc. Lastly, the go. al of the chapter 

plainly demands this, a fact'which the Jew*s themselves, even though 

quite averse to Christ, have realized. It only remains, therefore, that 

we should explain those words of the prophet as referring to some one 

pe . rson. Now no one emerged as a propbet from the times of the afore- 

said Malachi well-nigh until the coming of Christ. And no one except 

Christ, who is God made visible in the flesh, can be called that Lord be- 

fore whose face the prophet walked who, was to prepare his ways. Final- 

ly, -none of these things can be shown concerning other people or times. 

For these reasons, we judge as most reasonable the application by this 

gospel-writer and others through which Christ is established as that Lord 

and John the Baptist as that harbinger9 of whom. the prophets had prophe- 

I sied with one voice long before. 

PARALLEL 11 

Mark 1 
44. Go, show yourself to the priest, and offer for your cleansing what 

Moses commanded, that this may serve as a proof to them. 

The institution of this ceremonial observance has this ultimate goal, 

that after a legitimate examination had been conducted by the priests and 

the church of God, a solemn declaration might be publicly promulgated, 

concerning a healing wrought by God and thanks might be given to God. 1 
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Christ wished this institution to be observed so that, by this pro6c. dure, 

he might make manifest to the priests the healing wrought by him, evcn 

as by God made visible in the flesh, and so that he might tender to the 

whole church an opportunity for giving thanks concerning this remarkable 

blessing which had been received. Sothen, the law enjoined in a mystical 

and sacramental way that this should be done in order to proclaim the 

reality of divine grace. Christ commanded, on the basis of the law, that 

this same thing should be done in orde. r to demonstrate the reality of Ids 

grace and to convict the priests more fully as enemies of this grace. 

And, accordingly, what is commanded in a historical sense in the law to 

serve as a typical, or sacramental, sign--it is related in the preoent 

verse that the same thing was performed in a historical sense in order 

to make manifest the true nature of Christ. 

Ma I rk Z: 24.2 The' line of ar 9 ument, drawn from the story of David, 

was discussed in Matthew 12. 

Mark 4: 12. The passage from Isaiah was discussed in Matthew 13.4 

Mark -7: 101. The passages from Moses were -discussed in Matthemý 15.5 

67 Mark 9: 12., The passage from Malachi was discussed in Matthew -1.7. 

PARALLEL III 

Leviticus 2 Mark 9 
13. You shall salt. every of- 49. Every offering will be salted 

fering of your service with salt; with salt. 1 

and you shall not let the salt of 
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the covenant of your God be 
missing from your service'; 
with your every offering you 
shall offer salt. 

I 

Christ, to be sure, does not here adduce in explicit language that 

passage of the law from which these words have been selected. Never- 

theless, since they were fetched from an ordinance of the law written 

down by Moses, it seemed necessary for us to undertake this matching 

2 up of the passages Ex TLCLPOLXXTIXOU. Now Moses points out the goal of 

this institution so perspicuously that no one can be doubtful about it, name- 

ly, t4at men should show that they continue steadfast in God's covenant. 

That this same goal has been preserved in the later passage by Christ, we 

shall shortly demonstrate in relation to its application. The main point, 

on the other hand, is that after men have been graciously received into 

God's covenant, they are obligated to continue in that same covenant in 

a steadfast and untainted fashion. They are obligated to cherish the same 

within themselves in a most holy way and preserve themselves pure, from 

every wickedness (which conflicts with the covenant) with as much scru- 

pulousness as men are used to employing who season meat or anything 

else in danger of rottenness and protect things from such rottenness by 

throwing salt on it. - For in Christ the pious man is a holy sacrifice, or 

offering, while the covenant of Christ is the salt by which every man who 

continues steadfastly pious has been protected from corruption and destruc- 

tion. But to demonstrate perspicuously that Christ has this in mind, the 

application of the expression before us must be considered. This was 
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the special case which the disciples set before Christ: someonelhad, 

been driving out demons by the name of Christ who was not following 

him, and so the disciples had thought it best to forbid the man. 3 Christ, 

responded that he ought not to be forbidden. The reason: "For lie that 

is not against us is for us. A That is, if one does not oppose God's cove- 

nant, of which the mediator is Christ, lie ought to be considered inimical 

neither to Christ nor to the covenant, but 'rather, in accord with the cove- 

nant, ought to be strengthened in the covenant through all the services of 

godliness and humaneness. Christ explains this theme. in detail from 

verse 41 on by means of the opposition, as fitting as could be, between 

services rendered and denied and between the consequences which have 

generally followed from rendering or denying those se. rvices. And, in- 

deed, of the services rendered and, of even the least service whatsoever 

(as, for example, if someone gives I another a cup of water in the name. of 

Christ), Christ makes the consequence plain in verse 41 in these words, 

"Truly, I say to you, he by no means loses his reward. 11 But what will 

be the consequence of services not rendered, Christ sets forth first in a 

general way, on the one hand, in verse 42--then in particular, on the 

other hand, in verse 43 and following, by offering an enumeration of sever- 

al parts of the, body, each of which is supposed to provide specific services P 

namely, the hands, feet, eyes. Now, two kinds of consequences are de- 

scribedinthis lattercategory: one of them is commanded; the other, an- 

nounced as occurring if the command is not executed. For it is command- 
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I 
ed that whatever causes stumbling should be cut off. That is, the pious 

should keep away from every stumbling-block with so much scrupulous- 

ness that they would, of their own accord, suffer any injury, whether of 

the body or of a member of it, rather than to act as a stumbling-block 

for any little one. And if ever desire for or thinking about any thing which 

can cause stumbling titillates them, they are, in like manner, commanded 

to cast it away from them, just as if that thing were being consigned to 

the fire. It is announced, on the other hand, that if the pious do not do 

this, all those who would not consign those things to the fire are thrust 

down to eternal fire together with those stumbling-blocks of theirs and 

those means by which they caused stumbling. The aetiological basis for 

both parts of this matter is brought forward in verse 49--and that by em'- 

ploying an exceedingly exquisite metaphor in the form of the word for 

salting. For when it is stated that "every man will be salted with fire" 

(or, as the Syriac and Arabic versions translate it, "everything will be 

5 
salted with fire" ). the sense of these words, in my opinion, is that a 

man can be protected from the rottenness of stumbling-blocks in no other 

way than if he himself has cut off and cast away whatever constitutes 

wickedness for himself and a stumbling-block for others. And, indeed, 
I 

he must cast it away in such a manner as if to consume anything wicked 

which he sees to be near by the sudden application of glowing iron or 

fire. If this has been done, it is just as if the rottenness has been cut 

off and the man salted in such a way that he is no longer being eaten away 
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by some such gangrene, as it were. Now when it is stated that Iýevery 

offering will be salted with salt, 11 this meaning which we previously as- 

serted now seems to be plain. It is, namely, that any pious man is a 

sacrifice pleasing to God and is preserved by the salt in God's covenant. 

But lie must see to this above all, that if he is conscious iý his mind of 

wickedness, lie should remove it from himself as if by fire, so that, 

purged from it, lie can be a sacrifice holy, acceptable, and pleasing to 

God. And the line of argument previously developed and the point of ex- 

hortation which Christ employs in the ensuing 'verse agree very well with 

this interpretation. 

t 

Mark 10: 4 and following. The passages of Moses were-discussed in 
Matthew 5.6 

Mark 10: 19. We spoke about this in Matthew 19.7 

Mark 11: 9.8 We spoke *about the se words of the prophet in Matthew 2 1.9 

Mark 11: 17. We spoke about these in Matthew 21.10 

Mark 12: 10.11 We spoke about the se in Matthew 2 1.12 

13 Mark 12: 19. We spoke about this passage from Moses in Matthew 22. 

Mark 12: 26 and 29 14 
and 36. We spoke about these in Matthew 22.15 

Mark 13: 14. We spoke about this in Matthew 24.16 

Mark 14: 21 and 49. We are going to speak about these in the Gospel 
of John. 17 

Mark 14.27. We spoke about this passage from Zechariah in Matthew 
26.18 
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PARALLEL IIH 

Isaiah 53 Mark 15 
12. And he was numbered 28. And the scripture was ful- 

with the transgressors. filled which says, "And he was 
numbered with the transgressors. 

The goal which was intended by the propliet Isaiah as lie was 

writing these words according to the testimony of the divine Spirit was 

this, that he might relate the sufferings of Christ and the benefits which 

would come to his body from them. 'To these things certain signs of his 

were alýSo quite appropriately adde'd through the proplict. In just the same 

way, we have no doubt that Mark in thelater passage teaches in a his. tori- 

cal way that this fulfilment of the prophecy which Isaiah foretold in the 

same words is most certain. Nbw the main ýpoint of that passage in Isaiah 

is that Jesus Christ is going to. -join many co-heirs to himself by accom- 

plishing our redemption through death on the cross and blotting out our 

sins 1hrough his intervention. The aforesaid sign of -this fact would be 

that the same man whois righteous -and was pronounced righteous, by the 

verdict of his judge, -was to suffer among the number of the guilty, just 

as the gospel account very clearly relates that it took place. So then, 

the application of this passage is not complex. But because the under- 

standing and goal of that whole chapter is discussed with a definite design 

at Acts 8: 32 and following, it is better to defer a more extended interpre- 

tation-of that chapter to that point. 

Mark 15: 34. We spoke about that passage from David in Matthew 27. 



THE GOSPEL OF LUKE 

PARALLEL LIV 

Psalm 132 
17. There I will make a horn of 

David flourish, preparing a lamp 
in my Christ. ' 

18, His enemies I will clothe 
with shame, but upon himself 
his crown will flourish. 

Luke 1 
69. He has raised up a horn of 

salvation for us in the house of 
his servant David, 

70. as he spoke by the mouth of 
his holy prophets who have been 
from of old-- 

71. salvation from our enemies 
and from the hand of all who hatc 
us, 

This1whole song of Zechariah has, to be sure, been copied almost 

w. ord for word from various passages of the prophets. 
1 Nevertheless, 

they are either clear in themselves or are adduced without the least ac- 

knowledgement. Therefore, it does not seem necessary besides to match 

each passage from the prophets with each expression of this, song. This 

passage, however (to which there can be connected others too with al- 

most the same words and with the same sense), had to be adduce. d ar-nong 

others, because I, at least, have no doubt that Zechariah had the same 

passage in mind. Now the goal in both places is that the church should be 

taught about the saving power which she possesses in Christ and that, re- 

lying on the hope of that power, she should be at rest in God. The main 

point is that God the Father, at the time which lie appointed to visit and 

redeem his people from their sins, raised up Jesus Christ from the seed 

of David, so that through a saving horn, as it were--that is, through his 
I 

divine power--he might provide eternal salvation to his own and, against 

191,0 
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all obstacles, set them free and that they, therefore, might enjoy his 

eternal mercy and declare it openly to his glory. So then, the first point, 

on the one hand, is that it is stated that God raised up a horn of salvation 

and glory in Jesus Christ. The prophet intimates this in verse 17 with 

a twofpld rn'etaphor, calling the saving F; ower a horn, while calling the 

glory by the name "lamp, 11 a lamp which God prepared in the son of his 

compassion. The second point, on the other hand, is that from that power 

and glory of Christ there arises the deliverance and salvation of his mem- 

bers, united with the shame and stunned confusion of his enemies. The 

prophet intimates this part in these words, I'llis enemies I will clothe 

with shame, 11 etc. Both points, however, are clearly interwoven herel in 

the same order by Zechariah. For, in the first place, he praises the 

glorious power of God in Christ with these words, "Ile has raised up a 

horn of salvation for us, 11 etc. Next, moreover, lie reports the effect of 

that power, as though inseparable from the power of Christ, by means of 

apposition (as the grammarians say) in those words, "He has raised up 

salvation from our enemies, " etc. He is, of course, deducing the 

effect of that power, by a most certain and indubitable line of argument, 

from an efficient cause which is in no way obstructed and never rests, 2 

The prophet Micah, conversely, at *the end of chapter 4 and the, beginning 

of 5, rises from the effect which God revealed in his church to the effi- 

cient cause and establishes, by consideration of the efficient cause, that 

this effect on the church would be quite, unchanging. 
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I PARALLEL LV 

Malachi 3 
20., For you, 0 you who fear 

my name, the sun of righteous- 
ness shall rise with healing in 
his wings. And you shall go 
forth and grow like calves in 
a feeding-stall. I 

Isaiah 9 
2. The people who sit in 

darkness, etc. 2 

I 

Luke 1 
78. On account of the bowels of 

mercy of our God, whereby the- sun 
from on high has visited us 

79. to appear to those who are 
lying in darkness and in the shadow 
of death, to guide our feet into the 
way of peace. 

Before we state our opinion about the nature of these passages, 

a few words must be brought forward concerning a correct interpretation 

of the term C'L'V(Xco, %T"1.3 There are, then, two interpretations of this 
I 

word, both pertaining-metaphgrically to Christ. The first is taken from 

a comparison with stalks, twigs, or sprigs which are sprouting forth. 

For all these things are said to CLVCL-rC"LXCLL 
4 for what is the same as 

"to spring up" or "blossom forth. 1, Hesychius esteems this -latter idea 

more satisfactory. A great many think that the noun C'LVCLTOXTl, de- 
I 

rived from this source, designates a sprig bursting forth-for the first 

time and rising from its root. The second interpretation', on the other 

hand, is taken from a likening to the rising sun, to which the grammari- 

-Y 6 3' 7 ans contend that the word cLvcLTcX)Lc Lv is proper, as is CTELUC'XA. E: L'V 

to the other stars and constellations. The noun C"LVCLTOXn, consequent- 

ly, has been derived from this source- -literally, to be sure, signifying 

the sunrise,. that is, the action of the rising sun, or the region as well; 
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I but metonymically signifying the rising sun itself. The interpretation 

of this passage, however, is perýaps no less appropriate and suitable 

18 if you say that those added terms, eE ULýOUQ, must be connected with 

I the term AvoL-voXTI for the sake of delimitation9 (as they say) and must 

10 
not be construed with the preceding word EnLOXCnTE03OLL . For 

CL'VCLTEA. XE: LV is not only "to spring up" in the Greek authors, but also 

\1 11 C OTCLVCL L, 
12 

TO CLVCLXajInCLV, or TO VLCOTjjLDPLaCCLV XCLI C'TL\L RC(=, %Tlr- 

which the Egyptians called ýtecyoupcLVE: -LV. 13 Thus, the sun is said to 

JI 
CLVCLTC; k; kCLV in two ways, both-at sun-rise itself when appearing with 

its first. light and also at mid-day when illuminating everything from the 

height of heaven in its full strength, as sacred scripture says. 
14 Per- 

haps, therefore, what is conjointly termed CLVCX'ro?, Tl C"E 'UQ)Our. (as it seems 

to me, at least) is that mid-day and most powerful illumination with which 

the sun surveys all the world, so that the rising sun of the verse is neatly 

c> 15 distinguished c'LT-Eol TTlQ E: G")TIC av(x-rOXTI"QQ, that is, from its first rising. 

Now, however, let us show in a few words which of the two inter- 

pretations -appears more suitable to the present passage. The following 

things make it appear that the metaphor has been taken from twigs: first, 

the ýtsage of the word aVCLTEXXCLV; secondly, a comparison with pas- 

sages in which Christ is called a sprig; thirdly, the interpretation of the 

severity Greek translators (as they are reckoned). 16 But (to statý what 

I think in a few words, by everyone's good leave) this conclusion, which 

from the accepted usage of one verb ascribes the same meaning to a re- 
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lated noun, does not seem to be logically binding, especially since the 

fact is well-known among Greek grammarians that the noun OLVOLTO rl 

does not occur with this mcaning in the good authors. Nor, for the next 

point, is it logically binding that a -sprig is introduced in this passage 

17 because Christ is called a sprig by Jeremiah and Zechariah. For the 

same person is also termed "sun" and "light, 11 etc., in the scripture, 
18 

Nor, lastly, does it possess. binding force that, if those seventy Greek 

translators rendered these passages in this way, the interpretation of 

the pres I ent passage too ought to be fetched from them and, indeed, from 

the same passages. For, in the first place, it- is not even certain whether 

that translation which we possess arose from those seventy men; this idea 

can, in fact, be shattered by not a few clear instances from the New Testa- 

19 
ment. Next, however, supposing that this idea were certain, it will 

not be proven thereby that an exposition ought to be conveyed to this place 

from those passages. Therefore, passing over the comparisons of pas- 

sages which can be collected from elsewhere, we conclude that we ought 

to give more attention to deciding the interpretation of this ambiguous 

noun from the present passage itself and its context. Now, not, only this 

very class of allegory which is employed by Zechariah in this verse, but 

also the preceding and ensuing lines which relate to this therne, scem 

wholly to demand that the interpretation be drawn from the second meta- 

phor. For whether we embrace the meaning "rising sun" or the meaning 

"mid-day sun, 11 about which we were just speaking, it is certainly de- 
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scribed as looking upon and surveying earthly affairs from abovei. This 

kind of expression 'cannot be thrust out of this passage without spoiling 

the value. of this allegory. Next, indeed, if we look to the preceding lines, 

there is. no doubt that John the Baptist is compared with Lucifer, 20 
or 

the morning star, when Zechariah said in discourse directed to his son 
0 

the-Baptist, pyou will go before the face of the Lord to prepare his ways, 

to give knowledge of the saivation coming to his people through the for- 

gi. veness of sins, " etc. 2-1 It is just as if he were saying, "As, by its 

nature, the morning star goes before the sun., even so will John the Baptist 

go before Christ, the sun of righteousness, so that, " from his witness and 

advance indication, the people of God should be taught and come to know 

Christ. Lastly, the agreement of the following verse with this interpre- 

tation is so evident that we 
ýo not hesitate to prefer it to the other one as 

correct and logically necessary. For, in deliberately uniting the other 

passage which we have laid out in our diagram, one from Isaiah, with 

that from the prophet [Malachi], Zechariah uses these words, "to shine 

from above on those who are lying in darkness and in the -shadow of death, 

to guide our feet into the way of peace. 11 These are the words which Mat- 

thew had deliberately adduced in his fourth chapter, using the word 

.3/ CLVETC LXCV, 22 in order to demonstrate that the fulfilmqnt of God's pro- 

mises was this very thing which Zechariah, the father of the Baptist, 

wanted to point out here with various passages accumulated. from the 

prophets. 
23 
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It only remains that we should see about the way in which dur dia- 

gram fits together. First, then, the thing speaks for itself that various 

pas, sages of scripture are drawn together into one; and it is quite obvious 

from the diagram. For the latter phrases are from Isaiah, the former 

from Malachi. But it must be'maintained further that the words of Malachi 

are adducqd by Zechariah in such a way that the greatest part of the for- 

mer's third chapter is drawn together into a certain summary in this 

apostrophe to John the Baptist. For those words, "And you, child, will 

24 be called the. prophet of the Most High; for you will go before, 11 etc. , 

look back to the beginning of the third chapter, where Malachi was saying, 

"Behold, I will send my messenger, 11 etc. 
? "5 Also, those words, 

. 
"to give 

knowledge of salvation, 11 etc. , 
26 look back to the end of the same chapter: 

"Behold, I will send you Elijah the prophet before the exceedingly -great 

and awesome day of Jehovah comes, in order to turn the hearts of the fa- 

thers to their childreAll etc. 
27 Similarly, those words, "on account of , 

the bowels -of mercy of our God, " have been drawn from verse 16 and fol- 

lowing of the same chapter: * I'T, hen those who fear Jehovah, who often 

speak with one another, 11 ctC. 
28 -Those words, finally, 'whereby the 

dayspring from on high has visited us, 11 have, without doubt, been copied 

from verse 20 of the same chapter, ? -9 although the words have b6en changed 

as we have laid them out in the diagram. And the final words of the fol- 

lowing verse, "to guide our feet into the way of peace, 11 express briefly 

what Malachi set forth in more words: that only in the wings of Christ, % 

F 
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the sun of -righteousness, would there be healing, that those who fear 

God would go forth and grow like calves in a feeding-stall, finally that 

they would so tread down the wicked that the latter would be made like 

ashes under the soles of the God-fearers I feet. 30 In my opinion, there- 

fore, bringing these passages together with each other in this way is as 

correct as it is logically necessary. 

PARALLEL LVI 

. Exodus 13 
2. Consecrate to me all the 

firstborn; whatever first opens 
the ýNomb among the people of 
Israel, etc. 

Leviticus 1Z 
8. But if a's much as her hands 

may obtain is not enough for a 
small sheep,, she shall take two 
turtle-doves or two young pig- 
eons, etc. 

Lukc 2 
22. And when the days of Mary's 

purification were completed according 
to the law of Moses, they brought 
Christ up to Jerusalem to present 
him to the Lord 

23. (as it is written in the law of 
the Lord, "Every male who is born 
first shal 1 be called holy to the Lord") 

24. and to offer a sacrifice according 
to what is said in the law of the Lord, 
"a pair of turtle-doves or two young 
pigeons. 11 

The goal of both passages is that we may understand that both Mary 

the virgin 8coToxog1 and Christ as man were subject to the law and, con- 

sequently, religiously performed what the law commands. Now, the law 

of God had already commanded long before that, at a fixed and appointed 

time, women who had given birth should be purified from their flow of 

blood by some prescribed ceremony and should present and sanctify their 

first-born to the Lord, as if given up by them to him. The main point is 

that since these were the requirements, both were solemnly observed by 

k 
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Mary, the mother of Christ. And, indeed, with regard to the idba that 

the observance of the ceremonial commandment was encouraged by the 

explicit words of the divine law, we have Luke as a very reliable witness 

when he says that Christ's parents "brought Christ up to Jerusalem to 

present him to the Lord, as it is written in the law of the -Lord, 11 etc., 

and "to offer a sacrifice according to what is said in the law of the Lord, 11 

etc. So then, the way in which the passages fit together in both cases is 

quite correct, just as the obedience in relation to the present ceremonial 

observance was correct and holy. In the first passage, nevertheless, there 

seem to be two changes. One is that the noun "male, 11 or "man, 11 is add- 

e d. The other is that the noun "first-born" is omitted by Luke. The 

reason for these things is uncomplicated. For Luke takes the noun "male" 

from the interpretation of Moses. In place of what God had enjoined ("Con- 

secrate to me all the first-born, 11 etc. ), Moses, commanding flic same 

thing in words from God, spoke to the people as follows: "You shall set 

apart to Jehovah all that first opens the womb; indeed, of the offspring 

of such cattle as shall belong to you, all the males that first opq'n the 

womb shall be Jehovah's. 112 As to the fact, on the other hand, that the 

noun "first-born" has been omitted by Luke, no one will wonder at this 

3 
who observes that the sort of expression found there, 5LCLVOZYOV UnTPOLV, 

pertains to the delimitation4 of "first-born. 11 For the noun "first-born" 

in the Hebrew authors was customarily predicated, without distinction, 

not only of man or animate beings, but also of inanimate things; and not 
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I infrequently it was employed metaphorically as well. Appropriately, 

therefore, it seemed good to the Holy Spirit at this passage to retain 

this expression which not only denotes something first-born, but also 

restricts and circumscribes its signification to its proper sense, just 

as the law itself had explicitly stipulated. 

At this point, however, two questions arise. One is: w. hat did it 

I 
avail for Christ to be presented to the Lord? The other is: what did it 

avail for Mary to offer a sacrifice for the sake of, her purification accord- 

ing to the law of Moses? 
, 

We respond in this way with a few words to the 

former: Christ the eternal Son of God, only-begotten by nature and yet 

first-born for the sharing -of grace and our redemption, was holy to the 

Lord all the time--from eternity, on the one hand, in so far as lie is 

God; from the moment of conception, on the other hand, in so far as lie 

was made flesh. Therefore, it was of no avail at all for him to be pre-, 

sented to the Lord for his own sake--him who, according to essence, is 

one and the same God with the Father and the Holy Spirit and, according 

to person, the eternal Son, of the eternal Father. It must be, therefore, 

'that it was for our sakes that he'was consecrated to his God and Father 

according to the ceremonial usage of the law, just as he was likewise 

given as a child for us and made a man for the sake of us men. Now., in 

the scriptures, everything which is said to be consecrated, or sanctified, 

I is consecrated by nature or by an institution or, finally, by a sacrament. 

As far as sanctification by nature is concerned, some things are conse- 

I 
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5 
crated XCLTCL YEVTICIL'V, when they are actually made holy by tile 

grace of-God; others, XCL-rcL =LVEP(OCFLVr6 when those things which arc 

actually h6ly show themselves to be such as they are. As far as sanctifi- 

cation by an institution is concerned, some things are consecrated XCLT) 

17 
E: TELTCLYTNIV XCLIL C3'TU1YYCXLCLVr by the command and promise, or bles- 

sing, of God, as, for example, the day of the sabbath and similar things. 

8 Others are consecrated XCLT(')L TtOLP(XYYEXLCLVF as when men are ordered 

to sanctify, or consecrate, themselves. . It is in this sense that that pas- 

sage of Moses must be taken which we have quoted in the diagram from 

chapter. 13 of Exodus. As far as sanctification by a sacrament is con- 

cerned, finally, s-ome things are consecrated by a sacrament specifically 

in so far'as it is a sacrament, as the ancients expressed it; others, by 

transfer, that is, not only by the sign but also by the reality of the things 

signified. 

Now let us see in, which ways it was that Christ, as the first-born, 

was sanctified to God. As to consecration by nature, it cannot properly 

be said that he who is holy and holiness itself was sanctified except XCLTCL 

WCL'VCPCOCFLV. In that sense, indeed, it is rightly said that Christ, who 

was made under the law, is holy to God and was sanctified according to 

the commandment of the law. On the other hand, he who 'KCL*ra yeVqCLV 

is holiness itself, could not be made XCLTCL 'YCVTICYL'V more holy. As to 

consecration by an institution, it was not for his own sake, but for ours, 

that Christ had to be sanctified according to the command and promise 
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of God, to serve as the first-born among us and, likewise, as our priest, 

having abolished the priesthood of the Levites. As -to sanctification by a 

sacrament, finally, even though he himself is the reality of the sacra- 

ments, Christ had to be consecrated by a sacrament for these reasons: 

first, to obey the law as a man made under the law; secondly, to sanctify 

the sacrament of the law in his own person as the one who is the goal and 

fulfilment of the law; lastly, to act as a servant of the same sacrament 

which had been observed among the ancients, that is, to sanctify that 

sacrament of the law in relation to the fathers who had lived under the 

law, corresponding to the way in which the apostle spoke in Romans 15 

about the circumcision of the fathers. ? It follows, therefore, that the 

aforementioned sanctification was performed more for our sakes than 

for his. 

The other question was this: why was it necessary for the virgin 

OE; OTO'xoc- to undergo purification and to offer a sacrifice according to 

the law of the Lord? The explanation is easy. For it is nowhere said 

in the law of Moses that it is on account of sin that a woman is obligated 

in regard to this sacrifice which the law commanded- -whether original 

sin, whether actual sin (as they call it), or whether, finally, the copu- 

lation with a man itself. But rather it is on account of the flow of her 

separation, as scripture expresses it; 10 that is, ' on account of a ceremoni- 

al impurity which the woman contracted from the flow of blood, even though 
4 

natural, whether it was that common flow which they call the menses or 
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whether the less common flow resulting from childbirth. ' So then, this 

impurity was imposed by the law through a ceremonial usage for the 

sake of designating, not a sin, but a physical *eakncss and natural un- 

cleanness (physical weakness, but not sin, is a class of this natural un- 

cleanness). Therefore, it definitely follows that this sacrifice was com- 

manded for the sake of purifying not a sin, but a physical weakness, as a 

result of which, according to the ceremonial law, women we, re held liable, 

not indeed for sin, but for a state of obligation proceeding from impurity, 

without there being any question of sin. Consequently, pubescent virgins 

shared in this impurity due to the weakness of nature without any idea 

of either sin or even copulation. And, on account of this, they were 

obligated by the law to observe a separation (as Moses calls it). 11 In 

just the same way, we have no doubt that the most holy virgin, the moth- 

er of Jesus Christ, likewise suffered, in accord with the law of nature, 

this weakness and blood-flow, both the monthly one and also the less 

common one after the birth of Christ. And, for that reason, she abode 

in separation in the prescribed manner and religiously observed this 

separation, so as to obey the law. Therefore, this purification was an 

expiation not of sin, but of ceremonial impurity. The virgin was so con- 

ýcious of this impurity within her that she was obliged by an inimitable 

faithfulness to purify herself from it through this ceremonial observance. 

Nor could she, e? ccept in an impudent manner, exempt herself from this 
1. 

law--this law which the Lord had decreed on account of impurity, not on 
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account of sin. For everywhere in the institution of this purific4tion, 

the impurity of women who have given birth is compared with the we'ek- 

long monthly impurity and is considered by the. law in the same terms. 

For. so says Moses: "As she is wont to be unclean for seven days, ac- 

cording to the days in which she is -separated on account of her weakness, 

she sliall'be unclean, 11 and so forth. 12 

PARALLEL LVII 

Luke 2 
30. Your salvation 
31. which you have prepared in the presence of all peoples, 
32. a light to offer revelation to the Gentiles and the glory of 

your people Israel. 

Although all these things occur in a great many passages'of scrip- 

ture--one here, another there-it is still quite certain that they are 

drawn from chapter 49 of Isaiah, where these same things are predicated 

of Christ in literal and explicit- language. 1 Nor. do they have any need of 

explanation. 

PARALLEL LVIII 

Isaiah 8 
14. And he will be for your 

sanctification but will become 
a stone of collision and a rock of 
stumbling to both houses of 
Israel, a trap and a snare to the 
inhabitant of Jerusalem. * 

Luke 2 
34. Behold, this one is set for the 

fall and resurrection of many in 
Israel, and for a sign that is spoken 
against. 



15. And 
' 
many of them shall 

stumble, who shall be broken 

when they fall and taken when 
they have been snared. 
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The goal common to both passages is that the results which would 
0 

follow from the former coming of Christ and the preaching of the gospel 

should be set forth in the church of God and be established among all 

good men for the strerrgthening of the pious. The main point is that. there 

would be two results of the presence of Christ and preaching of the gospel 

(according, that is, to the nature of those opposite groups, to whom Christ 

would be revealed through the gospel), namely, the fall of the impious 

and the resurrection of the elect. The application is surely quite reliable, 

since the same thing is clearly proclaimed by Isaiah and Simeon. ' To be 

sure, there is, in outward appearance, a certain alteration here. For, 

in the first place, the order of the assertion has been inverted, since 

here the fall, or destruction, of the impious is mentioned before the re'sur- 

rection to salvation of the elect. Secondly, in place of that-which Isaiah 

states as "lie will be for sanctification, 11 Simeon has stated it differently 

by use of mc*talej2sis, saying that Christ would be "for the resurrection 

of many. 11 For sanctification is the fruit which follows from the resur- - 

rection, that is, our restoration in Christ and regeneration. Or if you 

take "resurrection" as the whole formation of the pious in Christ, sanctifi- 

cation will be a part of it. Thiidly, as to the fact that Simeon says that 

Christ would be for the fall [of some], he thereby embraces for the sake 

of brevity all the effects which have been cited from Isaiah in our diagram. 
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This alteration, so far from detracting from the truth, is, on the con- 

trary, the most suitable interpretation of them all. In the s-ame man- 

ner als& that last phrase, "for a sign that is spoken against, 11 is taken 

from the same plac, e in the third verse thereafter, when Christ speaks 

as follows: "Behold me and the children whom Jehovah has given me for 

signs and for portents, 11 etc. 
2 Thus everything ag: ýces with everything 

else in a manher quite suitable. 

But the application of this passage seems to be difficult, someone 

says. Nay rather, says the Jew, it is false and unsuitable. I respond: 

it is neither false nor unsuitable nor a difficult application, if one turns 

his attention to the passage from Isaiah. For everything which is con- 

tained in this chapter, from the promise in the tenth verse on, must all 

be taken as referring to Christ, just as Isaiah himself very clearly shows. 

For after the prophet has. described the calamities that will pervade 
I 

Judaea, which'is called the land of Immanuel, 3 the propliet recalls the 

people to the gracious promise of God's salvation with a glorious pro- 

clamation to their cnemics by saying, "Join together, 0 peoples, 11 etc. , 

verse 9, then in verse 10, "Take counsel together and it will come to 

nought; speak a word and it will not come forth; but that of Immanuel 

will. " Later on, indeed, God the Father, transmitting the word of Im- 

fnanuel to his prophet and strengthening him against the common perver- 

sity of his people, warns him in these words, "Do not say, 'Conspira- 

cy'; and do not fear with the fear of this people, 11 verse 12. But, rathe'r, 
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I 
the prophet is warned to fe-ar, on the contrary, "Jehovah of host 4 

s, 11 that 

is, Jesus Christ, the messenger of the covenant and commander of hosts 

(as he is called in the book of Joshua), 4 fearing him and having dread of 

him. Then, at last, to this command is appended the aforementioned 

promise, "And he will be for your sanctification, 11 etc. , as we laid it 

out in the diagram. Since these things are declared by Jehovah and, in- 

deed, concerning him who is called. Immanuel and Jehovah, they surely 

cannot, by any line of reasoning or even appearance of reasoning, be 

confiscated from Christ and dragged away to some other and forced in- 

terpretation. We shall, -if the Lord wills, speak about such remaining 

things as pertain to the last words of Simeon in their proper placq, that 

5 is, in the second chapter of the Epistle to the Hebrews. 

PARALLEL LIX 

Isaiah 40 
3. The voice of one crying, 

'In the wilderness prepare the 
way of Jehovah; make level in the 
desert a highway for our God. 

4. Every valley shall be 
lifted up and every mountain 
and hill be made low; and that 
which is crooked shall be straight, 
and the rough places shall be 
changed into a level way. 

5. And the glory of Jehovah 
shall be revealed, and all - 
flesh shall see the same to- 
gether. For the mouth of 
Jehovah has spoken. "' 

Luke 3 

-4. The voice of one crying, "In 
the wilderness prepare the way of 
the Lord; make his paths straight. 

5. Every valley shall be filled, 
and every mountain and hill be made. 
low, and things that are crooked shall 
be made a straight way, and the rough 
ways shall be made level. 

6. And all flesh shall see the saving 
glory of God. It 

t 
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I 
The goal common to these passages is that the-ke 

I 
might be defin. ite 

agreement in the church about the coming of Christ on the basis of the 

legate or herald preceding him and the legation's theme. There is only 

this difference, that what Isaiah announced beforehand as going to come 

ab6ut, the evangelists announce as having been accomplished. The main 

point is that John the Baptist, the son of Zechariah and Elizabeth, 

pr'eached, according to his calling, the baptism of repentance for the re- 
r 

mission of sins through faith in Christ who was following after him, just 

as it had been very carefully announced beforehand through Isaiah. For 

John the Baptist is the very one who, by reason of his office, is called 

"the voice of one 'crying. 11 Those words, "In the wilderness prepare the 

way of the Iýord, 11 etc. , signified the baptism of repentance in Christ. 

As for the remission of sins through faith in hirn, the whole fourth and 
i 

fifth verses of Isaiah in the same passage point this out allegorically. 

All these things have been compressed together into fewer words by the 

evangelist. And so the reason for the alterations is simple. For, in the 

first place, as to the fact that in all the passages of the New Testament 

the punctuation mark is placed after the noun "wilderness, 11 we have long 

advised in comments on Isaiah from the testimony of the Hebrew context 

and from the connection with the following phrase, that it must be changed 

[in Luke] and that a punctuation mark ought to be restored after the par- 

t- iciple "crying. 11 Next, it is an "ETjYTjTLX"v2 60 phenorilenon that in the 

following verse Luke, in place of these words, "Every valley shall be 
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lifted up, 11 explains it as "shall be filled. 11 Finally, the theme of the 

fifth verse is compressed by Luke into fewer words when Luke substi- 

tutes merely these words, "And all flesh shall see the CFWTT'IPLOV3 of G'od,,, 

for [the statement] that the glory of Jehovah will reveal itself so that it 

may be seen by all flesh. On account of this, we have translated this 

term OW-ITIPLO'v as "saving glory, 11 so as to explain it more clearly 

and without use of-a homonym. Everything, consequently, leads to the 

same thing. 

But the Jews and other enemies of the truth may grow] that the 

passage I concerned from Isaiah cannot be taken as dealing with this argu- 

ment. But for witnesses that what they say is false and opposes the truth 

of the divine word, we appeal not only to the evangelists and the Baptist 

himself (John 1: 23), but to the self-same Isaiah in the whole argument 

in question. For, in the first place, Isaiah declares in the second verse 

that this prophecy which he will speak is proper to the consolation 

of the holy people, that is, the church, of that time when the time 

assigned to the people of God has been completed and her iniquity par- 

doned, when she has received from Jehovah's hand double for all her 

sins. 4 But Daniel relates in a great many places that this predetermined 

time was not completed when the Jews returned from Babylonia; the dark- 

ness of the Jews is not able to dispel his light. 5 Secondly, to that time 

is referred the coming of Jehovah and our God when lie would reveal his 

glory and disclose himself in the flesh so that he could be beheld by flesh. 6 

Thirdly, the theme and whole ministry of the gospel is foretold, namely, 
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concerning the manifesting of Christ and conc. erning his office, on the 

one hand, against the wicked and impious who oppose the gospel and, 

on the other hand, toward all the pious who have entrusted themselves 

to the leading of their Saviour, verses 9,10,11. Lastly, not even the 

more clever and. experienced Jews have been able to overthrow this in- 

terpretation altogether, but, shattered by the force and strength of the 

truth, have acknowledged that there, are things in this passage which 

they were compelled to refer to the Messiah. In other respects, however, 

they have, in an extraordinary way, bent their energies to this end: that 

each word, even though quite clear, might be twisted from the person of 

Christ and the times of the gospel to the people of the Jews and the return 

from Babylonia. 

PARAýLEL LX 

I Chronicles 3 
17. And the sons of Jechoniah, 

the captive: Salathiel his son, 
etc. 

Genesis 10 
24. And Arpachshad begot 

Shelah, and Shelah begot Eber. 

Luke 3 
27. Who was the son of Joanan, 

who was that of Rhesa, who was that 
of Zerubbabel, who was that of Sala- 
thiel, who was that of Neri 

35. who was the son of Eber, who 
was that of Shelah, 

36. who was that of Cainan, who 
was that of Arpliaxad, 'etc. 

We have already expounded the first passage concerning the gene- 

alogy of Salathiel in the third paral. lel. I Let us see, therefore, about the 

second passage. The goal in both places -is that, by an enumeration of 

the holy line of descent, the faithfulness and truthfulness -of God might be 
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shown in-the keeping of his promises, of which Christ was. the fd1fil- 

ment as the blessed seed promised to this line. The main point is that 

Christ is the s6ed sprung from this line to which'the p: vomises had been 

made by God and that, accordingly, it is proven by this enumeration of 

his line, of descent that no one ought to be considered or called Messiah 

other than lie whose story the evangelists have transmitted to us. But 

in the comparison of these passages it is commonly thought that there is 

>/2 an CLVTLXOYLCL not indistinct. For Moses taught that Shelah was begot- 

ten by Arpliaxad; but Luke, that Cainan was sprung from the lattcr and 

Shelah was begotten by Cainan as though he were the grandson of his fa- 

ther Arphaxad. There are three solutions (if I remember correctly) 

which have so far been applied to the interpretation of this passage. The 

first is that the name "Cainan" was not added by Luke at this place, but 

was interpolated by either the presumpti-on or the inexperience of copy- 

ists. The second solution is that these things scarcely cont. radict each 

other, because in scripture a grandson is called the son of his grand- 

father and is said to, have been begotten by his grandfather-by means, 

of course, of the father who (as they say) comes between t1lem. 3 And, 

accordingly, the father whom Moses omitted in his account for the sake 

of brevity was rightly inserted by Luke. The third solution is that the 

word "Gainan" was, to be sure, added by Luke, but on the testimony 

of the Greek translators, whose translation Ltdrce preferred to follow 

rather than, through an untimely alteration, press the makings of a 
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dispute upon the infant church and just as. the truth of the gospel kvas 

first dawning. 

As far as the first solution is concerned, it is confirmed by the 

testimony of. a few ancient manuscript books (which testimony few learned 

men in our day assert that they have corroborated), and also by a single 

passage of Epiphanius (unless my mind deceives me) in KcL-roL 

4 ME XXLCF66eX LCXVWV. There in making a computation of periods of time 

with the specific intention to refute the dogma of the Melchizedekians, 
I 

Epiphanius clearly omitted Cainan, and, by so omitting him, the total 

sum of years is very prettily established which lie wanted to procure 

from bringing together the years of all the inclividual patriarchs, Never- 

theless, ho,. ýever this matter may stand, to me, at least, this solution 

cannot be adequately corroborated. For although some books (so they 

contend) exist which lack the name of Cainan in Luke's account, it still 

scarcely follows from this that the word 11, Cainan" was crammed in by 

others; because it is the unvarying consensus of all the fathers --however 

many they are--and all the translators --Syriac, Arabic, and others--that 

the name "Cainan" occurred in Luke and, in fact, in this place. It was 

for this reason as well that the fathers themselves also mightily exerted 

themselves concerning this question long ago--Clirysostom, 5 Jerome, 6 

7 
Augustine and others, who unanimously agree that seventy-seven names 

are found in this enumeration of the line of descent. And it was also for 

this reason that already long ago, for convenience. in counting, five names 

v 
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were assigned by the fathers to each verse, if you except the first and 

last of them, of which the latter contained four names and the former 

three. What about the fact that, if it is otherwise, the metre of Nazian- 

zenus cannot coliere? 
8 

4% %IWcc/I 

TOU 66 MOLOOUGaXa E: OXeV Or_ ULCa YCL'VCL-co ACL4cX- 
Au'Tap 0 Nwe naTTIP. ETIU Nw'COQ U[o%Q CHELVOU, 
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It was altogether reasonable, however, for Epiphanius, in opposing 

the Melchizedekians, to pass over the name of this man if lie was going 

to prove the cause which he was pleading with the Melchizedekians- -for 

one thing, because those men did not esteem the authority of the New 

Testament as highly as he; for another thing, because he was drawing 

this enumeration of the line of descent from Moses. The orthodox fathers 

taught that among the Greek writers copies of this enumeration had al- 

ready differed in a great many places for a long time. It is also for this 

reason that the same Epiphanius in Ab"Yoc 'AyxupcoTog did not wish to 

pass over the name "Cainan" when lie Was constructing a genealogy of 

Christ from the words of Luke. 

The second solution too, for many reasons, is unable to be proven 

to me. For it is, to be sure, true that in the Hebrew authors grandsons 

are given the title "son. 1110 And, accordingly, Shelah, if he had been 

the grandson of Arphaxad, could have been called not inipropeily the -son 

of Arphaxad, if only the matter could be shown in at least a single passage 

of the Old Testament. However (we should like this said by everyone's 
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good leave), this interpretation can fit neither a consideration df the 

periods of time involved nor t. he argument of Moses or Luke. It cannot 

'square with a consideration of the periods of time, because Moses fur- 

nishes the age of each man at which lie begot his sons. 
11 But if it will 

be acceptable to make interpolations in this account of his, the whole 

chronology will directly be unstable and fall down of itself. A compari- 

son of both passages,, however, demonstrates that least of all can the 

interpretation accord with the argument, as if Moses had passed over the 

-name of Cainan for the sake of brevity. For Luke aimed at brevity in this 

enumeration more than Moses; while Moses desired to transmit not brev- 

ity, but a. careful delineation of persons, periods of time, and the whole 

line of descent (as he ve. ry aptly did). 

There remains, therefore, only the third solution, that the word 

"Cainan" was added by Luke, but. on the testimony of the Greek transla- 

tors. Bede expounds this solution in these words: "The name and pro- 

creation of Cainan is found, according to the Hebrew original, neither 

in Genesis nor in Chronicles; but it is asserted that Arphaxad begot 

ShelahlZ his son, with no one interposed. Be assured, therefore, that 

Luke has taken this procreation from the edition of the seventy translators, 

where it is written that Arphaxad at one hundred and thirty-five years be- 

got Cainan, "'etc. 13 It is just as if he were saying that Luke conceded 

this point of courtesy not only to the, version, of the Greek translators, but 

also to the generally accepted belief, just as many things in the scriptures 
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"' 14 
were stated 150ECLCYTLXCOQ and accommodated to the belief of 6ic com- 

mon mind. Nor did he wish, by an untimely battle for the cause of some 
I 

name, to act in such a way that the peace of the church or the repose of 

pious minds would be incited to division, their, faith shaken, or the author- 

ity of scripture imperilled. So, then, I approve of the reverence of this 

response and the integrity of the first solution. But the name "Cainan" 

is present according to the most complete consensus of the fathers, the 

Arabic and Syriac interpreters, and alipost all of the copies. Therefore, 

we acquiesce without difficulty in the last solution, especially since Luke, 

I' 15 in the very introduction of this genealogy adopted a TEPODEPCLTICLCL 

16 
pertaining to this passage when he said CoQ C"VOI. LLECTO. By these 

words lie intimates not obscurely that lie has undertaken at this place, 

not some exact enumeration of the line of Christ's descent, but a less 

elaborate one and one adapted to the notion and belief of the common 

mind. 

At this point, however, we arc not unaware that some enemies 

of the truth clamor and, relying on this argument, detract from the author- 

ity of Luke himself and the gospel written down by him. This thing is 

false, they say, and the name "Cainan" is falsely added. We regpond: 

altbqughwe grant that it was false in reality, it was still believed, nay 

rather it was the belief of the common mind. It is to this quite general- 

ly accepted belief that Luke turned his attention, ab we just showed from 
I 

his own words. Now, those seventy translators had been the authors of 
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this false belief long before, while Lidce, in good faith and with a defi-; 

nite purpose, followed their example and the belief of the common mind. 

It is in them, therefore, and not in Luke that reliability is lacking. But 

Luke, they say, knew that it was false. Ile did, to be sure, know that, 

but -he knew that this was of such a nature as to offend against the truth 

merely of a single historical matter, but not against the truth of the cath- 

olic faith. For something is, to be -sure, added to the-truth of history by 

interposing Cainan, but nothing is taken away from the faith. The sure- 

ness of this faith is scarcely overthrown by the error of ono or two ac- 

counts, statements, or words, unless it attacks the foundation of the 

Christian faith or its fundamental articles (as they call them). So, then, 

%c/ 17 
this is- not a VLVTIUOVLHO'v C4, CLPTTWcLr but a CYU'YXCOPTIOLr- 

> 18 ava4ctpTTj-IOC , that is, a patient concession free from sin, a class 

of speech which the scripture employs not infrequently. What is this, 

then? Luke, by this procedure, strengthens an error, something false, 

does he not? Not in the least. For a public prror differs from a private 

one, and an error of long standing from a -recent and new one. Now, 

Luke neither made a public-error out of a private one nor nourished an 

infant error, but tolerated a public error already of long standing, be- 

cause, with the Spirit of God as author, lie saw that, as it is commonly 

phrased, the lesser of two evils had to be chosen. That the seventy 

translators dared to depart from the truth of history was, to be sure, 

an evil--whatever the intention and purpose was for which, in the end, 
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they did it. And it was, consequently, through their deed that something 

false canýe into use in the sacred history. But since that historical error 

does not in itself impart an injury to the faith, Luke saw that a more 

grievous evil wouldresult if he attempted to remove, in an untimely 

manner, the aforesaid point which was of long standing and accepted by 

all. What evil? A grievous one, in my opinion: truly, that in such a 

way, for a cause which does not, strictly speaking and in itself, touch 

any foundation of the faith, the authority of scripture would have been im- 

perilled, the faith of the pioqs would have faltered at the tit-no when the 

gospel was making its beginning, and the building of the church would 

have been-thrown into confusion. For who would doubt that all these dan- 

gers would have come about ifstubbornly Luke had at that time introduced 

into the church of God such a question not yet necessary, and had he not, 

rather, patiently and sagaciously deferred it to more opportune hours? 

But this appears to be the wisdom of the flesh, On the contrary, 

however, this is the wisdom, not of the flesh, but of the spirit, if you 

bear with a diminution of the truth that is -not inimical to salvati6n, when 

it cannot be corrected: without causing the stumbling and fall of the church, 

which is the piýlar and support of the truth. Errors which are reproved 

in stronger men are allowed to the weak and covered in their presence. 

Nor is this only'for the weak or in the case of doctrine, but even for those 

/ 19 
whom obstinate C7%; kTjPOXCLP8La possesses, even in the very case of 

lawfulness and justice, something is tolerated lest the church be burst 
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asunder or the course of its building blocked up, even as Christ taught 

in Matthew 19 and as a great many instances show. 20 Finally, if some- 

thing is diverted from the truth of history or lawfulness or from upright 

in order to ness of life, it would be XCLTCL OE: L'CLV TLVCL GUYXWPnaLv2l 

preserve truth and righteousness among men--that is, in the remaining 

matters, of which the expounding is more important for the church of 

God. For the lesser is conceded or granted that the greater may be pro- 

served. In other respects, like righteousness in itself, even so truth 

must be cherished in all matters, but in such a way that it be tempered, 

as far as possible, with peace and charity. The main point is that when 

the seventy translators altered Moses long before, this was done in shame- 

less fashion; 
'when 

the evangelists and apostles accepted and employed the 

alteration, this was done by the Spirit of God and in a-fashion wise and 

suitable'to their times. But now the truth is shown to the church by our 

men without danger and the difference reconciled; it is a timely service 

and worthy of praise. So, then, may the Lord deign-to grant to our age 

this patience of the men of God in bearing with the errors of others that 

can be tolerated without offense to conscience for public peace and edi- 

fication. And may lie deign to quench that raging spirit of contention 

which is able to give up nothing for one's brothers; able to grant nothing, 

by virtue of perfection's fetters, to public peace, edification, and charity; 

able to cover over and hide away nothing in him who covers over our 

sins and has tolerated with the vastest mercy the times of our ignorance. 
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Luke 4, verse 4. We spoke aboiA the passage from Moses in bur com- 
ments on Matthew at the tenth parallel. - 

Luke 4, verse 8. We spoke about the passage in our comments on 
M-atthew at parallel 12.22 

Luke 4, verses 10 and 12.23 Concerning these look at Matthew in 

parallels 11 and 13*24 

PARALLEL L)U 

Isaiah 61 
1. The Spirit of the Lord 

Jehovah is upon me. Therefore, 
Jehovah has anointed me to 
preach good news to the poor; 
he has sent me to bind up 
those who are broken-hearted, 
to proclaim liberty to the 
captives, and tile opening of 
the prison to those who are 
bound, 
- 2. to proclaim the accept- 
able year of Jehovah. 

Ltd,, e 4 
18. The Spirit o'f the Lord is upon 

me; therefore, he has anointed me 
to preach good news to the poor; he 
has sent me to beal those who are 
bruised in heart, to announce release 
to the captives and recovering of 
sight to the blind, to set the broken. 
free with a complete release, 

19. to announce the acceptable 
year of the Lord. 

The goal of these passages is that the church should recognizc the 

gifts and calling of Christ and 16arn of his offices for her salvation. The 

main point is that Christ was provided with the. Holy Spirit, that is, the 

fulness of-God's gifts in the Spirit, and for this reason: that when lie had 

been called and sent forth by God the Father, lie might lay hold of the 

gifts which lie had received so that he might discharge his saving offices 

towards the church of prophet, priest, and king. Now, that remarkable 

and divine providence by which Christ, as he was expounding from the 

Old Testarrient, came, through the Spirit's agency, upon this very pas- 
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sage which he w as interpreting from the book of Isaiali-this prdvidence 

shows that the application of this matter relates to Christ. I So too does 

the authority of Christ himself as lie interprets the matter in verse 21 
I 

by stating, "Today this scripture has been fulfilled for you who are lis- 

tening. 11 So too, finally, does the argument of the whole prophetic dis- 

course in Isaiah. For although the Jews all strive most ardently in this 

matter to establish that this prophetic discourse is proclaimed concern- 

ing Isaiah himself, yet neither the subject-matter of the prophetic dis- 

course, nor its effects, nor the whole. context can be made to fit the afore- 

said prophet. - On the contrary, 'divine acts are' announced and, indeed, a 

time for the preaching of the gospel in the future. This passage cannot 

be applied suitably except to Christ. For God, to be sure, used the minis- 

try of this prophet, as lie did that of others, to declare his promises a- 

midst his ancient people. But it must be considered as absolutely certain 

that, from chapter. 53 of I, saiah on (where the goal of Christ's sufferings 

is *explained very eloquently), gospel promises of Christ are transmitted 

to the church in his own words. For God had stated at the end of chapter 

- 53, "He shall see his soul delivered from travail and be satisfied; by 

his knowledge shall the righteous one, my servant, make many to be ac- 

counted righteous, 11 etc. 
2 Now, what God had expressed in few words in 

that'passage, Christ, as though rising through the resurrection from 

the dea4 after overcoming his sufferings, explains in a most splendid 

way in the chapters ýollowing thereafter. For this reason lie begins his 

i 
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gospel discourse from these words, "Sing, 0 barren one, who does not 

3 bear, " etc. And from then on, after lie has excited his church to a more 

excellent hope, lie sets forth the doctrine of the gospel, as those very 

words of the prophet in verse 5 of chapter 54 demonstrate- -those words 

which pertain to the distinction of the persons in the unity of God's essence: 

"Your husbands are your makers; Jehovah of hosts is his name, 11 etc. 

Christ, then, proclaimed ýin these words in Isaiah and explained 

more fully in the synagogue among his own people the awesome distinction 

of these'husbands or makers (that is, of the persons who are one in unity 

of essence) and the delimitationS of the blessings which are bestowed by 

each of the persons in the mystery of redemption, namely, as follows: 

The Lord Jehovah, that is, God the Father, is the author of his gifts, 

callin g, and offices relating to the salvation of the church. The Son is 

he who to this end was provided with these same items by the Father. The 

Holy Spirit, finally, Jehovah, proceeding from the Father and the Son from 

eternity, is he who, according to the Father's plan, rests upon the Son 

and, in the same and through the same, is poured out upon the church 

catholic 4nd each of her members for her prophetic instructioý, priestly 

sanctification, and kingly liberation and salvation. Those who imagine 

that these things can be taken as referring to Isaiah appear to be wantonl, / 

fleeing from the radiant truth. 

It only remains for us to say a few words about the alteration of. 

Isaiah's words in Luke. Whatever there is in this passage in the way of 
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an alteration tends either to brevity and convenience or to the exposition 

and adaptation of those things which were regarded as having been stated 

more obscurely by the prophet on account of his times, It is a case of 

brevity, for one thing, that only ', the Lord" is mentioned instead of 'Ithe 

Lord Jehovah"; for another th. ing, that shortly thereaftQr the name "J. e- 

hovah, I., or ". the Lord, " is omitted. It is a case, of exposition that for 

those words which the prophet had stated, "to bind up those who are 

broken in heart,,, 6 Christ substituted "to lical those who arc bruised in 

heart, 11 by use of a very apt mctalcj2siý. 7 Thdrc is, for another thing, 

the fact that Christ added from chapter 42: 7 and other passages of this 

same proplict, "to announce recovc-ring of sight to the blind. " Lastly, ' 

there is the fact that, in place of those words which Christ had stated 

through the prophet, "to proclaim the opening of the prison to those who 

are bound, the sAme person now at last calls his church to the matter 

at hand, as it were, by saying, "to set the broken free with a complete, " 

or "full, 11 "release, 11 that is, to declare a complete and sure liberty. In 

this alteration of the passage from Isaiah, therefore, nothing is different 

excePt the words, while the sense was made more evident. 

PARALLEL LMI 

Luke 4 
25. But, in truth, I tell you, there were many widows in Israel in the 

days of Elijah, when the heaven was shut up three years and six months, 
so much so that there was a great famine in all that land: 
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26, and Elijah was sent to none of them, but only to Zarephathlin the 
land of Sidon, to a woman who was a widow. 

27. And there were many lepers in Israel in the time of the prophet 
Elisha; and none of them was cleansed, but only Naaman the Syrian. 

Although these words contain a complete argument consisting of 

two points, it did not seern necessary for the words of the Ilebrew text 

to be coupled together with the words of Luke. The goal is that the pro- 

positio*n of Christ set down by Luke in the preceding verse should be con- 

firmed. The main point is that the 'proposition, "no prophet is acceptable 

in his own country, 11 is confirmed, not only by a great many other in- 

stances, but also by these two instances which Christ employed. Now, it 

is confirmed from the antithesis in this manner: God, in his providence, 

sends his prophets to that land and those people to whom they are accept- 

able. But he sent these men, not to their own land or people, but to 

foreign countries and people. Therefore, prophets arc acceptable, not 

in their own, but in foreign lands. Christ, moreover, applied both parts 

of the antithesis to himself in verse 23 in these words, "Doubtless you 

will quote to me this proverb, 'Physician, heal yourself: what we have 

heard was done at Capernaum, do here also in your own country. "I 

And, c. onsequently, by means of a single line of argument drawn from pre- 

vious instances, lie removes both grounds for reproach. 
I 

Luke 5: 14. We treated above in our comments on Mark at parallel 
51 of the things which are stated about cleansing according to the precept 

. of Moses. 

Luke 6: 3.2 We spoke about the case, of David above in our comments 
on Matthew at parallel 22. 

i 
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Luke 7: 27. Concerning the passage from Malachi look at parailel 50 
above in our comments on Mark. 

PARALLEL LXIII 

Luke 9 
54. And when his disciples James and John saw this, they said, "Lord, 

do you want us to bid ftre come down from heaven and consume them, 
as also Elijah did? 11 

It was not at all necq? ssary to write down in addition to this passage 

the story about Elijah contained in IlKings 1--for one thing, because it is 

adduced in brief compass as a precedent, while a transcription of it would 

be lengthy; l for another thing, because the application of it as a precedent 

for the matter at hand was inept, as Luke demonstrates quite well in the 

following verse by saying that Jesus "turned and rebuked them and said, 

'You do not know what manner of spirit you are of, "I and such things as 

follow. . So, then, Christ r. cproved this statement by the apostlcs as se- 

verely as if it were opposed to righteousness, and lie showed its unright- 

eousness by means of two arguments. One of these was drawn from the 

person of the apostles, who were conforming their spirit to the spirit of 

Elijah in neither knowledge nor inclination. The other wa*s drawn, in the 

, following verse, from the person of Christ and his calling and office. 

Therefore, it is sufficient for us to acquiesce in the response of Christ 

and to exert ourselves no. further concerning the application of this pas- 

sage by the apostles. 
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Luke 10: 27. We spoke about the words of Moses in our comments 
on Matthew at parallel 43. 

Luke 11: 29. ' 2 Concerning the sign of Jonah look at Matthew in parallel 
24, and likewise concerning the ensuing cases of the queen of the South 
and the Ninevites. 3 

PARALLEL LXIV 

Luke. 17 
26. And as it happened in the days of Noah, 'so will it be als6 in the 

days of the Son of Man. 
27. They ate, they drank, they married wives, and they were given 

in marriage, until the day when Noah entered the ark, and the flood came 
and destroyed. them all. 

28. Likewise, even as it took place in the days of Lot--they ate, they 
drank, they bought, they sold, they planted, they built, 

29. but on the day that Lot went out from Sodom fire and brimstone 
rained from heaven and destroyed them all-- 

30. of the same nature as these things will be the day when the Son of 
Man is revealed ... 

32. Remember Lot. 's wife. 

It would likewise be too lengthy if it had been necessary to write out 

the w hole account from Moses in addition to this excellent recital of the 

instances. 1 The goal is that men should be provided with a fear of God's 

judgements leading to an awesome regard toward that much longed-for 

day when Christ will come a sdcond time. The main point is that there 

will be the utmost over, confidence and sense of security at the time when 

Christ will come, just as is also intimated at the end of the parable which 

ensues, at the beginning of chapter 18.2 But, nevertheless, the pious 

must take care lest they rush into the same destruction or lest their 

minds give themselves up to passions, because the Lord on that day will 
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I 
crush (as he had done long before Christ's assertion) those who in that 

aA 
time are r=V, 

ýýd 
other- Go;, &r-r!, e Of aGUOn. And, more- 

over, it is to this point that the three instances pertain which are adduced 

by Christ in this passage. Now, we have warned previously, in our 

comments on Matthew at parallel 24, that by themselves individual types 

3 
or instances scarcely produce a logical conclusion and that nothing can 

be obtained from particular and contingent things. But where the word 

and authority of God has beený added, those things which otherwise furnish 

nothing by themselves, produce a necessary consequence- -for one thing, 

by virtue of the institution or prediction of God; for another, by virtue 

of the analogy of his divine nature, righteousness, and judgements. Since 

this is the way things are, that Christ's prediction is logically binding we 

deduce not from the contingent instances which are adduced, but from 

the authority of the one who is speaking and the truth of his statements. 

By these statements he represented figuratively, through the history, of 

preceding times, the sense of security of the last times and the punish- 

ment at his second coming, and lie excited the pious to a constant ex- 

pectation of that day. 

Luke 18: 20. One ought to look at Matthew in parallel 35. 

Luke 19: 46. Lqok at Matthew in parallel 38. 

Luke 20: 17. We treated of this passage from David in our comments 
on Matthew at parallel 40. 

Ibidem, verses' * 
37 and 42.4 We spoke about these passages in our 

comments On Matthew at parallels 4Z and 46.5 1 
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Luke 22: 37. We spoke about this passage from the prophet above in 

parallel 4.6 

Luke 24. Those things which are said in a general way about the 
testimonies of sacred scripture in verses 25,27, and 44 and the two 
following verses7 must be sought from a comparison with the other 
evangelists and from the writings of the apostles where testimonies 
concerning the priesthood and kingship of Christ are cited. 
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THE GOSPEL OF JOHN I 

John 1: 23. Look above in paeallel 10.1 What is said, 'moreover, with 
reference 

, 
to Moses and the prophets in verse 46 of the same chapterz 

has a concern in common with the immediately preceding observation. 3 

PARALLEL LXV 

Psalm 69 John 2 
10. Zeal for thy house has con- 17. Zeal for thy house has con- 

sumed me. 1 sumed me. 

The goal of both passages is that the infinite zeal of the Lord and 

Saviour Christ towards the church should be exhibited to everyone. The 

main-point is that this piety and zeal of Christ towards God the Father 

and the church, as if towards his house and sanctuary, was such that he 

'esteemed other things as of no consequence, and so much so that he emp- 

tied himself, cast aside every regard for himself, and laid out his life for 

the salvation of the elect. But as to the application of this passage to 

Christ, judgements vary. For some think that these words of John, "Zeal 

for thy house, 11 etc. , were spoken by David in a literal and simple sense 

and that they were applied by John to Christ as an instance relating analo- 

gically to all the pious in common. Others judge that these words were, 

to be sure, spoken by David, but in a typical sense, and that they fit 

Christ in a literal sense. Others suppose that they pertain to every 

member of the church. Others, finally, hold that they were stated 

with reference to the person of Christ himself in a literal sense, 

Z28 
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and that, for. that reason, they were applied by John in a literal and 

exclusive sense to Christ. And,, indeed, this diversity of interpreta- 

tions of John's words has flowed from the diverse understanding of 

Psalm 69, which some have concluded is proper to David; others., typi- 

cal of him; others, common to the church; others, proper and exclusive 

to, Christ. The Jews think and most vehemently contend that it was pro- 

per to David, because they seem to themselves to elude, by this approach, 

shining testimonies concerning Christ our Saviour; . lAth which testimon- 

ies this psalm overflows as much as it possibly could. But we shall diý, 

rectly show that these testimonies relate in a logically necessary way 

to Christ, while not even in a contingent way to David, when we bring 

forward the true interpretation of the psalm. However, just as the psalm 

cannot be said to be stated as proper and exclusive, to David, so would it 

also be absurd if one were to assert, Pthat it is proper to Christ and must 

be understood as referring purely to him in every part. For in the way 

of this interpretation stand not a few verses which altogether demand that 

they be understood as referring to David, the author of this psalm. - 

Since, then, the psalm is proper and exclusive neither pukely to 

the one nor purely to the other, it only remains- that wq should say that 

it is common to both and has need of a, common interpretation. But if' it 

is common to both (as it is), it must be said either to be common XCLTCL 

OLV 3 TUTLOV 2 to David and XCLT' CLX713E: L to Christ, or else to be common 

4 tb the whole church RCLTCL TtPO(PTITELCLV (which is a general and univer- 
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sal type). And, to be sure, we are ready without difficulty to g1tant that 

it is common to the whole church in the manner of an example and its 

application, or attachment, which the Greeks call O'LXCLWGLr_5 __follow_ 

ing the method of interpretation which we taught in our comments on 

Matthew at parallel 24. But no pious man who has even once run through 

this psalm's line of thought with sound judgement and sincerity will ever 

(I believe) contend that the psalm under discussion was written by David 

with the specific purpose that it should be understood as referring by 

special design to the whole body of the church and to each of its'members. 

In my opinion, therefore, the psalm is held in common after the manner 

of a specific and specially designed type, about which we spoke in the 

aforementioned passage of Matthew. And, accordingly, the acts of David 

are set forth in this psalm in such a way that the acts of Christ are 

represented figuratively; and, conversely, the acts of Christ are set forth 

in such a way that they cannot fit David except figuratively. For example 

(we need not go farther), when the prophet says in verse 21, "Insults 

break. my heart, " etc. 
6 this is stated as literally as -could be about David, 

since his heart was not infrequently disabled and weakened by the weak- 

ness of the flesh. But it is stated figuratively about Chrisi, whose suf- 

ferings David foreshadowed with this qualification, that he intimated 

that Christ was only tempted, but not broken by temptations. Conversely, 

however, when in the following verse lie uses these words, "They 

give me bitterness for food, and for my thirst they give me vinegar to 

drink, 11 this was said figuratively concerning David, but it was predicted 
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I 
concerning Christ literally and by special design (so to speak). And, 

moreover, a third class of expression arises'from this passage which is 

very common in'Writings with this theme, namely, that certain expres- 

- sions are taken as referring in a literal and simple sense to both objects, 

even as they were also. stated in a literal way; as, for example, when in 

the same chapter, from the fifth verse on, David sets forth his cause I 

7 
and Christ-his in David's words. It is in this class of expression that 

this cause must be reckoned which David had and which the apostles re- 

cognized as pertaining to Christ, "For zeal for thy house has consumed 

me, 11 etc. The prophet David wanted these words to be uttered and under- 

stood in a literal and simple sense as referring both to himselý and to 

Christ whom he was foreshadowing. The application of this passage, ' 

therefore, is quite reasonable and quite correct. 

PARALLEL LXVI 

John 3 
14. As Moses lifted up that serpent in the wilderness, so must the Son 

of Man be lifted up, 
15. that whoever believes in him may not perish but have eternal life. 

It is not at all necessary for the whole account from Numbers Zl 

to be set down beside this passage, because writing down in addition a 

good part of that chapter would have been too lengthy and the whole truth 

of the matter can conveniently be learned from Moses. 1 As for the rest, 

that material serpent was a specific and exclusive, or specially designed, 
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type of our Lord and Saviour, Jesus Christ. Its lifting up was altype of 

the lifting up of Christ. And the way in which those people looked to it 

in a bodily way was a type of that way in which we look to- Christ spirit- 

ually--or, in other words, of our faith, by which, as they were delivered 

from bodily death, we are delivered from spiritual death through Christ 

and possess eternal life. However, our comments at parallel 24 on Mat- 

thew must be consulted concerning this specific and exclusive class. of type. 

PARALLEL LXVII 

Genesis 48 J ohn 4 
22.1 give to you one part be - 5. Jesus came to a city of Samar- 

yond your brothers, which I took ia which is called Sychar, near the 
from the hand of the Amorites estate that Jacob gave to his son 
with my sword and with my bow. Joseph. 

Both passages are purely historical. Now Jacob, on the one hand, 

asserted in those words in Moses that he had granted an estate or double 

portion to his son Joseph, which two portions were named from the names 

of Ephraim and-Manasseh. But these words were deliberately set down 

by the evangelist in the latter passage so as to fix the part at which Jesus 

had. arrived when the episode which is set forth thereafter was enacted by 

him. ' lie shows, therefore, that, because the name "Samaria" is a word 

with another sense, the place where these events were enacted had to be 

circumscribed more precisely, namely, that it was a place in Galilee, 

but on the boundary of Samaria, so that he might influen. ce his own 

Galileans the more fully through the testimony and example of their 

I 
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neighbors. On account of this, after John said, "Ile came to acI ity of 

Samaria which is called Sychar, 11 he added this explanatory phrase, 

"near the estate, " etc. : It is just as if lie were saying, "The whole up- 

4 per district, to be sure, which once be. longcd to the kingdom of the Is- 

raelites is by custom sometimes embraced by the name 'Samaria, I from 

the name *of its chief center and royal city. But since the two parts of 

that district as a whole were created a long time ago now"--one of these 

parts was called Samaria, but the other Galilec--l'one must understand 

the narrower signification in this passage. 11 For Sychar was a border 

town of Samaria. Christ, after he had passed by the Samaritans, stayed 

at this time in the *ý, ricinity of this town and on the boundary of Galilee. 

The purpose in so doing was that, having concealed his design, lie might 

. more opportunely draw the Samaritans, who were abhorred by the Jews, 

to faith in him and instruct his own Galileans concerning their own duty 

by means of this very example. For that phrase, "near the estate, 11 

etc. , must not be rendered in conjunction with the city of Sychar (for 

this was a city of Samaria), but must be construed with the word "came. 11 

When this has been done, the passage is free from the obscure. Now, 

if there is room for any conjecture [about the location of this town], 

we should have reckoned that this place was not far away from SuccOth, 

of which Genesis 33: 17 speaks. 2 
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PARALLEL LXVIII I 

John 5 
39. The scriptures are they that bear witness to me. 
46. If you believed Moses, you would believe me, for he wrote 

of me. 

No one certain passage of scripture is expressly adduced in these 

words, but Christ only confirms in a general way that there are passages 

wh-. *Lch bear witness to his person, o, ffices, and bles, sings. Now, since 

these passages are for the most part pointed out specifically in other 

places (and also through the apostles and evange'lists), - there is no necc. 1 

at all for them to be heaped, together at this point. Therefore, we shall 

hasten on to. other statements of Christ. 

PARALLEL LXIX 

Psalm 78 
24. He gave them the grain 

of heaven. 

John 6 
31. He gave them brea'd from 

heaven to cat. 
49. Your fathers ate the manna 

in the wilderness and they died. 

Both passages are historical and agree in theme. Whatever there 

is in the way of an alteration by Christ, is for the purposes of explana- 

tion. It must only be observed that in the latter passage from John, where 

the words of Christ are quoted, two passages from the historical books 

are drawn together: one from chpLpter 16 of Exodus, when the -fathers 

are said to have eaten manna in the wilderness; the other, from Numbers 

14 and Psalm 95, when these very Israelites who ate the manna in the 
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wilderness are said to have died. 1 This happened, of course, because 

most of them ate the sacrament, but not the real object of the sacrament, 

as Christ explains in the following words;? - but, above all, because- the 

manna in itself was noLirishment for that temporary life, as Christ is 

for eternal life. For it is to this end that this comparison set up by 

- Christ looks. 

PARALLEL LXX 

John 7 
22. Moses gave you circumcision (not that it is from Mosesý, but from 

the fathers) and you circumcise a man on the sabbath. 

The argument oi Christ is, to be sure, plain; we treated of one 

very -like it previously in our comments at parallel 22 on Matthew. 1 

Yet because two distinct points are brought forward here by Christ, ii 

I seemed good to set this passage before the eyes in a few words--but yet 

without any preparation of the sort of diagram which we usually employ 

in this book, lest we be too long. The first Point occurs when it is said 

that Moses gave circumcision and that a man is circumcised on the sab- 

bath. Now, this point looks back to the words of Moses in Leviticus 12. 

In these words, although Moses scarcely gives or institutes circumcision 

for the Israelites as if he were its first author, he still confirms that 

circumcision which had previously been given and establishes it more 

unalterably by the authority of the law. The second point occurs TEPOC 

6UCL'VOPOWOL-V3 when Christ says that circumcision was received not 
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from Moses, but from the fathers. I The account of Moses confirms this 

point very clearly, Genesis 17.4 birist uses the former point to prove, 

by means of the authority of the law, the line of argument which lie has 

undertaken. He uses the latter, on the other hand, as satisfaction of 

an anticipated objection, 
5 lest perhaps spiteful men should gnaw away 

at his preceding words and calumniate him as if he were ignorant of 

sacred history or a corrupter of it.. This art of calumniating is common- 

ly used in- disputes by'those who, despairing of either themselves or their 

cause, lie, in wait for' another's words that they may escape from the 

point of debate itself and so conceal the truth. 

PARALLEL LXXI 

Isaiah 55 
1. Ho, eyeryone who thirsts, 

come to the waters. 

Johp 7 
37. If any one thirst, let him come 

to me and drink. 

Isaiah 58 
11. You shall be like a watered 

garden, and like a spring of 
water, whose waters fail not. 

38. He who believes in me, ' as 
scripture has said, out of his belly 
shall flow rivers of living water. 

The matter speaks for'itsclf that it must be acknowledged that, 

in every respect, both passages laid out in this diagram of ours bave the 

same goal and the same, main point. For it is as sure as sure can be that 

Isaiah, in that whole'series of several chapters, spoke concerning the 

kingship and prophetic office and priesthood of Christ, even as we fully 

demonstrated above in parallel 61. On the other hand, no one who scrup- 
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I 
ulously and dispassionately has compared the words of Christ (who spoke 

long before through the prophets. ) with the words of Isaiah, who had fore- 

, 
told these things of-Christ--no one who has done this is likely to doubt 

that Christ, in whom the most certain reality of that splendid prophecy 

is found, looked back to this passage and distinctly pointed it out to-the 

Jews with, as it were, his, finger, Now, to say frankly what I thinIc a- 

bout the latter part of the diagram,,. if any passage in the Old Testament 

ought to be matched up with those words of Jcýus Christ, it seems to 
6 

me, at least, that it is that one which wel have laid out in our diagram, 

For although the words arethoroughly divergent, the contents themse. lves 

and the theme still agree in every way; and there is a common goal and 

main point in this promise, as we were saying about the former part of 

the diagram. But, by everyone's good leave, I consider that one troubles 

one's self in vain about fitting some passage of the Old Testament to- 

gether with those magnificent words of our Lord Jesus Christ. And, ac- 

cordingly, nothing was needed in the diagram, although it seemed right 

that this should be added in order to satisfy in some measure those who 

think something else. 

We are of the. opinion, then, that in those words, "He who believes 

in me as scripture says, 11 etc. , it is not the case that some new passage 

of scripture is cited by Christ, but only that the words Of that promise 

which lie had publicly proclaimed in the church of the Jews on that great 

day of the feast are developed and delimited and look back to the same 
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passage from Isaiah. The sense, then (to express it paraph ra s tic ally) 

is just as if he were saying, "Perhaps someone is about to inquire what 

these words mean, 'If any one thirst, let him come to me and drink. I 

But I shall expound this whole statement in a few words. In short, it is 

he who believes in me that comes Ao me and drinks. For it is by faith 

I 
that one comes to me, and it is by faith too that one drinks and lives in 

me. But this faith which I desire is not a casual faith or one that rests 

on opinion, but rather the true law of faith is that lie who believes in me, 

believes in the same way as theý aforementioned scripture-pas sage said, 

that is, as Isaiah mentioned in that very passage" (we have no need to go 

farther). He who believes in Christ, namely, is possessed of that true 

thirst which Isaiah mentions in that same place and which Christ indicates 

in Matthew when he says, "Blessed are those who hunger and thirst for 

righteousn ess. I, ' I'Morcover, 11 says Christ, "I promise this in the way 

of a boon to the man who, truly thirsting, believes in me: that he will 

possess not only that whence he may drink, but also that whence lie may 

copiously flow'forth to others for eternal life. 11 If, therefore, this opinion 

is held, the passage will be clear. If, however, anyone will prefer that 

this promise of Christ be referred to the pattern of the Old Testament, 

there will be two methods of interpr. etation. The first will be to match 

up with this passage some certain passage of scripture which will satisfy 

the wish of those who desired it, just as we have done in the diagram. 

The second method will be to decide that no one certain passage was cited 
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by Christ, but that the collective substance (so to speak) of the gospel 

promises from the collective corpus of the Old Testament were joined 

fitly together, 'as it were, and embraced by this one mode of expression. 

Everyone is free to have his own opinion as far as I am concerned. 

John 7: 4Z. What is said concerning the ancestry and place of birth of 

our Lord Jesus Christ, was discussed in our comments on the second 
I 

chapter of Matthew. 2 

PARALLEL LXXII 

Deuteronomy 19 
18. The judges shall inquire 

diligently; but if, lo, the afore- 
said witness is a false witness, 
and, has spoken something false 
against his brother, etc. 

John 7 
51. Does our law condemn a man 

unless a judge first hears from him 
and lea7rns what lie does? 

An analogy involving what is right and wrong is quite unchanging, as 

we have often pointed out previously. It was stipulated by this law both 

of nature and of God that no one should be condemned in a judicial inquiry 

unless two things preceded this condemnation: first, a h9aring of him 

who is accused for his defence, examination, or excuse; next, a reliable 

and lawful inquiry, which is enjoined in explicit language in Deuteronomy 

131 and 17 and in other passages of sacred scripture. 
2 But these things 

are so perspicuous as to have no need of our exposition. 
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PARALLEL LXXIII 

Leviticus 20 
10. If a man commits adul- 

tery with another's wife, he 
commits adultery with the wife 
of his neighbor; the adulterer 
and the adulteress shall by all 
means be put to death. 

I 

John 8 
5. In the law Moses commanded 

us to stone such. 

We have often taught that aetiology, that is, the law of what is right 

and wrong, is universal and quite unchanging. Since the Jews followed 

this aetiology in adducing this passage and proposed a judgement on the 

authority of their law, there is no reason at all why one should trouble 

one's self about the interpretation of this passage. Only this point may 

perhaps have disturbed the less erudite, that they say that according to 

the law an adulteress must be stoned. And if, now, this word is not ex- 

plicitly used in this passage of Leviticus which we have added to this dia- 

gram, the Jews have still not interpreted this passage improperly in this 

way. This follows from the comparison and analogy of other passages, 

since this kind, of death is indicated for the female adulterer and the be- 

. 
trothed wornan'who has been defiled, Deuteronomy 22.1 Their interpre- 

tation, therefore, is in accordance with the sense of the law; but they had 

iin aim altogether opposed to the law, since they were putting Christ to 

the test by means of this question. To say more about the matter would 

be relevant neither to this passage, nor to, our purpose. 
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PARAýLLEL LXXIV 

Deuteronomy 19 John 8 
15. From the mouth of two 17. In your law it is written that 

witnesses or , 
from the mouth the testimony of two men is suffi- 

of thr 
, ee witnesses the matter cient. 

shall stand firm. 1 

This passage too is aetiological, nor does'it have any need for ex- 

position. The application, however, which Christ has made, is effected 

by means of a comparison with the lesser and with the equivalent. There 

is a comparison with the lesser when the testimony of men is compared 
I 

with the testimony of God t4e Father and Son. For if confidence is placed 

in the testimony of men, how much more in divine testimony? The weight 
3 ., 2 

of this comparison is CLVCLVTLPPTITOr-. There is a comparison with the 

equivalent, on the other'hand, when equal number is compared with equal 

number, namely, the number of two human witnesses is compared with 

two persons of the most holy Trinity, the Father and the Son, just as 

Christ explains in a most splendid fashion in the ensuing verse. 

PARALLEL LXXV 

John 8 
56. Your father Abraham longed to see this day of mine, and lie saw 

it, and he was glad. 

These words, to be sure, neither need to be referred, strictly 

speaking, to some one single passage, nor can they be; but, rather, they 

embrace the wh6le corpus (so to speak), or sum, of the account of Abra- 
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I ham. Yet there is no doubt that Christ drew together in these few words 

the order of the whole account which Moses wrote at length concerning 

Abraham and that Christ cast the growth of Abraham's faith in the teeth 

of an unbelieving and disobedient people. -For there are three things 

which are here touched upon by Christ in order. The first is that Abra- 

ham exulted and longed with an ardent desire to see this day; the second, 

that he saw it; the third, that having seen it, he was glad. Now, to be 

sure, the promise first had to be given by God to Abraham before these 

things were done by him. The words of this promise are contained- -rath- 

ex obscurclý, to be sure--in the beginning of chapter*12 and tlýcn explained 

more clearly in the following chapter. 
1 But how he longed to see this clay 

when he had heard this promise, Moses explains in chapter 15 of Genc- 

sis. 
2 That most holy obedience of his in observing the rite of circuni- 

cision, but, above all, in sacrificing his son, demonstrates how with 

steadfast faith Abraham saw this day, Genesis 17 and 22.3 At that time 

he saw the day of Christ so clearly that, although lie was about to sacri- 

fice his son, he was nevertheless certain concerning his seed, and said, 

"Jehovah will provide for himself, my son. 1,4 Finally, Moses demon- 

strates that Abraham was glad--for one thing, in the same chapter, when 

he is said to have been the author of that proverb, "On the mount of Je- 

hovah it shall be provided, 115 and when he returned home with tranquil 

mind after the promise had been further strengthened to the effect that 

in his seed all the nations of the earth would be blessed. 6 Abraham is 
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II 
surely shown as glad, for another thing, in the following chapters as 

well, when he wanted everything in his family conducted according to the 

guidance and authority of God, relying upon the assistance of God the 

7 Father and the angel of his covenant, Genesis 24: 7 and so forth. 

PARALLEL LXXVI 

Psalm 118 John 10 
20. This is that gate to 7. Truly, I say to you, I am the 

Jehovah through which the door of the sheep. 
righteous enter. 

The goal of this statement which Christ provides in the gospel is 

that, on the one hand, that blind man who had been rendcred C'tTtO- 

/1 auvaywyog_ (because of his holy public profession of Christ) and all 

the pious should be strengthened in the face of that raging tyranny in the 

chur . ch. The goal is also that, on the other hand, the Jews, who were 
I 

obstinately opposing. Christ's grace, should be taught that Christ was not 

heedless or ignorant and unaware of this stubbornness of theirs, but that, 

on the contrary, it is his special taskthat lie sets his own apart and, by. 

means of his voice, leads them to eternal salvation. The main point, how- 

ever, is (as Christ later says by way of explanation in verse 9) that Christ 

is the door, as it were; that is, if anyone enters through him, lie will be 

saved. -We have already demonstrated in our comments on Matthew at 

parallel 37 that this was, in fact, the intention of David in that passage 

of Psalm 118 which has been written out in this diagram. 2 The correct 
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I interpretation of that psalm must be sought from that source. For the 

church of God responds very simply, as a mother responding to her 

children, to the pious who are asking about the gates through which there 

is entrance into the kingdom of heaven and who are promising sacrifices 

of praise to the Lord. The church responds that there is no reason for, 

the pious to trouble themselves about gates or to thin]-, that there is a 

need for more gates for this Christian journey. For, she responds, 

there is only one gate, or entrance, to Jehovah, or God the Father, name- 

ly, Jesus Christ our Saviour, through whom the righteous will enter and 

come to the Father, This same gate is the lowermost corner-stone, in 

which the whole building is joined togýther so as to be a temple holy to 

the Lord. '17his, therefore, is our interpretation, which we bring forward 

without following anyone's example and which we commit to the judgement 

of the church and all the pious. 

PARALLEL LXXVII 

Psalm 8Z John 10 
I said, "You are gods. 34. Is it not written in your law, 

"I said, 'You are gods"'? 

A The prophet uses these words in the psalm, not c'LpwvLxwCI or 

-2 merely GUYX(L)PT)TLx(A)Q (as most people think), but, rather, E, TLL- 

TL 1171 TL XWr- (ý 3 that he may show and evince more fully in the words of 

God himself the iniquity of mighty men who misuse their authority. The 

main point is that it is the most wicked thing of all that men who have 
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been provided and endowed with a certain divine glory and majesty by 

God's will and blessing should employ the same in oppressing their poor- 

er brother. s. Christ quotes these same words in this passage in order 

to assert the truth of his statement, which he had predicated. of himself, 

namely, that he is the Son of God. 4 The way in which they excuse them- 

selves in verse 33 shows that even the Jews understood the statement in 

this way.. Christ argues, therefore, by means of a comparison with the 

lesser, to convince the Jews that his words which he had uttcred concern- 

ing Iiimsel'f could not be rebuked in even a civic sense. 5 The explication - 

of this coMparison is transmitted in the ensuing verses, and it is dis- 

tinctly elucidated by means of two antithetical members in the words of 

Christ himself. 6 For the purposes of instruction, these things can be 

reduced to the following syllogism: If it is holy and not blasphemous for 

those to be called gods to, whom the word of God was spol,. 'en,, it will be 

altogether holier if he is called the Son of God to whom the word of God 

was spoken and who was sanctified by the Father and sent from heaven 

into the world. But the antecedent is true on the basis of the authority 

of scripture. Therefore, the consequent is also true. This was an in- 

contestable line of argument which no obstinacy of the Jews could oppose. 

John 12: 15. We treated of tl-t. - passage from Zechariah above in our 
comments on Matthew at parallel 36. 
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PARALLEL LXXVIII 

Psalm 110 John 12 
4. You are a priest for 34. We have heard from the law 

ever. that the Christ remains for ever. 

Both passages are historical prophecy, agreeing in the point of' 

the contents in every respect; and, for this reason, it is not at all neces- 

sary for us to tarry in the exposition of these things. However, it must 

be noted that the goals of the two pa. ssages, are very divergent. For the 

prophet taught that the saving office of Christ towards the church would 

endure forever; while the crowd of Jews, when they adduced this, wished 

to refute the statement of Christ, in that lie had said earlier, III, if I am 

lifted up from the earth, will draw all men to myself. Christ responded 

to this objection, however, with a very suitable similitude. "Both are 

true, 11 he says, "both that I, the Son of Man, must be lifted up and that 

the Christ remains forever. For the Christ is the light of men, ýVhich 

light abides forever, even though after a short time lie will be lifted up 

from the earth. But if, according to the body, he is lifted up from the 

earth and will die by death on the cross, the light will not, for'that rea- 

son, die but will abide forever, although in this world it will vanish from 

the eyes of men and from public View. And so it is from this source 

that there arises that occasion for exhortation of which Cli'rist next takes 

advantage, 11 Walk, while you have the light, 11 ctc. 
3 By these words lie 

intimates that, according to his deity, lie is, indeed, the light; but 

that, according to his humanity in which the fulness of dwells 

bodily, 4 he is the lamp, as it were, offered to men for the sake 
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of its light. But when the lamp was lifted up out of public view, darkness 

would overtake the people of the Jews, etc. 
5 

PARALLEL LXXIX 

Isaiah. 53 John 12 
1. Who believes our preach- 38. Lord, who has believed our 

ing? And the arm of Jeh 
' 
ovah report? And the arm of the Lord 

has been revealed to that! 1 has been revealed to that! - 

The goal of this passage in both places is that the pious members 

of the church should be strengthened against the scandal of this world, 

which, by reason of its unbelief, is rejecting the grace and teaching of 

the gospel. The main point, on the other hand, is that many, to be sure, 

have been called, but few have been chosen to heed the saving teaching 

and power of God and to grasp it by faith. Now, the prophet Isaiah, to 

be sure, prophesied this concerning his own time and his own nation, 

with respect to the teaching of the gospel, as much as lie had spoken 

very severely to his people in the preceding chapters, But it is not with- 

out justification that John testifies that this same passage relates to the 

very times of Christ, when he uses these words, "that the word spoken 

by Isaiah the prophet might be fulfilled: 'Lord, I, ' etc. 
2- For there arc, 

in my opinion, two reasons for this application which are entirely pos- 

sible. 3 
_One 

is that Isaiah looked at the condition of his own times in 

such a way as to turn his attention from the matter at hand--as if from 

an opportunity which presýnted itself for speaking thus--to the nature of 
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the whole human race in general. For that men should not have faith in 

the preaching of heavenly and saving teaching is certainly not peculiar 

and exclusive only to that period of time in which Isaiah prophesied or to 

that in which Christ lived here on earth. On the contrary, it is a defect 

common by nature to all men, places, and times, until they are trans- 

formed by the remarkable grace of God in Christ. The other reason for 

John's application of Isaiah's words is that those very words pertain in 

a literal'and exclusive sense to the times of Christ, which Isýdah had an- 

nounced from chapter 49 on and which lie expressly discusses in the 

whole of that fifty-third chapter and the following ones. Since this is 

the way things are, those things which were announced in this manner 

long beforehand about Christ's teaching by Isaiah, are quite aptly said 

by the apostle to be fulfilled. 

John 12: 40. We interpreted this passage of Isaiah in our comments 
on Matthew at parallel 25. 

PARALLEL LXXX 

Psalm 41 
10. He who ate my bread has 

lifted up his heel against me. 1 

John 13 
18. He who ate my broad has lifted 

up his licel against me. 

All agice that the narrative in the words of David is historical. 

And no one will fail to see that the other one too is described as history 

by Christ, if he pays attention to those words: 11 am not speaking of you 

all;. I know whom I have chosen; but that this scripture -passage may be , 
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fulfilled, 'Ile who ate with me, "' eic. 2 For in the former account 

Ahithophel, who was rising up against King David, is designated, 3 

while in the latter it is Judas, who betrayed his Lord. Now it is certain 

that some one account exclusively concerned with a certain act cannot 

literally be uttered concerning the account of another act, but only figur- 

atively, as we demonstrated in our comments on Matthew at parallels 6 

and 24. The application of this passage by Christ, therefore, is figura- 

tive. But there are two sorts of figurative application in this category. 

For one is of human, the other of divine institution. It is one of human 

institution when, some, type or general metaphor is taken up to signify 

some certain matter, as, for example, if one utters ', 'Dodonacan bronzeA 

instead of "ringing, ", "Tolosan" instead of "deadly, ,5 and other such 

things. An application is one of divine institution, on the other 11, ind, 

when one and the same matter both supplies the material for a general 

type and has been granted by God as a type exclusive to something else 

by virtue of some institution exclusive to it. This passage is of this 

kind, For the case of David and Ahithophel is a general type--in respect 

to the one, of uprightness and goodness; in respect to the other, oi treach- 

cry. HoweVer, when it is applied to the history of Christ, the person 

and act of David is, according to the institution of God, a specific type 

of Christ and- his acts. And the treachery of Ahithopliel figuratively rep- 

resented the treachery of Judas, who conducted himself more treacher- 

ously by far a. gainst the spiritual kingship of Christ than did Ahithophel 

against the temporal and symbolic kingship of the other. But if it was ,, 
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according to divine institution that this type was constructed, it ds as- 

suredly in a very apt manner and one appropriate to the same institu- 

tion that Christ applies this type to his own history and prophesies 

about it. 

PARALLEL LXXXI 

Psalm 35 John 15 
19. They ýate me without 25. T, hey hate me without cause. 

cause. 

Sacred scripture teaches and our natural corruption proves that, 

as the hatred of many toward David was undeserved, so the hatred of the 

whole world toward Christ and toward those who cling to Christ is always 

undeserved. This hatred was, moreover, foretold concerning Christ our 

Saviour by David, acting as the type of Christ and one, in a certain sense, 

exclusive to him. Now the Lord Christ applies these words to himself 

in accordance with both the common nature and the unique law of types. 

Therefore, no. other interpretation of this statement need be added to 

this, nor need any other reason be brought forward than those which 

were explained by us in the two immediately preceding parallels. 

PARALLEL LXXXII 

John 17 
12.1 kept them whom you have given me, and none of them is lost but 

him who is the son of perdition, that the scripture might be fulfilled. 
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It is the opinion of many, to be sure, that some definite passage 

of scripture is designated by these words of Christ. Yet, everything 

considered, it seems to me, at least, that rather it is not one certain 

passage which is expressly touched upon, but all those passages of the 

law and prophets in which the promises and threats of the gospel had al- 

ready been discussed long before. Now, there- is no one who does not 

realize that this is a correct summary of the promises of the gospel: 

that Christ will save those whom the Father has given him and save them, 

indeed, in such a way that none of them is lost. Conversely, there is no 

one who does not realize that this is the theme of the threats of the gos- 

pel: ihat those who are sons of perdition, that is, whom God the Father 

has not given to his son to save, will be lost through their own unbelief 

and fault. Almost all the pages of the law and prophets are fille. d with 

these two points'of the lessons (of the gospel]. Surely, ' Christ, in balan- 

cing accounts, as it were, with his God and Father, carefully enumcr- 

ates both points here and proves the faithfulness of his management from 

the authority, or testimony, of sacred scripture. Now, he is talking a- 

bout the body (so to speak) of his apostles; he commends the members 
4 

of this body to God, since he is about to depart from them. Therefore, 

Christ very aptly reports concerning each of those members that which 

had already been promised concerning the whole body of the church long 

before through the law and prophets. And, conversely, the aforemen- 

ti. oped Judas Iscariot is' scrupulously excluded from their number, even 
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as scripture already taught long before that those are excluded who are 

sons of perdition and who scarcely belong to the Son of compassion' 

12 
who is, as it were, our GCOTTIPLOV. 

PARALLEL LXXXIII I 

John 19 
7. By our law he ought to die, because lie has made himself the Son 

of God, 

These hypocrites did not hesitate to adduce the law of God against 

Christ (who is-the fulfilment of the law and the prophets), They did this, 

v to be sure, with the, utmost treachery, but the thesis, or (as the dialec- 

ticians call it), the major premise, 
1 which they employed is still true. 

For they argued as follows: "Whoever makes himself the Son of God 

(that is, whoever pretends and feigns and falsely declares that'lic is such), 

is a blasphemer against God and is condemned to death according to the 

law, Deuteronomy 13 and 18.2 But tlýi6 man pretends that he is the Son 

of God. Therefore, he is condemned. 11 After the aforementioned major 

premise, which in itself is quite true and in agreement with the law, they 

add a false minor premise and assail Christ with a charge of blasphemy 

and, for this reason, propose the punishment of death against him. But 

because this passage has clarity enough, we shall hasten on to others. 

f 

John 19: 24. We previously treated of the passagc of David from 
Psalm 22 in our comments- on Matthew at parallel 49. 
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PARALLEL LXXXIV 

Psalm 69 
22. They gave me bitterness 

for food and for my thirst they 
gave me vinegar to drink. 

John 19 
28. That the scripture might be 

fulfilled, he said, "I thirst. 11 
29. There was, then, a bowl there 

full of the vinegar which had been 
put in it. And they filled a sponge 
with vinegar and, putting it on hyssop, 
they brought it to his mouth. 

This passqge was stated figuratively by David while acting as the 

type of Christ--in a typical sense with regard to, David himself, butin 

a lite'ral sense with regard to Christ, and it ought to be taken in this way. 

The truth of history, the concurrent authority of the evangelists, and 

the very nature of types (of which we treated a short while ago in paral- 

lel 65) dermonstrate this fact. 

PARALLEL LXXXV 

Exodus 12 
46. You shall not break a bone 

in it. 

Zechariah 12 
10. They will look on me whom 

they have pierced. 

John 19 
36. For these things took place that 

the scripture might be fulfilled, "Not 
one bone of him shall be broken. 11 

37. And *again another scripture 
says, "They shall look on him whom 
they have pierced. 11 

These two passages have been aptly joined together to testify to 

the truth of the account which is being written down by the evangelists. 

For among the ancients it was regarded as customary for the legs of - 

those who were crucified (if, by chance, they survived very long) to be 

broken by the soldiers. By this procedure blood flowed forth and the 
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power of life was cut short. Nevertheleqs, the evangelists showlthat it 

was not without purpose that it happened that the legs of our Lord Jesus 

Christ were not broken, but that the providence of God so ordained that 

he should expire before the soldiers prepared themselves to break the 

legs of the condemned men who had been crucified. For this reason, 

they acted according to the custom, to be sure, with the legs of the two 

robbers, but the legs of Christ remained whole and uninjured. The sol- 

dier merely took the trouble to make a test by tearing open Christ's 

side, to see whether or not he had truly given up his life. 1 The sign of 

blood and water which came out, however, demonstrated that, he had 

given it up, for the reason, of course, that when the pericardium and 

receptacle of water is pierced so that its contents pour out, any creature 

at all must immediately die. Now the gospel-writer, demonstrates with 

two testimonies that these thing's took place by the same providence of 

God by which they had been predicted by the prophets--the one a typical 

testimony, the other spoken in a literal and simple sense. And, indeed, 

even from the thing itself anyone at all can recognize that it is clearly 

the necessary consequence of that typical passage that the type concerned 

was a specific one and specially designed to signify this very part of 

history which was related by John with singular assiduity in order to 

show that this was, at last, the truest fulfilment of that shadow. For we 

showed previously in our comments on Matthew at parallel 24 that spe- 

cific, or specially designed, types are so constituted. 
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The other passage, on the other hand, which is adduced from 

Zechariah, is similarly a prophetic account, but without type, of that 

plercin Ig which Christ suffered in his side. Not only is John our author 

in this. assertion, but also the'line of argument of the prophet ZeclibLriah 

itself demands that his words be taken in this sense. For not even the 

Jews themselves have ever dared to deny that the reign of the Christ is 

being discussed in this passage. Now, the two effects of that reign are 

explained'in order: on the one hand, that our supreme king will seek, 

that is, will prepare and arrange everything that will be necessary to 

destroy his enemie's; 
Z on the other hand, that lie will most copiously 

provide and fill his elect with all spiritual gifts in the gospel of repent- 

ance and, faith. 3 These two points4 are described by the prophet Zech- 

ariah in the ensuing words. Now the words before us were placed in 

the exposition of that former point, concerning Christidn penitence, or 

repentance. They definitely show, therefore, that the people of the Jews 

--or, at least, those of the nation of the Jews'who will come to repentance 

--will turn the gaze of their eyes and turn their attention to Christ, as , 

to the author of repentance and the sole and certain aim of faith. And, 

indeed, they will turn their attention to him for this reason, that they 

will ýe conscious in their minds of their impiety and unrighteousness 

against Christ, who was previously pierced by them. And, consequently, 

that very piercing, which was going to occur without the breaking of any 

bone, would. be, among the other sufferings of Christ, a very evident , 
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sign from which the repentant Jews would see that Jesus is the Christ 

and possess a very just reason for lamentation concerning their impiety 

and unrighteousness, by which Christ was pierced. Therefore, since 

ýhe prophet Zechariah foretold each of these things to this end with such 

clarity, it ought not to seem surprising if this evangelist of ours has 

applied to the full account of its fulfilment the matter which had been 

spoken clearly long before, but which had been dimly undeýstood by the 

fathers before its fulfilment. This way of interpreting the matter is sure- 

ly the most holy and correct way of all. 

Now, if someone says, "But in this account of our evangelist this 

lamentation and repentance which Zechariah describes is not discussed, 
I 
the response is easy: Zechariah described both the lamentation of the 

pious and the reasons for the lamentation. Now, here (in John] there 

is, to be sure, no passage devoted to discussing the lamentation of the 
I 

pious. But, nevertheless, not least among the other reasons for the 

holy lamentation of the pious was the aforesaid fact that both the Jews 

themselves and impious hands from the Gentiles pierced their king, our 

Saviour. Consequently, this is that part which John had particularly in 

mind in these words; and the prophecy of it had to be pointed out distinct- 

ly, as it were, in these very few words, in order that the agreement of 

prophecy with gospel history and of gospel fulfilment with* the prophecy 

which precedes it might become evident. 

0 
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John 20: 9. As to the fact that scripture is adduced in regard to the 

resurrection of Christ, it is stated only generally and without specifi-: 

,, cation. And since elsewhere, but especially in the Acts of the Apostles, 

passages of scripture are adduced as confirmation of this doctrine, we 

5 
shall defer the matter to the parallels belonging to that book. 

I 



THE ACTS OF THE APOSTLES 
I 

PARALLEL LXXXVI 

Psalm 69 Acts 1 
26. Let their habitations be 20. For it is written in the book 

forsaken; let there be no one to of Psalxiis, "Let his habitation become 
live in their tents. desolate, and let there be no one to 

live in it"; and, 
Psalm 109 

8. Let another take his office, I'llis episcopate let another take. 

The goal for which these two passages are adduced by Peter in 

the assembly of the church can easily be learned from the character of 

the discourse as a whole which he delivered. For the discourse is de- 

liberative in nature, pertaining to a matter at issue. 2 By it Peter teaches 

the church, which was present at that time, that it must make provision, 

since the Lord Jesus Christ desired that there be apostles who should be 

twelve in number for the foundation of his church and apportionea the 

apostolic superintendence, or office, to twelve men-that the, church 

must make provision, therefore, that so important and honourablc a minis- 

try not be narrowed to fewer men. And, accordingly, Peter teaches that 

one must be chosen in place of that dead betrayer. But it was to be feared 

that some uneasiness might stick in the minds of the weak and that they 

might, perhaps, be hindered by this uneasiness from zealously continu- 

ing in the work of God. For this reason, it seemed good to Peter to 

state in advance, in the four verses before the point of exhortation, a 

'3 certain TtPOaE: PCLTECLCL by which he teaches the church that it is not 

the part of any pious man to allow himself to be alienated from the office 

258 
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by reason of this scandal. 4 For these things were already forctqld by 

sacred scripture and divine authority long ago, so that no one could be 

offend. ed for this reason. The main point, therefore, of both passages 

is that the aforesaid scandal was predicted so that no one should think 

that it happened without cause or be offended at it without cause. Next, 

on the other hand, the point is also that the will and command of God is 

this, that this charge should be committed to another. And, -indeed, the 

application of the former passage by Peter cannot be obscure to pious 

minds, if they attended well to that which we taught above in our comments 

5 
on John at parallel 65, namely, that Psalm 69 is common to David, as 

t46 type', and to Christ, as the real object of the type; but is not pecu- 

liar to the one or the other, or common to the church of God. For since 

the theme of that psalm is well established, it will be established by the 

same toXen that this passage was adduced quite aptly by Peter and ut- 

tered with regard to the'betrayer Judas. 

The Jews, to be sure, appear to themselves to have sufficient 

grounds from which to undermine this interpretation of Peter's. And 

the less learned will, perhaps, be shaken by this pretext, that the num- 

bers have been altered in this discourse, because David made mention 

of many, while Peter talks about only one. But this lipe of argument 

cannot overthrow Peter's interpretation or the application of it to the 

story of the betrayer Judas. For, if you were to. argue in this way, from 

"David spoke about many, 11 it does not follow, "Therefore, he in no way 
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spoke about Judas. 11 It would, to be sure, follow that lie in no wily spoke 

about Judas alone. However, what has been stated concerning many is 

quite correctly stated concerning this or that individual (as they call it) 

included within the nuinber of those several men. Both these things, 

indeed, are true: it was stated prophetically, on the one hand, concern- 

ing many by David; it was explained anagogically, on the other hand, 

concerning Judas the betrayer by Peter. For in both ways the account 

is, in fact, quite true. And, in the-first place, indeed, the history of 

Josephus, but above all, his De Bello Judaico, demonstrates that this 

wa 
.s 

stated quite correctly about all the Jews who stubbornly opposed 

Christ and his gospel. 
6 And the histories of Ilegesippus and othdrs 

likewise demonstrate this, 7 
even as Christ had related in clear words in 

Matthew 23 and 24.8 It was quite reasonable, however, for this state- 

ment to be explained in the present passage as referring to Judas scpar- 

ately, because God wanted to effect in him--as in the leader of the con- 

spiracy against Christ which had to be avenged--the first example of 

his very severe justice, which he had made known in this psalm. Peter 

adduces this example and beginning, as it were, of divine vengeance 

most suitably, as if it were some pledge and token rightly deposited 

in the church of God to set the seal on the fact that the same judge- 

ment was about to come upon the remainder of the nation. It is 

true, to be sure, that it cannot be proved from scripture that Judas 

had any habitation, or dwelling for his habitation. But Peter very 

ýaptly removes this objection, when he relates that the habitation of 

Judas, or place for his, habitation, which the Apostle Peter had in mind 
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in this passage was not, in reality, possessed by Judas himself; I but it 

is even still-justly called his habitation, since it was purchased from 

his money. For the preceding part of the discourse demonstrates that 

these words must be taken in this sense, when it says, "This man, then, 

bought a field with the reward of his wickedness, 119 and a little later, 

"And it became known to all the inhabitants of Jerusalem, so much so 

that that field was called in their ow. n language Akeldama, that is, Field 

of Blood. 1110 It is to this statement that the confirmation from the author- 

ity of scripture is appended, "For it is written in the book of Psalms, 11 

etc. Peter had had this passage in mind at the beginning of his discourse 

in saying, "The scripture had to be fulfilled, " -etc. 
11 For the things 

which come thereafter up to the verse before us intervene by hyperbatonl2 

for the sake of a fuller clarification of the matter. 

We pass from the application of this passage to the other passage, 

which is the chief passage of the whole discourse, namely, to the effect 

that another good man and disciple of Christ ought to be provided who 

should be put in the place of Judas to assume his charge. Peter imme- 

diately adds this passage to the -preceding one for the sake of convenience, 

beginning from his authority in this verse and bringing forward an expo- 

sition of this authority in the following verses., 13 It seems, to be sure, 

that his application of this passage is insensitive and that, David scarcely 
I 

had Judas in mind in Psalm 109. But it is not, for this reason, fitting 

that we should repudiate whatever seems to be insensitive and esteem 
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lightly the authority of the Spirit of God. I acknowledge the aforesaid 

point, to be sure, that the story of Judas is not discussed in this pas- 

sage, but. it is not necessary for us to interpret that psalm as referring 

to Judas in order to confirm this application of Peter's. On the contrary, 

it does not necegsarily follow that the application is insensitive because 

that passage was not prophesied with reference to Judas. For this class 

of application is aetiological and not historical, just as we dernonstratcd 

at parallel 6 in our comments on Matthew that applications must be dis- 

tinguished from one another. Now, (to express the matter more clearly) 

that which we propose is, in a few words, this: the discussion there is 

not about an act of Judas, 'but about moral obligation and just conduct. 

For this was David's intention, agreeing with moral obligation and just 

conduct: It is very necessary that there*be offices of superintendence, 

ministries or charges, but in such a way that they are not committed to 

the wicked. For they ought to be committed to the upright rather than to 

the wicked, or if they have, by chance, been committed to the wicked, 

they ought to be taken away from them. But it is altogether necessary 

that there be offices of superintendence, and-it is quite just that good 
I 

men be set over them. From this general proposition which David as- 

serted, Peter constructs a special case by a line of argument drawn 

from the whole (as they call it) in extent. 
14 The superintendence, or 

charge, he says, which Christ had entrusted to Judas is holy and neces- 

sary for the church of God. Therefore, even as it was justly taken away 
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from him, so it must be assumed by another, whose qualifications lie 

describes in the following verses. That this must be done he teaches 

from the authority cited, and, indeed, the thoroughly unassuming cofi- 

duct of the apostles establishes that the importance of the office and the- 

benefit to the church demand this. Although the apostles were eleven 

in number, they were still aware in flicir minds how important the office 

of the apdstolate was, and, accordingly, they judged it necessary for one 

to be added to discharge their duties with them. So far was Peter from 

that domineering and -sacrilegious presumption of imagining that the apos- 

tolic office and authority ought to or could be drawn'together into his own 

hand or that of any other one man. "For who, 11 says Paul, "is sufficient 

for these things? , 15 

PARALLEL LXXXVII 

I 
Joel 2 

28, And it shall come to pass 
afterward, that I will pour out my 
Spirit upon all flesh: and your 
sons and your daughters shall 
prophesy; your old men shall 
dream dreams, and your young 
men shall see visions. 

S 

29. Nay, even upon the men- 
servants and upon the maid- 
servants in those days, I will 
pour out my Spirit. 

30. And I will show portents 
in the heaven and on the earth, 

Acts 2 
16. But this is that which was 

spoken. by the prophet Joel: 
17. And in the last days it shall 

be, God declares, that I will pour 
forth from my Spirit upon all flesh, 
and your sons and your daughters 
shall prophesy; and your young men 
shall see visions, and your old -men 
shall dream dreams. 

18. Yea, and upon my menservants 
and upon my maidservants in those days, 
I will pour forth from my Spirit; and 
they shall prophesy. 

19. And I shall show wonders in the 
heaven above and signs on the earth 
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blood and fire and billowing 
clouds of smoke. 1 

31, Thýe sun itself shall be 
turned into darkness, and the 
moon into blood, before that 
very great and terrible day of 
Jehovah comes. 

32. And it shall come to 
pass that all who call upon the 
name of Jehovah shall be de- 
livered. 

beneath, blood and fire and'vapor of 
smoke. 

20. The sun shall be turned into 
darkness, and the moon into blood, 
before that great and manifest day of 
the 4ord comes. 

21. And it shall-be that whoever 
calls on the name of the Lord shall 
be saved. 

The goal of both passages is that the truth of the promises of the 

gospel should be shown, and be confirmed by divine signs. Joel had 

foretold long beforehand that this matter would come about, while Peter 

showed that it had come to pass. The main point, consequently, is that 

all the promises of the gospel have their beginning from the impartation 

of the Spirit of God in Christ Jesus. Two things would result from the 

yernarkable power of this impartation: on the one hand, the members of 

Christ, imbued with it, would overflow with his spiritual gifts to his 

church; on. the other hand, the greatest signs would appear in heaven 

and earth to afflict the consciences of men, so that by those stings, as 

it Were, the pious should be excited to earnest invoking of the divine 

majesty and should obtain salvation from God. So, * then, the application 

of this passage by Peter is not troublesome, since not even the Jews them- 

selves deny that the aforesaid prophecy pertains to the reign of the Mes- 

sial-i, that is, to the times of the gospel. And Peter himself establishes 

this application in a fashion quite splendid by teaching that these are, at 

last, those times in which the Christ has begtkn to display his heavenly 
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gifts, by his divine power, in his church, whiZ: h the same Christ would 

continue from then on. to display among his elect. But if there are al- 

terations which appear in this interpretation, these are certainly not of 

such a kind that they could occasion a scruple of doubt to a moderately 

educated man. For most of the things which Peter substitutes in. place . 

of the prophet's wording are exegetical. Therefore, we shall pass over 

this. point and come to the following passage. 

PARALLEL LXXXVIII 

Psalm 1161 
8.1 set Jehovah continually 

. 
before me; because he is at my 
right hand, I shall not be 

moved, 
9. Therefore my heart is 

glad, and my tongue rejoices; 
my flesh also dwells securely. 

10. For you will not give my 
soul up to the grave, nor hand 

over him whom you attend 

with kindness to see cor- 
ruption. 

11. You have made known 
to me the way of life, the ful- 

ness-of the most pleasant joys 
in your presence, at your right 
hand- for evermore. 

Acts 2 
25. For David says concerning 

him, "I saw the Lord always before 
me, because he is at my right'hand 
that I may not be shaken. 

26. -Therefore my heart was de- 
lighted, and my tongue rejoiced; and, 
moreover, my flesh will rest in hope. 

27. For you will not abandon my 
soul as vanishing to the grave, nor 
let your holy one see corru ption. 

28. You have, made known to me 
the ways of life; you will make me 
full of gladness in your presence. 

For the strengthening of his faith the prophet David, in Psalm 16, 

adduced long beforehand from the forthcoming history of Christ the point 

which the Apostle Peter similarly adduces in the passage before us to 

s6rve as a support for public faith in the church and to vanquish the Jews. 
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The goal in both places, consequently, is that the faith of the pious, should 

be strdngthened by the history of Christ and the treachery of* the idol- 

worshippers overthrown. The main point is that the pious perceive that 

nothing can more fitly obtain either of these goals than if, with an un- 

wavering faith, they not only discern the Lord Jesus Christ as incessantly 

present with them, even in death itself, but also take assurance in their 

minds from his resurrection concerning the resurrection of their own 

flesh and concerning eternal life. And so these two points are those which 

a re set forth, in order, by the prophet. For he confessed the presence of 

Christ and his continual activity in these words, "I set the Lord continual- 

ly before me, etc. The ensuing verses expound, on the other I-land, the 

resurrection of the flesh and eternal life very suitably. The prophet 

passed to this part of the discourse in verse 9 from its result, our spirit- 

ual gladness- -rising mosi appropriately to its cause. The application of 

this passage, then, which the apostles have made in the place before us 

and in no few others is most holy and most correct. There are surely 

few alterations which could aqtually disturb the'reader; if you except the 

last verse, in which, for the sake of brevity, one word has been altered, 

some have been omitted. 

But because the application purposed by Peter may not, perhaps, 

be sufficiently clear unless it is pointed out through our agency and elu- 

cidated by some exposition, each part of the prophetlý discourse must 

ýe 
compared in a few words with Peter's discourse. Before, then, Peter 
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shows fully the fulfilment of this discourse in Christ Jesus, lie v4--ry 

f2 
aptly stated in advaiice, 'in verse 29, the cLvcLLpccLc, or negation, 

(as they call it), that these words cannot be taken as referring to David. 

For an event of which Peter calls the Jews themselves witnesses would 

plainly contradict this discourse if it were taken as referring to David. 

With this foundation laid, the affirmation follows that David uttered all 

3 
these. things in reference to Christ. And, in the first place, indeed, 

as far as. the person of Christ is concerned, Peter s1lows that David un- 

derstood those things which must. be understood in order to constitute a 

true faith. For the person of Christ and his office and his kindness to- 

ward us was set forth in those words. When lie said, "I saw the Lord, 

or Jehovah, always before me, " David testified that the person of Christ 

already existed at that time, as he who is the eternal Son of God, and is 

likewise Jehovah in the unity of essence with the Father and the Holy 

Spirit. David set forth the office of Christ in the ensuing words by say- 

ing, "because he is at my right hand that I may not be shaken. 11 He de- 

scribed, finally! the, kindnesses of Christ very carefully in the remain- 

der of the prophetic narrative by rising from tile effects to tile causes 

and,, conversely, returning from the causes to the cffects (which ýre 

very sure indicatiops). The prophet goes from the effects to the causes 

when lie testifies that lie receives peace and joy in the Holy Spirit, 4 but 

that the cause of this spiritual gladness is Christ. 5 Foy Christ, by com- 

ing forth from sufferings and death, which lie underwent for our sakes, 
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and, indeed, from the grave, will triumph ovet- death and him who main- 

tains the sway of death, and he will deliver David himself and all the 

elect -from death by the price of his blood, verses 9 and 10. Next, how- 

ever, in the last verse, David goes from the causes to the effects. 
6 For 

he states that the cause of that life which the pious reccivelis. the teaching 

of the faith, which is the way to life, or the teaching of the gospel, which 

the apostle defines as "the power of. God for salvation to everyone who 

believes. 11 
7 The effect, on the other hand, is the eternal life which en- 

joys most fully the most pleasant presence of God. Peter, therefore, 

I runs through each of these things in a few words--in regard to the person 

of Christ and his station, in verse 30; in regard to his office and kindness- 

es, in the following verse--drawing together each of those things which 

seemed to pertain to the argument which lie had purposed. Since this is 

the way things are, who would desire a more reliable and more faithful 

interpreter of the Holy Spirit than the Holy Spirit himself, who uttered 

these things'through Peter's mouth? 

Some, whether because they are clinging more than is proper to 

the treatises of the Jews, or because they have been carried away by the 

judgements of -others before them--some will object, perhaps, that this 

interpretation seems alien to David's intention. But, by their good leave, 

no better exposition of that golden psalm can be brought forward than 

that which is asserted by Peter in this passage. For the prophet had de- 

clared in the first four verses of Psalm 16 that his only refuge was in 
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God (as in him who in every age is most beneficent to his elect) 
I 
and that 

he would never renounce God though tossed about by the storms of af- 

flictions and persecutions. Ile expounds this confidence in the remainder. 

8 
of the psalm: for one thing, because God is his portion and heritage; 

for another, because he is the leader and master who teaches us the way 

which leads to that heritage, 9 verses 5,6, and 7. lie thereafter confirms 

this actiology of his confidence and. constancy from his matchless under- 

standing of our Lord and Saviour, Jesus Christ. And lie does this in that 

order which we set forth, treating of his person, office, and 

kindnesses in that manner of piety whicii we are taught in the gospel. 
10 

So, then, having considered all these matters, we prefer to understand 

David's words in line with Peter rather, than striy with the words of others 

from the intention of David and Peter and from the testimony of the Holy 

Spirit. . 

Acts 2: 34.11 This passage from David is perspicuous and has already 
been discussed in our comments on parallel 44 of Matthew. 12 

PARALLEL LXXXIX 

Deuteronomy 18 
15. Jehovah your God will 

raise up for you a prophet from 

among you, from your breth- 
ren, as he raised me up. You 
shall listen to him. 

18.. And T will put my words 
in his mouth and so he shall 

Acts 3 
22. The Lord your God will raise 

up for you a prophet from your breth- 
ren as he raised me up. You sliall 
listen to him in all things that lie tells 
you. 
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speak to them all that I 
command him. 

19, And it shall come to 
pass that whoever does not 
listen to my words which he 
speaks in my name, I my- 1 
self will require it of him. 

23. And. it. shall be that every 
soul that does not listen to that 
prophet shall be destroyed from 
the peoplia. 

The goal is one and the same in both placels: that Christ should 

be pointed out to the church as the mediator between God and men--long 

ahead of time, on the one hand, as the mediator to be expected, as was 

foretold by Moses; *at the. latter time, on the other hand, as the mediator 

who had been exhibited and made manifest in the, flesh, a's is asserted by 

Peter. Now, God was dealing with a people which-was suffering from 

weakness and hardly bore his'voice and the sight of his majestY. and which, 

for this reason, requested a mediator, or intervener, as the lawyers -call 

it. At that time, to be sure, he appointed Moses to perform the functions 

of an intervener, but the same weakness always possesses his church in 

this world and each of itý members. The main point, therefore, is that 

God had not provided at this time alone for a useful and suitable media- 

tor for his church, but that'he had made provision for a true and eternal 

mediator, or intervene-r, for all time, who would be similar to Moses 

and who would discharge those functions of mediator perfectly and eter- 

nally. Now, it is said that Christ would, indeedo be similar to Moses, 

býcause the mediation of-Moses was a certain shadow of Christ's media- 

tion, and it acquires its substance in Christ. And, accordingly, Moses, 

I 

t 
as a type, is similar to Christ and, conversely, Christ as the real ob- 
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ject of the type, to Moses. The functions of mediation, however', which 

are predicated of Christ in the same Passage all belong to this one office 

of his, that is, in so far as he is the prophet or teacher of his church, 

On account of this, the Lord pointed out through Moses Ahe nature of that 

office by degrees: first, the divine calling of that person in whom the 

substance and real object of Moses would appear; 
Z secondly, his faithful- 

ness in'performing and executing the office; 
3 thirdly, the authority with 

which it was constituted, so that God himself teaches us and we hear God 

himself teaching; 4 ýut lastly, the very grievous consequence which those 

who do not listen to his word receive. 
5 And the application before us of 

the words of Moses is, indeed, a correct one. Peter made it so impres- 

sively and suitably that none dared at that time to gainsay his intcrpreta- 

ti On ', 
6 

although, for the sake of brevity, some things are cut off and others 

drawn together from two verses of Deuteronomy which have very little 

divergence from one another in the mode -of speech. 7 For this reason, 
r 

there is no need at all for us to tarry in discussing a matter so perspicu- 

ous, namely, the reason for this alteration. 

It is, however, very serious that almost all have thought that Moses 

was talking literally about the, whole ministry, or body of the ministers 

of the church, but that in the passage before us the same words of Moses 

were applied by. Peter analogically to Christ, as if to the head of this 

body. With bveryone's kind indulgence, I judge Peter's application to 

be-a literal one. Not only does the line of argiiment of Moses himself 
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I 
altogether compel me to this opinion, but also Peter, s authority and 

Stephen's agreement, Acts 7: 37. As to the application by Peter and 

Stephen, there is no reason why we should trouble ourselves about 

pointing it out. For the passages stand before everyone's eyes. But 

as to the fact that the line of argument of Moses demands that this inter- 

pretation be maintained, it can, to be sure, be confirmed from that 

common silence which all the Jews,. the evil ones as much as the good, 

observed when these things were, spoken by Peter and Stephen. 8 Never- 

theless, we shall demonstrate the fact from Moses himself in this way. 

The main proposition of Moses was this: "You shall be blameless in 

company with Jehovah your God. 119 A comparison from the antýthesis 

I 
elucidates, in the following verse, this blamelessness and auvoLxoXou- 

OTIOL. Clo of God commanded by Moses. "For these nations, 11 Moses 

says, "whose heirs you are about to be listen to astrologers and divin- 

ers; but as fcr you, Jehovah your God has not allowed you to do so. 1" 1 

It is just as if lie were saying, "These people are neither blameless nor 

follow God blamelessly; but a different blamelessness and obedience be- 

fits you. 11 The. Jews would immediately have been ready to object to this 

commandment, "And how, pray, can we wall-, with God and ýc blameless 

in company with him, when we can neither hear his voice nor see the 

exceedingly great fýre in which he dwells without abruptly dying? For 

you will not always be with us, but will-shortly die, as God has threat- 

ened and as you yourself have disclosed to us, 11 above at Deuteronomy 
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12 1 
1: 37 and 3: 23. So, then, anticipating this objection, Moses tells the 

Jews that this is, to be sure, true, namely, that God dwells in unaP- 

proachable light-and that the people- have need of a mediator by whose 

intervention they may be able to walk blamelessly before God. But be- 

cause the people, or church, 'of God will have that need for as long as 

we live on earth, God the Father would, for this reason, bring it about 

that the church should have one mediator and intercessor to succeed 

Moses and to discharge perfectly the office of mediator between God and 

men forever, with the highest authority and power. And, accordingly, 

the Jews, who had previously besought Moses to perform the functions 

of a mediator, had no need to, trouble themselves, concerning another 

mediator. For God, having recalled that request which the Jews had 

made to Jehovah on the day of the assembly at Horeb, had already made 

provision for a mediator. Not only would this mediator act for the peo- 

ple inthe presence of God the Father, but also he himself would talk in 

the words of God the Father with the people and with all the prophets 

whorn he would dispatch to the church of God. The very sequence of the 

line of argument shows distinctly that this is the way these things stand. 

For first Moses states this promise, verse 15; and the motive behind 

it, verse 16. Next, he confirms the same promise by means of the au, - 

thority of God, verses 17 and following. And, lastly, lie unfolds the same 

promise by means of its outcome and use in the remainder of the chap- 

te r. ' 
13 It definitely follows, therefore, from these things that this pro- 
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mise treats, not of the' whole body of prophets, but of their head I alone, 

and not of any prophet other than Jesus Christ, the prophet and apostle 

of our confession and our eternal mediator. 

PARALLEL XC 

Genesis 22 
18. And in your seed shall 

all the nations of the earth 
confess that ablessing has 
been bestowed upon them. 

Acts 3 
25. And in your seed shall all 

the families of the earth obtain a 
ble s sing, 

Peter explicitly states the goal of these statements in the pre- 

ceding words when he says, "You are the sons of the prophets and of 

the testament, 11 or ', that dispensation, 11 "which God dispensed, 11 etc. 

The goal is, namely, that theýnation of the Jews should recognize that 

x 
that covenant and testament of God belongs to them. The main point, con- 

sequently, is that God exhibited, to be sure, his covenant and disPensa- 

tion of grace in regard to his church to the [whole] human race already 

- long ago through his prophets; but that he especially entered into a cove- 

nant with the fathers of the aforementioned nation iind contracted with 

Abraham, the father of believers, that his blessing should extend to him- 

self and his nation first, inasmuch as he would beget, according to the 

flesh, that seed of blessing from whom blessing would spread first to 

the Jews, but then to the other families of the earth. Now, not only do 

the words of Peter which are directly appended (when, he says, "God, 

raising up his son Jesus, sent him to you first, to bless you, 11 etc. )' 
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I 
show that this is the correct understanding of this passage, but also the 

very nature of the passage requires it. For when'God promises that in 

his seed a blessing is going to be dispersed to others, one of two alter- 

natives is altogether necessary, either that the word for "seed" be taken 

as a svllepsisZ or that it be taken as singular. And the very sequence 

of the divine promises teaches in a fashion quite manifest that the word 

must, in fact, necessarily be taken. as referring to one and to some single 

individual. For God had previously treated by syllepsis of the whole pro- 

geny of Abraham and Isaad in saying, "I will bless and multiply your seed 

so that they will be in number as the stars of heaven and as the sand 

which is on the seashore. And your seed' shall Possess the gates of their 

enemies. 
0 Now, the later part of the promise cannot, by any line of 

reasoning,. agree with this other part which it immediately follows un- 

less the clause, "And in your seed shall all nations obtain a blessing, 11 

is taken as referring to a specific and single person. 
4 For that seed 

cannot be said at the same time both to possess the gate of his enemies 

and to pour forth blessing upon all, since the former is an act of punish- 

ment, the . latter one of benefit. The former, moreover, can be shared 

with others, so that they may afflict the adversaries with punishments. 

Thb latter is a beneficial act exclusive and peculiar to Christ, as he 

pours out blessing, in accord with the promises of God the Father, upon 

all, both the Jews and also the Gentiles. Much less, however, can these 

things be said about Isaac than about the whole nation of the Jews. It 
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remains, therefore, only that the statement should be understood, in a 

manner consistent, with faith, as referring to Cýrist, since this promise 

and beneficial act can be predicated suitably of. neither that seed taken in 

a wider sense nor of Isaac. 

Acts 4: 11. The passage from David was discussed in our comments 
on Matthew at parallel 40. 

PARALLEL XCI 

Psalm 2 
1. Why have the nations 

raised a tumult and the peoples 
contrived a vain thing? 

2. The kipgs of. the earth 
have stood'beside one another, 
and the chiefs have taken coun- 
sel together, against Jehovah 
and agaiýist his Christ. 

Acts 4 
25. Why have the nations raged 

and the peoples contrived vain things? 
26. The kings of the earth have 

stood beside one another, and the 
princes were gathered together for 
the same purpose, against the Lord 
and against his Christ. 

I. 
The common goal in both passages is that the opposition of sinners 

to the kingship of Christ-and especially, indeed, from the time of his com- 

ing-should be set forth and that his church should be strengthened over 

against the scandal of the cross. The difference in this case is that David 

prophesied that it woýuld come about; Peter pointed out that, it had come to 

pass. 7 Now, some, to be sure, affirm that the passage from David ought 

to ýe taken as referring purely to David; others, as referring purely to 

Christ; others, finally, as referring to David and Christ, the former of 

whom was the-type, the latter the real object of the type. The first opinion 

s 
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is that of the Jews who, so far as in them lies, subvert teaching ; concern- 

ing Christ. The second is that of the orthodox fathers in particular. The 

third is current among men of our times. Now, the first opinion is surely 

Overthrown, not only by the theme of the psalm itself, but also by the se- 

quence and the very order of thought. For the theme pertains so mani- 

festly to the kingship of the Messiah that. not even the most obstinate of the 

Jews can deny it.. For-J. ehovah addresses his Son; l appoints him as pro- 

& pliet, priest, and king; Z gives him the inheritance of the whole world; 
3 

assigns 
. 

omnipotence to him; 4 and commands worship, reverence, -and fear 

5 of him by all nations--and, finally, faith in him. 
, 

No one, except a blas- 

phemer, can predicate all these things of a human being pure and simple. 

The same interpretation is surely overthrown by the sequence of thought, 

because it seemed good to the Holy Spirit through David to embrace with- 

in the vqry entrance-way to the Psalms an epitome of heavenly doctrine: 

of *the law, on the one hand, in Psalm 1 and of the gospel and faith in 

Christ, on the other hand, in Psalm 2. 

The other opinion, which we said was that of the fathers, is far 

more supportable. For although there are some things which are suitably 

taken as referring to David, there is still no doubt that the principal aim 

of the psalm in question relates to this point, that the kingship of Christ 

should be glorified by means of the exertion of its adversaries, a reprooi 

and warning to them, and the destruction which would in the end come * 

upon them. These matters Were occasionally perceived by David, as by 
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a type; but the real object of the type was brought to -cons umm ation in 

Christ, On account of this, whether one purposes to interpret the psalm 

by means of the sec'ond mode of interpretation or by means of the third, 

there is no pious man, who will not see that David's words are brought 

forward-very aptly by the apostles to the passage before us. The second 

interpretation convinces me most of all (something which has. been said 

by everyone Is good leave), although. I do not -deny that it was on account 

of his own affairs that David came to the point that, by faith, lie looked 

upon. the kingship of Christ. . The main point, consequently, is tl-iat*, even 

as David had predicted long before, so it happened in the latter time to 

the person of Chri-st, verses 27 and 28. And, accordingly, the apostles, 

when they have been severely chided by the council of the jews, 6 justly 

explain their confidence with this passage and through it beseech the Lord 

that he who sits in the heavens may laugh, that the Lord may have them in 

derision, speak to them in his wrath, and confound them, granting to his 

"servants to speak" liýs "word with all boldness, 11 etc. , verses 29 and 30. 

There is no alteration in the words which could detain a pious and moder- 

ately educated man. For the word for raging7 -denotes by synecdoche the 

raising of a tumult. 8 The fact, moreover, that the Psalmist says that 

the kings have stood beside one another is suitably translated by the word 
91 

UaPLCFTaVaL This word WbUld signify the same as if you had said that 
I 

I some stand beside others. Lastly, moreover, ihosc words auvnX3Tjacxv 

10 CTU TO CLUTO, "they have come together for the same thing, corre- 
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spond to the word for taking counsel. I, at least, thirl-, that this idea of 

coming together ought to be taken as referring, not to the presence of 

bodies (which the prophet had previously set forth), but to the agreement 

of minds, as is confirmed in no dim way by the ensuing words of Peter. 

PARALLEL XCII 

Acts 7 
2. "The God of glory appeared to our father Abraham when lie was 

in Mesopotamia, before he lived in Haran, 11 and, those words which follow. 

The goal of this whole discourse must be sought from nowhere else 

than the reason for which it was delivered. Now, Luke related the reason 

in the preceding chapter, namely, that adversaries, who were disputing 

with Stephen and could not withstand the wisdom and the spirit with which 

he spoke, 
2 suborned men to say that Stephen had spoken "blasphemous 

words against Moses and God,,, 3 or (thereafter to clarify the same point) - 

"blasphemous words against the holy place, " or the temple of God, "and 

4 the law" transmitted by Mosed. This was an opportunity for Stephen 

to respond with this most holy discourse to their heinous accusations. 

The goal, therefore, was this: not only to disparage the trustworthiness 

of the witnesses (although lie could still refute them, trusting to the testi- 

mony of God and his conscience, with a denial pure and simple if lie had 

not considered that he was prevented by the number of witnesses being in 

aI ccord with the semblance of the law), but also, by setting forth his piety 

and faith with great dignity, to convince the council before which he was 
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standing that it could not have happened that a man endowed with 
I such 

learning', piety, and sanctity would pour forth blasphemous statements 

of a kind such as were urged against him by the witnesses. So, then, 

that goal to refute the witnesses, was, to be sure, proper and very nec- 

essary. But owing to the wrong-doifig of the witnesses, owing to the dis- ., 

pleasure of the judges, and owing to friendly regard for the pious (in 

another situation- -before dquitable judges--it would have been useful for 

them to be produced as witnesses), he could not attend to shattering the 

testimonies of those witnesses. For this reason, the Holy Spirit led 

Stephen to, decide, by some very unassuming recomm6ndation of himself, 

that his trustworthiness would have to be proven before the judges rather 

than the trustworthiness of others' overthrown. If he could have demon- 

strated the former of these things in the assembly, lie would have shown 

the latter conclusively and very suitably diverted from himself the wrong-ý 

doing of the false witnesses. 

In order, however, to achieve this end, Stephen drew 'up for him- 

self this epitome of a discourse: First, he would testify that lie belonged 

to the covenant of G od into which God had entered -with Abraliam already 

long ago--also that he asserted the authority and truth of the law of Moses 

as much as anyone at all did. Furthermore, lie would testify that lie -con- 

fessed the very lofty dignity which God imparted to the temple by means 

of his presence and his sanctification. Lastly, he would testify that all 

these things were confessed not in mere words, or in vain and empty boast- 
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ing, but in faith and obedience by the faithful servants of God. *Not only 

had a great many of the ancestors of that nation already forsaken all 

tho6e thing's long before, according'to the testimony of the holy prophets, 

but also those who were present and who were speaking with him with 

such indignation were swerving from them wit h utmost faitlile-ssness. 

Thus, the whole discourse is first of all, to be sure, in the natur& of 

a defence, but it is also in the nature 6f a counte r- charge; 5 because 

Stephen not only diverts the accusation which has been hurled against 

him, but lie turns it back against those with whom he was pleading his, 

own case. As for the, rest, this whole- discourse has been brought from 

the Old Testament if, you except the last part of the &v-rE: yxXT'jjicL. 
6 

and most'parts of the narrative agree quite evidently with passages from 

the Old Te. stament beyond any doubt. Consequently, it does not seem 

necessary for us to consume time in comparing each of them, but we 

shall leave it to the good sense and faith of the reader to explore for him- 

self such a comparison of passages. Therefore, in the case of tho-se 

things which are perspicuous, we shall merely note down the unambellished 

passage's. The tl. -icme of four verses, namely, the second zind the three 

following, are contained in chapters 11 and 1Z of Genesis. 7 The sixth 

and seventh verses arc brought from Genesis 15; 8 the eighth from Genc- 

sis 17,21, Z5,29,50, and 35; 9 the ninth from Genesis 37; 10 the tenth 

from Gen*esis 41; 11 the eleventh and the four following from the remainder 

of the book of Genesis. 

But in verse 14 Stephen appears on first sight to have swerved from 

the truth of history when he relates that the whole kindred of 
I Jacob or 
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I 
Joseph consisted of seventy-five people. For Moses, on the contrary, 

relates in Genesis'46 (which is, beyond dispute, the passage which Stephen 

had in mind here) that sixty-six souls had sprung from the loins of Jacob, 

or, that, including Jacob and Joseph and the latter's two sons, there were 

seventy. 
12 And various methods, indeed, for reconciling these passages 

Nyiih each other were already investigated long ago by the holy fathers. 

Their testimony and authority do no. t make it possible for me (with their 

Icind indulgence) to descend to their opinion, in the case of those who judge 

that Stephen's words in Luke have been corrupted, whether th*ey conclude 

TECV-r C 13 14 that the word ought to be deleted altogether or that TECLv-vaQ 

ought to be substituted for nCvTr-. Passing over, however, all the other 

conjectures, without regard to whose-evcr judgement has gone before us, 

that course of harmonization pleases me very much which Epiplianius a- 

If 'C 
dopted in book 1, chapter 1, in these words, XC'LTELCYL TOLVUV, Wr, TtPOC"LTtOV, 

3, ICLXG) .0 
0 R(X%L OIL CITe CLUTOU ULOL,, ROLL YUVCLfLXEC, X(IlL SWRYOVOL CV 

I 
ccI 
ED804T'I'xoVTCL 'TtEvTr:, tWx(X'LQ. &PLOLLTj&EVVCg CIC, AILýYUTETOV, G)Q nEPLE)CEL 

CI So that this course Ti TTPwTTi DL 13Xoc vic noLTOL MoZaCd 'TtcvTcLTcUxou . 
15 

of harmonization can be maintained better by the'reader, it ought to be 

established in the following manner that three ways of numbering Jacob's 

-family have been preserved by Moses in ihis passage. ' The first is that 

in which Moses numbers only those souls who came fo-rth with Jacob into 

Egypt but who also came forth from his Joins- -therefore, not including 

the vives of. hi, s sons. Now these are said in verse 26 to have been sixty- 
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six in number. The second way is that in which the number of tAc whole 

race, including Jacob, Joseph, and the latter's two sons, are set forth. 

Now, if you add those four, Jacob, his son, and his two grandsons, to 

the previous number, the number of people rises to seventy, as Moses 

himself sets it down in verse 27. The third way, finally, is that in which 

the number of all the people belonging to the family of Jacob and encom- 

passed therein by the mention of their names (as they occur in the enu- 

16 
meration of Moses) is drawn together into one total; in other words, in- 

cluding the four wives of Jacob and the two sons of Judah whom God had 

killed in Canaan. Now, Moses relates that, including Jacob, Joseph, and 

17 
the latter's sons who dwelt in Egypt, there were sevcnty souls in al . 

Therefore, including the names of four wives and of the two sons of Judah 

w. ho hqd previously died, there will be altogether seventy-six. But Jacob 

is- specifically struck out of this number when Stephen says, "he called 

to him Jacob his father and all his kindred of seventy-five people. " 113 

And that this may be done more -suitably, the matter will be quite evident 

if you infer an ellipse of th. e Greek article, or likewis*e apýly'to the later 

part that very 'article which previously preceded it, just as if it read, X(A 

-% cAN>c 
TIOLOOLV CFUYYE: VCLCLV CLUTOU TTIV EV IýU)CCLZQ cj36o4Tjxov-rcL nevue. 19 This 

method seems to me, at least, to be the most suitable of all and one which 

accords with the authority and. truth of scripture. 

Nor, in truth, do those two objections which can be rdised against 

this passage move me from this interpretation. One is that more people 
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are enumerated by Moses. The other is that this interpretation does 

not seem to relate to Stephen's design and argument. For, to respond 

to both in a few words, we establish in the following manner that both 

these objections are alien to the trtith. The demonstration of this is easy 

in regard to the former one. Stephen's words are that Joseph "called to 

him Jacob his father and all his kindred of seventy-five people. 11 Yet 

Moses shows that his kindred was more extensive even than this, in that 

he explicitly uses these words, "not including the wives oiJacob's sons. 1120 

For these too by all rights belonged to the kindred and, witho. ut doubt, 

travelled into Egypt with their husbands. But if Joseph called to him the 

whole kindred, it is still said that it consisted of only seventy-five peo- 

ple. 
21 ' Since just as many people are numbered by Moses, one of t'wo 

alternativcsý must necess-arily follow from these matters: either part of 

those whom Moses numbers travelled to Egypt with their wives and part 

remained in Canaan, or only those people travelled there who are num- 

bered by Stephen and whom Moses designated by name and so not inclu- 

ding the wives even though they belong to the kindred. Yet if Joseph had 

not called to him the wh9le kindred including the wives, it would have 

been an inhuman act. If, however, lie called to hirn the whole kindred, 

it would surely have greatly surpassed this number. Only this course of 

harmonization, therefore, remains, that we should conclude that in the 

passage before us Stephen in his defence 'does not, to be sure, number 

all those people whom Joseph called to him (for there would have been 
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many more people in the families), nor the fathers of families alone 

(for these will be too few and will not be even seventy, however they be 

numbered). On the contrary, Stephen numbers those peoplc whom Moses 

enumerates, by name in his delineation in Genesis 46. 

At this point, however, the other objection comes up. It did not 

at all relate, they. say, to Stephen' s design to keep in this narrative to 

the number of personal names which Moses set down at this place. I re- 

spond: Quite to the contrary, if lie had followed some other method of ' 

numbering, hd would not have attained his design. But he did attain it, 
0 

because this enumeration agrees completely with his purpose. 1f he had 

I 
employed another, it would surely have been either unclear or even un- 

certain. It would have been unclear if he had enveloped his narrative, 

which simplicity befits, in exceptions and inclusions by speaking while 

omitting some'things or other things, or adding some things or other 

things, and whatever. else is of this'nature. The numbering would have 

been. uncertain if he had decided to include wives, or whole families. Fi- 

nally, by whichever of the two methods he would have reproduced the num- 

ber of kindred, adversaries would not have lacked an argument which they 

might censure and rebuke lay passing over its primary cause. On account 

of this, this method of numbering agrees most aptly with his purpose. It 

agrees, for one thing, because in these wor(fs lie copied precisely the num- 

beF-qf soulsl, whom Moses enumerated, with specific names and lie snatched 

away an argument for his wickedness from those who would make false 
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accusations. For another thing, by this method lie demonstrate Id in a 

fashion quite splendid that, so far from uttýring blasphemies against 

Moses, he, on the contrary, followed Moses very scrupulously even in 

matters of lesse'r importance and had, as it were, each of his syllables 

in readiness. For it is beyond all dispute that, excepting Jacob (whose 

name Stephen places separately before the others), no more than seventy- 

five personal names belonging to that whole kindred occur in this passage 

of Genesis, just as Stephen teaches here that they are enumerated by 

Mose's. N6ýk, Epiphanius had propounded this interpretation long ago, as 

we stated previously; 
22 and the Syriac* translator too seems to have inti- 

mated it although in a less clear way. 
23 

Verse 16 was brought from the final chapters of Genesis and Joshua, 

and there seems to be no less amount'of toil involved in searching out its 

correct interpretation than there was in expounding the immediately pre- 

ceding passage. 
24 For this reason some have imagined that it ought to 

be abbreviated; others, that it ought to be altered somewhat; others, that 

it ought to be transposed. Others, finally, have produced stranger inter- 

pretations in order to preserve, patched and' shdltered, the authority of 

this sacred text. And so this was the goal to which we looked several 

25 
years ago when we brought to light that Arabic translation. There we 

translated the last part of the verse in question by a certain metalepsis26 

in sudh a way a6 if it read, "They were placed in the tomb which Abra- 

ham purchased for a sum'of money, to which they had been carried from 
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Shpchem--away froT the sons of Hamor-so that they might be buried 

4 
with Abraham and with the rest of their ancestors. 127 But it is, neither 

enjoined by duty nor necessary to tarry long in overthrowing the inter- 

pretations of othersi which, without regard to anyone's judgement which 

has gone before us, we leave in their own place. Consequently, I shall 

bring forward the arguments by which I am now at length compelled to 

forsake that formerly-held interpretation of mine. Nor am I ever ashamed 

to submit my judgement to the truth ascertained or set forth by othe, rs, 

since I admire and honor the faith, diligence, -and sound judgement of 

good men in searching out'thesp matters with the utmoq 
It 

conscientious- 

ness. There are, then, principally two arguments which have drawn me 

away f rom that interpretation. One is that at the beginning of the verse 

these words are stated, "they were carried to Shechcm. 11 These words, 

however, as1ikewise those which are stated at the end of the verse, would 

be completely TtCpCCCyOXOyOu"jjCvcL28 if all the patriarchs were carried 

to the field and the cave which had been, purchased by Abraham. For why 

should Stephen make mention here of Shechem rather than of the Jordan 

or a different place, especially since no mention of this Shechem occurs 

where it is related that the body of Jacob was carried from it, while there 

is mention of. the Jordan particularly? Z9 The other argument is ýhat the 

Greek preposition TtcLpcL (if I remember correctly) does not allow, in 

this sort of connection, the signification 
. 
of movement from a place-. 

30 

It is -certainly not credible to me that a new signification must be given 
I 
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to this much-used connection--and least of all, indeed, that this'must 

be done if some other suitable method'of interpreting the matter can be 

devised and brought forward. I pass over the fact that Jerome relates 

. 31 in Paulae Epitaphium that the'twelve patriarchs were buried at Shechem, 

32 but Josephus that they were buried at Hebron. For some of them were 

buried in the one place, some in the otlier,, according-as it seemed more 

suitable to their descendants. Stephen intimates this fact in no dim way 

in this verse when he says, "Jacob and our fathers" (and not the twelve 

patriarchs only)33 "were carried back" and some "were laid ... in 

Shcchem,,! I but some were Iaid "in the tomb that Abraham had bought for 

a sum of silver, " etc. 
34 We interpret the ensuing words, consequently, 

juýt as if the article were expressed and it read, TtOLPCL To 'rwv UL6)v 

'>1 n1 35 Eli4wp 'rOu E LXCIL, as if you were to say, by that tomb which it is 

read (at the end of chapter 33 of Genesis) that Jacob purchased from, the- 

36, 
sons of Hamor, the father of Shechem. When they came back from 

Egypt, the Israelites, regarded both these places with the utmost rever- 

ence,, just as Jacob himself had stipulated concerning the tomb of Abra- 

ham in Genesis 40.37 But as far as Jacob's property is concerned., that 

Samaritan woman-in John 438 serves as a witness and other passages of 

scripture confirm that it was so regarded. No one, however, who ha's 

engaged even moderately in the re'ading oýf the Old and New Testaments 

is unaware that the ellipse of an article, which we have established in 

this passage, is not unusual. It is just as we have likewise reMarked, 
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not only on the first chapter of Matthew in parallel 2,39 but also I frequent- 

ly elsewhere. 

The. seventeenth verse and the following two have been drawn from 

40 the first chapter of Exodus, the two following verses4l from the second 

42 
chapter of the same book. Those which immediately follow these, six 

in number, 
43 correspond to the third chapter of Exodus. 44 The thirty- 

sixth verse embraces a summary of the account concerning the departure 

of the Israelites which Moses described in the remainder of the book of 

Genesis, 45 We treated of verse 37 a short while ago in parallel. 89.46 

The theme of the thirty-eighth verse agrees partly with chapter 19 of 

Exodus, partly with those which follow. Verse 39 and the. two following 

rela I te to that account which Moses narrated in Exodus 32.47 The forty- 

second verse relates to the account of the deeds done by the Israelites 

48 from the time that the spies had returned to their camp, Numbers 13; 

and to the complete account of succeeding times written, not only by 

Moses, but also by other prophets whom God raised up after the time of 

Moses. Confirmation, however, [for the thesis of this verse) was brought 

from the very vehement reproach made by the prophet Amos, whose words 

49 must, for the sake of clarity, be compared Cx ncLpcLX; knXou with 

Stephen's exposition. 

Amos 5 
25. "Did you offer to me 

Bacrifices and a gift the forty 

years in the ve. ry wilderness, 
0 house of Israel? 

, Acts 7 
42. Did you offer to me dacrifices 

and gifts the forty years in the very 
wilderness, 0 house of Israel? 
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26. Nay, rather, you car- 
ried the tent of your Melech 
and the pedestal of your images 

--the stipulation of your god;. - 
which you made for yourselves. 

27. So, then, I will carry you 
away farther than-Damascus, 
says Jehovah, whose name is 
the God of hosts. 

1 43. -And, ratlicr, you took up and 
bore the tent of Moloch and the stipu- 
lation. of your god Remphan, thcImagcs 

which you made to worship them. So, 
then, 

*I 
will remove you beyond Baby- 

lonia. 

This TtapaA. XnXoypcLjjOQ50 comparison of oiirs does, to be sure, 

demonstrate in no dim way how wclý these two passages agree with one 
II 

another.. Nevertheless, because there is some variation in the words 

which could, perhaps, drag the less experienced into uncertainty, we 

shall treat in a few words of whatever there is in this passage in the way 

of variation. In the former verse nothing was changed by Stephen. For 

the noun OUOL"CL is,. admittedly, commonly translated as "sacrifice, 

that is, as (: Y(pCLy Lov, 
51 

which Stephen mentioned earlier. Yet it is cer- 

tain both from the Septuagint translation and from a comparison of in- 

stances in the New Testament, that the Greek word is understood as 

"gift" and "offering" just as much as it is understood as "sacrifice. 11 

In the same inanner, the etymologically related verb OU(052 signifies 

in the Greek authors of proven merit, not only "to immolate" and "to 

sacrifice-, 1,1 but also "to burn incense" and "to burn, 11 or "offer, 11 a gift, 

which. is called in the Hebrew authors a minllall*. 53 Nor did Irenaeus 

trans; ate it differently in his book 4 when lie was, adducing a passage from 

54 the prophet Malachi. There is only this difference, that Stephen trans- 

lated with the plural number a word of the prophet's which was in the sin- 
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I 
gular, in order to teach that the singular noun had to be interpreted 

"' 
. 
55 CYUX; kT)n-ULXWr- In the other verse there is more in the way of vari 

ation, due not only to words being changed somewhat, but also to some 

words. being added and others cast aside for the sake of the passage's 

suitability. However, (as we have frequently advised before now) the 

additions and alterations are suited to elucidating the pa'ssage, while the 

deletions were made for the reason that such things as seem to be miss- 

ing here were of no use at -all to this passage. Now the first alteration 

is that, for the name of the idol Melech, Stephen has substituted I'Moloch, 11 

who was also called Milcom in I Kings 11: 5 and whose name signifies 

"king. 11 There is also this other thing in the way of alteration, that, by 

transposing the-phrases which occur in a different order in the prophet, 

Stephen mentions the stipulation of those people's god in the prior position 

and the. images in the latter. But this seems to be more suited to aptness 

of rhetorical sequence and to clarity. Lastly, there is also this in the 

way of an alteration, that in place of those words, "I will carry you away 

farther than Damascus, 11 Stephen, for the purposes of an explanation, ren- 

dered it in this way: "I will carry you away beyond Babylonia, -" having- in 

mind, of course, the trustworthiness of the sacred history and the true 

nature of. the event. There are two additions: One is that the name of 

the god of the AmMonites, Remphan, is s-ut down. The other is that the 

goal of that bearing about of images is adjoined, "to worship them. 11 And 

as far, indeed, as this goal is conderned, there is no doubt that it signi- 
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fied the TLE: pL(pOpTjTOQ56 procession of idol-worshippers about, which 

there is 'much in the booX of Baruch. 57 

%I 

. As far as the word "Remphan" is concerned, judgements vary, 

especially because there are various ways of writing it. So, then, some 

hold that he was so named from the Hebrew word a"5 
8 

and that his 

name signifies Hercules--a giant, as it were, who was represented a- 

mong the heathens in the form of a giant. Others take "Remplian" as 

Rimmon, the god of the Syrians, and think that it ought to be restored 

in this way in the passage before us. Others affirm that it is a compo 

site word of Hebrew origin in that the statue was in the form of a giant 

and in that its size seemed to be lofty beyond all human beings. I, with- 

out regard to whose-ever jud. gement has gone before (as I advised pre- 

viously), believe that the name was drawn from the name of a place, or 

perhaps that ihe name of the idol was transferred to the place. There 

was, in any case, a town of Rephan (I Maccabees 5, verse 37), 59 or 

60 - Raphan (in Josephus, book 12 of the Antiquities, chapter 12), or Roplion 

(in Rufinus, the translator of Josephus), 61 or Rephon (in the Aramaic 

paraphrast. ) 6Z 
situated in the territory of the'Ammonites, over which 

63 the godRephan or Remphan seemed to preside as a guardian deity. it 

is on this account also that the thing is thrown up to the Jews by Stephen 

at this point, as if they liad taken the abominable worship of that deity 

from the Ammonites. 

There remain the deletions from the prophet's words; we touched 
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I just rlow upon the reason for these. Amos spoke as follows- "the tent 

of your Melech, 11 but Stephen omitted this pronoun because it is under- 

>% ^64 stood cato xoLvou from the ensuing phrase. The" too, that which 

Amos had palled "the pedestal of images, 11 or ', the shrine, 11 Stephen in- 

stead called simply TUTEOL , that is, "figures, " or "images. 11 Further- 

more, in place of that which Amos stated, "which you made for your- 

Q, 65 - "which you made to wor- selves', 11 Stephen set down the EETIYTIC3L 

ship them. 11 Stephen omit , iC'd'the remaining words as achieving nothing 

to the purpose in this passage. One thing must be noted: an occasion 

for' doubt in interpreting this passage of the prophet's has been seized 

from this, that the prophet Amos, in speaking- about foreign gods and the 

foreign worship and appointments of these gods (namely, a tent and a 

shrine, or pedestal, and images) employed foreign words JILTITITL HWC66 

so as to show the more fully the vileness and hideousness of their act 

to the impious Israelites. Almost all interpreters have easily strayed 

from the correct understanding of his words since they had not paid suf- 

ficient attention to this mode of speech. 

The theme of the forty-fourth verse was transmitted by Moses in 

67 the twenty-fifth and the last clia'pters of Exodus, just as that also of 

the following verse is set forth in Joshua 3 and the following books. The 

68 
passage pertaining to the forty-sixth verse is II Samuel 6 and 7. The 

narrative, however, pertaining to the'forty- seventh verse is coýtaincd 

69 inI Kings 5 and 6. Solomon had verse 48'in mind in I Kings 8. The 
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passage'of Isaiah which is adduced directly thereafter is withoutdifficulty. 

Isaiah 66 
1. Thus says thb Lord, 

"Heaven itself is my throne, 
and the earth is a-stool for 
my feet. What sort of house 
is it that you would build for 
me, and what is the place of 
my rest? 

Z. 'But, now, my hand 
made all these things. 11 

Acts 7 
49. "Heaven itself is my, throne, 

while the earth is a stool for my 
feet. What sort of building will you 
build for me, " says the Lord, "or 
what is the place of my rest? 

50. Did not my hand make . 111 
these things? -', 

The'se passages agree with each other exactly if you make this 

one exception that Stephen, with more force, expressed 

the second verýs6; which Isaiah had uttered declaratively. Stephen did 

this to afflict those CYR A. Tj POTPCLXT"I; kO L 
71 Jews more forcefully. The 

matter speaks for itself that verses 51 and 52 agree exactly with the last 

dhapter of Second Chronicles. 72 Moses in Exodus 19 73 
and Dcutcronomy 

3374 provided verse, 53, which Stephen employed to strengthen the auth- 

ority of the law and to heighten the impiety of the Jews and on account of 

which the. Jews began. to rage and to cease listening to him. In the same 

way also the words of the -prophet David in Psalm 68,75 of l1abakkuk in 

76 77 
chapter 3, and of Paul in chapter 3 of his Letter to the Galatians 

were brought from, the same author. , To be sure, as the exposition of 

this fifty-third verse is commonly asserted (I have stated this by every- 

one's good leave), it plainly does not seem to accord with the words of 

Moses or Stephen himself. For Moses did, indeed, declare and the 

prophets 
I 
remarked long before Stephen that the law was given with my- 
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riads, of holy angels in attendance, but scarcely that it was given; through 

angels or through. their disposition. But the words of Stephen do not, how- 

ever, signify this latter thing. Contrariwise, the correct interpretation 

of them (as it seems to me, at least) is as follows: "You received the 

law in dispositions- -that is, in the midst of multitudes, or in the midst 

of armies of angels attending their commander on account of his honour 

and office--and yet you still are now moved to observe this law neither 

by the majesty of God nor by the reverence and respect of holy angels 

and of most holy and innumcrable retinucs of the, majesty of God. 11 For 

Stephen thought'in this way: ' God, who attended by angeýs transmitted the 

law to his church, confirms in this time too by the same means the author- 

ity of the law and of all his teaching and now makes known that manifold 

wisdom of his through the church to the principalities and powers which 

78 
are in places above the heavens, as Paul says elsewhere. 

And Paul too, in, writing to the Galatians to this effect, says that 

', the law .'.. was ordairýed 60 c"Lyyc'Xcov, 11 that is, among angels, and 

that it was so ordained "by the hand of a mediator,,, 79 that-is, through 

the agency of that angel who had appeared in the bramble-bush and whom 

Moses had declared would be a mediator, as Stephen previously pointed 

out in verse 35 and following. 80 It surely achieves nothing to the pur- 

pose, moreover, that the passage of the apostle in the Letter to the Ile- 

brews, 2: 2, is adduced to confirm the other interpretation mentioned 

previo4sly. For in that passage it is not a comparison of Christ with 
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Christ which is set up, that is, of Christ, in so far as lie sliowecl- him- 

self in a less clear way in delivering the law to the Israelites long before- 

hand, with-Christ, in so far as God was made manifest in the flesh in the 

times of the gospel. On the contrary, the comparison is that'of Chri-st 

with the angels which the apostle had undertaken in chapter 1 and in which 

he continues in the sedond chapter. Nor, in truth, is it that single mo- 

ment of time at which the law was delivered which is held in view there. 

Contrariwise, the apostle looked back in general to the time of the Old 

Testament, during which God took care that his word was proclaimed 

through the ministry of angels; as those words of the apostle show, "If 

the word dedlared through angels was valid, 11 etc. 
81 For it is one thing 

that his word was uttered, another that the law was commanded. If one 

attends more strictly to the argument of the first chapter of the epistle 

in question, one will quite easily observe that the argument at the begin- 

ning of the second chapter is made by means of a comparison with the 

lesser. - This comparison must be sought from chapter 1. And, consc- 

quently, that point of doctrine which the apostle makes arises from the 

previously constructed comparison of the angels with Christ by means 

of a comparison of their word with the word which Christ the Lord re- 

lated. 



PARALLEL XCIII 

Isaiah 53 
7. As a small animal is 

le, d to the slaughter and as a 
sheep before its shearers is 
dumb, so he opened not his 
mouth. 

8. By oppression and by 
judgement he was taken away; 
and yet who would expound 
his generation? For he is 
destroyed from the land of 
the living, 
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Acts 8 
32. As a sheep was led to the 

slaughter or as a lamb before its 
shearer is dumb, so he opens not 
his mouth. 

33. In his humiliation there was 
judgement upon him by which lie 
was taken away; but yet who would 
expound his generation? For his 
life is taken up from the earth. 

That the whole of that chapter of Isaiah is talking about Christ is 

so manifeýt that not even the Jews themselves would dare to deny it, as 

we showed at parallel 19 in our comments on Matthew. 1 Nor, in truth, 

have we a doubt that Philip interpreted it to the same effect and that from 

this passage, which he perceived had been divinely offered to him, lie 

laid hold of an argument for instructing the eunuch, in a more indubitable 

way. concerning the person, offices, and beneficial act of Christ, as the 

narrative of, Luke shows in the following words and as the res'ult itself 

proves. There is a slight difference in the words if you take notice of 

it. - First, there is the fact that events I which are mentioned by the pro- 

phet as in a future time Luke reported as' having occurred, so as to make 

Philip's interpretation evident and, 'at the same'time, to point out that 

the fulfilment had taken place in Christ at that time. Next, there is the 

fact that Luiýe mentions a sheep instead of a small animal, that is, the 

species instead of the genus, for the sake of za clearer delimitation of 
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this simile. Then too, there is the fact that in the second verse phose 

things are appropriately divided by Luke which the prophet joineý togethler 

when he said, "By oppression and by jLldgement he was taken away. 11 

For Luke, bearing Philip's interpretation in mind, enunciated that very 

statement of the prophet's more distinctly irf this way: "In his humilia- 

tion there was judgement upon him, by which judgement he was taken 

away, 11 It isJust as if he were saying, "It took place in two ways that 

Clirist was taken away from this life, namely, through oppression by 

men and through the judgement of God. For when he was oppressed so 

severely and violently, then the Lord executed his judgement. And, con- 

sequently, it did not take place by human agency alone that he was taken 

away from this life by the hands of the impious (as Peter says), 
2 but by 

the judgement of God, just as his hand and plan had arranged and accom- 

plished for our salvation. 11 On account of this, I should, at my risk, like 

the words of the Greek text to be divided in this way: tV Tý TCLTZE: LVW(YE: L 11 

I, 1% C )l 0% : p/ %3 autou n xpLcrLr- au-rou -npon-Tnv 8C, etc. ; in other words, "In his 

humiliation there was judgement upon him, 11 that is, it came forth or 

w, 
was executed, "and by this judgement he was taken away. 11 But did it 

'have to be said, for this re, ason, that he had vanished forever? By no 

means, in truth. For "who woulý expound his generation? 11 Lastly, 

add to these that alteration too, that for those words, "lie is destroyed 

04 from the land of the living, " Luke substituted the LCY05U'VaILOUCY(X ex- 

pression, "his life is taken up from the earth. 11 But since these things 
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actually are in the closest agreement with each other, I do not know how 

greatly they could hinder 'even the most inexperienced from recognizing 

that both Isaiah's words and Luke's account proceed from the same Spirit. 

PARALLEL XCIV 

Acts 10 
34. In truth, I perceive that'God is not one who has regard for one's 

person, 
35. but in any nation anyone who fears him and gives attention to 

righteousness is acceptable to him. 
36. And so lie proclaims that word of good news which-hc had pro- 

claimed to the sons of Israel by sending his prophets, namely, peace 
through Jesus Christ, who is Lord of all. 

43. To him all the prophets bear witness that anyone who believes in 
him will receive forgiveness of sins through his name. 

Although these two passages do not relate, strictly speaking, to 

some one single passage of the Old Testament; they still embrace the 

theme in general of the law and prophets in regard to the fulfilmcnt of 

the gospel promises, and these promises are crammed into almost every 

page. Consequently, we could do nothing but refer those passages too to 

a number of parallels. However, both passages (if we look at the words 

of the apostle) seem to pertain especially to the prophecy of Isaiah, who 

prophesied in a fashion quit(i splendid in chapters 48 and 49 both con- 

cerning the peace established through Christ for Jews and Gentiles and 

conce rning the forgiveness of sins which would fall to those who believe 

in him. But because the pri6r passage is variously expounded due to the 

varying judgement of interpreters, it also seemed proper to us, by every- 

-N 
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one's good leave, to bring forth our opinion concerning its correct inter- 

pretation. For'in verse 36 Peter confirms that proposition4rom which 

he commenced-his discourse (namely, that God is not a TEpoa(A)1-LoXTITvrTjC) 

from the authority of the utterances of the prophets, which all agree to 

this theme: whoever believes, from whatever nation he has sprung, will 

be acceptable to God-the Father in Christ--and Christ is called Lord of 

all. So, then,, there are two figures of speech-which must, in my opin- 

ion, -be observed in this verse. One figure, which we'designate a meta- 

lepsis, Z is the Hebrew ellipse in these words, "the word which lie sent .- 

to the sons of Israel, 11 for what is, in effect, . the word which lie published 

beforehand through the ambassadors which he had sent,, or his prophets. 11 

The other figure, which the grammarians call -apposition, is in these 

words, "And so he proclaims that word of good news, peace, 11 that is, 

which is the word of peace, or about the peace established through Jesus 

Christ. When these things are assumed, everything seems free from the 

obscure. 

PARALLtL XCV 

Acts 13 
17. The God of this ýeople Israel chose our fathers, etc. 

4 
This whole oration was undertaken by Paul in order to assure the 

Jews-who were at Antioch concerning the fulfilment of the gospel promises 

in Christ from the lessons oUthe law and prophets and to announce that 
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through him the forgiveness of sins would fall to all who believe. J Con- 

sequently, (as Stephen had previously done) he very wisely prepared this- 

oration of his in such a way as to draw the Whole of it from the inner re- 

cesses of the Old Testament. For in thi's oration he first of all treats in 

a few words of the 'election of the people and the way in which they were 

led about and of the promises made to David. Next, he demonstrates the- 

fulfilment of these promises in Christ. , Then he confirms with attesta- 

tions those points' concerning Christ which were especially capable of 

being disputed byAhe nation of the Jews. ' - Lastly, moreover, he concludes 

his discourse with an exhortation to faith. On account of this, as we did 

above in our comments on chapter 7, we shall noteý down the passages of 

the Old Testament from which the parts of this narrative arc brought, 

and we shall tarry only -in expounding those in which something of doubt 

could perhaps arise for the less'experienced. The seventeenth verse, 

th. en, was brought partly from Genesis 11-and 12 and partly from the first 

chapter of Exodus and following. 2 
erse 18 draws together a summary 

of the account of those times which were described in detail by Moses in 

the remaining part of Exodus and the followin .g books. 3 Verse 19 embra- 

ces the chief part of the account which was written out in full in the book 

of Joshua, just as the following verse also embraces a summary of the 

account of Judges. And likewise the twenty-first and twenty-sccond 

verses embrace the account'of the First Book of Samuel. 4 Lastly, more- 

over, the twenty-third relates to the promise which, it is- read In H Sam- 
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5 
ucl 7, was made to David by God. 

But a very serious question occurs in verse 20, concerning the com- 

putation of the times under consideration when Paul says, "And after that 

God gave them judges in the course of about four hutidred and fifty years, 11 

etc. 
6 For some think that this delimitation of times ought to be com- 

menced from some, other point. Others do not hesitate to assert that -this 

delimitation has beenýcorruptcd; others, finally, that it was not. cor, rupted 

by Paul or a copyist, but was conformed to the version of the seventy 

7. Greek translators. - And yet (to speak UcjTcPOv TtpoTcpov, about the 

last thing) for two reasons it does not seem very likely to me that in this 

passage Paul is discussing this theme on the basis of the authority of the 

seventy translators. One is that it would likely have been inept if Paul, 

having entered a synagogue of J6ws on the day of the sabbath, had desired, 

% after the reading oUthe law and prophets, to speak among Hebrews con- 

cerning matters pertaining to faith according to thd version of the seventy 

translators and not according to the trustworthiness of the Hebrew text. 

By this procedure, indeed, he would have been more likely to detract 

from, the trustworthiness of Christ and the authority of the gospel than to 

win favor. The other reason is that, besides, however times are calcu- 

lated from the version of th. e seventy translators, there plainly will still 

exist no suitable way by which this difficulty in harmonization is. escaped. 

Nor, in truth, is the other interpretation of those who hold that the read- 

ing of this passage was corrupted able to convince me more fully. For, 
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if'I remember correctly, no other reading has been'attested to sro far 

by the authority of any ancient codex or translator. Nor does it belong 

to -the authority of any man, by, virtue of his own opinion or judgement, 

to pour out things in this way which are, found uniformly and with com- 

plete consensus in the sacred books and in'every'mention made in our 

forefathers. For it is better (in my opinion), it is better that we should 

confess our- imperfection and inability and ignorance rather than forcing 

imperfection or blemish on these sacred books. 

It remains for us, therefore, only to enter uponthe first course in 

the exposition of this passage and'to see which times in preference to 

others ought to be referred to this computation. Only two courses pre- 

sent themselves to us for the interpretation of this passage. One is that 

the four hundred and fifty years in'question relate to. that period of time 

in which the preceding things took place which Paul mentioned in the pre- 

ceding words in his narrative. The other'course is that they'are said to 

pertain to the following words. For that delimitation of, the 'times of the 

judges which appears both in the account of Judges and also at the begin- 

8 
ning of the sixth chapter of I Kings prevents us from referring that space 

of four hundred and fifty years to the period of the judges which alone is 

discussed in this verse. And, indeed, some very learned men in our age 

have thouglýt that the delimitation of times in question pertains. to the pre- 

ceding words, just as if it read as follows in the Greek text of Luke: xaL 

c I'/ % JICTCL -CCLUTCL WQ E: TE: CYL TETPCLXOCYLOLC XCLL Ttr-'VTTIXOVTOL YLVOUCVCL. 
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almost think, however, that Jerome, or whoever is the ancient Latin 

translator, employed long ago a more suitable form of the Greek text. 10 

For he seems to have read these words as connected with the prcceding 
% It r% c 

verse in this manner: Ka"reuXTIP080TWEV, CLUTOrL'Q TnV YnV CLUTWV, (OQ 

wf%%A 
STCOL TCTPCLXOULOLr-' XCLL TECVTTIXOVTCL, RaL VICTCL TCLUTCL Ef)W-KC 

The Arabic translator, on the other. hand, or who- 

ever added the Arabic punctuation marks in his translation, has brought 

forward the other interpretation-by which this delimitation of times is 

ascribed to the ensuing account. I, however, (to, state openly what I feel) 

cannot be sufficiently satisfied with the latter, interpretation,, which in 

good faith I translated in my Arabic edition several years ago. 12 After 

all, although the calculation of times can agree together in a way, it still 

cannot be applied suitably enough to this passage. For part of the accotint 

which preceded must be cut off so that, united with the years which en- 

sued, it could rise to that sum of years which Paul asserts in this pas- 

sage. Therefore, passing over that Arabic interpretation, I am altogether 

convinced that the prior interpretation must be embraced, namely, that 

in these words the apostle has included that whole period in which those 

events took place and were accomplished which he set forth in the three 

immediat'ely preceding verses--from the beginning of the narrative. 

That beginning, however, must be taken from that time at which 

God expressly responded to Abraham, "in Isaac sliall your seed be 

13 
named. 11 For at that time, by excluding Ishmael, God first exhibited 
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the force and authority of his election. It is from this point that Paul 

begins by saying, "The God of this people Israel chose our fathers, " 

etc. 
14 

. Afte r those things, therefore (of which the beginning must be taken 

from when Isaac' s, election was announced in Genesis 17), 15 
almost four 

hundred and fifty years elapsed until that time when, by the casting of lots, 

the land of Canaan was apportioned to th e Israelites through Joshua"s 

agency. The calculation of these years in this way, 'moreover, will (un- 

less my mind deceives me) be quite unencumbered. The election of Isaac 

and of the fathers in Isaac was announced when Abraham was ninety-ninc 

years old. 
16 In the following year, when Abraham was a hundred years 

old, Isaac was born. 17 Precisely four hundred years intdrvene between 

his birth and the giving of the law. 18 If the forty years in which the Is- 

raelites dwelt in the wilderness are added to these, and then the seven 

from the time that the Israelites undertook the conquest of the land of 

Canaan, four hundred and forty -eight years are yielded. For exactly the 

seventh year after Joshua had brought the people into the land of Canaan 

the sabbatical occurred, and at that time the apportionment was first 

made, as the account of the book of Joshua teaches. 19 So, then, if you 

pass through the latter year and come to the ensuing one, in which the peo- 

1 20 
ple renewed the yccopyLoLl or cultivation of the land, according to the 

law, you will learn that precisely four hundred and forty-ninc years must 

be computed up to when the apportionment of the land and its proper use 

was accomplished- -namely, the conception of Isaac, one year; from when 
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I'saac was born to the year when the law was given, four hundred; from 

when the law was given to the entrance into the land, forty; and from the 

entrance into the land to when its apportionment and occupation was com- 

pletcd, eight. From all these things there arises, less one,, tlic number 

of years, four hundred and fifty, which is fixed upon by Paul in this verse. 

On account of this it seemed right to employ the particle (ASC that it might 

be shown that this delimitation of time was being stated in accordance - 

with the familiar practice of the rounding off (as it is generally called) 

of a number. As to the fact, moreover, that Paul adduces words from 

God in, verse 22, they have not been drawnlrom some one specific pas. 

sage of -scripture. (For Paul deliberately runs tlixough in few words 

part of his narrative as established and undoubted among Jews. ) On the 

contrary, lie brought words together into one passage from the various 

passages of scripture pertaini'ng to the same theme. 21 

The whole second part of the narrative consists of gospel history. 22 

Now, it is comprised of two Principal parts. One concerns how Christ 

was exhibited; 
23 the other, how he was raised from the dead. 24 It is, 

above all, the history of our salvation that is considered in these two 

parts. For this -reason Paul summons confirmation for both parts, as 

lie has distinguished them in a very evident way in verses 32 and 34.25 

For in verse 32,26 on the one hand, Paul uses these words purely about 

the fact that God was made manifest in the flesh, "We also bring you 

the good news that the promise which was made to the fathers, this God 
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has fulfilled to their children, when he raised up Jesus for us, 11 4btc. 

In verse 34, on the other hand, to prove the other point of the narrative 

which he had undertaken, he set the matter forth 8L(XxPL-rLx(, Al)Q27 ' in 

clear words, "And as for the fact that he raised him from the dead, no 

more to return, 11 etc. This antithesis shows in a very evident way that 

the first Point of confirmation pertains, on the one hand, -to-the raising 

up, that is, the exhibiting of Christ; the latter, on the 6the r hand, to the 

6yCpCFLC. and raising from the dead, which we call the resurrection. 

And, in fact, both the etymon of the very word and also a comparison 

with very similar passages (as Acts 2: 30,3: 26, and elsewhere) proves 

that the word aVLcyTaVCLL 
28 is understood not infrequently to this effect. 

Therefore, (to speak about each part of the confirmation in order) the 

prior part, which is about the exhibiting of Christ, is confirmed by one 

passa'ge from David; Ahe latter, about the resurrection, by two--namely, 

from Isaiah and also from David. 

The passage which is laid down as confirmation for the exhibiting 

of Christ was taken from Psalm 2,29, as Paulýhimsclf expressly states 

when lie says, "as also it is-written in the second psalm, 'Thou art my 

son, today I have begotten thee. ,, 30 Although others interpret these 

words differently, yet we believe with unwavering confidence and we 

, shall prove with arguments that they are understood here by Paul in their 

literal and native sense. For, in th& first place, who is likely to believe 

easily that Paul, speaking in a synagogue among Jews, cited as confir- 
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mation passages which were not only subject to dispute, but alsoidiffi- 

cult to apply? The latter method of confirmation would surely have been 

likely to 
-confirm 

the Jews in their error rather than weakening their 

faithlessness and bringing their minds to faith, unless at that time every- 

one, even the Jews, already agreed that this psalm pertained li. terally 

to the Messiah. Furthermore, the argument of the psalm itself (just as 

we showed above. in parallel 91)31 cries out that it cannot be twisted to a 

different object, but that the whole of that prophetic narrative plainly 

pertains to the Christ. Not even the Jews themselves, overwhelmcd by 

the force of the truth, have dared to deny this flatly. For how many of 

its parts, pray, can fit David? On the contrary, however, is there even 

a single word of it that can be cited as not having its fulfilment in Christ? 

Lastly, ýto come to the words -before us themselves) what pious man, if 

lie examines the matter more thoroughly, would conclude that these words 

arc stated about David, "Thou art my son"'? The apostle, in writing to 

the Hebrews, teaches that not even to any of the angels were these words 

ever spoken. 
3Z His. argument, indeed, must plainly fall t'' o the ground 

if this interpretation does not prevail and win the day. 

Let us see, therefore, what, pray, this interpretation would be. 

After the prophet has related the'insAne design of. Christ's enemies"and 

God's very powerful decree, he at length introduces Christ, who, a's the 

c Or33 eternal word of the Father and OUOOUCL , with him, relates that de 

cree of God his Father. By this decree the person of Christ is estab- 
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lished, and he exhibits himself performing the office of prophet, 
I verse 

7. Then too, the offices of priest and king are, set forth in verses 8 and * 

even as (if God -grants) we shall demonstrate very clearly in our com- 

ments on cha'pter 5 of the Letter to the Hebrews'. 34 Now, Christ stated 

two-things, in order, as having been proclaimed by the Father with're- 

spect to himself, or (as they say) to his -person. One point is concerned 

with, his eternal generation, by virtue of which lie is the Sion of Godi eter- 

nally begotten by the Father and OIIOOUCFLOr-,, or co-substantial, with 
I 

the Father. The other point is concerned with his manifestation, or exhi- 

bition, accomplished in time'and the dispatching of him whom the Father 

begets. before all ages of time. The former point, concerned with his 

eternal generation, is stated in these words, "Thou art my son. 11 The 

latter, concerned with his dispatch into this world, is stated in these 

words, "today I have begotten thee. 11 And, indeed, David himself shows 

distinctly in the ensuing words that the former must be taken as refer, - 

ring to eternal generation, when he commands the kings and rulers to 

worship Jehovah with reverence as he is exhibited to them and to jump 

35 
with fear, to kiss the Son, etc. Above all, however, David shows this 

36 when he concludes his discourse with that most holy exclamation, 

"Blessed are all who betake themselves to him. , 37 For if lie is Jehovah, 

if he must be worshipped with reverence, if he must be kissed, if his 

wrath must be feariýd greatly (since it is first kindled in even a moment 

and very easily as if by hirp who is a consuming fire), if, finally, we 
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4 

m ust betake ourselves to him in faith in order to be blessed, Christ 

definitely must be God and co-substantial with the Father, begotten as 

the Son of the eternal Father not- in time but before ý11 ages of time, one 

with the Father-in essence, one in power, and one in activity. For (as 

the orthodox fathers argued quite correctly from such passages) those 

who have eifects which are com'pletely the same, must have the same 

nature. - Who, however, would not see that here the same effects are 

attributed to this Son as are also attributed to the Father by the inva: ri- 

able acknowledgement of all, even the Jews? On account of this, the 

apostle, in making a comparison of the Son with the angels, quite cor- 

r6c tly asserts that his superiority and majesty above all things in every 

way proceeds -from"this passagý. ' The apostle asserts this when lie says, 

"having become as much superior'to angels'as the name lie has obtained 

is inore ekcellent than theirs. For to which of the angels did God ever' 

38 
say, 'Thou art my son, "I etc. 

The second point that we said must be taken as referring to Christ 

arises, on the other hand, through a certain analogy from the preceding 

proposition. For'God--he who is supremely good, great, and wisc-- 

39 has so arranged the order of his mxovoýua in relation to his'crea- 

tures and of his activities in actual reality and has so disclosed it to us 

in his word that his arrangement of things in external actions is con- 

formed to the relationship which the persons of the Godhead have with 

each other from eternity. For even as the Father begets the Spn from 
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eternity, so also, as Father, he sends the same. And even as the Holy 

Spirit proceeds eternally from the Father and the Son, so also, In time, - 

he is, sent by the Father and the Son, and by command of the Father him. 

self and the Son he inspires and sanctifies his body and-each of its 

members, that is, his church. Consequently, when that eternal and in- 

effable generation of the Son has been asserted, the prophet appends to 

the words of Christ-himself these others which were spoken in time, 

namely, that God the Father in time dispatches his first-born son for 

the deliverpLnce and salvation of his cliurch. , And it is,, in fact, true that,, 

God the'Father, miho is the sole author of the dispatching and exhibiting, 

of the Son, was also the author of this second and temporal begQtting. 

He-cannot, however, be called the Father of Je6us Christ in relation to 

his incarnation in a way which is satisfactorily suitable, since the Holy 

Spirit, by whose power Christ was conceived, must be called in the same 

respect the Father of Jesus Christ according to the flesh. But if at any 

time paternity (as we call it) in, respect to the Son is predicated of the 

Father on account of the incarnation, and if sonship, in turn,, is predicated 

of the Son with reference mad. e to the Father, it is altogether safer for 

these titles to be referredAo the whole exhibiting and manifesting of the 

Son of God in flesh which was acc'omplished with the Father as its author. 

These titles are understood, that is, according to that rule which the or- 
t 

thodox fathers commonly employed in this matter: sometimes things are 

said to come'about only at that time when they begin to be manifested. 
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That this was, in truth, the Apostle Paul's intention in thib passage 

is shown, for one thing, by the argument of the narrative and, for another, 

by the -repetition which he used for confirmation. For in the narrative lie 

employed these words in verse 23, "From this man's seed, God, accord- 

ing to his promise,, has raised up a Saviour for Israel, Jesus. 11 In the 

confirmation, however, lie repeated in this way that part of this narra- 

tive which he has undertaken, "And we bring you the good news that the 

promise which was made to the fathers, this God has fulfilled to their 

children, when he raised up Jesus for us; as also it is written in the sec- 

ond psalm,, ' etc. 
40 So, then, it is stated that, the Father begets the Son 

41 from eternity xcvcdL ýpumv (if WCLrar that is: "nature, " can be men- 

tioned in this mystery), or rather XCLT, CLXTlac LCLV; 
42 

while it is stated 

43 'HOLTa (PCLVE: PWC; LV that the Father begot the Son in time. I bclieve that 

this (POLVEPWOLC . was, indeed, clearly pointed out in the prophet by the 

Holy Spirit with that Hebrew word for begetting, which is ascribed to the 

female who brings a person into the world rather than to the man who 

begets him. 44 1 am not unaware that this passage of the prophet is ex- 

pounded differently by some because they think that only that div , ine mode 

of eternal generation is recounted, as did a great many of the fathers. 

Others think that only the mode of temporal generation is recounted; 

others, that both are recounted in these two clauses which the prophet 

employs. But if you discern a single mode of generation only, it is not 

adequate to the proper analogy of faith. If, however, you discern both 
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modes, the interpretation will contain more in the way of controvIersy 

45 
and obscurity, - and the words will not be free from a certain 'raU'roXOYLCX. 

For this reason I prefer to take the prior clause as referring, in a man- 

ner consistent with scripture, to the aforesaid eternal generation, re- 

lying upon the authority of the apostle in 'chapter 1 of his Letter to the 

Hebrews. 4,6 1 prefer to take the latter clause as referring to the afore- 

said temPoral generation, by which 
-he 

was made f rom a woman, made 

under the law in the fulness of time, 47 when God fulfilled the promise 

which he had maýe long before to the fathers, as Paul intcrpreted it in 

this passage. 

At this point, however', -one question comes up: How did it come 

about that the psalm under discussion, which is the second in 'order, should 

be called the first in a great many of the fathers, even as Erasmus has 

adduced attestations from Jerome, Hilary, and Augustine, 48 and as it is 

1 49 
expressly read in Oecumenius. Two solutions are offered at this point, 

One is that the psalm, whic4 we call the first was regarded not as a psalm, 

but as s6me preface to the book in-general. The other solution is that the 

first psalm was united by a great many people with the second and the 

two regarded jointly as. one. We have learned from the books of the Jews 

that this was a very old idea of the. Jews on account of some superstitious 

caution. 
50 For whenever these men noticed at the conclusion of books or 

51 
psalms some ending which was - 8umpTilior- and inauspicious (as they 

call it), they were wont to join those books and also psalms together with 
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the ensuing oncs--or if the union did not appear in any way suitable, 

to repeat something from the same book so that the last clause would be 

more agreeable. They -added, furthermore, the other argument that 

the psalm'whicli we call second is almost concluded XU%A. OCL6U), C52 by 

that word from which the first takes its beginning. ' It was already cur- 

rent, then, by virtue of the judgement of the Jews themselves that the 

two psalms in question should merge into one and that they should cm- 

brace, in fact, a summary of divine doctrine, the law and the gospel. 

(For the precepts and promises of the law are discussed in tile first; but 

the truth of the gospel and its promises made to believers, in the second. ) 

For this reason, it does not seem strange to me if Paul, speaking among 

Jews', called it the first rather than the second psalm--for one thing, be- 

cause such a usage was already current; for another thing, because it 

was not oPposed to faith. He would have hindered and not aided this faith 

if he had at that time stirred up a subject for debate among the Jews 

which would'have been untimely and unnecessary. See the things which 

were noted on parallel 60.53 

Now follows the co. nfirmation of the other part of Paul's oration 

by citing the authority of two passages of the Old Testament. 54 The prior 

passage wa. s brought from Isaiah 55, where Luke plainly followed the vcr- 

sion of the seventy translators, just as it i's found also in our times in 

55 Greek Bibles. Now, the words of Isaiah seem, to be sure, to sound 

diffprently than those men rendered them, but the harmonization of his 
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words with this translation is quite easy. Those who have enga led mod- 9 

crately in the reading of the Old Testament arc not unaware that the ad- 

56 jective Iýaslld is underdtood in the Hebrew authors sometimes with an 

active signification, sometimes with a passive. For in one place it 

signifies. "kind, " in another place "accepted in a kind and gracious way, " 

according to the nature of the passages in which it is found and the ana- 

logy of. faith. Since the Greek inte. rpreters wished to express this matter 

in one way or another with a single and unvarying word, they rendered it 

<1 57 58 OCTLOQ in order, by metalepsis, to signify both that a man has been 

accepted in a kind way by the Lord and so is one who has been sanctified 

and also that a, man acts in a kind way and so is one who advances in 

sanctification. The same line of reasoning plainly must be maintained 

in the exposition of the etymologically related word 1.1escd. 59 For, ac- 

cording as the passages in which it is found demand, it denotes some- 

times--in an active scnse--the kindness and beneficence by which aplan 

imparts benefits; sometimes--in a passive sense-. -tlic beneficial act by 

which benefit is imparted to a man by God. Now, in this passage, to I)c 

sure, the noun "kindness" must be taken in a passive sense as that divine 

beneficence with which men who believe in Christ are graced. In my 

opinion, nevertheless, the Greek translators, by means of this expression 

C 0% 1 el N%f 60 
(when in this way they stated, 6WO(O UULV TCL OCYLCL ACLOL15 TCL TtLCF'CCL) 

explained quite correctly, although by metalepsis, God's intention when 

he said through the prophet, 11 will give you the quite unchangeable kind- 
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I 
nesses of David. 11 For the sense is that whatever in the way of a bene- 

ficial act God already long before promised to David and foreshowed that 

lie would pour out upon the church for its sanctification, all this was going 

to be brought about at the right time, 

At this point, however, the question comes up as to the way in which 

this passage could be suitable to confirm the resurrection of Christ, and 

such a resurrection, indeed,, that, ýiaving once attained it, Christ would 

never die nor would death have dominion over him. The response is: 

there are two points which are predicated of Christ's resurrection by 

Paul. One is that God the Father would raise his son from the dead. The 

other is that, when he rose again, lie would deliver him from corruption 

forever, that is, bring it about that his resurrection would be quite un- 

changeable and invincible. Now, both points are clearly proven by these 

two passages, although the prior passage, which is from Isaiah, is ex- 

pounded by means of the latter because mention was made in the prior 

one of the kindnesses of David, which God had stated beforehand to David 

through the Spirit--and through David to the church. From chapter 49 

op, all the preceding words of the prophetic discourse concerned demon- 

strate in a very evident way that such is the case in this passage of Isaiah. 

For he sets' forth in that chapter his fatherly affection and infinite love 

towards the church; and when he has demonstrated her unworthiness, he 

enlarges upon his mercy in Christ in the following chapter. After lie has 

done these things, he at last passes at the end of chapter 52 to a pro- 
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phetic narrative of the history of Christ with respect to his stlffelrillgs, 

death, and resurrection, chapter 53. Next, however, having raised 

Christ frorý the dead, lie raises up the church with the promises and 

word of the gospel, chapter 54. And, lastly, as though his wrath has 

been appeased, he sends Christ whom lie has. raised from the dead to 

take possession of his church, adding this magnificent promise, "I will 

give you-the benefits which already long ago I declared to David and 

through David, and I shall so make them a part of your rights that they 

could never be torn away from you nor could any of you ever be lost from 

the hand of your Redeemer. , 61 If Paul had wished tý indicate only that 

the resurrection of Christ had been accomplished once and for all, lie 

would, beyond d. oubt, have produced a passage from chapter 53 of 
6Z 

But it seemed proper to prove in a few words all its connected circum- 

. stances and effects which the piopliet related in so many words, espcci- 

ally since Paul was speaking among Jews who wcrc not ignorant of the 

prophetic discourses. Consequently, a passage more suitable thaii this 

one is could not be cited in support of the resurrection and the uncharige- 

able nature of the resurrection; since it recalls the minds of the pious 

to all the things which precedei and it embrace's all the things which 

could be said on this question within two little words, "kindness" and 

"fidelity, 11 or "unchan'geableness. 11 This point of the confirmation states 

these two matters in a very powerful way. To this proof the other one 

from David is, in truth, suitably united, that the agreement of Isaiah 
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with those ancient promises might be shown more fully for the sirength- 

ening of the pious who believe in Christ. 63 But we have said what seemed 

sufficient concerning the. whole composition and application of that pas- 

sage in our comments above on chapter 2 in, parallel 87.64 And the a- 

postlq himself corroborates his judgement in the two ensuing verses and 

65 
summons the Jews themselves as witnesses for his corroboration, 

We shall, therefore, hasten on to other things. 

The conclusion of the totality of this most holy oration calls the 

Jews to faith and repentance --in. the first place, on the basis of the bene- 

fit of the blessings which faith in Christ will obtain, 
66 

next, however, on 

the basis of the necessity of fleeing those very severe and very periloUs 

threats which God had already foreshown through the ministry of his proph- 

ets, but which he had especially pronounced upon the obstinate nation of 

67 the Jews. , 
Now, from among the Many, one passage comprised of 

threats is brought forward, one from the first chapter of Habakkuk. 68 

I as The prophet, to be sure, scarcely designated the later time in this p, - 

sage, but thundered very severely against the obstinacy of the Jews who 

were then living by declaring the harshest threats of God. Nevertheless, 

the pattern of divine justice is sure and quite invariable, as we showed 
I 

at length in our comments on Matthew in parallel 6. Therefore, the ap- 

plication bf this passage is indubitable and quite sure, especially since 

this passage (although it alone is expressed here) is adduced not alone, 

but with others pertaining to the same point, These passages are tacitly 
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intimated by Paul when he says, "Beware lest there come upon you what 

is said in the prophets, , 
69 but then, for the sake of explaining that state- 

ment, brings this one passage forward as if as an example. 
70 But what 

if we were to show that two or even more passages of scripture arc u- 

nited? Almost everything, to be sure, has undoubtedly been brought from 

Habakkuk. Nevertheless, the fact that the passage expressly addresses 

I'despisers" is not from him, but se. ems to relate more to a prophetic 

discourse of Isaiah, who, with plainly the same theme, accosts "despis- 

ers, 11 or "scoffers, " in chapter 28: 14. This theme, therefore, does not 

derive from one instance only; rather from the bringing of a great many 

instances derives a very vehement one. But do I say that it derives from 

the ISringing in of passages? Nay, rather, it derives from the most just 

and unchangeable nature of God, which has never permitted nor ever will 

permit despisers of his word to go unpunished. Between this passage and 

that from the Old Testament there is the closest agreement in the words 

(and the agreement is certain), if you make the aforementioned exception 

that Paul addre*sses I'despisers. 11 

PARALLEL XCVI 

Isaiah 49 Acts 13 
6.. 1 have established you as 47.1 have established you as a light 

a. light for the Gentiles, that you for the Gentiles, that you may be for 
may be my sa1vation to the end salvation to the end of the earth. 
of the earth. 

N 
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The goal common to these passages is that the obstinacy of I the 

Jews against the teaching of the gospel should be cast in their teeth and 

that, through the invitation of the Gentiles, those who were marked out 

for eternal life should be provoked to holy jealousy. The main point is 

, that, although the Lord had previously enclosed salvation and the light 

of the teaching of the, gospel within certain boundaries, as it were, yet 

the grace of God -shines brighter from the time that God was made mani- 

fest in the flesh as Cluýist, who both shed light Qn all Gentiles without 

distinction through the torch of the gospel and called all believers from 

whatever nation to the sharing of salvation. Nevertheless, the less ex- 

perienced may have thought perhaps that Paul spoke too arrogantly some- 

thing which God seems to have uttered in Isaiah as ýreferring specifically 

to Jesus Christ, But that very passage of Isaiah, whence these words 

have been drawn, removes all this doubt. For although they were spoken 

with reference to the person of Christ, yet they must be interpreted as 

referring to him, not in an unqualified sense, in so fat as lie. is a person, 

but in so far as lie is the prophet and apostle of our confession. Tile se- 

quence of, thought which the prophet employs in that narrative as a whole 

demonstrates that this is the case. For at the beginning of the chapter 

Christ, both through his own-agency and also through that of his ministers, 

calls all nations without discrirhination to take hold of the gospel. He 

speaks expressly about these things in the first verse in this way, "Je- 

hovah has established the remembrance of my name from my mother's 
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womb. I" I 
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But when lie made his invitation to the Jews public, the Jews raged 

and opposed his office very obstinately. On-account of this, the Son com- 

plains not only in his own name, but in that of his assistants as well, 

verse 4; the Father responds to him in verses 5 and 6 and uses those 

words which Paul adduced, as we 'laid thern out in the parallel diagram- 

matic arrangement. The agreement, therefore, of the instances of this 

passage is evident, and its application to the holy ministry of the gospel 

is logically quite inescapable. 
. 

And so, - this is Paul's line of argument: 

"God the Father entrusted the ministry of the word and salvation to Christ. 

But Christ entrusted it to us from the Father. It is reasonable, consc- 

quently, that we should observe the laws of that ministry which the Father 

entrusted to him' and he to us. But this is the law of that ministry of the 

gospel which was transmitted in Isaiah. Therefore, 0 Jews, since you 

thrust it from you,,, says Paul, "and judge yourselves unworthy of eternal 

life, behold, in accordance with that command which we have received, 

we turn to the Gentiles. IIZ So, then, Paul assumes to hiffiself, or arro- 

gates to his colleagues together with himself, nothing which belongs more 
I 

exclusively to the person of Christ and cannot be sh'arcd. But only in this 

thing-which Christ wished to be shared with his servants, apostles, and 

ministers does Paul show that he wishes to ; hcrish the sharing of this 

thing very scrupulously and to occupy himself in it, relying upon the prom- 

ise of Christ, "He who receives you receives me, 1.3 "but lie who rejects 
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you rejects, not me, but the Father who sent me. 114 For this relason, 

elsewhere as well Paul declares that the obligation of preaching the gos- 

pel has been laid uPon him and pronounces this grave sentence upon him- 

self, "Woe to me if I do not preach the gospell,, 5 

PARALLEL XCVII 

Amos 9 
11. "At that time I will raise 

up the tent of David that is fail- 
ing' and close up their breaches 

and repair its ruins and re- 
build it as in the days of old, " 
etc. 

Acts 15 
16. "After these things I will re- 

turn and repair tho tent of David 
which has fallen and repair its demo- 
lished parts and raise it up again, 

17. that the rest of men may seek 
the Lord, and all the Gentiles upon 
whom my name is invoked, 11 says 
the Lord who does all these things. 

That most holy oration of Paul's which lie delivered at Lystra in 

Lycaonia, 1 is, to be sure, in the closest agreement with many passages 

of scripture. Nevertheless, Paul gave that speech in the company of 

Gentiles and not of Jews, and, consequently, lie recalled the Gentiles to 

the knowledge of the true God through unchanging principles of nature and 

apodictic argumeýts rather than through the authority of scripture. Con- 

sequently, we do not think that he adduced any one passage of scripture 

in that whole address; and, for this reason, we do not think that, any paral- 

'lel comparison need be undertaken. To come, then, to the words of 

2 James in chapter 15, the intention of the apostle, on the basis of the pre- 

ceding verse, is not obscure. For he shows that it is not a single pas- 

sage of sacred scripture from the prophets which lie has in mind. 
3 on 
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the contrary, lie phows that, from all the passages pertaining t*olrcncwal 

of the church through Christ and the revelation of the gospel, lie has 

brought forth in this pýssage a certain summary, in order to show that 

this, at last, is that time in which God has chosen a people holy to his 

name from the Gentiles. Now, it is, to be sure, true that the passage 

from the prophet which is generally compared with this one from James 

must be reckoned am ong this number. 
4 Yet since no few oLher sen- 

tences ha*ve been heaped upon this passage by Jaffies, and since lie hirn- 

self says that. these expressions of the prophets are present, I judge that 

in these'words. is contained a general rather than a particular delineation 

of the gospel promises which the prophets predicted. Because, however, 

it would be a task of infinite labotir to adduce the passages spoken on this 

theme by the. propliets or drawn together by James, we sliall refrain from 

this. Ptherwise, the theme of this application is quite certain and quite 

clear. 

Shortly thereafter follows a passage which is to no small extent a 

subject of dispute'by interpreters*. 5- The authority of the Old Testament, 

to be sure, is not adduced in it, but there is still no doubt that the sources 

of the evidence presented here come from the Old 'Testament, as James 

himself shows clearly in verse -21 by saying, "For from ancient times 

Moses has had ih every city those who preach him, for lie is read every 

sabbath in the synagogues. 11 The question, th6n, is of this nature: The 

ceremonial usages of Moses were (as Peter says) just like a yoke imposed 
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upon the neck of the disciples which neither tlicir fathers nor they them- 

selves were able to bear, verse 10. For this reason, the apostles judged 

that those from the Gentiles who turn to God ought not to be troubled with 

those usages, verse 19. The ensuing prohibitions, howeve r- -especially, 

indeed, those concerning what is strangled and blood--havc come from 

the law of Moses. 6 How is it, then, that these ceremonial usages were 

established anew. by the apostles? 'Flic so. lution is as follows: There are 

three points in which James judges here that a prohibition ought to be 

made: the pollutions of idols, unchastity, and blood. Two of these are 

necessary by virtue of the law both of nature and of God himself. Namely, 

one must abstain from idols, idolatry, and all matters pertaining to it ac- 
I 

cording to the first table of the law; and one must avoid unchastity ac- 

cording to the second table of the law. In these words, indeed, the ob- 

servation of both tables and of the whole law is commanded by synecd6chc; 

but yet these two examples, or classes, of C'LvoýjL'CL7 were brought up 

j by James for the reason that they were commonly in. use among Gentiles 

and were considered-of little importance. The third point., however, -- 

that they wished one to abstain at that time from what was strangled and 
I 

from blood--was not commanded for the reason that it seemed to be zicces- 

sary according to the law. (For this would certainly have been a. yoke 

and would have troubled the faithful from the Gentiles. ) On the contrary, 

it was commanded because of the consciences of others which would have 
I 

been very easily offended by this act at that time when they had not yet 
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been completely estaýlislied and confirmed in faith in Christ. For in 

this matter all things arb, to be sure, lawful, but not all things arc help- 

8 ful or build up. And that-this Was, in fact, the design of James the cii- 

suing acti. ology shows, "For from ancient times Moses, it ctc, 
9 It is a3 

if he were saying, 'In a matter in the middle, or adiaphorous, consider- 

aiion must be shown to those who up to now adhered to Moses. Nor otight 

one act in such a way that, on acýcoipit of food, evell. thi c least of those 

for ývhom Christ died is ruincý. 1110 And so this was surely the most holy 

judgement of-James, who wished that the whole rationale of the external 

life of Christians should be sketthed in a very few words. 

But, when everyone had compared judgements with each other, the 

apostles, in that letter of theirs which is appended from verse 23 on, 

seem to have deliberately removed something from those matters which 

James had brought up. 
11 They did so not for the reason that not all his 

statements were holy and necessary in themselves to rightly establishing 

our life, but because they decided that it was better to keep within the 

question which had been laid before them and not to wander farther afield. 

So, then, they did not deny, to be sure, that one ought to beware of every 

CLVO It LCL against the first and second table of the law, but they thought 

that, in this case it would certainly be sufficient if they remh1ded the Gen- 

tiles to beware very scrupulously both of occasioning offence in matters 

indifferent and of unchastity, which prevailed oyermuch at that time. 

And it was for that reason that they wrote in this manner at the end of 
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their letter, "that you abstain from what is sacrificed to idols mid from 

0 
blood and from what is strangled and from unchastity. 1112 By this course 

of action, they very correctly averted the scandal which could have-been , 

rendered to the Jews -and they reminded believers from the Gentiles of 

their duty as gently as possible, just as it was repeated by them after- 

wards in Acts 21: 25. 
I 

As to that most holy oration delivered to the Athenians of which 

Luke, recorded a summary in Acts 17,13 we make- the same Judgem(nit 

as we made at the beginning of this parallel concerning the other oration 

delivered at Lystra. 

PARALLEL XCVIII 

Exodus 22 Acts 23 
28. You shall not speak evil 5. You shall not' speak evil of a 

of a ruler among your people. ruler of your people. 

Because everyone is in agreement about the goal and main point of 

the law quoted, we shall not be laborious at this passage in imparting a 

detailed exposition of it. It is undisputed that the goal is the preserva- 

tion of obligatory conduct, justice, virtue, and order. The main point, 

on the other hand, is that no one appointed by God as a protector and 

defender of such things ought to be afflicted by the unmannerly impudence 

of men or by a single voice. One question is asked at this point, about 

which there was already controversy long ago among the orthodox fathers. 

For some think that these words were uttered ironically by Paul, but 
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I 
others that this defence was submitted by him in earnest. I am not un- 

aware of the arguments which influence those who think that this defence 

was uttered ironically. That judgement of Cyprian's pleases me, however, - 
I 

very much--that Paul employed this defence in earnest and utmost ser- 

lousness to condemn the CLTctELcL of the whole assembly and the injury 

received by him. 2 For in the opinion of many, to be sure, it does not 

seem very likely that ; Paul would no. t havc been able to distinguish the 

high priest from others by virtue of the arrangement of the assembly, 
, 

the honour given him, his clothing, and whatever things are of this nature. 

This line of reasoning, however, is not of such weight with me that I should 

opine that Paul spoke ironically. As for some orderly arrangement in this 

assembly, I do not think that one existed, because the tribune was present, 

to, whose authority everything was submitted. The assembly had"been 

called together to his residence and by his command, Acts Z2: 30. It was, 

indeed, called together hastily and was conducting everything hastily, as 

is confirmed in a very evident way by this act of AnaniaB3 and the dis-ý 

sension excited shortly thereafter. 4 As for the honour, although we readily 

believe that it was rendered. to the high priest by the rest oý the assembly, 

or rather the surrounding crowd, yet we judge that this was done (as is 

the custor. n') before Paul was sent into the place. Next, they seem to have 

held the council standing and on an equal footing (as they say) rather than 

sitting in an orderly arrangement. As to clothing, certainly, the high 

priest was, to be sure, commanded to wear clothing different from the 
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I 
others at the time when he was going to enter the house of God. Outwith 

that time I do not recall that anything was noted. And, in truth, in times 

so disordered, when the priests themselves had been inflamed with such 

vehemence against Paul and were suddenly summoned for that reason 

by the military tribune, it is not credible that they troubled themselves 

particularly about such matters, if only they could satisfy their blood- 

thirsty minds, as is confirmed by the whole ensuing account. Sit-ice this 

is the way things are, I definitely judge that these things were stated in 

earnest and seriously by Paul. For he had not known that Ananias was 

the supreme pontifl; he had recently arrived at Jerusalem after a long 

interval; and since the time of his arrival lie had not been very concerned 

about who was the high priest at Jerusalem. And, consequently, his 

defence is very reasonable. Since not even the Jews themselves in that 

assembly of theirs arranged their affairs in such a way that a new arriv- 

al could distinguish the high priest, it was a point of obligatQry conduct 

and justice that he should be excused in consideration of this defence of 

his, which was ever so serious and ardent. For the thing had been done 

. 
by him unwittingly. I 

The passage -of Isaiah 65 which Paul adduced in Acts 28: 26 was 
. 5.6 previously discussed in our comments on Matthew at parallel ? 
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ANNOTATIONS 

PARALLELI 

1. Actually verse 

2.1 Chron. 1: 34; 2: 1. 

3.1 Chron. 2: 9,10. 

4. Matt. 1: 2. 

5. Matt. 1: 3,4. 

PARALLEL II 

Presumably, "in a co 
, 
rrect or strict manner of writing. 11 Cf. Henricus 

Stephanus, Thesaurus Graecae Linguae (Paris: 1848-1854), V, col. 2173. 

I. e. , 11 ranged opposite in the pair, 11 "corresponding. 11 H. G. Liddell 
and Robert Scott, A Greek-English Lexicon, revised by H. S. Jones, 
et al. (Oxford, 1940), p. 163. 

3.1 Chron. 3: 11,12. 

4. Matt. 1: 8, 

1 Chron. 3: 12. 

6.1 Chron. 3: 16. 

7. M. Adriaen, ed. , Sancti Ambrosii Mediolanensis Opera. Pars IV. 
Expositio Evangelii Secundarn Lucam, Fragmenta in Esaiam (Czý-SL, 
XIV; Turnholti, 1957), pp. 97- 100. (Ex. 2ositio, 111: 40-45. ) Junius 
seems, however, to have misunderstood Ambrose on this point. The 
latter writes of Jeremiah's prophecy in this vein: "Sed illic futuros 
ex sernine Iechoniae poster 

' 
os non negatur, et ideo de semine eius est 

Christus et quod regnauit Christus non contra prophetiam est; non enim 
saeculari honore regnauit nec in Iechoniae sedibus sedit, sed regnauit 
in sede Dauid. 11 Ibid. , p. 99. 

8. Matt. 1: 11. 

The words "who comes between them" translate the term I'mediante, 11 
which is likewise used in the De Concordia Matthaei et Lucae in 
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Genealogia (ýhristi wrongly ascribed to Ambrose. Thesaurus Linguae 
Latinae (Leipzig, 1900ff. ), VIII,. col. 559. 

10. This passage actually describes Sarah as the "sister" (that is, the 
half-sister) of Abraham. 

I. e. ' 11 ellipse. 11 The word was used already by Athenaeus as a tech- 
nicai grammatical term for an omission. Liddell-Scott, p. 536. 

PARA LLEL- III 

1. Literally, "in the second degree. 11 

E. g. , Ezra 5: 2. 

3. E. g. , Haggai 1: 1. 

4. Le., "concisely, " Liddell-Scott, p. 1728. 

5. Luke 3: 27,3 1. 

PARALLEL IV 

I. In his Bibelwerk Junius translates qZir5? t, as here, as I'vocabis, 11 
but he notes that he is tempted to understand it as a third person 
rather than a second person verb. Testamenti Veteris Biblia Sacra, 
sive Libri Canonici Pri6cae Judaeorum Ecclesiae a Deo Traditi, 
Latine Recens ex Hebraeo Facti, Brevibusque Scholfis Illustrati ab 
Im. Tremellio et Fr. Junio. Accesserunt libriqui vulgo dicunt 
Apoc-ryphi, Latine redditi, et notis quibusdam aucti a Fr. Junio. 
Multo omnes quam ante emendatius editi et aucti locis innummeris: 

ab eodem Tremellio, et ex Gracco a Theodoro Beza in Latinum 
versos, notisque itidem illustratos. Secunda cura Francisci Junii 
(London, 1593), ad locum. 

2. The London Polyglot translates the Arabic rendition of Isaiah 7: 14 as 
follows: "Ecce virgo concipiet parturietque filium, & vocabunt nomen 
eius Emmanuel. 11 Brian Walton, ed. , Biblia Sacra Polyglotta, Com- 

pledtbniiaTextus Originales, Hebraicum, cum Pentateucho Samaritano, 
Chaldaicum, Graecum. Versionumque Antiquarum, Samaritanae 

', Graecae LXXII Interp. , Chaldaicae, Syriacae, Arabicae, Aethiopicae 
Persicae, 

_ 
Vulg. Lat. Quicquid ComRarari Poterat. Cum Textium, & 

Versionum Orientalium Translationibus Latinis. Ex vetustissimis 
mss. undique conquisitis, optimisque exemplaribus impressis, summa 
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fide collatis. Quae in prioribus editionibus deerant suppleta. Multa 

antehac inedita, de novo adjecta. Omnia eo ordine disposita, ut textus 
cum versionibus uno intuitu conferri possint. 

_Cum 
apparatu, ap- 

pendicibus, tabulis, variis lectionibus, annotationibus, indicibus, &c. 
Opus totum in sex tomos tributurn (London, 1657), 111, p. 21. 

3. Georges Archambault, ed. , Justin, Dialogue avec Tryphon: Texte 
Grec, Traduction Kraný, aise, Introduction, Notes et Index (Tcxtes ct 
Documents pour IlEtude Historique du Christianisme; Paris, 1909), 
I, pp. 192,316. (Trypho, 43,66), In the first instance, the form 
used is HCLXE: CYE: -rCLL in the second, ImXeicoucm 

4. J. -P, Migne, ed. , S. P. N. Joannis Chrysostomi, Archiepiscopi 
Cons tantinopo litani, Opera Omnia Quae Exstant, vel Quac Eius Nomine 
Circumferuntur, VIII (MPG, LIX), col. 87. (Commentarius in Sanctum 
Joannem Apostolurn et Evangelistam, XIII: l, according to the usual 
enumeration; XII: 1, if one takes Homily I as a preface, as Junius 
evidently does. ) Chryýsostom, however, does not actually quote in this 
homily the relevant part of the verse in question, but he uses the form 

RUXECOUaL in quoting the whole verse in his Into rpretatio in Isaiani 
Prophetam, ad locum. J. -P. Migne, ed. , Ibid. , VI (MPG, LVI), 
82. 

5. Dionysius Petavius and J. -P. Migne, eds. , S. P. N. Epiphanii 
Constantiae in Cypro Episcopi ORera Quae Reperiri Potucrunt 
Omnia, III (MPG, XIIII), col. 76, (Ancoratus, XXXII. ) The form 
which Epiphanius uses is HaXecoucrL . 

6. Franciscus Weihrich, 'ed, , Sancti Aureli Augustini Opera. Sect. III. 
Pars 4. De Consensu Evangelistarurn Libri Quattuor (CSEL, XXXXIII; 
Vienna, 1904), pp. 39-41. (De Consensu Evangelistarum, 1: 26. ) 
Weihrich has lluocabunt" on the basis of Codex Lugudunensis, but the 
Editio Lugudunensis of 1497 has lluocabitur. 11 Ibid. , p. 41. 

7. The Hebrew form to which Junius is referring is q&r2t. Cf. note 1. 

8. Isodorus Hilberg, ed. , Sancti Eusebii Hicronymi Opera. Sect. I. Pars 
I. Epistularurn Pars I: EEistulae I-LXX (GSEL, LIV; Vienna, 1910), 
p. 516. (Epistula LVII. Ad Parnmachium de 02tirno Genere Inter- 
pretandi, 8. ) 

I. e. , "you shall call. 11 This reading occurs at Matthew 1: 23 in the 
Codex Bezae Cantabrigensis and a few other manuscriPts (and at Isaiah 
7: 14 in Vaticanus). 

10.1. e. , "they shall call. 11 This reading is supported by. almost all the 
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manuscripts of Matthew. 
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I. e. , 11 she shall call. 11 This reading occurs at Matthew 1: 23 in the 
original , 

form of a couple of Old Latin witnesses (and at Isaiah 7: 14 
in Sinaiticus). ' 

12. The meaning of the phrase is explained in the text. Liddell-Scott, 
pp. 325,444. 

13. Brown-Driver-Briggs gives the meaning as "young. woman (ripe 
sexually; maid or newly married). 11 Francis Brown, S. R. Driver, 
and Charles A. Briggs, A Hebrew and English Lexicon of the Old 
Testament with an Appendix Containing the Biblical A ramkic (Oxford, 
1907), p. 761b. 

14. See Brown-Driver-Brigýs, p. 761a. The modern lexicon, however, 
derives the noun in question not from this root but from a second 
root with the same consonants. This root does not occur in the Old 
Testament, but the lexicon suggests that it originally meant "be ma- 
ture (sexually)" on the basis of Aramaic, Syriac, and Arabic cognates 
meaning "be strong, " "rejuvenate, " and "be lustful" respectively. 
Ibid. , p. 761b. 

15.1. e. , "festival of unveilingi when'the bride first took off her maiden 
veil, and received presents fro 

Im 
the bridegroom. 11 The word derives, 

as Junius here i, mplies, from cLVaXCAUn-rWj "uncover, unveil. 
Liddell-Scott, p. 107. 

16.1. e. , "the day after the wedding. 11 The word evidently derives from 
A cnow; LLCouaL, "encamp, pass the night, 11 and so the association with 
unveiling which Junius here implies is not forthcoming, Liddell-Scott, 
p. 611. The additional a which is printed in the Latin text has been 
removed in the translation. 

17.1. e. , 11 maiden, virgin. 11 This is, of course, the word used at Isaiah 
7: 14 in the Septuagint (as well as at Matthew 1: 23). 

18. Ioannes Tzetzes, Ioannis Grammatici Tzetzis Expositio Librorum 
Hesiodi, Operum & Deorum, Clypei Herculis, Generationis Deorum. 
Summa nunc dernum industria. ad uetustissimi atq; optimi exemplaris 
fidern castigata, inq; lucem edita, in Hesiodi Ascraei Poetae Vetus- 
tissimi ac Sapientissimi Opera, Quae Quidern Exstant, Ornnia Graece, 
cum Interpretatione Latina e Regione, ut Conferri a Graccae Linguae 
Studiosis citra Negotium Possint (Basel, 1542), p. 181. 
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19. Actually verse 19. 

20. Le., "ironically, mockingly, " 'Liddell-Scott, p. 491. 

21.1. e. , "in truth or according to the true nature of the substance. 11 
is used to denote the substance or In philosophical writings o6aLa 

essence as opposed to the modes or accidents. Liddell-Scott, p. 1274. 

22.1. e. according to general repute. 11 Aristotle uses this adverb in 
opposition to CXXTIOWc in his SoRhistici Elenchi. Liddell-Scott, p. 561. 

23.1. e. , "according to opinion. 11. Aristotle uses this adverb in opposition to 
) 20 / xcLT cLXTiO6LCL'V in his Analytica Priora. Liddell-Scott, p. 444. 

24. Presumably, "by way of concession. 11 One of the meanings of GUYX(0pC'G) 
is to concede or grant something in an argument. Liddell-Scott, 
p. 1669. 

25. Prov. 30: 18-19. 

26. Prov. 30: 20. 

27. Is. 7: 3. 

28. Is. 8: 3. 

29. MT; EV, 7: 2. 

30. Especially verses 9 and 16. 

31. Is. 7: 3. 

32. Junius is referring especially to Genesis 3: 15. 

PARALLEL V 

1. MT; EV, 5: 2. 

2. Cf. parallels 11 and 15. 

3. M: Acts 17: 11. 

4.1. e. , "in an undeniable manner. 11 Liddell-Scott, p. 114. 

5. In the Latin text this "ennoble" ("nobilitaturus") contrasts in an 
elegant manner with the 11 obscurity" (Ilignobilitatem") mentioned in 
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6. Presumably, "by way of differentiation. 11 The basic denotation of 
8LCLUPLVCO is to separate one thing from another. Liddell-Scott, 

p. 399. 

7. Matt. 2: 3. 

8. E. g. , Mic äh 5: 5 (MT 5: 4); E zek. 3 4: 1- 10. 

I. e. , 11 shepherds of men. 11 In the Iliad the phrase is frequently 
applied to Agamemnon. Liddell-Scott, p. 1430. 

10. Bbhl, after complimenting Junius, remarks: "Jedoch ist er in don 
�]Parallelen" nicht frei von Künstlichkeit und gezwungenen Erklitrung- 
en, der Divergenzen zeischen dem A. und N. T. ; Man vergleiche 

instar omnium seinen Versuch, Matth. 2,6 mit Mich. 5,1 in Einklang 
zu bringen. II Eduard Böhl, Die alttestamentlichen Citate im Neuen 
Testament (Vienna, 1878), p. xxi. 

PARALLEL VI 

1. In the first edition of his Old Testament Junius had translated this 
verse, "Quia puer Jisradl est quem diligo; ideo ex Aegypto vocavi 
filium meum. 11 Testamenti Veteris Biblia Sacra, sive Libri Canonici, 
Priscae Judaeorum Ecclesiae a Deo Traditi, Latine Recens ex Hebraeo 
Facti, Brevibusque Schollis Illustrati ab Immanuele Tremellio et Fr. 
Junio. Accesserunt libri, qui vulgo dicuntur Apocryphi, Latine 
redditi et notis quibusdam aucti a F. Junio (London, 1581), ad locum. 
In his second edition, however, Junius translated the verse so as to 
coincide more closely with the translation here in the Sacri Paralleli 
and to bring out more clearly the genitive construction, as he under- 
stood it, of "Jisrat-4111.0 "Quia puer JisraUlis est, et diligo eum; ideo 
ex Aegypto vocavi filium meum. 11 Testamenti Veteris Biblia Sacra 
(1593), ad locum. 

2. The Greek etymon of "anagoge" and "anagogicus" was used by Aristotle 
of the resolution of definitions into syllogisms and by Porphyry of the 
lifting up of the soul to God. Liddell-Scott, p. 102. Both the ideas of 
resolution and elevation from earthly thoughts to heavenly ones are 
present in the use which Junius makes of these words. 

3. M: "August. li. de Genesi ad liter. imperfect. cap. 2. & li. de 
utilitate cred. ad Honorat. cap. 3.11 The latter reference is to De 
Utilitate Credendi, 5 (at least, as the chapters are divided in modern 
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editions), and the discussion of these literary categories continues 
in chapters 6 to 9. The order of terms at this point in Junius is the 

same as that in De Utilitate Credendi: history, aetiology, analogy, 
and allegory. 'ýhe definitions which Junius gives here, however, 
follow very closely those provided by Augustine in Dc Gencsi ad 
Litteram Imperfectus Liber, 2. Iosephus Zycha, ed, , Sancti Aureli 
Augustini Opera. Sect. III. Pars 1. De GeAesi ad Litteram Libri 
Duodecim, Eiusdem Libri Cal? itula, De Genesi ad Litteram Imper- 
fectus Liber, Locutionum in Heptateuchum Libri Septem. (CSEL, 
XXVIII; Vienna 1894), p. 461. losephus Zycha, ed, , 

ga-ncti Aureli 
Augustini- Opera. Sect. VI. Pars I. De Militate Credeiidi, De Duabus 
Animabus Contra Fortunatum, Contra Adimantum, Contra Epistulam 
Fundamenti, Contra Faustum (CS. EL, XXV; Vienna, 18,91), pp. 7-13. 

4. The word is used in classical Greek to rýcan the "giving of the cause 
- of a thing. 11 Liddell-Scott, p. 44. In Augustine and Junius it, refers 

to the utterance and. exposition of the principlos of rnorality. 

5. The word is used in classical Greek to refer to proportion, co'rre- 
spondence, or analogy. -It lias the 

* 
latter meaning in Aristotle's 

Historia Animallum. Liddell-Scott, p. 111. 

6. -Cicero and Quintillian use the word, as Junius does, of figurative 
language in general. Liddell-Scott, p. 69. 

7. The word "effatum" refers to "anything said or uttered. 11 P. G. W., 
Glare et al. , eds. , Oxford Latin Dictionar (Oxford, 1968ff. ), 13.588, 

8. The word "sermoll likewise refers to "common discourse, conversa- 
tion, talk, speech. 11 Franciscus Corradini et al. , eds. , Lexicon 
Totius Latinitatis J. Facciolati, Aeg. Forcellini et J. Furlanetti 
Seminarii Patavini Alumnorum (Padua, 1864-1890), IV, p. 330. Cf. 
Sancti Aureli Augustini De Genesi Contra Manichaeos, Libri Duo, 
1: 1,21. 

9. Le. , "in a well-proportioned manner. 11 Liddcll-Scott, p. 112. 

10. Cicero considerbd "comparatioll and "proportioll the Latin equivalents 
of the Greek AvaXoym 

. Charlton T. Lewis and Charles Short, A 
Latin Dictionary (Oxford, 1879), p. 1471. 

11. Phil. Z17. 

12. E. g. , Eph. 1: 22-23; 5: ý3. 

13. E. g. , John 8: 44. 
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14. E. g'. , Eph. 2: 11. 

15. E., g. I Pet. 1: 19. 

16. E. g., Gal. 4: 1. 

17. E. g. , Gal. 4: 4; Epli. 1: 10. 

18. Eph. 4: 13. 

19.1. e. , "descriptive, narrative. 11 Liddell-Scott, P. 4270 

I 
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20.1. e. - "oracular, prophetic. 11 Liddell-Scott, p. 1540. The word is 

ifseý in II Peter l.: 19 of inspired utterance in general, but Junius is 

restricting its scope to utterance concerning the future. 

21'. M: "Li. 3. Confess. cap. 7.11 Martinus Skutella and Pius Knoell, 

eds. S. Aureli Augustini Confessionum Libri Tredecim (Bibliotheca, 
Scriptorum Gr. aecorum et Romanorum Tcubneriana; Leipzig, 1934), 

p. 4 6. (111: 7. ) 

ZZ. 'See note 19i 

23. See note 20. 

24. Gal. 3: 24. 

25. Le. , "God . 
-breathed, inspired by God. 11 The adjective is used of the, 

sacred writings, rather than of the men who produced them, in II 
Timothy 3: 16. Junius, however, generally applies the word, to the 
authors of scripture. 

26. M: I Pet. 1: 10, 

27. Cicero, alluding to Euripides, uses this proverb on at least two 
occasions: "Sparta is your country, make the most of it. 11 Lewis- 
Short, p. 1734. 

28.1. e. , "in a historical manner. It 

29.1. e. , "dark, enigmatic. 11 Plato applies the word in his Theactetus 
to the sayings of the Heracliteans. Liddell-Scott, p. 40. 

30. Junius seem's to be using 11aenigmall and its derivatives more loosely 
here than he does in parallel 8 (where it becomes a technical term for 

one particular category of figurative language). 
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1. M: I s. 11: 

3 2. M: I s. 3 5: 

33. The margin has "Jesa. -15: 211 but the reference is actually to 
Isaiah 14: 29. 

34. M: Hos. 1: 2. 

ý5. M: Is. 11: 1. 

36. These remarks are made with reference to the Cabalists (in the 
course of a brief review of the various schools of Jewish exegesis) 
in Abraham ibnEzrals preface to his comments on the Pentateuch, 

which is printed (on unnumbered pages) immediately preceding 
Gene sis in Jacob ben Chayyim ibn Adoniyah, ed. , W11 11 *1 tOW tI j-ItUntl 
(Venice, 1524). (This book is the first of the four volumes which 
comprise the so-called Second Rabbinic Bible of Daniel Bomberg. 

37. Presumably, "resolvers. 11 The word literally denotes those who 
bring something up from below. Liddell-Scott, p. 102. Cf. note 2. 

38. Presumably, "analysts. " Aristotle uses &'VcLAuaLr. of the- 11 resolu- 
tion of a problem by the analysis of its conditions. 11 Liddcll-Scott, 
P. - 112. 

39. The margin mentions 111. Cor. 13.9.11 but verses 10-12 should also 
- be includýd. 

40. M: IlEpist. 119, ad Ianuar. cap. 7. & 11.11 The reference is to 
Ad Inquisitiones Januarii Liber Secundus, seu Epistula LV, using 
the modern (Benedictine) enumeration of Augustine's letters. Junius 
seems to have confused the locations within this letter of the words 
which he quotes. The portion quoted in the Sacri Paralleli from I'Si 
quae enim" ("For if these") to "ad aeternalý ("to the eternal', ) does, 
indeed, emanate from chapter. 7. However, the part from "Plus 
movent & accendunt amorem" ("They excite and kindle love more") 
to I'verbis proprijs diceretur apertissime" ("it is stated in the plainest 
way in lite. ral language") comes not from chapter 7, but from chapter 
13. The remainder of the. quotation, which Junius separates from the 
preceding words with the phrase "inquit posteall ("says Augustine 
later"), actually f ollov, % immediately and so likewise emanatcSfrom 
chapter 13 (not 11). Al. Goldbacher, ed. , Sancti Aureli Augustini 
Opera. Sect. II. Pars H. Saxicti Aurcli_Augustini_ Hipponensis Episcopi 
Epistulae. * Epistulae XXXI-CXXIII (CSEL, XXXIV; Vienna, 1898). pp. 
184- 185,192. 
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41. The reference is evidently to Hosea's two marriagcs to a harlpt in 
chapters 1-4. * 

42.1. e. , "by a process of discursive reasoning. 11 See Liddell-Scott, 

P. 1110. 

43. M: Col. 1: 18; Rom. 8: 29. 

44. The word I' Idilectio" was used from patristic times as a Latin equi- 
valent of CLY&Ttrj. Alexander Souter, A Glossary of Later Latin to 
600. A. D. (Oxford, 1949), p. 104. 

45. More explicit identification of Israel as a priesthood occurs in Exodus 
19: 5- 6. 

46. Hos. 11: 2-8. 

47. Hos. 11: 9. 

48. The reference is to the lamed of liben-1, indicating the objcct of the 

verb qara? See Brown-Driver-Briggs, p. 895. 
, 

49. Alexander Sper 
' 
ber, -ed. , The Bible in Aramaic Based on Old Manu- 

scripts and Printed Texts. III. The Latter Prophets According to 
Targum Jonathan (Leiden, 1962), p. 403. 

50. See note 12. - 

51. The. preceding sentence seems to be incomplete. The "cum" with 
which it commences has, consequently, been ignored in the translation. 

PARALLEL VII 

1. In his Bibelwerk Junius describes the reference to Rachel in this 
verse as an elegant prosopopoeia and connects it directly with Herod's 
massacre. Testamenti Vetcris Biblia Sacra (1593), ad locum. 

. 2. Iacobus Willis, ed. , Arnbrosii Theodosii Macrobii Saturnalia, Apparatu 
Critico Instruxit, In Somnium Scipionis Commentarios, ScIL-cta 
Varietate Lectionis Ornavit Iacobus Willis (Bibliotheca Scriptorum 
Graecorum et Romanorum Teubneriana; Leipzig, 1963), 1, p. 144. 
(Saturnalia, 11: 4), Macrobius makes the reception of the news of this 
event the occasion of the famous remark of Augustus: "melius est 
Herodis porcum esse quarn filium. 11 Ibid. 

3. The translation geherally renders "Septuagintall as "the seventy trans- 
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lators" (the first occurrence of the word in this sentente being an ex- 
ception), since Junius distinguishes between the version supposedly 
executed by the legendary seventy translators of the Old Testament 
and the Septuagint as it existed in his own day (which sometimes, lie 
felt, represented the work of the original translators and sometimes 
did not). ' On the discussions concerning the origin of the Septuagint 
in earlier times, see W. Schwarz, Principles and Problems of Bibli- 
cal Translation: Some Reformation Controversies and Their Back- 
ground (Cambridge, 1955), pp. 17-44. Strictly speaking, according to 
the Letter 

, of Aristeas, there were seventy-two translators involved. 
Ibid., p. 21. 

4.1. e. , "in a collective or comprelignsive manner. 11 Liddell-Scott, pp. 
1672-1673. Thus, the meaning is rather different than that usually 
asso ciated with the word I'syllepsis" in English. This is one of those 

occasions on which Junius identifies a word as a Greek loan by leaving 
the omega in it, while printing the remainder in Roman'ldttcrs. 

.15.1. e. , "less emotional. 11 Liddell-Scott, pp. 174-175. 

6. Jer. 40: 5-6. 

7. Actually II Kings 15: 29; 17: 5-'6, Z3; 18: 9- 11. 

8.1 Chron. 5: 26. 

M: Josh. 18: 25. 

10. The margin has "Isa. 10.211, but the reference is actually to verse 29. 

M: I Sam. 1: 1. 

1Z. M: Josh. 19: 36. 

13. Baruch wrote both scrolls at the dictation of Jeremiah, 36: 4,5,17, 
18,27,3Z. 

PARALLEL VIII 

In the original edition of the Sacrorum Parallclorum Libri Tres 
(and, strangely enough, in most succeeding editions) the "Index 
Locorum" concludes with a note that a third passage should be added 
to the Old Testament passages quoted at tile beginning of this parallel, 
namely, Zechariah 6: 12. ' ýunius trans 

, 
lates this verse as foilows: "Sic 

edixit Jehova exercituum dicere me, Ecce virum, cui nomen est 
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GERMEN, qui e loco- suo progerminet, aedificctq. templurn Jeliovae. 

2. In his Old Testament Junius notes at Isaiah 60: 21 that the 11shoot" 
mentioned in that verse' is "Christus, cui tamquam surculo c stirpe 
Davidis, supra 11.1. , insita sunt Ecclesiac membra a Domino. 11 
Testamenti Veteris Biblia Sacra (1593), ad locum. 

3. Brown-Driver-Briggs derives this noun, meaning "one consecrated, 
devoted, " from nazar, "dedicate, consecrate" (p. 634). The reli- 
gious use of the noun occurs i. n Numbers 6: 2,13,18,19,20,21; 
Jud. 13: 5,7; 16: 17; Amos 2: 11,12. 

4. At Numbers . 6: 2,13, and Zl the Septuagint has in verses 
18,19,. and 20 of the same chaptc*r it has nu'YlLevoc. At Judges 13: 7 
and'16: 17 Codex Vaticanus has CcLYLO'V. At Amos 2: 11 the Sdptuagint 
has CCLYLacUov and in verse 12 it has ijymaj. L v0UV Alan E. Brooke 
and Norm 

* 
an McLean, eds'. , The Old Testament in Greek According 

to the Text of Codex Vaticanus, Sup2lemented from Other Uncial Man- 
uscripts, with a Critical Apparatus Containing the Variants of tlic ClAef 
Ancient Authorities for the Text of the Septuagint. I. The Octateucli. 
Part III. Numbers and Deuteronomy (Cambridge, 1911), pp. 43Z-, 133-, 
Part IV. Joshua, Judges and Ruth (Cambridge, 1917), pp. 847., 860. 
Joseph Ziegler, ed, , Septuaginta Vetus Testamentum Graccum 
Auctoritate Societatis Litterarum Gottingensis Editum. XIII, Duodocim 
Prophetae (Gdttingen, 1976), p. 185. 

5. Aquila had this translation at Numbers 6: 18-19 and Judges 13: 5. 
Fridericus Field, ed. , Origenis Hexaplorurn Quac Sueersunt-, sive 
Veterum Interpretum Graecorum in Totum Vetus Testamentum 
Fragmenta (Oxford, 1875), 1, pp. 233,444. ' 

6. According to Field, Symmachus had NcL['nPCL^LOC 
Numbers 6: 18-19 (althoug .h there are other readii 
manuscripts); CNOCOPLOTIEVOV in Judges 13: 5; and 
Lamentations 4: 7. Ibid. , -I, pp. 233,444; 11, p. 

and its p-nitive in 
ags in the various 

2 in a(PWPLOIICVOL 
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7. M: "Euseb. lib. 7. Demonst. Evang. 11 Ivar A. Heikel, cd. , Eusoljius 
Werke. VI. Die Dernonstratio Evangelica(GCS, XXIII; Leipzig, 1913. ), 
pp. 336-337. (VII: 2. ) 

8. M: "Nazianz. oiat. funebri in Patrem, & in Basilium & cLpnvL)i" U) 

primo. 11 J. --P. Migne, ed. , Sancti Patris Nostri Gregorii Theologi 
Vulgo Nazianzeni, Archiepiscopi Constantinopolitani, Opera Quac 
Exstant Omnia, I (MPG, XXXV), col. 1032; 11 (MPG, XXXVI), coll. 

, 533-537; 1 (MPG, XXXV), coll. 744-745. (Oratio XVIII. Funebris 
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Oratio in Patrem, Praesento Basilio, 35; Oratio XLIII. Funebris 

Oratio in Laudem Basilii Magni Caesareac in Capeadocia, Episcopi 

Z8; Oratio VI: Prima de Pace, ob Monachorum Rcconciliationem, 

post_Silentium, Praesente Patre, 18. ) In the edition cited the first 

of these passages has the 7o--rnn NaCLPCLLOLr.; the second, NaCLPaLOUC; 
the third, NcLCcxpoL^LOL 

M: IlEpiplian. contra Hacres. lib. 1. Tom. 2.11 Petavius (see notc 
IV: 5), I (MPG, XII), cpl. 400. (1: 2; Haeresis XXIX: S. ) Epiplianius 
uses the form NcLCLpcLLouc. 

10. M: 'PIud. 13.5. & 7. &I, 6.17. 'Lament, 4.7, It This note occurs op- 
positc the second sentence prior to this one (and so was incorporated 

at the wrong point in the text in the folio editions of the works of Juni- 

us), but it actually belongs here. The Septuagint has the form which 
Junius indicates at Lamentations 4: 7. At Judges 13: 5 it has yaCc(p, 
while at Judges 13: 7 and 16: 17 Codex Alcxandrinus and other manu- 
scripts have VCLCELPCL^LOV (Vaticanus reading as indicated in note 4). 
Joseph Ziegler, ed. , Septuaginta Vetus Testamentum G'raccum 
Auctoritate Societatis Litterarum Gottingensis Editum. XV. Jcremias, 
Baruch, Threni, Epistula Jcremiae (GUttingen, 1976), p. 488, Brooke 

and McLean, I, pp. 847,860. 

e. i "men, who are under a vow. 

12. M: "Act. 22.23.11 Actually 21: 23. 

13. Matt. 2: 23. 

14. Mark 1: 24; 10: 47; 14: 67; - 16: 6; Luke 4: 34; 24: 19; Jolin. 18: 5; Acts 24: 5. 

15. P. Antin, ed. , Sancti Hieronymi Presbyteri Opera. Pars 1,1. 
Hebraicae Quaýstiones in Libro Genescos, Liber Interpretationis 
Hebraicorum Nominum, Commentarioli in Psalmos, Commentarius 
in Ecclesiasten (CCSL, LXXII; Turnholti, 1959), p. 137, 

16. Brown-Driver-Briggs defines n5qer as "sprout, shoot, " locating it 
in-Isaiah 11: 1; 14: 19; 60: 21; and, Daniel 11: 7 (p. 666a). The English 
translation of Junius preserves his method of iransliterating Y as 
Iltz" in order to maintain his connection of the word nZitzer with 
Nazoraeus and Nazorenus. These annotations, however, coiisiatcntly 
use the modern method of transliterating the letter as 

17. Luke 4: 14-16. 

18. See notes 13 and 14. 
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19. Matt. '21: 11; -Jolin 1: 45; Acts 10: 38. I 
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20. M: Acts 24: 5. This note stands in the margin beside the prior sen- 
tence (and so has been incorporated into the text at the wrong point- 
in the 

' 
folio editions of the works of Junius), but it actually belongs 

here. 

21. 
. 
Marcus Adriacn, cd. , Sancti Hieronymi Presbyteri Opcra, Pars 1,2. 
Commentariorum in Esaiam Libri I-XI (C; CSL, LXXIII; Turnholti, 1963), 
pp. 147-148. 

22. Isodorus Hilberg, ed. , Sancti Eusebii Hieronymi ORcra. Sect. I. Pars 
L Epistulae I-LXX (CSEL, JIV; Vienna, 1910), pp. 343-344. 
(Epistula XLVI. Paulae et Eustochiac ad Marcellarn, 13. ) 

23.1. e. , "destroyers. 11 Liddell-Scott, p. 286. 

24. M: "Epiph. lib. 1. contra haereses, tom, 1.11 This definition actually 
occurs in "Epiphanii Rescriptum ad Acacium et Paulum. 11 Petavius 

- (see note IV: 5), I (MPG, XLI), col, 172, 

25. -M: "Euseb. ii. 6. Histor. Ecclesiast. cap. 17. ll Eduard Schwartz 
and Theodor Mommsen, eds. , Eusebius Werke. II. Die Kirchen- 
geschichte. Die Lateinische Ubersetzung des Rufin s. 2. M -13tIcher 

VI bis X. Uber die Märty . rer in Palästina (GCS, IX, ?.; Leipzig, 1908), 

pp. 554-556. 

26. M: IlAuýust. li. 7. de baptismo contra Donat. Epiphanius lib. 1. 

contra haereses tom. 2.11 M. Petschenig, ed. , Sancti Aureli 
Augustini Opera. Sect. VII. Pars I. Scripta Contra Donatistas. 
Psalmus Contra Partem Donati, Contra Epistulam Parmeniani Libri 
Tres, De BaptismQ Libri Septem (GSEL, U; Vienna, 1908), p. 34Z. 
(Augustine uses the form "Nazarenos" here. ) Petavius (see note IV: 5), 
I(MPG, XII), col. 405. (1: 2; Haeresis XXX: 1. ) 

27.1. e. , the ceremonial laws (literally, "the legal ceremonies") which 
God commanded his people to observe in Old Testament times. On 
the distinction which Junius makes between the moral and ceremonial 
laws of the Old Testament, see parallel 97. 

28. M: Gal. 2: 11. 

29, M: Acts 11: 26. 

30. "Hype raspistes 11 is a Greek -loan-word which literally means flone 
who holds a shield over" someone. Liddell-Scott, p. 1859.0 
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31. M: "August. li. 19. contra Faustum Manihaeum cap. 4. & 181.11 
The omission of the IV, in I'Manichaeum" is, of course, a misprint, 
but the latter chapter reference is also in- error; it should be 17, 

rather than 18. Iosephus Zycha, ed. , Sancti Aureli Auýustini Opera 
Sect. VI. 

-Pars 
I (see note VI: 3), p. 500,514-516. 

32. Eduard Schwartz and Theodor Mommsen (see note 25), p. 556. 
(Historia' Edclesiastica, VI: 17. ) Williamson's translation of this 
sentente is as follows: "Pamphlets also by Symmachus are still 
extant,, in which he inveighs against the Gospel according to Matthew, 
apparently in order to bolster up his heresy. 11 Eusebius, The History 
of the Church from Christ to Constantine, tr. G. A. Williamson (Bal- 
timore., 1965), pp. 256-257. 

33. Actually Num. 

3 4. M: G al. 4: 4. 

35. M: I Cor. 11 (the reference being to verse 14). 

36, E. g. , Luke 8: 54. 

37. Actually parallel 

38. D. Hurst and M. Adriaen, eds. , Sancti Hicronymi Presbyteri Opera 
Pars 1,7. Commentariorumin Matlicum Libri VI (CCSLO LXXVII; 
Turnholti, 1969), p. 16. (1: ad 2: 23. ) 

39. lbid. 

40. M: "Homil., 9. in Matth. 11 J. -P. Mignc, ed. , S. P. N. Joannis 
Chysostorni, Archicpiscopi Constantinopolitani, Opera Oninia Quac 
Exstant, vel Quae Eius Nomine Circumfcruntur, VII, 1 (MPGj LVII)p 
coll. 180-181. (flomiliae in Mattliaeum, IX: 4. ) 

41. Theophylacti Bulgariae Archiepiscopi Opera Omnia sive Quae Ilactenus 
Edita Sunt, sive Quae Nondum Lucom Viderunt: cum Praevia Disser- 
tatione de Ipsius Theophylacti Gestis, & Scriptis, ac Doctrina, I 
(V. enice, 1754), pp. 15-16. (Enarratio in Evangelium Mattliaei, 2, 

42. Jerome considers the interpretation espoused by Junius a viable op-, 
tion, but also notes that Nazaraeus means holy and that all of scripture 
declared that the Lord would be holy. Hurst and Adriaen (see note 38), 
p. 16. 

43. Actually parallel 6, On the use of "acnigmall and the related words, cf. 
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note VI: 30. 
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44. M: "Lib. 15. de trinit. cap. 9. & in Psalmum 48.11 W. J. Mountain 

and Fr. Glorie, eds. , Sancti Aurelii Augustini Opera. Pars XVI, 2. 
De Trinitate Libri XV (Libri XIII-XV) (CCSL, La; Turnholti, 19UB-), 

p. 481. D. Eligius Dekkers and Io nes Fraipont, eds. , Sancti 
Aurelii Augustini Opera, Pars X, 1. Enarrationes in Psalmos I-L 
(CCSL, XXXVIII; Turnholti, 1956), p. 554. (In Psalmum XLVIII 
Enarratio, Sermo I, v. 5. ) 

45.1. e. , "in a similar manner, 11 or "in the manner of something similar. 11 

4 6. M: I s. 11: 1. 

47. M: Gen. 49: 10. In his Old Testament Junius translates Genesis 49: 10 

as follows: "Non desistet tribus a Jehuda, neque Legislator e medio 
peclum eius; usquedurn venturus crit filius cius, & cris ei obedientia, 

' 11 He notes that the Hebrew word which he has translated populorum. 
"filius" actually means "secundaell and that it refers to "Christus, 

semen mulieris, ex secundis editus sine virili operatione. Testa- 

menti Veteris Biblia Sacra (1593), ad locum. 

48. Tossanus defines "secundae" as I'membrana qua partus involutus ex 
utero prodit. 11 Paulus Tossanus, 

, 
Index in Sacra Biblia Locupletissi- 

mus, ex Latina Immanuelis Tremcllii ot Francisci Junii Versione, 

quoad Vetus; et Theodori Bezae, quoad Novum Testamentum ... 
Collectus (Hanau, 1624), last page (unnumbered). 

49. M: Is. 7 (the refeýrence being to verse 14). 

50; Le. , "a dark intimation.. " See Steplianus- (see note 11: 1), VIII, col. 
110. 

51. ' See note 69 below. 

52.1. e. , "with reference to, a homonym, or equivocal word. 11 See Liddell- 
Scptt, p. 1229. 

53.1. e. , "with reference to the synonym. 11 In A ris tote lian'logic Guvw'vullct 
were things with the same name, nature, and definition. I, iddell- 
Scott, p. 1730. In Junius they'do not necessarily possess the same 
name. 

54. V. e. , "with reference to. a'correlativd or derivative name. 11 See 
Liddell-Scott, pp. 1345,1670. 
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55.1. e. , "with reference to a word similar in sound. 11 See Liddell- 

. Scott, p. 1339. 

56.1. e. , "with reference to history. 

57.1. e. , "with reference to a foreign word. 11 Liddell-Scott, p. 353. 

58.1. e. , "by means of a dark intimation. 11 See note 50. 

59. Is. 11: 1.0 

60. See note 16. 

61.1. e. , "from the homonym. 11 See note 52. 

62. M: Zech. 6: 12. 

63. ' "Hypenigmata" is, of course, merely the trans litcration. of the Greek 

word defined in note 50 (here in the plural form), 

64. Presumably, "'act the Pythia in clear matters. 11 The Pythia, the 
priestess of Apollo at Delphi, was renowned for her enigmatic oracles. 
See Liddell-Scott, pp. 1551,1968-1969. In the- translation we have made 
the present indicative of Junius an infinitive due to the presence, of the 

word "does. 11 

65, Presumably, "sketches an outline of obscure matters. 11 See Liddell- 
Scott, 'pp. 1615,1835. 

66. Le. , "Co ncerning the Use of Striking Language. 11 The word was used 

, as a technical term in ancient literary criticism. Liddell-Scott, p. 449. 

% 31 1% 11 -1 67. M: "TtEPL L6F-wv TOUG, ) W. ' The title means, "Concerning Literary 
Iýorms, 11 or "Qualities of Literary Style. " See Liddell-Scott, p. 817. 

68.1 
/ 
e. , "thought.. " The word is used by Ilcrmogenes in opposition to 

XEELr-, "diction. 11 Liddell-Scott, p., 570. 

69, Hugo Rabe, ed. , Hermogenis Opera (Rhetores Gracci, VI; Leipzig, 
1913), pp. 339-340. 

70. Ibid. , pp. 340-341. 

71.1. e. , "from Aetolia. 11 The actual form, as it occurs in the Odyssey, 
)U'V: 379, is ALTWXOr_. The irony evidently occurs when one re- 
calls that the verb atTeco means "to beg. "' Therefore, by saying that 
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a man is from ALTWXLCLy or "Begging-land, 11 one, may be intimating 
more about his financial status (according to Junius) than about his 

nationality. 

72. Matthaeus Devarius, ed. , Eustathii Archicpiscoý2i Thessalonicensis 
Commentarii ad Homeri Odysseam, ad Fidem Exempli Romani Editi 
(Leipzig, 1825-1826), 1, p. 62; 11, p. 78. 

73.1. e. , "his hand is amongst the Aetolians, ano his mind is amongst the 
Klopidians, 11 or to make the irony more obvious, "his hand is amongst 
the inhabitants. of Begging-land, and his mind is amongst the inhabi- 
tants of Thief-dcme. 11 The last word in this quotation from the Equitcs 
of A ristophane's (line 79) is a "mock Attic deme-namc, 11 derived from 
the woýd RX64, "thief. 11 'Liddell-Scott, p, 963. Robert Alexander 
Neil, ed. , The Knights of Aristophanes (Cambridge, 1901)ý p. 17. 

74. In Casina (line 814), for example, Pardalisca (or another character) 
announces: Iliam oboluit Casinus procul. 11 The masculinization of 

. "Casinall is an intimation that Casinals place has been taken by a man 
in disguise, and the "oboluit" may refer "to the aromatic spice cinna- 
mon (casia) hidden in the narne Casina. 11 W. T. MacCary and M. M. 
Willcock, eds. , Plautus: Casina (Cambridge, 1976), pp. 82; 186-187. 

75.1. e. , "Mentes, ruler of the Taphians, 11 in whose guise Athene appears 
to, Telemachus (Odyssey, I, lines 105,180,418), W. Walter Merry 
and James Riddell, eds. , Homer's Odyssey (Oxford, 1876), It pp. 
11-12. Richaxd John Cunliffe, Homeric Proper and Place Names: A 
Suppiement to "A Lexicon of the Homeric Dialect" (London, 1931), p. 
37b. 

, 
The beauty of the occasion for Junius, however, is that Tcupor. 

not only is the name of the island which Mentes ruled, but also means 
11astonish. ment, amazement, ". and so provided a title of deep signifi- 
canc-e for the disguised goddess. 

76. See note 50. 

77. Junius identifies the name with dilmBLh, "silence, " derived from the 
root dwm, according to Brown-Driver-Briggs (p. 189a). 

78. See note 5.5. 

79. See note 56. 

80,1. e. , "intimates darkly in a mocking way. 11 See Liddell-Scott, 
pp. 491', 1851. 

81. M: Is. 21: 11. 
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82. M: Jer. 25: 26. 

83. M: Jer. 51: 41. 
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84. Brown-Driver-Briggs (p. 1058b) explains the word as a late Baby- 
lonian name of Babylon. 

85. See note 57. 

86. M: Dan. 5. 

87. See note 5Z. 

88. M: "Gen. 48.44. " Actually versib 22. 

89'. See note 56. 

90. M: Is. 21: 1. 

91. M: Is. 22: 1. 

92. See note 55. 

93. -M: Mic. 7: 12. Brown-Driver-Briggs considers this name a poeticaL 
equivalent and cognate of Miýrayim, "Egypt" (p. 596a). Junius, how- 

ever, is presumably identifying the name with masiar, llsftge-enclo- 
sure, sgge, entrenchment, 11 which is derived Yf -rom4-swr, "confine, 
bind, bespOge. 11 Brown-, Driver-Briggs, pp. 848-849. 

94. M: Is. 11: 1. 

95. Sperber (see note VI: 49), p. 25. 

96.1. e. , "by means of a dark intimation. 11 Se. e note 50. 

97.1. e. , "with reference to the homonym. 11 See note 52. 

98, M: Is. 60: Zl. 

99.1. e. , "intimates darkly. 11 Cf. note 80. - 

100. M: Zech. 6: 12. 

jol. M: Matt. 4 and elsewhere. 

102.1. e. , "by way of a homonym. 11 See note 52. 
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103.1. e. , "by way of a synonym. 11 See notc 53.1 

104., Actually parallel-6. 

105.. 1. e. , "by way of imitation. 11 See Liddell-Scott, p. 1134. 

106. M: Is. 14: 19., 

107.1. e. '"intimated darkly. 11 See note 99, 

108.1. e. , "allegorize. 11 See note VI: 6. 

109,1. e. , . 
"dark intimation. 11 See note 50. 

1 
PARALLEL IX 

1, See parallels 59 and 50. 

PARALLEL X 
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The fact that Junius introduces this statement with an imperfect 
(I'dicebat") probably indicates that he is intending to reproduce here 
Jerome's ihinking in a general way, but not necessarily his specific 
words. In his Commentaria in Matheum Jerome states: "Testimonium 
de Deuteronomio sumptum est. Ideo autem sic respondit Dominus 
quia propositum ei erat humilitate diabolum uincere, non potentia ... 
Sed et ipsa responsio Saluatoris hominem fuisse indicat qui temptatus 
est ... 11 D. Hurst and Marcus Adriaen, eds., Sancti Hieronym' 
Presbyteri Opera. Pars 1,7. Commentariorum in Matheum Libri 
IV (CCSL, LXXVII; Turnholti, 1969), p. 20.1 

PARA LLE L XI 

1. Actually verses 11 and 12. 

2. In medieval Latin "divisio" and "divisus" are sometimes used when 
I'voces inpropositione non ita sensu conlungendae sunt, ut iuxta s'e 
ponuntur. 11 Michael Twarb"g de Bystrzyko"w states: I'modi arguendi 
sophistice in dictione sunt sex, scilicet equivocatio, amphibologia, 
compositio, d-o, accentus et figura dictionis. 11 Marian Plezia et al. 
Lexicon Mediae et Infimae Latinitatis Polonorurn (Warsaw, 1953ff. 
III, coll. 779,785. 

3. Ps. 91: 1. 
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PARALLEL XII I 

1. This "your" represents the plural form I'vestrum. 11 

2. This "your" represents the singular form 'Ituum. 11 
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3. The Greek word transliterated here by Junius refers to the "general 
question, " as opposed to the U"TLO', [)COLQr the "special case" to which 
a general principle must be appliedý Liddell-Scott, p. 795. 

4. See note 3. Two of the closetly related meanings of this word in the 
classical authors are, a "practical problem" and a "subject proposed 
(to'oncself or another) for discussion. 11 Liddell-Scott, 1). 188Z. 

# 
5.1. e. , "appropriation. 11 Liddell-Scott, p. 1202. 

PARA LLE L XIII 

This is one of those occýisions on which Junius leaves an omega in 

a Greek loan-word, while printing the remainder in Roman letters. 
See note VII: 4. The word has been re-trans lite rated into Greek 
characters at this point in the translation, since Junius proceeds to 
define the word in the following phrase, "the case at hand. 11 See note 
XII: 4. 

2. Aristotle uses the Greek word transliterated here in opposition to a 
sound, logical argument. Liddell-Scott, p. 162Z. See the second 
quotation in note XI: Z. 

3. 
. 

Hermogenes and others used the Greek etymon of this word to mean 
"explanatory. 11 Liddell-Scott, p. 593. 

PARALLEL XIV 

1., Junius doubtless objected, for one thing, to the way in which the cdi. 
tors of the Massoretic text divided the two verses of this passage into 
different chapters (numbering them 8: 23 and 9: 1 respectively). Rud, 
Kittel et al. , eds. , Biblia Hebraica (third ed. ; Stuttgart, 1937), p. 
620. See also M. FriedlUnder, ed. , The CommcntarX of Ibn Ezra on 
Isaiah; Edited from Mss. and Translated, with Notes, Introductions, 
and-Indexes (London, 1873), p. 50. 

2. Sperber (see note VI: 49), p. 18. 

3. Joseph Ziegler,. ed. , Septuaginta Vetus Testamentum Graccum 
Auctoritate Societatis Litterarum Gottingensis Editum. XIV. Isaias 
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(GlAtingell, 1939), -pp. 154-155.1 

4. Marcus Adriacti, ed. , Sancti Hicronymi Presbyteri Opera. Pars I, 
2. Com inentario ruin in Esaiam Libri I-XI (CCSL, LXXIII; Turnholti, 
1963), pp. 12 1- 124. (In Esaiam, III. ) 

5. Johannes Aubertus, ed. , S. P. N. Cyrilli, Alexandriae ArchiepiscoL)ij 
Opera Quae Reperiri Rotýerunt Omnia, III (MPG, LXX), coil. 245-249, 
(Commentarius in Isaiam Proplictarn, I, Oratio 5. ) 

6. See note VII: 3. 

7. Literally, "without a face. 11 Liddell-Scott, p. 230. 

B. Verses 5-6. 

Is. 9: 6. 

10. Liddell-Scott, p. 1118. 

"parenthetical explanation. 11 See Liddell-Scott, pp. 593,1336. 

12. This use of I'determinatioll as a rhetorical technical term arises 
readily enough from the meaning of the verb I'determino, 11 that is, 
"appoint or prescribe limits or bounds, " but it differs from the noun's 
usual application to the conclusion of a speech. See Lewis-Short. p. 
562; and Corradini (see note VI: 8), II, p. 96. 

13. See note XIII: 3. 

14. M: Num. 34: 11; Josh. 19: 35. 

. 15. M: Matt. 4: 18. 
0 

16. The meanings in Liddell-Scott are "on the other side, across, " 
"over against, opposite, 11 "beyond, 11 and "right through', (p. 1365). 

1 
17. One meaning of c6ber is "side, 11 according to Brown-Driver-Driggs 

(p. 7 19). 

18. Presumably, in the sense, "over against. 11 See Liddell-'Scott, p. 161. 

19. M: * Luke 8: 26. 

20. M: "Plinius lib. 5. Nat. histor. cap. 15.11 Ludovicus Janus, ed. v 
C. Plini S*ccundi Naturalis IIistoriac'XXXVII. I: Libb. I-VI (Leipzig, 
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1870), P. 198. 

21.1. e. , 
'"more forceful. See Liddell-SCott, p. 550. 

2 2. Is. 9: 2. 

23. Matt. 4: 16. 

214. The idea is that one thing is expressed by means of two terms. 

25.1. e. , "in general, 11 or "speaking generally. Liddell-Scott, pp, 
855-856. 

26s I S'. 9: 2. 

27. Matt. 4: 16. 

28. Le. "arose. " 

29.1. e. I-Ishone forth. 11 

PARALLEL XV 

1. Matt. 5: 17-20. 

2. An "apex" is a "mark placed over a vowel to show that it is long; the 
tip or angle forming, part of a letter. 11 Oxford Latin Dictionary (see 

note VI: 7), p. 147. 

3. Matt. 5: 18. 

4.1. e. , "exposition, 11 Liddell-Scott, pp. 195-196. 

5.1. e. , "from a counter-proposition. 11 See Liddell-Scott, p. 156. 

6. Matt. 5: Zl. 

7. James 4: 11-12. 

8.1. e. ,I Ibas ec ovetous ne s s. II Lidtle 11-S c ott, p. 4 3. 

9. Matt. 5: 27. 

10. Matt. 5: 28. 

11. Matt. 5: 29. 
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12. Matt. 5: 31. 

13.1. e. , "with reference to a practical problem and by way of concession. 
See note XIIA. One of the meanings of Cluy)(topt"G) is "to concede or 
grant" something. See Liddell-Scott, p. 1669. 

14. Le., Deut. 24. 

15. Matt. 5: 33. 

16. Ex. 20: 7. 

17. Cicero makes a s'imilaruse of the ord "tacitell in his Oratio pro 
Milone: "tacite dat ipsa lex potest4a, )n defendendi. 11 Lewis-Short, p. 
1833. 

18. , I. e. , "utterance. 11 

19. Matt. 5: 34-36. 

20. Matt. 5: 37. 

21. Le. "falsification. 11 Stephanus (see note 11: 1), IV, col. 945. 
1 

22. Matt. 5: 38. 

23. Matt. 5: 39-42; Rom. 12: 21. 

24. Matt. 5: 43. 

25.1. e. , "the latter first. 11 

Z6. I. e. , "by way of a refutation, or a cross-examination for the purposes 
of refutation. K See Liddell-Scott, p. 531. 

V. Matt. 5: 46-47. 

28. Luke 10: 29-37. 

PARALLEL XVI 

1. See note XII: 4. 

Z. MPG, LVII (see note VIIIAO), coll. 299-301. (Homiliac in Mattlicacum, 
XXII al. XXIII: 1. ) 
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3. Ibid. 
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4. Hurst and Adriaen (see note VIII: 38), p. 41. (Commentariorum in 
Matheum Libri VI, ad 6: 28. ) 

I 5. Le. , "with reference to essence. 11 One of the meanings of CxW is 

"bell in some state. Liddell-Scott, p. 750. 

MPG, LVII (see note 2), loc. cit. 

PARALLEL XVII 

1.1. e. , "in a parallel manner. 11 See Liddell-Scott, p. 1316. 

2. "Synecdoche" is the understanding of one thing by means of another, 
especially "when the whole is put for a part or vice versa. 11 Liddell- 
Scott, p. 1706. 

3. "Metalepsi s est dictio gradatim pergens ad id quod ostandit, ut 
Ispeluncis abdidit atris' et post aliquot mea regna videns mirabor 
aristas. 11 Henricus Keil and Theodorus Mommsen, eds. , Probi 
Donati Servii Qui Feruntur de Arte Grammatica Libri (Grammatici 
Latini, IV; Leipzig, 1864), p. 400. (111: 6. ) Quintillian uses the word 
as a technical term for the use of one word in place of another which 
suggests it. Liddell-Scott, p. 1113. 

4. ActualiY; verse 19. 

5.1. e. , "well-matched"- -literally, "in equiposell on a balance. Liddell- 
Scott,. p. 839. 

6e, See note XV: 17. 

7. Ernestus Hohl, ed. , Scriptores Historiac Augustac (Bibliotheca 
Scriptorum Graecorum et Romanorum Teubneriana; Leipzig, 1955), 
I, p. 292. (Alexander Severus Aeli Lampridii, 51: "quod'tibi fieri 
non vis, alteri ne feceris. 11) 

PARALLEL XlX 

1.1. e. , "from a synonym. 11 See note VIII: 53. 

I. e. , "infirmities. 11 

I. e. , lisicknesses. " 
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4. Sperber (see-note VI: 49), p. 108. Cf. Isaiah 52: 13, where the trargum 
identifies the suffering servant with the Messiah (p. 107). 

PARALLEL XX 

1. See note XII: 4. 

2.1. c. , Ilaetiology. 11 See note VI: 4. 

I PARALLEL XM 

l. - Also verse 6. 

2. MT; EV, 4: 5. 

3. Also verse 31. 

4. Also verses 12-13. 

PARALLEL XXII 

1. MT; EV, verses 5-6. 

2. Actually verse 6, as in parallel 20. 

3. Matt. '12: 2. 

4. I'Derogarell is used as a technic 
* 
al term in jurisprudence to metan 

"repeal'a part of a law. Lewis-Short, p. 554. 

5. Also verses 5-8. 

6. Matt. ' 12: 5. 

7. John 7: 22-23. 

8. Matt. 12: 10-13. 

9. Actually parallel 20. 

PARALLEL XXIII 

1. These'verses refer, of course, to Isaiali 42. 

2. E. g. , Mark 1: 34,44; 3: 12. 
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3. Liddell-Scott gives the meaning as "choose" (p. 41), as does B. Iuer, 
who suggests that in this passage'it is perhaps used "in the specific 
sense 'adopt' as I Ch 28: 6; Mal 3: 17.11 Walter Bauer, William Arndt, 
and F. Wilbur Gingrich, A Greek-English Lexicon of the New Testa- 
ment and Other E arly Christian Literature (Chicago, 1957), p. 23. 

4. Dictionarium Varrini Phavorini Cambertis, Nuccrini EpiscoL)i 
Magnum Illud ac Perutile Multis Variisque ex Autoribus Collectum, 
Totius Linguae Graecae Commentarius (Basel, 1538), col. 74. 

5. MT; EV, v. 12. 

MT; EV, 

7. See note XVII: 3. 

8. "Effectioll is a philosophical term of Ciceronian origin. Lowis-Short, 
p. 628. Oxford Latin Dictionar * p. 588. 

PARALLEL XXIV 

1.1. c. , "token, or indication, 11 See Liddell-Scott, p. 558. 

2. The basic idea is that of a "pattern, model. 11 Liddell-Scott, p. 1307. 

3. The meanings include "sign, token, indication, ', "pattern, " and "exam- 
ple. 11 Liddell-Scott, p. 1878. 

4. Le., "pattern, model, outline. " Liddell-Scott, p. 1877. 

5. M: r Cor. 10: 6. 

6. M: I Cor. 10: 11. 

7. M: -1 Tim. 4: 12, 

8. M: Tit. 2: 7. - 

9. M: John 13: 15. 

10. M: I Pet. 2: 21. 

I. e. , "in reference to -something, 11 that is, used in reference to some- 
thing else. 

12. See note XIIA. 

I 
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13. A 11complexio" refers to the conclusion in a syllogism. Lewis.; 
Short, p. 391. 

14. M: John 19: 36. 

15. Ex. 12: 46. 

16 The word "numus" was used specifically of a Roman silver coirn 
equivalent to a sesterce. 

17. Andr'eas Kesler calls particular attention to this observation of Junius, 
I'Disputatio Inauguralis, Anno 1627 Jenae Habita, sub Praesidio Viri 
Plur. Rev. & Excell. DN. Johannis Maioris, B. M. de Dictorum 
V eteris test. in Novo Allegatione'l 11 in Theodorus Hackspanius, ed, 
Theod. Hackspanii, SS. Theol. et Linguae Ilebr. Prof. P. , Disputa- 

tionum Theologicarum & Philologicarum Sylloge. Cut pracmissa est 
ciusdem, auspicalis oratio dc necessitate philologiae in theologia: 

sub finem addita D. Andreae Kesleri disputatio inauguralis, de allega- 
tione dictorum Vet. Test. in Novo (Noribergae, 1663), p. 571. 

I B. I. c. , "in general, 11 or '. 'as a whole. 11 See note MV: 25. 

19. I. e. , "antitype, 11 that is, the thing represented by the type. 

20. Junius deals with the use of Psalm 110: 4 in Hebrews 7: 17,21. 
Francisci lunii Biturigis; Sacrarum Literarurn in Academia Heidel- 
bergensi et Lugduno-Batava Professoris Eruditissimi, Opera The- 

ologica, Duobus Tomis, Ordine Commodissimo, nempe Excgctico 
Primo, Elenctica Altero, Comprehe. nsa, & Nunc Primurn Digesta 
(Geneva, 1613), 1, coll. 1571-1578. 

21. M: II Kings 24: 5. Actually verse 3. 

22. -M: Is. 1: 10. Junius has interchanged the position of the words "Sodom" 

and "Gomorralill in this passage. 

23. The Roman consul Caepio took Tolossa (modern Toulouse) "and cap- 
tured, thc sacred (but accursed) treasure there, said to be that taken 
by the Gauls from Delphi. The gold disappeared en route, not (it was 
thought) without his knowledge. E. Badian, "Cacpio, 11 in N. G. L. Haryý- 

mond and 11.11. Scullard, eds. The Oxford Classical Dictionari (sec- 

ond ed. ; Oxford, -1970), p. 188. The ill fortune which befell Caepio 

and everyone else associated with this gold made its name the proverb- 
ial equivalent of "deadly. 11 See parallel 80 (ýP, p. 167). 

24, Dodbnain Epirus was famous as the site of an oraclc of Zeus. Accord- 
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ing to a late legend, the god delivered his message through thc, echoes 
of a brass gong. Herbert W. Parke, I'Dodona, 11 in Oxford Classical 
Dictionary, p. 358. Junius, therefore, equates "Dodonacan" with 
"ringing" in parallel 80 (SP, p. 167). 

25. In restoring the lordship of Samos to its former ruler Syloson, the 
Persians supposedly slew all its male inhabitants. Syloson was asso- 
ciated, therefore, with a reign of cruelty and devastation. Georg Wis- 
sowa et al. eds. , Paulys Real-Encyclopffdic der Classischch Alter- 
tumswissenschaft (Stuttgart, 1893-1972), LV (Zweite'Reilic, Siebter 

, 
Halbband), coll. 1071-1072. 

26. According to, Atlienian tradition, Draco was a lawgiver of the seventh 
century B. C. He prescribed very severe penalties for the transgres- 
sion of these laws; "when asked why he specified death as the penalty 
for most offenses, lie replied that small offenses deserved death and 
he knew of no sever * er penalty for great ones; and the fourth-century 
orator Demades remarked-that Draco wrote his laws in blood instead 
of iiýk. 11 Douglas M. MacDowell, I'Draco, 11 in Oxford Classical Dic- 
tionary, pp. 363-364. 

27. The plain of Thessaly was the most fertile of ancient Greece, yielding 
*much corn and supporting many cattle. William Smith, ed. , Diction- 
ary of Greek and Roman Geography (London, 1854-1857), 11, p. 116 

28. "'Thuscus" is an alternate form of "Tuscus, 11 referring to the inhabi- 
tants of Etruria, the Etruscans or Tuscans, and to a street of unsa- 
vory character in Rome. Lewis-Short, pp. 1919-1920. 

29. Matt. 12: 40. 

30. Luke 11: 29-30. 

31. Matt. 12: 41-42. Christ actually speaks not of "Shebat' but of Itthe 
South, 11 although his reference is obviously to the land of'Sheba. 

32. M. Adriaen (see note 11: 7), pp. 246-247. (Expositio Evangclii Secun- 
daffi Lucam, VII: 96-97. ) Cf. Carolus Schenkl, ed. , Sancti. Ambrosii 
Opera. Pars I. Examero*n, De Paradiso, De Cain et Abel, De Noe, 
De Abraham, De Isaac, De Bono Mortis (CSEL, XXXII; Vienna, 1897), 
pp. 168-169. (Exameron, V: 11. ) Also J. -P. Migne, ed.., Sancti 
Ambrosii Mediolanensis Episcopi Opera Ornnia, 1,1 (MPL, XIV), coll. 
1129-1130. (In Psalmum XIIII Enarratio, 83-85. ) 

33. Jonah 3: 5. 
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34.1 Kings 10: 1- 10; 11 Chron. 9. - 1- 12.1 

PARALLEL XXV 

1. The word "assumit" sometimes carries the added force, of appropri- 
ation of a statement as the minor premise of one's syllogism. Lewis- 
Short, p. 182. 

2. Is. 6: 10. 

PARA LLE L XXVI 

1.1, e. , "that it might be fulfilled. 11 The reference is to Matthew 13.: 35a. 

2. ' 1. e. , "that which was spoken. 11 

3. Le. "fabulous and figurative, 11 See Liddell-Scott, pp. 69,115 1. 

4. See verses 52 and 65. 

PARALLEL XXVII 

1. Parallel 15. 

2. "Gradatioll is a technical term in rhetorical literature for the use 
of climax. Lewis-Short, p. 821. 

3. Matt. 15: 5. 

4. The word "tractatioll does not ordinarily possess the connotation of 
substitution which Junius here ascribes to it (on the basis of aýprob- 
lematic passage in Varro). It usually refers to a ', rhetorical figure, 

the treatment, handling, discussion of a subject, " or a "special use, 
usage of a word. " Lewis-Short, p. 1882. 

5. Jean Collart, ed. , Varron, De Lingua Latina, Livre V (Publications 
de la. Faculte des Le. ttres de l'Universit6 de Strasbourg, CXXII; Paris, 
1954), p. 6. (Marcus Terentius Varro, De Lingua Latina Libri XXV, 
V: 1. ) Collart, following Joseph Scaliger, has cmended the word , 
"tractationem" (found in Manuscript Laurentianus LI, 10) to read 11traicc- 

tionem. 11 Others have sugge§ted "adtractionem, 11 "tralationem, 11 and 
"trans lationem. 11 

6. Le. , "by means of this" gift. This is the C_V of instrument. Liddell- 
Scott, p. 552. 

7. I., e. , "and let him no, longer honour. 11 The x(xL and the subjunctive 
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aorist-form of -CLUCLW were elements of the textus receptus. 
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8. The Greek word transliterated here as 11 enallage" was used by the 

ancient grammarians to refer to an "interchange" or "variation. 
Liddell-Scott, p. 554. 

M: Mark 7: 1 Z. 

PARALLEL XXVIII 

1. Junius is proposing that one understand the verse as saying "they 

remove their hearts far from me, ", as opposed to 'their hearts are far 
from me. " Liddell-Scott, p. 188. 

2.1. e. , "words having the same meaning. 11 Liddell-Scott, p. 1227. 

3. The Greek etymon of the adjective "perissologicall literally means 
"over-talking. " Liddell-Scott, p. 1387.1 

4. See note XIII: 3. 

5. Is. 29: 11-12. 

PARALLEL XXXI 

1. MT; EV, 4: 5. 

Z., The word "praecursor" was used especially of John the Baptist in 

patristic literature. Lewis-Short, p. 1415. 

3. An "anteambulo" was a servant who walked in advance of a distin. 

guished person in order to clear the way. Lcwis-Short, p. 129. 

4. Le. , "transmigration of souls. 11 Liddell-Scott, p. 1119. Pythagoras 
of Samos supposedly taught that the soul was eternal and changeless 
but was imprisoned within successive bodies unless it became pure 
enough through study and meditation to escape this cycle. The Pythago- 
reans held that the soul retained the memory of its previous incar- 

nations. Paul R. Helsel, "Pytliagoreanism, 11 in Vergilius Form, ed. 
E=clopedia of Religion (Paterson, New Jersey, 1959), pp. 629-630. 

John B. Noss, Man's Religions (third ed. ; London, 1963), p. 89. 

5. See parallel 48. 

PARALLEL XXXV 

1. Quintillian and others used the term for a rhetorical "figure by which 
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dissimilar things were associated. " Liddell-Scott, p. 1692.1 

2. A "congeries" was literally a heap or pile, especially a wood-pile. 
Lewis-Short, p. 418. 

PARALLEL XXXVI 

1. In his Bibelwerk Junius translated the last 
, phrase of this verse as 

follows: I, & insidens asino, idq; pullo nato asinabus. Testamenti 
Veteris Biblia Sacra (1593), ad locum. 

2. Actually verse 5. 

3. Jer. 31: 15. 

4. E. g., Ps. 48: 2. 

5. . M: Jud. 5: 10 and 10: 4. 

"progression. 11 See Liddell-Scott, p. 99. 

7. Zech. 9-11. 

8. The form in the Greek text is, of course, the adjective noauc, "gen- 
tle. 11 

The Greek etymon of liparonymus" means "derivative" or "by-name. 
Liddell-Scott, p. 1342. 

10. Junius is presumably referring to the Hebrew root canah', "be bowed 
down, afflicted, " from which is derivedcZinT, "poor, afflicted, humble, 
and Cinaw, which has the same range of ; -ri-eanings. The associated 
nouns c6n-1 andcanTiwAh have somewhat more distinct connotations, 
meaning "affliction, poverty" and "humility" respectively., Brown- 
Driver-Briggs, pp. 776-777. 

PARALLEL XXXVII 

1. See'note VI: 19. 

2. Junius actually means the twenty-seventh verse here, since the fourth 
part of the psalm is supposed to comprise two verses, and there. are 
only twenty-nine verses altogether. 

3. Ps. 118: 19. 
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4. Ps. 118: 20. 

5. Ps. 118: 21. 
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I 

6.1. e. , the stone "at the corner or extreme angle. " See Liddellý-Scott, 
p. 5 6. 

0 
7. Ps. 118: 22. 

8. Ps. 118: 23. 

Ps. 118: 24. 

10. Ps. 118: 25. 

11. Ps. 118: 26a. 

IZ. Ps. 118: 26b. 

13. The form in Psalm 118: 25 is libshIciih; that in Matthew 21: 9 is wcavva. 

PARALLEL XXXVIII 

1. In logic "assurriptioll was a technical term for the minor promise of 
a syllogism. In jurisprudence it was an additional circumstance. 
Lewis-Short', p. 182. 

2. Matt. 21: 12. 

PARALLEL XXXIX 

1. -MT; EV, Ps. 8: 2. 

I. e. , "adjust, put in order, 11 "prepare, make ready. 11 Liddell- 
Scott, P. 910. 

3. The significance here is "praise. 11 See Liddell-Scott, p. 40. 

4. See note XVII: 3. 

5. See Liddell-Scott, p. 249. 

6.1. e. , "an even number or sum. 11 Liddell-Scott, p. 180. Carolus Hude, 
ed. , Herodoti Historiae (third ed. ; Oxford, 1927), 111 (VII: 29). Godley 
translates the word as "full and exact tale" in the story of how Xerxes 
responded to the way in which Pythius of Lydia offered all his wealth 
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(two thousand talents of silver and 3,993,000 gold staters) to tile 
Persian war effort: "I make you my friend, and of my own wealth 
I give you the seven thousand staters which will make up your full 
tale of four millions, that your four millions may not lack the Seven 
thousand, but by my completing of it you may have the full and exact 
tale. 11 A. D. Godley, tr. , Herodotus. (Loeb Classical Library; Lon- 
don, 1922), 111, pp. 343-345. 

7. ' Presumably, "a sum which fits together well, or which has been fit 
together. 11 Liddell-Scott, p. 243. 

8. The word to which Junius is referring is C5z, which B rown-Driver- 
Briggs defines here as "a stronghold" (p. 739). 

PARALLEL XL 

1. The demonstrative pronouns, "hic" and "iste" in the translations 
of Psalm 118 and Matthew 21 respectively, are masculine; and the 
ensuing discussion makes it clear that they are intended to refer back 
to "angulus. 11 

2. Matt. 21: 45-46. 

See note XXXVIII: 1. 

4. Matt. 21: 33-41. 

5. Ps. 118: 22. 

Matt. 21: 43. 

7. Junius is referring to z5% in Psalm 118 and cL'u'. TTI in Matthew 21. 

8. The Word to which Junius is referring is ý'eben, which is generally, if 
not-always, feminine,. Brown-Driver-Briggs, p. 6. 

Le., "head. " 

10. The*Hebrew word to which Junius is referring is pinnMi. which is some- 
times used figuratively of a ruler. Brown-Driver-Briggs, 1). 819. 
The Greek-word is stated below. 

1 l. ' Le. , "the very one, the same. 11 Liddell-Scott, p. 283. 

12.1. e. , "at the corner or extreme angle. 11 See note XXXVII: 6. 
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13. Eph. Z: 19-ZZ. 

PARALLEL XI-I 

1. * See note XII: 4. 

PARALLEL Xl-II 
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1. Matt. 22: 23-28. 

2. On "qualitativus" see Corradini (see note VI: 8), III, p. 997: "adject. 
qui qualitatem significat. 11 

3. The reference is evidently to the form of TEXcu'rC"LCJ used in Matthew 
22: 25. 

4. See note XII: 4. 

5. Matt. 22: 28. 

6. Matt. 22: 29. 

7. Le. , "the latter first. 

8. Matt. ZZ: 31-32. 

9. Ex. 3 : 6. 

10. Matt. 22: 29. 

PARALLEL XIIII 

1. Actually verse 39. 

2. Le., "power, might. 

3.1. e. , "strength, 11 the word employed in the parallel passages# 

4. Mark 12: 30; ýLuke 10: 27. 

PARALLEL XIIV 

1. Matt. 22: 46. The question was, 'If David calls him Lord, how is lie 
his son? 11 (Matt. 22: 45). 
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PARALLEL XLV 

1. The reference is to kan5p., which is applied to invading armies in 
I saiah 8: 8;. Jeremiah 48: 40; 49: 22. 

2. Matt. 24: 16-21'. 

. 3. M: Luke 21: 20. 

4. Matt. 24: 1-2. 

5. The basic idea of the root qdsh is "separation, "apartness. Brown- 
Driver-Briggs, p. 871. 

6. Lev. 4: 6. 

7. Ex. 26: 33. 

8.11 Chron. 29: 7. 

9. Is. 48: 2. 

10. Zech. 2: 12. 

11. Ps. 87: 1. 

12. Luke 21: 20. 

13. Matt. 24: 16. 

14. Matt. 24: 17. 

PARALLEL XLVI 

1. See parallels 80-82,84. 

PARALLEL'XLVII 

1. In the rhetoricians lloccýipatioll is a technical term for the anticipation 
of an opponent's objections. Lewis-Short, p. 1252. 

2.1 Cor. 1: 23. 

3. Jer. 31: 15 (parallel 7). 
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PARALLEL XLVIII 

1. Verse 2. 

2. Verses*12-13. 

367 

3. The Aranslator has been unable to locate any assertion of Chrysostom 
to this effect. Indeed, Tischendorf cites Eusebius, Origen, Augustine, 
Jerome, Epiphanius, and Cyril in discussing the text of Matthew 27: 9, 
but he quotes no statement of Chrysostom of the sort described by 
Junius, even though such a quotation would be quite significant. ' Con- 
stantinus Tischendorf, ed. - Novum Testamcntum Gracce, Editio 
Octava Critica Maior (Leipzig, 186 ), 1. pp. 192-194. Similarly 
Lagrange does not cite such a statement of Chrysostom when it would 
be quite apposite to his rebuttal of Schmidtke's contention that Jerome 
had simply invented his story of seeing a copy of a writing attributed 
to Jeremiah containing the words quoted in Matthew 27: 9--10. M. -J. 
Lagrange, "LlEvangile Selon les Hebreux, 11 Revue Biblique', XXXI 
(1,922), pp. 341-342. Likewise, if Denis knew of such a statement of 
Chrysostom, it would surely receive mention in his discussion of 
pseudo-Jeremianic writings. Denis does note, incidentally, the exis- 
tence of an Ethiopian fragment Ild'une 'Prophe"tie de Jert-miel chre- 
tienne, sur les 30 deniers de Judas (Mtt. 27,9). " Albert-Marie Danis, 
Introduction aux Pseudepigraelies Grecs d'Ancien Testament (Leiden, 
1970), pp. 76-78. 

4. Junius p rocceds, however, to describe only six varieties of responsb. 

5. Le. "lapse of memory. it See Liddell-Scott, p. 1139. 

6. Weihrich (see note IV: 6), pp. 303-308. 

7.1. e. , "clerical error. 11 The phrase is so employed by Polybius. 
Liddell-Scott, p. 360. 

8. Some manuscripts lack any name; some substitute the name of Zechar- 
iah. Tischendorf, I, p. 192. 

Ibid. The Arabic translation in the London Polyglot, however, has the 
name of Jeremiah, Brian Walton (see note IV: 2), V, p. 145. 

10. Hurst and Adriaen (see note VIII: 38), p. 265. Jerome states that a 
Hebrew of the Nazarene sect had recently shown him a copy of a He- 
brew book ascribed to JeremiA. which contained the words quoted in 
Matthew 27: 9-10. Jerome prefers, however, to see in tlicsc-words a 
quotation ad sensum from Zechariah. (Commentariorum in Matheum 
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Libri VI, IV: ad 27: 9-IP. ) I 

11.1. e. , "by way of concession. 11 See note IV: 24. 

12.1. e. , "according to opinion. 11 See Liddell-Scott, p. 444; and note 
IV: 23. 

13.1. c. , "transmigration of souls. 11 See note XXXI: 4. 

14. Verses 1-8. 

15. Verses 13-16. 

16. Matt. ' 16: 13. 

17. ' Matt. 16: 14. 

18.11 Sam. 8: 17; 1 Kings 2: 26. 

19.11 Chron. 36: 2; 1 Ch 
, ron. 3: 15; although Joahaz, or Jehoahaz, should 

lirobably be identified with the fourth son mentioned in the latter verse, 
Shallurn (cf. Jer. 22: 11). 

. 20.1 Chron. 2: 51; 4: 4. 

21, Neh. 1Z: 10,23. 

22.1 Chron. 6: 21,42(EV). 

23. -1. e. , "Jah has given. 11 

24.1. e. , "God has given. 11 

25.1. e. , "God has given. 11 

26.1. e. , "my strength is Jah. 11 Brown-Driver-Briggs, p. 739b. 

27.1. e. , "Jah has helped. 11 Brown-Driver-Briggs, p. 741a. See paral- 
lel 2 on the identity of Uzziah and Azariah. 

28. B rown- Drive r-B riggs suggests that the name states that Jah loosens 
the womb, deriving the word from a hypotheticai root rmh having to 
dp with loosening (p.. 941b). Junius', on the other hand, evidently de- 

rives the name from rUm, "be high, exalted. 11 
1 

Zq. Brown-Driver-Briggs likewise derives the name from z-aýar, 'Ire- 
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member" (pp. 269-272). 

. 30. Jer. 1: Z. 

31. Zech. 1: 1. 

PARALLEL XLIX 

I., MT; EV, Ps. 22: 18. 

2. Junius translates the psalm title as follows in his Bibelwerk: 
I'Magistro symphoniae ad primam auroram, psalmus Davidis. to 
Testamenti Veteris Biblia Sacra (1593), ad locum. The RSV, on 
the other hand, renders the title as, "To the choirmaster: according 
to The Hind of the Dawn. A Psalm of David, 11 understanding it as a 
directibn to use a certain tune in singing the psalm. ' 

3. Junius deals with the use of Psalm 22: 22 (EV) in Hebrews 2: 12: "1 
will proclaim thy name to my brethren, in the midst of the congre- 
gation I will praise thee. 11 Opera Theologica (see note XXIV: 20), I, 
coll. 1543-1547. 

4. Matt. 27: 46; Ps. 22: 1 (EV, v. 2 ýIT). 

5. John 19: 24; Heb. 2: 12. 

PARALLEL L 

1. Junius ascribes similar words to Augustine in his preface to the 
Sacrorum Parallelorum Libri Tres (p. v): "Novum Testamentum 

, esse complementum veteris, & vetus praesignificationem confir- 
mationemq. Novi. 11 We are dealing here, not with exact quotations, 
but rather with encapsulations by Junius of a concept which Augustine 

'expressed in varying words on numerous occasions. For*cxamplet 
in his In Psalmum CXIIII Enarratio: Sermo ad Plebom (2), Augus- 
tine says, "Gratia enim Noui Testamenti in lege uelabatur; in euan- 
gelio reuelatur. 11 D. ]EýNigius Dekkers and Iohannes Fraipont, ads. 
Sancti Aurelii Augustini Opera. Pars X, 3. Enarrationes in Psalmos 
CI-CL (CCSL, XL; Turnholti, 1956), p. 2073. Likewise, in his Do 
Catechizandis Rudibus (IH: 8) Augustine speaks in this way: "Qua- 
propter in ueteri testamento est occultatio noui, in nouo testamento 
est manifestatio ueteris. 11 M. P. J. van den Hout at al. , ads. , Sancti 
Aurelii AuGustini Oj2era. Pars XIII, 2. Do Fide Rerum Invisi ilium, 
Enchiridion ad Laurentium de Fide at Spa at Caritate, Do Catechi- 
zandis Rudibus, Sermo ad Catechumenos do Symbolo, Sermo do Dis- 

- ciplina Christiana, Sermo de Utilitate Iciunii, Sermo do Excidio Urbis 
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Romac, De Haeresibus (CCSL, XLVI; Turnholti, 1969), p. 128. 

-2. See note XXXI: Z. 

3. Mark 1: 4-8. 

4. See parallel 59. 

5. Mal. 4: 5 EV (3: 23 MT). On syllepsis see notes VII: 4 and XC: Z. 

6. See note XI: 2. 

7. Mal. 3: 1b. 

8. Mal. 3: 1c. 

9. See note XXXI: 3. 

PARALLEL Ll 

1. Lev. 14: 2-32. 

2. Also verses 25-28. 

3. See parallel ZZ. 

4. See parallel 25. 

5. See parallel 27. 

6. Also verse 13. 

7., See parallel 31. 

PARALLEL LII 

1. This clause is absent from Sinaiticus, Vaticanus, and many other 
manuscripts. 

2.1. e. , "in a parallel manner. 11 See note XVII: 1. 

3. Mark 9: 38. 

4. Mark 9: 40. 

5. Tischendorf (see note XLVIII: 3), I, p. 317. 
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See parallel 15, part . 
3. 

7. See parallel 35. 

8. Also V'drse 10. 

See parallel 37. 

10. See parallel 38. 

11. Also verse 

12. See parallel 40. 

13. See parallel 4 1. 

14. Also verses 30-31. 

15. See parallels 42-44. 

16. See parallel 45. 

17. See parallels 80-ý82,84. 

18. See parallel 47. 

PARALLEL IIII 

1. See parallel 93. 

2. See parallel 49. 

PARALLEL LIV 
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I 

The Benedictus, Luke 1: 68-79. 

2. The classical definition of the "causa efficiens" was provided by 
Aristotle in his Metaphysica, V: Z; where lie briefly enunciates the 
four causes essential to Aristotelian philosophy (material, formal, 

efficient, and final): "That by which a change is begun or stopped. 
For instance, the adviser is a cause of the act, the father of the 
child, and in general the maker is a cause of that which is inade and 
the one who makes a change of the change. Louise Ropes Loomis, 
ed. and tr. , Aristotle: On Man in the Universe: Metaphysics, Parts 
of Animals, Ethics, Politics, Poetics (Roslyn, New York, 1943), p. 
12. 
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3. The effect to which Junius is referring here is presumably indicated 
by the words, "you shall beat in pieces many peoples, 11 in Micah 
4: 13; the efficient cause is presumably indicated by the words, "one 
who should be lord in Israel. ' ", Cf. 'parallc*l 5'on Micah 5: 1 MT (5: 2 
EV). 

PAIýALLEL LV 

1. MT-, EV, Mal. 4: 2. 

2. Cf. parallel 14, where the first words of Isaiah 9: 2 are translated, 
"Populus eius, qui ambulant. 11 

3. See Liddell-Scott, p. IZ3. 

4. Ibid. 

5. Kurt Latte, ed. , Hesycliii Alexandriiii Lexicon, 1 (Hauniae, 1953), 

pp. 161-162. 

e. , "rise. 11 Liddell-Scottl P. 123. 

I. e. , "rise. 11 Ilesiod uses the word of Arcturus and the Pleiades. 
Liddell-Scott, p. 665., 

8.1. e. , "from on high. 11 

See note )UV: 12. 

10. Le. , "visit. 11 In the textus receptus this verb occurred in the third 

person singular aorist form in this verse. (Vaticanus, Sinaiticut;, 

and other manuscripts have a present form instead. 

11.1. c. , "the flaming up or the shining out. if See Liddell-Scott, p. 110. 

12.1. e. , "the culmination and standing at the zenith. 11 The, former verb 
is derived from IIF-CrrIUDPLCLr "midday. " Liddcll-Scott., pp. 1105- 1106. 

13.1. e., , "be at the meridian. 11 Amongst Egyptian authors to use men)- 
bers o, f this word-group were Plotinus and Ptolemy (in his Almagest). 
Liddell-Scott, p. 1108. 

14. Ps. 19: 4-6 (EV; 5-7 MT). 

15.1. e. , "from the rising of the morning. 11 See Liddell-Scott, p. 75 1. 
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16. See note VII: 3.1 

17. Jer. 23: 5; 33: 15; Zech. 6: 12. Cf. parallel 8, especially note 1. 

18. According to the interpretation of Junius, Malachi 4: 2 and Isaiah 
60: 1 would be passages which apply these terms to Christ. 

19. Jerome had similarly attacked the reliability of the Septuagint on the 
basis, for one thing, of the divergencies between it and various apos- 
tolic quotations of the Old Testament. Schwarz (see VII: 3), pp. 31-3.3. 

20. Literally, "light-bearer, " that is, the planet Venus. Lewis-Short, p. 1080, 

Zl. Luke 1: 76-77. 

22.1. 'e. , "arose. 11 See note 

23. Matt. 4: 16; see parallel 14. 

24. Luke 1: 76. 

25. Mal. 3: 1. 

26. ' Luke 1: 77. 

27. Mal. 3: 23-24 MT; EV, 4: 5-6. 

28. Mal. 3: 16-18. 

29. MT; EV, Mal. 4: 2. 

30. Mal. 3: 20-21 MT; EV, 4: 2-3. 

PARALLEL LVI 

I. e. , "God-bearer, mother of God. 11 Liddell-Scott cites instances of 
the. word in the Codex Justinianus and the Novellac of the Emperor 
Justinian (p. 792). For numerous citations of the word in the patristic 
period see G. W. H. Lampe, ed. ,A Patristic Greek Lexicon (Oxford, 
1968), pp. 639-641.1 

2. M: Ex. 13: 12. 

I. e. , "that opens the womb. 11 

See note XIV: 12. 

5.1. e. , "according to gener. ation. 11 See Liddell-Scott, p. 344. 
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I. e. , 11 according to manifestation. 11 See Liddell-Scott, p. 19115. 

7. The classical authors use this word especially of divine oracles or 
commands. Liddell-Scott, p. 663. 

8.1. e. , "according to precept. 11 See Liddell-Scott, p. 1306. 

Rom. 15: 8. - 

10. The reference is evidently to nidddh, "impurity, 11 In Leviticus 12: 2; 
15: 19,20,24,25. The, word, is derived from a root meaning "retreat, 
flee. 11 B rown- Drive r-B riggs, p. 622. 

11. Lev. 15: 19-20. 

12. M: "Exod. 13.12.11 -Actually, the location is Leviticus 12: 2. 

PARALLEL LVII 

1. Especially Is. 49: 6. 

PARALLEL LVIII 

1. See note XVII: 3. 

2. Is. 8: 18. 

3. Is. 8: 8. 

4. Josh. 5: 14-15.1 

5. Oj2era T eologica - (1613), 1, coll. 1543-1547. 

PARALLEL LIX I 

1 The translation by Junius of Isaiah 40: 3 is different here thnn in 
parallel 50. Likewise, his translation of Luke 3: 4 differs from that of 
Mark 1-: 3, even though, the Greek is the same in both cases. It is obvi- 
ous that Junius made no attempt to conform his translations of indivi- 
dual 

, verses to any established version (not even his own); they wdre 
quite extemporaneous. 

2.1. e. , "explanatory, exegetical, " See note XIII: 3. 

3. When used substantively, the word is usually translated "saving powor" 
or "salvation. 11 
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4. Is. 40: 2. 

5. E. g. , Dan. 9: 24-Z7. 

6. Is. 40: 5., 

PARALLEL LX 

1. In connection with Matt. 1: 12. 

2. I. e., ' "contradiction. " Liddell-Scott# p. 158. - 

3. See note 11: 9. 

I 
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4. Karl Holl, ed. , Epiphanius (Ancoratus und Panarion). II. Panarion 
Haer. 34-64 (GCS; Leipzig, 1922), p. 332. (LV:;. ) As far as a 
cient manuscripts are concerned, Codex Dezae omits Cainan. Tisch-- 
endorf (see note XLVIII: 3), I, p. 452. 

5. 'Tiscliendorf, I, p. 453. 

6. Iohannes Wordsworth and Henricus "White, eds. , Nouum Testarnen- 
tum Domini Nostri Iesu Christi Latine Secundam Editionem Sancti 
Hicronymi. I. Quattuor Euangelia (Oxford, 1889-1898), p. 3Z8. 

7. Weihrich (see note IV: 6), p. 94. (De Consensu EvanEelistarum, IIA. ) 

S. J. -P. Migne, ed. , Sancti Patris Nostri Gregorii Theologi Vulgo 
Nazianzeni, 

_Arcliie]2isco]2i 
Constantinopolitani, 

_ 
OL)era Quae Exstant 

Omnia, III (MPG, XXXVII), col. 485. (Do Christi Genealogia lines 
66-69. ) 

Petavius (see note IV: 5), III (MPd, XLIII), col. 121. (Ancoratus, 
lix. ) 

10. See parallel Z on this usage. 

11. Gen. 11: 12-13, etc. 

12. The English translation here provides one name in place of the two 
Latin variants: I'Selaa vel Sale. 11 The modern edition of Bede cited 
below spells the first form of the name "Scla. 11 

13. D. Hurst, ed. , Bedae Venexabilis Opera. Pars 11,3. In Lucae Evan- 

I geliurrirExpositio, In Marci Evangelium Expositio (CCSL, CXX; Turn- 
holti, 1960), p. 90. Between the two sentences which Junius quotas 
from Bede, he has omitted another two, in which Bede quotes 
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Gene sis 11: 12 and Iý Chron. J: 18. , 
(In Lucae Evangelium Exeor,. itio, 

ad 3: 35-36. ) See also De Temporum; Ratione,, LXVI. J. A. Giles, 
Td. and tr. , Venerabi'lis Bedae Opera Quac Supersunt Omnia, Nunc 
Primum in Anglia, Ope Codicum Manuscriptorum, Editionumque 
Optimarum. VI. Opuscula Scientifica, et Appendix (London, 1843), 
p. 276. 

14. Le. , "according to opinion. " See note IV: 23. 

15.1. e. , "preparation beforehand. 11 Hermogenes uses the word of the 
"preparation for thb introduction of something startling. 11 Liddell- 
Scott, p. 1480. 

16.1. e. , "as was supposed. Luke 3: 23. 

17. Le. , 
;, lapse of memory. 11 See note XLVIII: 5. 

18. Le. , "blameless concession. 11 Jesu 
,s 

uses the adjective to mean 
"without sin" at John 8: 7 in the textus reccL)tus in the story of the 
woman taken in adultery. 

19.1. e. , "hardness of heart, 11 a word which Jesus applies to the Pharl- 
sees in Matthew 19: 8. 

20. Matt. 1ý: 8. 

21.1. e. , "according to a divine ýoncession. 11 See note IV: 24. 

22. Actually parallel 13. 

23. Also verse'll. 

24. Actually paralle Is 11 and 12. 

PARALLEL LXI 

1. Luke 4: 16-17. 

Z. Is. 53: 11. 

3. Is. 54: 1. -I 

4. The nouns in the first clause are both plural, according to the Massore- 
tic Text: bbcilayik C6sayik,. 

5. See note XIV: 12. 
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Junius translates the pertinent phrase of Isaiah 61: 1 slightly different- 
ly here than in the diagram at the beginning of this parallel, substitut- 
ing "corde" for "animo. 

7. See note XVII: 3. 

PARALLEL LXII 

1.1 Kings 17: 1,8-16; 11 Kings 5: 1-14. 

2. Also verses 4-5. 

PARALLEL LXIII 

II Kingp 1: 9-16. 

2. Also verse 30. 

3. Luke 11: 31-32. 

PARALLEL LXIV 

1. Gen. 6-7; 19: 24-26. 

2. Luke 18: 8. 

3. This clause seems at first sight to contradict parallel 24, since there 
the word I'singularis" is used, in general, as a technical term for an 
"exclusive type, 11 one which has been especially designed by God to 
designate one specific person or thing or action. (SP, pp. 80-81. 
Here, howeve. r, Junius uses the phrase "exempla singulariall; and 
"exemplum" is avord which usually refers to the 'Itypus commullis. 
(SP, p. 33. ) We may assume, therefore, that Junius is here using 
fh-e word I'singularis" in a non-technical sense, and we may translate 

, it as "individual. if 

4. Also verse 43. 

5. Actually parallel 44. 

Actually parallel 53. 

7. Actpally the three following verses, i. e. , Luke Z4: 45-47. 

4 
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John 1: 23 I 

378 

10. Actually parallels 50 and . 5li-witli a cross-reference at parallel. 9. 

2. Actually John 1: 45. 

3. Parallel 8. 

PARALLEL LXV 

1. MT; EV, Ps. 69: 9. 

2.1. c. , "with reference to a type. 

3.1. e. , "with reference to reality. Cf. note IV: 21. 

4. Le. , "according to prophecy. Cf. note VI: 20. 

5.1 e. , "appropriation. 11 See note )UI: 5. 

6. MT; EV, Ps. 69: 20. 

7. MT; EV, Ps. 69: 4. 

PARALLEL LXVI 

1. Num. 21: 4-9. 

PARALLEL LXVII 

1. John 4: 6-42. 

2. Jerome was ambivalent about the location of Sychar, and the matter 
is still debated. W. F. Albright identified the site as El-Askar, near 
Shechem; others, as Shechem itself. J. M. Houston, (Sychar, 11 in 
Merrill C. Tenney, ed. , The Zondervan Pictorial Encyclopedia of the 
Bible (Grand Rapids, Michigan, 1975), V, pp. 549-550. 

PARALLEL LXIX 

1. Num. 14: 28-35; Ps. 95: 11. 

2. John 6: 50-51. 

PARALLEL LXX 

1. In connection with Matt. 12: 5. 
1 
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2. Verse 

3.1. e. , "with respect to a correction or amendment. Liddell-Scott, 
p. 609. 

4. Verses 10-14,23-27. 

5. On "occupatioll see note XLVII: l. 

PARALLEL LXXI 

1. Matt. 5: 6. 

2. Matt. 2: 5-6. See parallel 5. 

PARALLEL LXXII 

1. Actually Deut. 16. 

2. Deut. 16: 18-20; 17: 2-13; 1: 16. 

PARALLEL LXXIII - 

1. Verses 21,23-24. 

PARALLF, L LXXIV 

1. Junius tran'slates Deuteronomy 19: 15 in a slightly different way here 
than in parallel 32. For one thing, lie uses "oral' here in place of 
11sermone, 11 even though one would expect him to do the opposite, if 
he were endeavouring to produce a translation of the Old Testament 
passage as close as possible to the way in which it is quoted in the 
corresponding New Testament passage. 

2.1. e.., "incontrovertible, undeniable. 11 The word is applied by the 

- 
town clerk to the religious beliefs of the Ephesians in Acts 19: 36. 
See note V: 4. 

PARALLEL LXXV 

1. Gen. 12: 1-3; 13: 14-17. 

2. Gen. 15: 2-3. 

3. Gen. 17: 23-27; 2Z: 1-18. 

4. Gen. 22: 8. 
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5. Gen. 22: 14. 

Gen. 22: 18. 

See note XCII: 80. 

PARALLEL-LXXVI 

380 

1.1. e. , "expelled from the -synagogue., Liddell-Scott, p. 221., The 
word is used in John 9: 22. 

2. In connection with Matt. 21: 9, where the crowds, quote Ps. 118: 25-26. 
Pf. parallel 40. 

PARALLEL LXXVII 

1.1. e. , "mockingly, ironically. See note IV: 20. 

2.1. e. , "by way of concession. See note IV: 24. 

3.1. e. , "by way of censure See Liddell-Scott, p. 667. 

4. John 10: 30. 

5. John 10: 35-36. ' 

6. The antitheses to which Junius is referring are evidently vcrses. 37 
("do not believe") and 38 ("believe"). 

PARALLEL LXXVIII 

1. John 12: 32. 

2. John'12: 35-36.. 

3. John 12: 35. 

4. Co1.2: 

5. See note X)UV: 20. 

PARALLEL LXXIX 

1. In his Old Testament Junius translated this verse as a single sentence: 
"Quis -credit praedicationi nostrae: & brachium Jehovac in quo revela- 
tur? 11 He explains the "brachium" as the gospel, the power of God for 
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salvation to those who believe't" but which is veiled to those wh6 are 
perishing. Testamenti Veteris Biblia Sacra (1581), ad locum. 

2. John 1Z: 38a. 

3'. The last clause in the English translation, "which are entirely pos- 
sible, 11 represents the force of the adverb "potissimum. 11 Admit- 
tedly, this word usually signifies "chiefly, principally, especially, 
ih preference to all others, above all, most of all. it (Lewis-Short, 
p. 1409. ) The form is, however, the superlative of "pote, 11 which 
means "able, possible. -" The point is that in the words which follow 
Juniug seems to be stating two alternate views of John's reason for 
apýlying Isaiah's words to the experience of Christ. Both of these 
views are quite possible and acceptable; but they cannot both be true, 
be caus e they contradict e ach othe r. 

PARALLEL LXXX 

1. MT; EV, Ps'. 449. 

2. ' John 13: 18a. 

3.11 Sain. 15: 31. 

4. See note XXIV: 24. 

5. See note XXIV: 23. 

PARALLEL LXXXII 

1. On I'dilectioll see note VI: 44. 

2. Le. , "salvation, " See note LIX: 3. I 

PARALLEL LXXXIII 

1. 'On Ilassumptioll see note XXý<VIII: l. 

2. Deut. 13: 5,9,10,15; 18: 20. 

PARALLEL LXXMV 

1. MT; EV, Ps. 69: 21. The extemporaneity of the translations of scrip- 
ture passages in the Sacri Paralleli appears once again from the minor 
differences between Psalm 69: 21 here and the verse as it occurs in the 
course of parallel 65: "Dant pro alimento meo amarorem, & in siti mea 

I 
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bibendum exhibent acetum. ", 
_ 

(SP, P. 15,5. ), 

PARALLEL LXXXV 

1. John 19: 31-34. 

2. Zech. '12: 1-9. 

3. Z, ech 12: 10-13: 1. 

4. '1. e. repentance and faith. 

5. See parallels 88 and 95. 

PARALLEL LXXXVI 

1. MT; EVý Ps. 69: 25. 

2ý Corradini (see note VI: 8) provides the following definition and ex- 
planation of the technical use of "status conjecturalis" among the rhe- 
toricians: "quum facti controversia est, h. e. cum quacritur factumne 
sit aliquid, an non: quia conjecturis utimur in hujusmodi causis 
tractandis. 11 (1, p. 787. 

3.1. e. , "prep4ration beforehand. 11 See note LX: 15. 

4. Acts 1: 16-19. 

5. John 2: 17. 

6. Book VI, in particular, describes the tragic fall'of Jerusalem. Bone- 
dictus Niese and lustus A. Destinon, eds., Flavii Iosephi Opera. VI. 
De Bello Iudaico Libri VII (Berlin, 1955), pp. 513-570. 

7. Vincentius Ussani, ed. , Hegesippi Qui Dicitur Historiae Libri V. 
Pars Prior Textum_Criticum Continens (CSEL, LXVI; Vienna, 1932), 
pp. 293-417. 

8. Note especially Matthew 23: 38: "Behold your house is forsaken and 
desolate. 

9. Acts 1: 18. 

10. Acts 1: 19. 

11. Acts 1: 16. 

0 
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12. ' I. -, e. ', "a transposition of words or clauses. Liddell-Scott, p. 1 1861. 

13. Acts 1: 21-22. 

14. On "thesis" and "hypothesis" see notes XII: 3,4. -- 

15. M: >II Cor. 2: 16. 
i 

PARALLEL LXXXVIII 

1. Actually Ps. 16. 

2. Aristotle in his Sophistici Elen -cI hi distinguishes between dvcL(peaLr.? 
the "direct confutation" of an arguinent,, and 8LCLLPEaLC;, "confuta- 
tion by drawing a distinction. " Liddell-Scott, p. 106. 

3. Acts 1: 30-31. 

P 16: 

5. Ps. 16: 10. 

6. Ps. 16: 11. 

7. M: Rom. 1: 16'. 

8. Ps. 16: 5-6. 

9. Ps. 16: 7. 

10. Ps. 16: 8-11. 

11. Also verse 35. 

12. In connection with Matt. 22: 44. 

PARALLEL LXXXIX 

1. In his Bibelwerk Junius appeals to Acts 3: 22 and 7: 37 as proof that 
the'prophet of whom Moses speaks in these verses of Deuteronomy is 
Christ, the eternal Word of God, true man, and the one mediator be- 
tween God and man. Testamenti Veteris Biblia Sacra (1593), ad locut-n. 

2. Deut. 18: 15a. 

3. Deut. 18: 15b. 
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4. Deut. 18: 18. 

5. Deut. 18: 19. 

6. Acts 4: 1-4. 

7. Acts 3: 22. 

8. Acts 4: 1-4; Acts. 8: 54. 

9. M: Deut. 18: 13. 

10. Le., "accompaniment. " Bauer, P. 791. 

11. Deut. 18: 14.1 1. 

12. Also v6rses 24-27. 

13. Deut. 18: 19-ZZ. 

PARALLEL XG 

1. Acts 3: 26. 

a 

2. I. e. , "in a collective or comprehensive manner.. " See note VIIA. 
The rhetorician Herodianus used the word to mean "a figure by which 
a p*redicate belonging to one subject is attributed to several. 11 Liddell- 
Scott, p. 1673. 

3. Gen. 22: 17. 

4. Gen. 22: 18. 

PARALLEL XCI 

P s. 2: 7. 

Z. PS'. 2: 2, etc. 

3. Ps. 2: 8. 

4. Ps. 2: 9. 

5. Ps. 2: 11. 

6. Acts 4: 18,21. 

I 
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7. Acts 4: 25. 

8. p S. 2: 1. 
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9. I. e. ', . "stand beside,, 'One', - anOthe*r f6rýmutual help. The RSýr trans- 
lates the form of the verb which occurs in Acts 4: 26 as "set them- 

-ýselves in array. 

10. "The RSV translates the phrase as , 
"were gathered together. Bauer 

similarly explains the prepositional phrase as an idiom meaning "at 
the same place, together" (p. 123). 

I '11. Acts-4: 27. 

PARALLEL XCII 

1. Acti 7: 2-53. 

2. Acts 6: 10. 

3. Acts 6: 11., 

4. Acts 6: 13. 

The word "anteclematicall represents a Latinized adjectival form of 
the Greek noun defined in the following "note. 

6. The ter*m is used by the rhetoricians for aI Icounte r- charge. Liddcll- 
Scott, P. 150. 

7. Gen. 11: 31-12: 9. 

8. Gen. 15: 13-14. 

9. Especia, lly Gen. 17: 10-14. 

10. Gen. 37: 11,28. 

11. Gen. 41: 37-45. 

1Z. Gen. 46: 26-Z7. 

13.1. e. , "five. 11 

14.1. e. 
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down to, Egypt, 
'a"s 

I stated previou. ly 15. Le. , "Accordingly, they go j 
Jacob and his sons and wives and, Ide. scendants, having'been counted, as' 
seventy-five souls, a_s,,. 'th. e first book of the Pentateuch of Mo, s'e-_s`e'n'-ý- 
compasses them. 11 Petavius (see note IV: 5), I (MPG, XU), col. 209. 
(Contra Haereses, 1:, 1; Haeresis, VIII: 4. 

16@ Gen. - 46: 
- 
8-25. 

17. Gen. 46: 27. 

18. Acts 7: 14. 

19. Presumably, "and all his kindred, in the case of seventy.! fivc souls. it 

20. Gen.. 46: 26. 

21. The word I'dicitur" ("said") has Stephen in Acts 7: 14 as its subject. 

See note 15. 

23. The Peshitta version of Acts 7: 14 runs literally as follows: "And 
Joseph sent and there was to his father Jacob and to all his fanýily 
and they were in number seventy and five souls. 11 R. Kilgour et al. 
eds. , The New Testament in Syriac (London, 1919) 11, P. ''l 0. 

f 

24. On the problems which Junius sees here and the difficult discussion 
of them which follows*, see the translator's remarks above in the intro- 
duction, pp. 149-152. 

25. Sacrorum Apostolorum Acta, ex Arabica Translatione Latine Reddita: 
addita obscurorum aliquot difficiliumque locorum interprotatione: 

per Franciscum Junium Biturigem. Ex Bibliotheca Illustries. Prin- 
cipis Palatini (Lyons, 1578). 

26. See. note XVII: 3. 

27. The exact words of the 1578 translation by Junius are as follows: IIE- t 
translatus est in Sichernum, positusque in sepulchro quod Ebrahim sibi 
comparaverat pretio a filiis Chamoris. 'I Sacrorum Apostolorum Acta, 
pp. ý9-70 (chapter 10: 31 i. n the Arabic text translated by Junius). 

28.1. e. , "superfluous. 11 Cf. note XXVIII: 3. 

29. Gen. 50: 10-11. 

30. ' Motion from a place is, however, a viable signification of Ttapa with 
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-Ahe gonitive in classical Greek. Liddell-Scott, p. 1302. In tile New 
Testament such passages as John 6: 46 convcy the sense of derivation, 
but not of actual motion. 

31. Isodorus Hilberg, ed. , Sancti Eusebii Hicronymi Opera. Sect. L Pars 
II. Epistulae LXXI-CXX(CSEL, LV; Vienna, 191Z), pp. 3ZZ-3?. 3. 

Patilae, ' 13. ) It is not apparent, (E2istula CVIII. Epitaphium Sanctac 
however, how near to "Sychem" was the site to which Jerome is refer- 
ring, since lie states: "atque indeýdcuertens. uidit duodecim Patriarclu. L- 
rum s epulchra, et. Sebasten; id e s't Samariam 

32. M: I'Lib. - Antiquit. 2. cap. 4. Edit. Gracc. 11 Denedictus Nieso, ed. 
Flavii Iosephi Opera. I. Antiguitatum Iudaicarum Libri I-V (73erlin, 
1955), pp. 123-124. . 

(Antiquitated Iudaicact- 11: 8. Junius ý'An giving 
the chapter number as 4, - was eit4er- mistaken or was'using an obsolete 
system of numbering. ) 

33. Acts 7: 15. 

34. Acts 7: 16. 

35. The textus receptus has ToU" where the original form of Sinalticus, 
Vaticanus, and Ephraemi Rescriptus have cv. The textus receptus, 
however, has t4gop instead of the"Elilicop in Junius, and EuXtIl 
instead of his ELxF-li. 

36. Gen. 33: 19. 

37. Actually Gen. 47: 29-31. 

38. John 4: 12. 

39. In connection with Matt. 1: 11. 

40. Acts 7: 17-19; Ex.. 1: 7,8,11,22. 

41. Actually three verses, Acts 7: 20-22. 

42. Ex. 2: 2-10. 

43. Actually seven verses, Acts 7: 23-29. 

44. Actually Ex. 2: 11-15. 

45. "Geneseos" is a lapsus calami for "Pentateuchi. it 
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46. In connection with Acts 3: 22. 

47. Ex. 32: 1-6. 

48. Num. 13: 25-14: 10. 

49. Le., "in a parallel, manner. " See notd XVII: 1. 

50. Presumably, "wr 
, 
ittcn out in a parallel fashion. it Strabo used the 

word to mcan'tibounded by parallel lines, " tile neuter form being am. 
ployed substantively by Euclid to denote a parallelogram. 'Liddell- 
Scott, P. 1316. 

51. The word refers in the most basic sense to tho victim itself, although 
it is transferred to the sacrifice 'as wall. 

See Liddell-Scott, -p. 813. 

53. I. e. , "gift, tribute# offoring, 11 especially a "grain offerifig (whother 
raw, roasted, ground to flour, or prepared as brand or cnkou 
B rown- Drive r-13 rigg 9, p. 585. 

'54. Adelin Rousseau ct al. , eds. , Irc"-n6c de Lyons: Contre lom 114r(imiati, 
Livre IV. Edition Critisuc d1aprt]s luis Versions Arincidomi t Lathic. 
II. Texte et Traduction (Sources Chr6tictince, C; 12aria, 11)65), pp. 54)3- 
595. (Adversus Ilacreses, IV: 17. ) 

55.1. c. ý "by way of a syllepsis. 11 See notes VIIA; XC: 2. 

56. Tliý word means both "portable" and "notorious. 11 Llddell-Scott, 1). 
1392. The former significance is the appropriate ona here, but por. 
haps a pun is intended. 

57. Letter of Jeremiah (Baruch 6) 4,26. 

58. Junius is evidently referring to one of the rop:! "nn, tho "old raco of 
giants" in Canaan, of whorn Og, tho king of Bashan, was tho )not, Doti. 
teronomy 3: 11; Joshua 13: 12. Brown-Driver-Briggs, 1). 952a.. 

59. Werner Kappler, ed. . Septuaginta Votus Testamentum GrauCull) Auc. 
toritate Societatis Litterarum Gottingensis Editum. IX. M. -tecalmoo. 
rum Libri I-IV. 1. Maccabacorum Libor I (GOttingen, 1936), 1). 79. 
Kappler has 'PcLwv and notes the variants pa(p cXand PCVP (C)L G)V 4, 

60. Benedictus Niese, ed. , Flavit loacphi 02ura. 111. Antirlultatum ludal- 
caLrum Libri XI-XV (Bcý-Iin, 1955)l 1). 131. Nicso has 'POIAT& In lilts 
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text on the basis of Codex Ambrosianus F128 and Codex Mudic. fuum 
Bibliothecac Laurcntian. ac, while he notes that three other codicem 
have ýa(PWV (Antiquitates ludaicac. XII: 8. 

61. Ibid. 

62. The form does not seem to occur in the targums at Amos 5: 26. 
Sperber (see note VI: 49), p. 424; and Hermann Strack and Paul 1111- 
larbeck, Kommentar zum Ncuen Testament nus Talmud und Midr. -voch 
IL. Das Evangelium nach Markus. Lukas und Johnimes und dio Apotv- 
telgeschichte erlitutort aus Talmud undMidrasch(Munich, 1). 
68Z. Nor does the form cited by Junius appear in Joachim Jorurning 
and Kurt Adolph, Verzoichnis der Schriftgololirtan Gdo. graehlechos 
Register (Strack and 13illerbeck, Kornmentar zum Notion Tontament. 
VI; Munich, 1961); E. Broderek. Kotikordaim zum Targuin Oilkololl 
(Giessen, 1906); Gustaf 11. Dalman, Ar. iiiiiiincii-titittliol)rliioclitto Hand. 

wUrterbuch zu Targum, Talmud und Midrasch (Frankfurt, 19UI); Mar. 
cus Jastrow, A Dictionary of the Targumim, the Talmud Babli and 
Yeruslialmi, and the Midrashic Litorature (Zondon, 19z())-, or J. J.. tivy, 
Chaldilisclies WOrterbuch tibor die Targurnim utid ohion grosmall Tht)II 
des rabbinischenSchrifttums (Loipzig, 1867-1868). Tho forin rpywn, 
however, which could be vocalized'at; ropXon, does appenr 1116; ! loft 
lineation of the territory of tho tribe of Dan at Ntunbors 3-1: 15 111 Codox 
Ncofiti 1. Dicz Macho notes that the word "paroco mor orro'r, mala 
cscritura do Raf6n (Refana) do la Dochpolie. 11 Alejandro D(oz h1achol 
ed. , Neoehyti I TargumPalostinenso Me do la Bibilotoca, Vnticana. 
IV. Numeros (Madrid. 1974), pl). 322-3Z3 Sao also Martin McNa. 
mara, who identifies the place as probably 

; 
ho Itoph., 111a of I)IJI%y nild 

the Raphon of Maccabees and Josophuti. TarEum and Tolitatilunt, Ara- 
maic Paraphrases of the Hebrew Bible: A Light on tho N(-, iw. Tw§tnm"nL 
(Shannon, 197Z), p. 199. 

63. "Tutanus" was originally the naino of a specific Roman guardiall deiiy 
who, according to lcgends put Hannibal to flight. Lewis-Short, 1). lt)20. 

64.1. e. . "from the general proposition. 11 Liddell-Scott, 1). 969. The gan. 
cral proposition here is that "you" made tl; e Images mentioned In order 
to worship them. Therefore, the pronoun "your" could be emitted In 
the phrase "your Maluch. " 

65.1. c. , "cxplanation, into rprotation. 11 Liddull-Scott, p. 593. 

66. I. e. , "by way of imitation. 11 See note VIII: 105. 

67. Ex. 25-31; 35-40. 
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68.11 Sam. 7: 2. 

69. AlsoI. Kfngs 7: 15-51. 

1 70. Le. , "interrogatively. 11 Liddcll-Scott, p. 696. 

I 

71.1. e. ', "stiff-necked. 11 The term is applied to Israel at various points 
in the Septuagint, such as Exodus 33: 3. 

7Z. - II Chron. 36: 15-16. 

73. Especially Ex. 19: 7-8. 

74.. Deut. 33: 2-4. 

75. Ps. 68: 17 EV (MT, 18). 

i6. Especially 11ab. 3: 3. 

77. Gal. 3: 19. 

78. M: Eph. 3: 10. 

79. M:, Gal. 3: 19. 

80. Acts 7: 35-38. Junius is assuming that this angol was tho pro-hicarliato 
Christ. Thus, at Genesis 2Z: II In his 131bolwo rk Junium Identiflom tile 
"Angelus Johovaef, as "Christus nernio acternus Patris, (jul Idol" np. 
pellatur Deus, v. 12. itoinquo Johova, v. 16.11 TootamontlVat_0 rig 
Biblia Sacra (1593), ad locum. 

81. Ileb. 2: 2. 

PARALLEL XCIII 

1. In connection with Matt. 8: 17. 

2. The margin cites Acts 2 (with reference to verse 23) and another 
chapter which in illegible. Most of the later editions of the Sacrl Paral- 
lell read the number 113,01 and they are doubtloss correct. 3 uni m pre. 
sumably has Acts 3: 15 in mind at this point. The (olto aditionu of tho 
Sacri Paralleli, howevcr, erroncously read 118. it 

3. The first cxu"rol") and the 6tare distinctive alamwits of the textum ru- 
cutus. 

390 
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4.1. e. , "equivalent. 11 Liddell-Scott, p. 837. The Prologue to Ecclu- 

siasticus notes that "what was,, originally oxpressed in Hebrew does not 
have exactly the same sense (LCO6UVCL4CT) when translated Into a dif- 
ferent language. 11 Joseph Ziegler, ed. , Septuaginta V(jtus Testamen- 
turn Graccurn Auctoritate Societatis Litterarurn Gottingenflin EdItum. 
XII, Z. Sapientia Iesu Filil Sirach (GUttingen, 1965), 1). 125. 

PARALLEL XCIV 

I. e. , "respecter of persons. 11 Liddell-Scott gives no reference to 
this word outside of Acts 10: 34 (p. 1533). Dauer explains the small 
and unusual word-group of which this word is a member as the relfult 
of Hebrew influence on the Now Testament writers through tho modi- 
urn of the Septuagint (1). 728). 

2. Sec'note XVII: 3. 

PARALLEL XCV 

1. Acts 13: 16-41. 

2. Gen. 11: 31-12: 3; Ex. 1-15. 

3. Ex. 16-Deut. 34. 

4. Especially I Sam. 13: 14. 

5. Il Sam. 7: 12-16. 

Junius is following, of course, the textus receptum. Sinaiticus, Alox- 
andrinus, Vaticanus, Ephraurni Rescriptus. papyrus 74, the Vulgate, 
and other authorities place "and after that ho gave thein juditooll after 
the number of years. 

"the latter first. 11 

8. 'In the four hundred and cightiathyear after the peopla of 111ratil, callic 
, out of the land of Egypts in the fourth year of Solomon's r(Agn ovor I"- 
racl, in the month of Zivt which is tile second munth, he begaii tu build 
the house of the Lord. 11 1 Kings 6: 1. 

9.1. a. , "and after these things ware taking place during the courso of 
about four hundred and fifty years, ', tho -rcLG1CL referring to tho ovonts 
described in verses 17 to 19. 

10. The Vulgate reading is as follows: ". . at dostruans gonten meptem 
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in terra chanaan sorte distribuit cis turram corum quasi post quad- 
rigentos et quinquaginta annos et post hacc dedit. iudicus usquo -W 8am. 
uliel proplictam ... 11 Ioliannes Wordsworth and Ilenricuti WhIto, cdo. 
Nouum Testamentum Domini Nostri lesu Christi Latina Sectmdam Edi- 
tionem Sancti Ilier6nymi. 11,1. Actus Apostolorum (Oxford, 1905). 
p. 123. 

I. e. , 1,11c gave them their land as an Inheritatice In tho courso of about 
four hundred and fifty years. And after these thbige, lity gava thom 
judges. .9 Of 

12. The translation by Junius of the Arabic version of Acts 13: 19-ZI runs 
as follows: "Et evcllcns septom gentes in torra Conahanill, dodit HILO 
ha6reditario possidendmn terram carum: /Doinde varo po"tclunin do- 
disset (As judices quadringentis quinquaginta annis u8cluu ad Semuelem 
Prophetam, /Usqu durn potentibus nb co Rogam dodit elm Douto Savu. 
lam filium Kisi, virum do tribu Dinjaminis, It amovit out'n. 11 Sacror- 
um Apostolorum Acta, pp. 136-138 (chaptor 24: 7-9 In tho Arabic toxf 
translated by Junius). 

13. Gen. 21: 12. 

14. Acts 13: 17. 

15. Gen. -17: 19,21. 

16. M: Gcn. 17. The reference is to vcruc 1. 

17. Gen. 21: 5. 

18. Exodus 12: 40-41 MT defines the duration-of tho Egyptian flujourn . 'flona 
as exactly 430 years, while Genesis 15: 13 gives a figuro of four cuntur- 
ies for the same period. Presumably Junius in rolying hare on the 
Septuagint and Galatians 3: 17. 

19. Junius is possibly reforring here to Joshua 11-. 23, or ho its simply ad. 
suming that the national assembly at Shiloh meant that the pqople wort) 
observing a sabbatical year (18: 1). The words of Calub, to bo sure, 
in Joshua 14: 6-10 would imply at least a six-year Interval betwooll tile 
entrance into Canaan'and the beginning of the allotment. For the rebel- 
lion at Kadesh-barnea took place somewhat more than ,, i year n(ter tile 
exodus, and it was now forty-five years after that rebellion, according 
to Caleb. 

20. Sce Liddcll-Scott, p. 347. 

21. See note 4 above. 
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22. Acts 13: 26-31. 

23. Acts 13: 26-29. 

24. Acts 13: 30-31. 

25. Also verse 33. 

26. Also verse 33. 
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I 

27. Le. , "by way of differentiation. 11 See note V: 6. 

28. By "the etymon" Junius is presumably rcferring to the word 'ZOTTIVIL 

which has been combined withZLVC"L, tO form the word usod In varso 33. 

29. Ps. 2: 7. 

30. Acts 13: 33. 

31. In connection with Acts 4: 25-26. 

32. M: Heb. 1: 5. * Junius deals with the re lation s hlp betweell Ponlin 2: 7; 
I Chronicles 22: 13; Psalm 97: 7; and Hebrews 1: 5.6 in Pliora Thoo-lo. 

. 
pica (1613), 1, coll. 

1 
1536-1537. 

33.1 1. c. , "consubstantial. 11 The word was used by Plotinus, Porphyry, 
and other pagan authors. The Christinn writers and the Council of 
Nicaca applied it, of course, to the relationship between the parsoniq 
of the Trinity. 

34. Cf. the exposition of 11abraws 5: 1-10 in Opera Thoolugica (1613). 1, 
coil. 1559-1561, in the course of which the uric of I'malin 2: 7 In IN. 
brews 5: 5 is noted. 

35. Ps. 2: 10-11a. 

36. The Greek word transliterated here is used by the rhatoricizins to refer 
to a "phrase added by way of ornament or as a finishing touch. 11 Lid- 
dell-Scott, p. 672. 

37. Ps. 2: 11b. 

38. M: Ileb. 1: 4. Also veree S. Soo noto 3Z abovu. 

39.1. c. , "arr. angcment or managoment of things. 11 The MOBt bl"HIC 111"n1l. 
ing of the word is the managemont of a household. Liddall-Scutt, 1). 
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1204. Paul uses it of God's plan of the ages In Epbosians 1: 10 tind 
of his own apostolic 'function in 3: 2. 

40. Acts 13: 32-33. 

4 1.1. a. , "according to nature. 11 In philosophical works the word is used 
with a variety of nuances--the elementary substance, cruntion, a spe- 
cics, etc. Liddell-Scott, p. 1965. 

42. Le. , "according to the true nature. 11 Sao noto IV: 21. 

43.1. o. , "according to manifestation. 11 Soo noto LVI: 6. 

44. The word to which Junius is referring Lis yi-ilad, which tiomotimes 
rricans it 

, 
beget, " according to Brown-Drivor-Driggs (p. 400). but long 

often than "bear, bring forth. 11 

45.1. a. , 
"tautology. " Liddell-Scotto 1). 1761. 

46. Ileb. 1: 5. See note 3Z above. 

47. Gal. 4: 4. 

48. Desiderius Erasmust "Commcntarium, In Psaltnum Socimcluan, Quaro 
Frcrnucrunt Gontess 11 in Desiderii Erasini Rotarodarnt Opora Oninta 
Emendatiora ct Auctiora, ad Uptimas 1-Witionen, Praticipup Quas I )o 
Erasr-nus Postretno Curavit, Summa Fide Exacta. Doctortunguo Vit. - 
orum Notis Mustrata, V tLeideno 1704), coll. 197- 199; VI (Loichm, 
1705), col. 486. 

49. J. -P. Migne, ed. , S. P. N. Occumenli, Triccau In Thessalia kpill. 

coRi, OEcra-Omnla, I (M G, CXVIII), Col. 2,05. (1-inarratio Vottyruill 
Sanctorum Virorurn ab Ationymo imo ab Oncumanio ux Divornin Monu. 
mentis Collecta et Accurate in Compendium Hadacta, in Act. -I Apolito- 
lorum, XIII: 30-33. ) 

50. Triactate Berakoth 9b-10a of ilia Babylonlan Talmud rands as follows: 
"You must assume therefore that Illappy is ilia man# alit) 'Why 11ro ilia 
nations in an uproar' form one chapter. For It. Sainual b. Natimani 
said in the name of R. Jotianan: Every chapter that was particularly 
dcar to David lie commenced with Illappy. I lie began with Illappy, I as 
it is written, 111appy is the man, I and lie torminattid with Illappy, I as 
it is writtcn, 11-lappy arc all they that take rofugo in Him. "I hinurleti 
Simon and I. Epstein, ads. , Ilebrew-English Edition of ilia Babylonian 
Talmud: 13crakoth (London, 196U), pp. 9b- 10a. 

A 
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51. Le. , "of il. 1 omen, boding. 11 Liddell-Scott, p. -161. 

52.1. e. , "in a circular manner. 11 See Liddell-Scott, p. 1006. 

53. In connection with Luke 3: 36. 

54. Acts 13: 34-35. 

55. Is. 55: 3. 

395 

56. B rown- Drive r-B riggs (p. 339b) defines tho word as 911(hid" or "plolls, 
godly, either as an exhibition of Idutcous lovol toward Got) ..., or 
01 because kindness, as prominant. in the 1, ' odly, colljop to ItIlply 
otiie'r attributes, and to be a designation of th'o godly charactor. 11 

57. The basic concept of the word is "hallowed, manctioned or allowad by 
the law of God. 11 Liddell-Scott, 1). 1260.1 

58. See note XVlI: 3. 
01 

59.13 rown- Drive r-B riggs (pl). 338-339) dorivas Immcd, kind. 
ness, 11 and tulHid from tiliand, "be good, kind. 11 

60. Joseph Ziegler, ed. , Septuaginta Vatus Testamentum Graccum Auctorl- 
tate Societatis Litterarum Gottingensis Editum. XIV. Isaias (GOttingang 

939)p pa Y7. Aqtyally the Rogttit'k9itit týxt rendto tI X. - 6LaOfflooliat 
11tv 6LCLoqxTlv mumov ,T aLcL AauL6 T& ntat 

61. Is. 55: 3 (paraphrase). 

62. Is.. 53: 11-1Z. 

63. Ps. 16: 10.1 

64. Actually parallel 88. 

65. Acts 13: 36-37. 

66. Acts 13: 38-39. 

67. Acts 13: 40-41. 

68. Ilab. 1: 5. 

69. Acts 13: 40. 
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70. Acts 13: 41, 

PARALLEL XCVI 

I 

396 

1. Is. 49: 1. 

2. Acts 13: 46. 

3. Matt. 10: 40. 

4. Luke 10: 16 in substance. 

5.0- M: I Cor. 9. The reference is to verse 16. 

PARALLEL XCVII 

1. M: "Act. 14. & 15. Actually Acts 14: 15-17. 

2. Acts 15-16-18'. 

3. Acts 15: 15. 

4. Amos 9: il-IZ. 

5. Acts 15: 20. 

6. Acts 15: 20. 

7.1. e. , "lawlessness. In I John 3: 4 the word is used as a definition 
of sin. 

8. ICor. 10: Z3. 

9. Acts 15: 21. 

10. Cf. Rom. 14: 15. 

11. Acts 15: 23-29. 

12. A cts 15: 29. 

13. Acts 17: 22- 31. 

PARALLEL XCVIII 

1.1. e. , "disorderliness. 11 The most basic usage is that of lack of dis. 

4 
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cipline among soldiers. Liddell-Scott, p. 26-8. 

2. M: II. Lib. 1. Ep. 3. & lib. 3. Ep. 11.11 The- references are evidently' 
to Epistula III. Cyprianus Rogatiano Fratri S. , 2; and Epistula LXVI. 
Cyprianus Qui et Thascius-Florentio Cui et Puppiano Fratri S. t 3. 
Guilelmus Hartel, ed. , Sancti Thasci Caecili Gypriani 02cra Ornnia, 
II (CSEL, HI, 2; Vienna, 1871),. pp. 470-471,729. 

3. Acts 23: 2. 

4. Acts 23: 7-10. 

S. Is. 6: 9. 

In connection with Matt. 13: 14. 


